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THE GREAT MISS DRIVER

CHAPTER I

WHAT IS SHE LIKE ?

T)ERHAPS you won't believe me/' said I, “but

JL till yesterday I never so much as heard of her

existence."

“ I've not the least difficulty in believing you. That

was old Nick's way. It wasn't your business—was it ?

—so he didn't talk to you about it. On the other

hand, when a thing was your business—that's to say,

when he wanted your services—he told you all about

it But I believe I'm the only person he did tell. I'm

sure he didn’t tell a soul down in Catsford. Finely

put about they'll be!"

Mr. Cartmell, of Fisher, Son, & Cartmell (he was the

only surviving representative of the firm), broke off to

hide a portion of his round red face in a silver tankard
;

Loft, the butler, had brought it to him on his arrival

without express orders given
;

I had often seen the

same vessel going into Mr. Driver's study on the occasion

of the lawyer's calls.

He set the tankard—much lightened it must have

been—on the mantelpiece and walked to the window,

taking a pull at his cigar. We were in my room—niy

“ office " it was generally called in the household. He
stood looking out, talking to me half over his shoulder.
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“A man’s mind turns back at times like these, I

remember him hard on forty years ago. I was a lad

then, just gone into the business. Mr. Fisher was alive

—not the one you remember—not poor Nat—but the

old gentleman. Nat was the junior, and I was in the

last year of my articles. Well, Nick Driver came to

the old gentleman one morning and asked him to act

for him—said he thought he was big enough by now.

The old gentleman didn’t want to, but poor Nat had

an eye for a man and saw that Driver meant to get on.

So they took him, and we’ve acted for him ever since.

It wasn’t many years before he—” Cartmell paused a

moment, laying the finger-tips of his right hand against

the finger-tips of his left, and straightening his arms

from the elbow like a swimmer—** before he began to

drive his wedge into the county.”

The good man was fairly launched on his subject;

much of it was new to me, in detail if not in broad

outline, and I listened with interest. Besides, there was
nothing else to do until the time came to start. But

the story will bear a little summarising, like a great

many other stories
;
Cartmell was too fond of anecdotes.

Thus summarised then :

—

Nicholas Driver began life as a tanner in Catsford.

He was thrifty and saved money. With the money he
bought land and built some villas

;
with the rent of

the villas—more land. He had faith in the development
of Catsford. He got early news of the coming of the

railway
;
he pledged every house and every inch of land

—and bought more land. So the process went on

—

detailed by Mr. Cartmell, indicated here. Nicholas
Driver became moderately rich—and, by the way, his

Gatsford property had never ceased to rise in value and
ri^ng still. ' Then, as it seemed (even Mr. Cartmell

sphlki^dbhjecturally), an era of speculation followed

—
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first in England, then in America. "That,” Cartmell

interjected, “ was when he picked up this girl’s mother,

not that she was American, but he met her about that

time.” He must have speculated largely and success-

fully, or he could not have made all that money—so

stood the case. The money made, the process of

"driving his wedge into the county” began. “The
county” must, here and henceforward, be carefully dis-

tinguished from “the town.” Geographical contiguity

does not bridge a social chasm.

First he bought Hatcham Ford, a small but beautiful

Jacobean house lying on the banks of the river, some
mile and a half out of Catsford at that time, now caught

in the lengthening fringe of the town. While in

residence there, he spread his territory to the north and
west, acquiring all the outlying farms which the Lord
Fillingford of the day was free to sell

;
then too he

made his first audacious bid for Fillingford Manor
itself—^the first of many, it appeared. Though the later

no longer seemed audacious, all had been fruitless

;

Lord Fillingford could not sell without his son’s

consent, and that was withheld. The family struggled

on in perpetual financial straits, hating Nicholas Driver,

but envying him his money, never coming to an open
rupture with him for fear of his power or apprehension

of its own necessities, never sparing a sneer or a secret

thrust when either was safe. For his part, baffled in

that quarter, he turned to the east and approached Mr.

Dormer of Breysgate Priory. It was a beautiful place.

Down by the lake lay the old Cistercian monastery

;

the original building was in ruins, but a small house

had been built on in the days of Elizabeth, and this was
still habitable. High on the hill stood the big, solidly

handsome, Georgian mansion, erected by the Dormer of

the day when the estate came into the hands of the
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family. From the hilltop the park rolled out and out

in undulating curves of rich grass-land and spreading

woods. To Nicholas Drivers joy and surprise—he had

anticipated another struggle and feared another rebuff

—

Mr. Dormer was ready to sell—for a price. He was

elderly, his wife middle-aged, his only heir a cousin

towards whom he was indifferent and who, though heir

of entail to the property, would be unable to keep it up,

unless his predecessor left him money for the purpose.

In these circumstances matters were soon arranged.

The cousin was bought off, his consent given, and the

Dormers retired to a smaller place, properly the dower

house— Hingston Hall, situated fifteen miles from

Catsford. Behold Nicholas Driver a country gentleman

on a distinctly large scale

!

“And with how much ready money to his name
besides you’ll get some idea about when the will is

proved,” Mr. Cartmell ended impressively.

His impressiveness impressed me
;

I do not know
why I should be ashamed to confess it A great deal

of anything impresses ordinary people
;
a great deal of

hill is a mountain, a great deal of water is an ocean, a

great deal of brain is a genius
; and so on. Similarly a

great deal ofmoney has its grandeur—for ordinary people.

“ It might be a million and a half—a million and a

half sovereigns, Austin !—and it’s growing every night

while you sleep ! And now
—

^he’s dead !

”

“ You do die just the same—^that’s the worst of it
”

,
“ And not an old man either !

”

“Sixty-three!”
“ Tut—I shall be that myself in three years—and you

can’t tire me yet 1

”

“Perhaps making millions and driving wedges is

—

rather exhausting, Cartmell. You split the tree
;
don’t

you blunt the wedge in time too ?
”
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“ The end came easy, did it ?
”

“ Oh, yes, in his sleep. So the nurse tells me. 1

wasn’t there myself.”

“Tm glad it was easy. After all, he was a very

old friend of mine—and a very valuable client. Let’s

see, how long have you been with him ?
”

Four years.”

Going to stay ?
”

I rose and began to brush my hat. “If you come to

that,” said I, “ are you going to stay either, Cartmell ?

I gather that she can do as she pleases about that ?
”

“ Every rod of ground and every farthing of money

—

bating decent charities ! It’s a great position.”

“ It’s a very unexplored one so far as we’re con-

cerned,” I made bold to remark.
“ Have you seen him since—since the end, Austin ?

”

“ Yes. Would you like to ?
”

“ No, I shouldn’t,” he answered bluntly. “ Perhaps

it’s brutal. I know it’s cowardly. But I don’t like

death.”

“ Nonsense ! You make half your income out of it I

say, I suppose we might as well start ?
”

“Yes,” he assented absently. “I wonder how she’s

turned out !

”

I looked at him with quickened interest. “ Turned
out ? That sounds almost as if you’d seen her.”

“ I have seen her. Come along. I’ll tell you about

it as we drive down.”

We traversed the long corridor which leads from my
office to the hall. Loft was waiting for us, with an

attendant footman. Loft addressed me in a muffled

voice
;
his demeanour might always be relied on for

perfection—^he would not once unmuffle his voice till

his master was buried.

“ The landau is waiting, sir. The omnibus for Miss
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Driver’s maid and the luggage has gone on.” Wonder-
ful man ! He spoke of Miss Driver ” as if she had

lived for years in the house.

Cartmell gave him a queer look and emitted a low

chuckle as we got into the landau, behind the big greys.

Mr. Driver always drove greys, and he liked them big,

so that he could rattle up the hill to his house.

“ Maid ! Luggage !
” muttered Cartmell. The

bus’ll hold ’em, I think, with a bit to spare ! By his

orders I sent her twenty pounds on Tuesday; that’s all

she’s had as yet. I only had time to telegraph about

—

the rest,”

" Interesting wire to get ! But about your seeing her,

Cartmell ?
”

In honour of the occasion Cartmell, like myself, had

put on a black frock coat and a silk hat, properly

equipped with a mourning band of respectful width.

But he wore the coat with a jaunty air, and the hat

slightly but effectively cocked on one side, so that the

quiet yet ingrained horsiness of his aspect suffered

little from the unwonted attire. The confidential wink

with which he now turned his plump rubicund face

towards me preserved his general harmony. With the

mournful atmosphere of Breysgate Priory, however, I

could not help feeling that my own lank jaws and more
precisely poised head-gear consorted better.

You can hold your tongue, Austin ?
”

“ A very shrewd man has paid me four hundred a

year for four years past on that understanding.”

Then what happened at the Smalls’ at Cheltenham ?
”

" Isn’t that beginning the story at the wrong end ?
”

I asked.

“That was where she was”—he searched for a

word—“ where she was planted. She lived at three or

four different places altogether, you know.”
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“ And the mother ?
”

** Mother died—vanished anyhow—early in the pro-

ceedings. Well, word came of trouble at Cheltenham.

Small, though of. my own profession, was an ass. He
wrote a bleating letter—yes, he was more like a sheep,

really—to old Nick. Nick told me I must go and put

it to rights. So I went.”

“Why didn’t he go himself?”

“I think,” said Cartmell cautiously, “that he had

some kind of a feeling against seeing the girl. Really

that’s the only thing that accounts for his behaviour

all through.”

“ Did he never see her ?
”

“ Never—^since she was quite a child. So he told me.

But let me finish the story—if you want to hear it.

Being ordered, I went. They lived in a beastly villa and

were, to speak generally, a disgrace to humanity by
their utter flabbiness. But there was a flashy sort of a

gentleman, by the name of Powers.” He stopped and

looked at me for a minute. “A married flashy gentle-

man named Nelson Powers. She was sixteen—and she

wrote to Powers. A good many letters she’d written

to Powers. Small was such a fool that Powers guessed

there was money in it. And she, of course, had never

thought of a Mrs. Powers. How should she ? Sixteen

and
“ Hopelessly innocent ?

”

“ P really think so,” he answered with an air, rather

odd, of advancing a paradox. “ She let him worm out

of her all that she knew about her father—which was

that he paid the bills for her and that Small had told

her that he was rich. She didn’t know where he lived,

but Powers got that out of Small without much
trouble, and then it was blackmail on Mr. Driver, of

course”
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Did you get at Powers ? Had to pay him something,

I suppose?”

I got at Mrs. Powers—and paid her. Much better

!

We had the letters in twenty-four hours. Powers

really repented that time, I think ! But I had orders

to take her away from the Smalls*. The same man
never failed Nick Driver twice! I sent her under

escort to Dawlish—at least near there—to a clergy-

man’s family, where she’s been ever since. But it can’t

be denied that she left Cheltenham rather—well,

rather under a cloud. If you ask me what I think

about it

I had been growing interested—^yet not interested in

precisely the point about which Mr. Cartmell conjectured

that I might be about to inquire.

“Did she say anything about it herself?” I

interrupted.

He stroked his chin. “She said rather a curious

things—she was only sixteen, you know. She said that

we might have given her credit for being able to take

just a little care of herself.”

“That sounds like under-rating your diplomacy,

Cartmell.”

“I thought myself that it reflected on the bill I

proposed to send in ! Funny, wasn’t it ? From a chit

like that I”

“ What did you say ?
”

“ Asked her if she’d like a foot-warmer for the journey
to Dawlish.”

“Capital! You were about to tell me what you
thought about it ?

”

“The folly of a young ignorant girl, no doubt.
Powers was an insinuating rascal—and a girl doesn’t
know at that age the difference between a gentleman
and a cad. He moved too soon, though. We were in
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lots of time to prevent real mischief—and Mrs. Powers

came up to the scratch!” He drummed his fingers on

the window of the landau, looking thoughtful and, as it

seemed to me, retrospectively puzzled.

'^And did all go smoothly with the clergyman’s

family ?
”

“She’s been there ever since. I’ve heard of no

trouble. The governess’s reports of her were excellent,

I remember Mr. Driver telling me once.”

“ Well then, we can forget all about Powers.”

“Yes, yes,” said Cartmell, drumming his fingers

still.

“ And what was she like ?
”

Cartmell looked at me, a smile slowly breaking

across his broad face. “Here’s the station. Suppose

you see for yourself,” he suggested.

We had ten minutes to wait before Miss Driver’s

train was due—we had been careful to run no risk of

not being on the spot to receive her. Cartmell was at

no loss to employ the time. I left him plunging into an

animated discussion of the points of a handsome cob

which stood outside the station: on the , handsome
cob’s back was a boy, no less handsome, fresh of colour

and yellow-haired. I knew him to be young Lord

Lacey, heir to the Fillingford earldom, but I had at

that time no acquaintance with him, and passed on into

the station, where I paced up and down among a crowd

of loiterers and hasteners—for Catsford was by now a

bustling centre whence and whither men went and

came at all hours of the day and ,most hours of the

night. Driver had foreseen that this would come
about! It had come about; he had grown rich; he

lay dead. It went on happening still, and thereby

adding to the piles of gold which he could no longer

handle.
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Instead of indulging in these trite reflections—to be

excused only by the equal triteness of death, which

tends to evoke them— I should have done well to

consider my own position. A man bred for a parson

but, for reasons of his own, averse from adopting the

sacred calling, is commonly not too well fitted for other

avocations—unless perhaps he would be a school-

master, and my taste did not lie that way. In default

of private means, an easy berth at four hundred pounds

a year may well seem a godsend. It had assumed

some such celestial guise to me when, on the casual

introduction of my uncle one day in London, Mr.

Driver had offered it to me. As his private secretary,

I drew the afore-mentioned very liberal salary, I had
my “ office ” in the big house on the hill, I dw'elt in the

Old Priory (that is to say, in the little dwelling-house

built on to the ruinous remains of the ancient founda-

tion), I was seldom asked for more than three hours^

work a day, I had a horse to ride, and plenty of leisure

for the books I loved. It would be very unfortunate to

have to give up all that. Verily the question “ What is

she like?” had a practical, an economic, importance for

me which raised it far above the sphere of mere
curiosity or the nonsense of irrelevant romance. Was
she a sensible young woman who would know a good
secretary when she saw one? Or, on the other hand,

was she not? A secretary of some sort she would
certainly require.

Nay, perhaps she wouldn’t The one utterance of

hers which had been, so far, credibly reported to my ears

was to the effect that she could take care—^just a little

care—of herself. This at sixteen ! This on the top of

circumstances which at first sight indicated that she had
taken particularly bad care of herself! Letters to a

man like Powers 1 My imagination, forsaking my own
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position and prospects, constructed a confident picture

of Powers, proceeded to sketch Mrs. Powers—strong

lights here !—and to outline the family of the Smalls of

Cheltenham. It ended by rejoicing that she had been

removed from the influence of Powers and the environ-

ment of the Smalls of Cheltenham. Because, look at

the matter how one might or could, there was no denying

that it was the sort of incident which might just as well

—or even better—not have happened at all. At the

best, it was not altogether pleasant. Surely that was

the truth—and not merely the abortive parson talking

again ? Well, even the abortive parson was sometimes

right

Cartmell clapped me on the shoulder. The handsome

boy had, it appeared, departed, after receiving from an

obsequious porter the copy of Country Life^ in quest of

which he had ridden to the station from Fillingford

Manor.
' ‘' Here comes the train ! I wonder if I shall know her

again !”•

Two minutes later, that observation of CartmelFs

seemed tome plainly ^foolish. A man might like her or

dislike her, trust her or not trust her—oh, away with

these fatal alternatives, antitheses, or whatever they are t

They confine judgment, and often falsify it. He might

do all these things at once—and I fancied that she

might welcome his perplexity. He would not be very

likely to forget her—nor she to be pleased if he did.

That was only a first impression of her, as she got out

of the train.

0



CHAPTER II

MAKING AMENDS

CARTMELUS talk, as we drove back, was

calculated to give her an almost overwhelming

idea of her possessions and (if her temperament set that

way) of her responsibilities. Big commercial buildings,

blocks of shops, whole streets of small houses, drew

from the lawyer a point of the finger and a brief,

That’s yours”—or sometimes he would tell how her

father had bought, how built, and how profited by the

venture. Every time she would turn her head to look

where his finger pointed, and nod slightly, gravely,

composedly. She seemed to be reserving her opinion of

it all. The only time she spoke was when we were

emerging from the town and he showed her Hatcham
Ford, saying, as usual, “ That’s yours,” but adding that

it was let to Mr. Leonard Octon, who was abroad just

now. Then her nod of understanding was accompanied

by a low murmur, “ It’s very pretty.”

She said nothing when we drove into the park of

Breysgate Priory itself: yet I saw her eyes fixed intently

on the great house on the hill, which comes into view

directly the'drive is entered, and certainly looks imposing

enough. After the first formal greeting she did not

speak to me, nor I to her, until her reception at the house

was over and we had sat down to luncheon. But she

had smiled at me once—^when we were still standing by
the door, on the terrace at the top of the steps, and

xs
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Cartmell was showing her what he called “ the lie of the

land/' The omnibus with its pair of big horses and its

pair of big men came trotting up the hill, and on its big

roof lay one small battered trunk. Loft was waiting to

give orders to his footmen for the disposal of her

luggage: when he saw the solitary and diminutive

article, he advanced and, with pronounced graciousness,,

received it from the omnibus himself. She watched^

and then gave me the smile that I have mentioned;

evidently Loft— or Loft in conjunction with that

humble box—appealed to her sense of humour.

Cartmell was soon at his ease with her : he called her

**My dear" twice before we got to the sweets. The
second time he apologised for taking the liberty—on

the first occasion, I suppose, the words slipped out

unnoticed by himself.

“But I like it,” she said. “My father spoke so

warmly about you in his letter.”

Cartmell looked at me for a moment
;
we neither of

us knew of a letter.

“ He told me never to part with Mr. Cartmell because

an honest lawyer was worth his weight in gold.”

“I ride fourteen - seven,” said Cartmell with a

chuckle.

“ And he said something about you too,” she added,

looking at me, “but perhaps I'd better not repeat

that.”

“ Shall I try to guess it ? ” I asked. “ Did he say I

was a scholar ?
”

“Yes.”
“ And a gentleman ?

”

“Yes.”
“ But confoundedly conceited ?

”

“ No—well, not quite. Something like it, Mr. Austin.

How did you know ?
”
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‘‘ It’s what he used to say to me himself three times a

week ”

Her face had lit up in merriment during this little

talk, but now she grew thoughtful again. I might well

have looked thoughtful too
;
so far as had appeared at

present, there was no injunction against parting with

me—no worth-his-weight-in-gold appraisement of the

secretary

!

‘‘I expect he liked the scholar-and-gentleman part,”

she reflected. ‘‘He wasn’t at all a scholar himself, I

suppose ?
”

“ He’d had no time for that,” said Cartmell.

“ Nor a gentleman ?
”

It was an embarrassing question—from a daughter

about her father—addressed to Cartmell who owed him
much and to me who had eaten his bread. Besides

—

he was lying there in his room upstairs. Cartmell

faced the difficulty with simple directness.

“ He wasn’t polished in manner; when he was opposed

or got angry, he was rough. But he was honest and

straight, upright and just, kind and
“ Kind ? ” she interrupted, a note of indignation plain

to hear in her voice. “ Not to me !

”

That was awkward again !

“ My dear Miss Driver, for what may have been amiss

he’s made you the best amends he could.” He waved
his arm as though to take in all the great house in

which we sat. “ Handsome amends !

”

“Yes,” she assented—but her assent did not sound
very hearty.

A long silence followed—an uncomfortable silence.

She was looking towards the window, and I could watch
her face unperceived. From our first meeting I had
been haunted by a sense of having seen her before, but
I soon convinced myself that this was a delusion. I had
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not seen her, nor anyone like her (she was not at all

like her father), in the flesh, but I had seen pictures that

were like her. Not modem pictures, but sixteenth or

seventeenth century portraits. Her hair was brown
with ruddy tips, her brows not arched but very straight,

her nose fine-cut and high, her mouth not large but her

lips very red. Her chin was rather long, and her face

wore the smooth, almost waxy, pallor which the pictures

I was reminded of are apt to exhibit. Her eyes were

so pronounced and bright a hazel that, seeing them

on a canvas, one might have suspected the painter

of taking a liberty with fact for the sake of his com-

position.

Cartmell broke the silence. “ Since he wrote you a

letter, may I venture to ask He stopped and

glanced at me. “Perhaps you wouldn't mind giving

us five minutes to ourselves, Austin ? ''

I thought the request not unnatural, and rose promptly

from my chair. But we had reckoned without our host

—our new host.

“Why do you tell him to go?" she demanded of

Cartmell with a sudden sharpness. “ I don't ask him
to go. I don't want him to go. Sit down, please,

Mr. Austin."

Cartmell had his two elbows on the table
;
he bit his

thumb as he glanced up at her from under raised brows.

He was not often called to book so sharply as that. I

thought that she would make apology, but she made
none. As I obediently—and, I fear, hastily—sat down
again, she took a letter from a little bag which hung
at her waist.

“ What did you want to ask ? " she said to Cartmell

in a tone which was smooth but by no means over-

conciliatory.

Cartmell's manner said “ Have it if you want it
!

" as
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he inquired bluntly, “Does your father say anything

about your mother?”

She took the letter from its envelope and unfolded it.

“About my mother he says this: ‘It is necessary for

me to say a few words about your mother. Mr.

Cartmell is in possession of all proofs necessary to

establish your position as my daughter, and there is no

need for you to trouble your head about that, as not the

smallest difficulty can arise. The personal aspect of the.

case is that on which I must touch. Three years aftef

your birth your mother left me under circumstances

which made it impossible for me to have any further

communication with her. She went to Australia, and

died five years later in Melbourne from an attack of

typhoid fever. I caused constant inquiry to be made as

to her position and took measures to secure that she

should suffer no hardship. The circumstances to which

I have referred made it imperative that I should remove

you from her charge. As she consented to give up all

claim on you, I did not go to the trouble of obtaining

a divorce—which she did not desire either, as matters

had been kept quiet. You will ask, and with reason,

why I did not bring you up myself, and why I have

delayed publicly acknowledging you as my daughter

till the hour of my death. I can give no reason good to

the world, I can give none good to my own conscience,

unless it is a good one to say that a man is what God
made him arid that there are some things impossible to

some men. It will seem a hard saying, but I could not

endure to have you with me. I know myself, and I can

only assure you that, if your childhood has not been a
very happy one as it is, it would have been no happier

if spent under my roof. Now we have been only

strangers—^you would have been worse than a stranger

then/”
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Miss Driver, who had read in a low but level and
composed voice, paused here for a moment— perhaps

in doubt whether to read more. Then she went on:

—

‘‘‘With that much excuse—for I have none other—

I

must now, my daughter, say good-bye, for I am dying.

Though of my own choice I have not seen you since

your infancy, I have not been without thought for you.

I hesitated long before throwing on your shoulders all

the burden which I have created for my own and carried

on them. But in the end nature has seemed to say to

me—and to speak more strongly as I grow weaker

—

that you are the person to whom it should belong and
that, if things go wrong, it will be nature's fault, not

mine. Don’t spend more than two-thirds ofyour income
—^the other third should go back to work and bring in

more. Give handsomely when you give, but don’t be

always dribbling out small sums ; they mount up against

you without aiding the recipients. Go to church unless

you really dislike it. Be independent, but not eccentric.

You have a great position
;
make it greater. Be a

power in your world. About love and marriage,

remember always that being sensible in general matters

is no guarantee that you will act sensibly there. So be
doubly on your guard. Suspect and fear marriage, even

while you seek the best alliance you can find. Be you
man or woman, by marriage you give another a power
over you. Suspect it— suspect your lover— suspect

yourself. You need fear no man except the man to

whom you have given yourself With earnest wishes

for your welfare, I remain your affectionate father—
Nicholas Driver.’”

During the reading Cartmell’s face had been disturbed

and sad; once or twice he fidgeted restively in his

chair. I had listened intently, seeming again to hear

the measured full voice, the hard clean-cut counsels, to
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which I had listened almost daily for the last four years.

Fine sense ! And a heart somewhere ? I was inclined

to answer yes—but how deep it lay, and what a lot of

digging to get there ! He had never given his daughter

one chance of so much as putting her hand to the

spade.

She tucked the letter away in her little bag
;
she was

smiling again by now. I had smiled myself— my
memories being so acutely touched

;
but she must have

smiled for discernment, not for memory.
“ Now I think I should like to go and see him.”

Cartmell excused himself, as I knew he would.

^HVe never seen him, that I can remember, you

know,” she said.

The meeting of the Catsford Corporation (the town

had become a borough ten years before—largely owing

to Mr. Driver’s efforts) could not wait. But Cartmell

had one thing to say before he went; it was not on

business, nor arising out of the letter
;
he was to have a

full business discussion with her on the morrow. He
took her hand in both of his and pressed it—forgetful

apparently of her sharp rebuke

"You can’t live in this great house all alone,”

he said. "I wonder your father said nothing about

that!”

<‘Oh, that’s all right. Chat’s coming in a week.

She’d have come with me, but Mrs. Simpson wouldn’t

let her go till a new governess could be got. Four
girls, you see, and Mrs. Simpson thinks she’s an invalid.

Besides, Chat wouldn’t come without a new black silk

dress. So I had to give her most of that money—and
she’ll be here in a week—and I haven’t got a new
dress.”

I noticed that her black dress was far from new. It

was, in fact, rather rusty. Her black straw hat, how-
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ever, appeared to be new. It was a large spreading

sort of hat.

“Yes, Mr. Austin, the hat’s new,” she remarked.

- The girl seemed to have a knack of noticing where

one’s eyes happened to be.

“ I can give you lots of money,” Cartmell assured her.

« And—er
—

‘ Chat’ was governess at the Simpsons’, was

she?”

“Yes, she’s been there for years, but she’s very fond

of me, and agreed to come and be my companion. She
taught me all I know. I’m sure you’ll like Chat.”^

“ You can only try her,” said he, rather doubtfully. I

think that he would have preferred Miss Driver to cut

loose from the old days altogether. “But, you know,

we can’t call her just ‘ Chat.’ It must b^ short for

something ?
”

“Short for Chatters—Miss Chatters. And she says

Chatters is really—or was really—Charteris. That’s

pronounced Charters, isn’t it ? ” She addressed the last

question to me, and I said that I believed she was right.

“ I shall get on very well by myself till she comes.”

She questioned me again. “Do you live in the

house ?
”

“ No, I live down at the Old Priory. But I have my
office in the house,”

“ Oh, yes. Now, if Mr. Cartmell must go, will you
take me up ?

”

She stopped a moment, though, to look at the

pictures—old Mr. Driver had bought some good ones

—

and so gave me one word with Cartmell.

“ Depend upon it,” he whispered, “ Chat’s a fool.

People who keep telling you their names ought to be

spelt like better names, when they aren’t, are always

fools. Why don’t they spell ’em that way, or else let

it alone ?
”
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There seemed to be a good deal in that.

Cartmell gone, we went together up the broad stair-

case which sprang from the centre of the hall. As we
passed a chair, she took off her hat and flung it down.

The rich masses of brown hair, coiled about her head,

caught the sun of a bright spring afternoon; she ran

swiftly and lightly up the stairs. “ Nice soft thick

carpet !
” she remarked. I began to perceive that she

would enjoy the incidental luxuries of her new position

—^and that she did enjoy the one great luxury—life. I

fancied that she enjoyed it enormously.

We trod another ‘‘nice soft thick carpet'' for the

length of a long passage and came to his door. I

opened it, let her pass in, and was about to close it

after her. But as we reached his room, a sudden

shadow of trouble or of fear had fallen upon her—grief

it could hardly be.

“ No,'^ she said. “ Come in too. Remember—he's a

stranger."

To be in the room with the dead seems to be itselt

a partaking of death; it is at least, for a moment,

a suspension of life. Yet the still welcome is not un-

friendly.

She walked towards the bed alone, but in an instant

beckoned to me to follow her. She bent down and

moved the covering. His broad strong face looked

resolute and brave as ever. It looked—to speak truth

—^as hard as ever also.

Her eyes were set on him
;
suddenly she caught hold

of my hand; “Don't go." I pressed her hand, for I

heard her breathing quickly. I just caught her next

words
;

“ He might have given me a chance !

"

“I believe he was sorry about that at the end."

She shook her head. “ He's given you a big chance

now."
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She nodded, but absently. “ How strange to—to be

his doing—and he there ! And then—^all this !
” She

let go my hand, took a step forward, bent and kissed

his brow quickly. “ How cold !
” she murmured and

grasped my hand tightly again. To my fancy she

seemed surprised—and relieved—^that the sleeper did

not stir.

We were—as I say—out of the world; we were just

two creatures, living for a little while, by the side of a

third who lived no more.

“You shouldn’t kiss him unless you forgive,” I said.

She kissed him again and drew the sheet over his

face.

“ He must have been a fine man. I forgive. Come,
let’s go.”

Outside, the world was with us—and I wondering

whether that was what I had really said.

At least she seemed to bear me no ill-will. “Are
you free to come for a walk ? ” she asked. “ I should

like some fresh air.”

“ Would you like to see the gardens ?
”

“No—that means pottering. Take me for a good
spin.”

By a happy thought I remembered Tor Hill and

took her there. The hill lies at the extremity of

the Priory park, looking down on the road which

separates our dominions from the Fillingford country

;

beyond the road the Manor itself can be seen by
glimpses through the woods which surround it. Cats-

ford lies in the valley to the left; away to the right,

but not in sight, lay Oxley Lodge, and Overington

Grange, the seat of Sir John Aspenick, Here she could

take a bird’s-eye view of her position and that of her

nearest neighbours.

“I’m glad to see Fillingford,” she remarked. “My
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father mentioned it—in the earlier part of that letter.

He said that he had wanted to buy it, but Lord

Fillingford couldn^t or wouldn’t sell.”

His son’s consent was necessary—that’s the present

man—and he wouldn’t give it. Indeed the story runs

that he hated Mr, Driver for trying to buy.”

She seemed to take as careful a view of Fillingford

Manor as the distance and the trees allowed.

“My father seems to have been sorry he couldn’t

buy it. He seemed to think it might still be sold.”

“Surely you’ve got enough! And, for my part, I

should much prefer the Priory. It’s muggy down
there in the valley—though I believe it’s a very fine

house.”

“You’ve not been there?”

“No. We of the Priory have had small dealings

with Fillingford lately. We’ve kept up the forms of

civility— but it’s been very distant. Underneath,

there’s been a kind of silent feud—well, more or less

silent; but I daresay that’ll be all over now.”

“My father wrote ‘Possibly you in your way may
succeed better than I in mine.”’

“Fillingford wouldn’t sell. He’s hard up, but he

can get along. And there’s always the chance of

a rich marriage for his son-n^r even for himself.”

I really spoke without any thought of a personal

reference, but I perceived, directly afterwards, that

I might well seem to have made one; a marriage

with Miss Driver would be undoubtedly rich. She
gave no sign, however, of taking my remark in that

sense, unless any inference can be drawn from her

saying, “Oh, he’s a widower?”

“He’s a widower of forty, or a year or two more

—

and he’s got a son of about seventeen—a very good-

looking " lad. His sister Lady Sarah Lacey keeps
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house for him, and according to local gossip is a bit

of a shrew.”

She began to laugh as she said with a mock sigh,

“ One’s too old for me, and the other’s too young

—

they must look somewhere else, Tm afraid! And
then—^how should I get on with the shrew ? Tm rather

a shrew myself—at least IVe been told so.”

“ You’d better let them alone,” I counselled her with

a smile,

“Oh, no, I shan’t do that,” she rejoined with a

decisiveness which I began to recognise as an

occasional feature of her speech. “ It’ll be more amus-

ing to see what they re like—presently. And what of

the Dormers ? My father mentioned them.”
“ A very nice old couple—^but I fear he’s failing.”

A slight grimace dismissed the Dormers as not hold-

ing much interest for her.

“Oh, you won’t want for neighbours. There are

plenty of them, and they’ll all be tremendously excited

about you and will flock to call as soon as you can

receive them.”

“It must seem funny to them. I suppose they’d

never heard of me?”
“I don’t believe any of them had. Your father had

no intimates, unless Mr. Cartmell can be called one*

Besides—^well, I’d never heard of you myself 1

”

“ And here we are old friends !
” she said graciously.

“That’s very kind—but you mustn’t think yourself

bound to take over the secretary with the rest of the

furniture.”

She looked steadily in my face for several seconds,

seeming to size me up—^if I may be allowed the

expression. Then she smiled—not gaily, yet again

by no means sadly. It was the smile which I came
to call later her mystery smile

;
and, as a general rule,
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it meant—in plain language—mischief. Of course, on

this first day I did not attach these associations to it.

It struck me as merely rather curious
;
as a man talks

to himself, so she seemed to smile to herself, forgetting

her interlocutor.

“ Oh, well—stay and see how you like me,” she said.

w



CHAPTER III

ON THE USE OF SCRAPES

WE were settling down. It was a week since the

funeral. The borough and the neighbourhood

had survived their first stupefaction at the apparition

of Miss Driver; the local journals had achieved their

articles, organs of wider circulation and greater dignity

their paragraphs
;
the charities which received legacies

had given thanks, those which did not were turning

resigned but hopeful eyes to the future. The under-

taker sent in his bill, and the Town Council discussed

the project of a Driver Memorial Hall—with a hardly

disguised anticipation of the quarter from which the

bulk of the money was to come.

There was really not much more to do till Miss

Driver’s first days of mourning were over, and the

fascinating speculations as to her personal gifts and
qualities could look to find some satisfaction from her

appearances on public and private occasions. Only
Cartmell still was—and would be for weeks—busy on

the labours attendant on the transfer of a great estate,

and the rearrangements necessitated by the loss of

an able and experienced man—a masterly worker

—

and the succession of a girl ignorant of business. For

the rest we were, as I say, settling down. Even
Cartmell’s activity caused us at Breysgate no sense

of bustle, for it took him to London the day after the

funeral and kept him thqre for above a fortnight
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When I say that were settling down I mean

the trio formed by Miss Driver, myself—and Miss

Emily Chatters. It is my duty to introduce Miss

Chatters with proper formality, and I will introduce her

presently—but let us take people in their order. Miss

Driver had inspected her property (except the wine

cellar which, to Loft’s dismay, she declined to enter)

;

she had chosen her own set of rooms and given orders

for them to be entirely refurnished
;
she had announced

her intention—and small blame to her—of extending

the refurnishing process to all the sitting-rooms—at

least to the sitting-rooms; she had chosen her own
hack from the stables—and I have no doubt that she

had done what was immediately requisite as regards

her wardrobe. At any rate, an air of achievement

dwelt about her. For my part I performed my duties,

and began to find that I had less work to do—and

more time occupied in doing it. In Mr, Driver’s day
we worked as few men except Mr. Driver understood

work from ten to one; then, as a rule, I was free.

Under the new regime we worked at a gentler pressure

—a much gentler pressure—for the same morning

hours
; but I stayed to lunch always, I came back to

tea frequently, and I returned to dinner two or three

evenings in the week. My duties as secretary grew
lighter, but I seemed to be assuming the functions of a

companion. I may do myself the incidental justice of

saying that I rather resented this tendency to transform

my office; but it was not easy to resist. She was
paying for my whole time as her father had paid for it

;

it was her right, within wide limits, to say to what
uses it should be put. Or—I could go. The liberty

—

perhaps it is rather theoretical—of “ chucking my job
”

remained to me as to every free-born Englishman

—

who sees his way to getting another whereby to live.
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Not that I wished to surrender mine; I was interested

and—^to tell the truth—I grew, within our jurisdiction,

important She approached the assumption of her

power cautiously, and at first would return almost any
answer to almost any letter at my suggestion. I did

not expect this to last, but so it was for the moment
For instance it was I, in ultimate reality, who offered

that ten thousand pounds towards the Memorial Hall
I had a great difficulty in fixing the proper figure. If I

may judge from the language employed by the Mayor
(Councillor Bindlecombe) in public, I exceeded all

possible anticipations of munificence
;
in private, I am

told, he confessed to having entertained a hope of

fifteen thousand. I imagine that my figure was not, on

a balancing of considerations, far wide of the mark.

Cartmell thought five thousand would have served—but

old Cartmell was a screw with other people’s money.

I remembered “ Give handsomely when you give " So,

I think, did Jenny Driver. All the same, Bindlecombe

did, in my opinion, open his mouth a bit too wide.

Miss Chatters came two days after the funeral—^in

the new black silk dress: it rustled powerfully. She
was tall, had pale-brown hair with a broad parting in

the middle, a very long inquiring nose, faded blue eyes,

an absolutely flat chin, and—inconceivable gentility.

If we others were settling, she settled far quicker. She

took the bedroom next to Jenny Driver’s
;
she annexed

a small sitting-room for her own—next but one to

Jenny Driver's
;
she had a glass of the best port every

day at eleven. She came down to the cellar and

chose the bin herself, sir,” Loft informed me with a wry

smile of grudge for his dearest possessions.) Yet all

these acts of proprietorship—for they pretty nearly came

to that—were performed with a meekness, a depreca-

tion, a ladylikeness (I can find no other word) that
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made opposition seem unkind and criticism ungenerous.

It was only “ Poor Chat !
” She had a habit of talking

to Jenny in a kind of baby-language, and used to refer

to herself as “ Poor Chat.” “ Poor Chat doesn’t know !

”

‘^Poor Chat’s not wise!” Also she did keep talking

about her name and the respectability of her descent.

In fact she was a woman of a number of silly affecta-

tions and one or two exasperating foibles, and Cartmell

never varied from his impromptu judgment—expressed

before he had seen her—^that she was a fool. It is my
deliberate opinion that she wished to be thought more
of a fool than she was—partly from an idea that little

sillinesses and affectations were genteel, partly with the

notion that they were disarming. She seemed always

bent on showing you that she was not the sort of person

from whom any opposition need be feared, nor any
undue exercise of influence apprehended. It could

only be supposed that she had found this line of

conduct useful in her relations towards her employers
;

by contrast it flattered both their superior brains and
their superior positions. I allow for her natural taste,

for her standards of gentility. But she was a snob too,

Poor Chat,” and a timeserver.

No harder words than those need be used about

her—and they are too hard perhaps
; for there is one

thing to be said on the other side—and it is a thing

of weight. Chat was fifty; as a governess she was
hopelessly out of date

;
I do not suppose that she saw

her daily bread secure for three months ahead. For a
hundred pounds a year certain—^secure from the caprice

of employers or of fate—^she would probably have
done or been anything—even, so far as she could,

honest

But honesty alone, as she may well have reflected,

does not breed security of tenure in subordinate
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positions. I am far from saying that it ought
;
on the

whole I consider it -to be a commoner, and therefore a

cheaper and more easily obtainable—and replaceable

—commodity than either a good brain or an agreeable

demeanour. At any rate how easily it may come near

to costing a man his place I was very soon to discover

by my own experience. Well, perhaps, to honesty I

ought to add a lack of diplomacy and a temper

naturally hot. But I am not sure : I cannot see how
any man could have done anything very different

—

given that he was barely honest.

“There's a person in the drawing-room with the

ladies, sir," said Loft one day when I came up to tea at

four o'clock.

Loft's social terminology was exact. When he said a

“ person " he did not mean a “ gentleman "—who was

a gentleman—nor a “man"—who was a member of

the definitely lower orders of the community
;
he meant

somebody in between, one of the doubtful cases.

“A Mr, Powers, sir. He's been here perhaps half

an hour."

It may readily be supposed that I had not forgotten

the name of Powers
; the name and the incident were

irrevocably—and uncomfortably—fixed in my mind.

This “ person ” might not be the same Powers, but in

overwhelming probabfiity he was. Even if Jenny had

not been in communication with him—and I did not

believe that she had—the paragraphs would easily have

brought about this visit—or visitation. He came

scenting prey—^he had read of the heiress ! But why
had she let him in ?

“ Did he give you a card, Loft ?

"

“Yes, sir. I took it in, and Miss Driver told me to

ask the person to come in."

If it were not material, neither was it necessary to
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ask what Loft thought about the matter. Plainly Mr.

Powers was not up to his standard for drawing-room

visitors.

“ Have you got the card ?
”

He took it from the hall table. “ Mr. Nelson Powers.”

There was no address.
“ All right, Loft. But before I join them, I want to

telephone to London.” Of course Mr. Driver had
installed a telephone, and many a day we had kept it

very busy.

By luck I got into speedy communication with

Cartmell at his hotel. He heard my news. His
answer was to the point : “ Kick him out.”

“ But if I try to do that, it gives you away. You’re
not supposed to have told me.”

" Then give me away,” came back instantly. “ Only
get him out. He’s a dangerous rascal—and not fit for

any decent man or woman to talk to. How in Heaven’s
name she can !

”

“ Perhaps she’s frightened,” I pleaded. He answered
only “ Kick him out,” and cut off communication.

She did not look at all frightened when I went in.

She was standing opposite Powers, smiling gaily and
mischievously. Powers was apparently just taking his

leave. So much gained ! I determined to go to the hall

with him and give him a hint, on Cartmell’s behalf, that
he need not come again. But things were not to be as
easy as that,

“Well then, we shall see you at eight o’clock,” said
Jenny, giving him her hand.

“ Delighted,” said he, bowing low. “ Good-afternoon.
Good-afternoon, Miss Chatters.” Chat was sitting by,
tatting. She habitually tatted.

“ This is my old friend Mr. Nelson Powers,” said Jenny.
Mr. Powers Mr. Austin,” We bowed—^neither of
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us cordially. The man’s eyes were wary and very alert

;

he looked at me as though I might be a policeman in

plain clothes; possibly my expression gave him some
excuse.

Jenny rang the bell "Mr. Powers is coming back

to dinner. You’ll come, of course? We shall have a

pleasant little party of four !

”

" Fm sorry, but Fm engaged to dinner to-night.”

Jenny gave me a quick look, Chat gave me a long

one. Loft appeared. " Au revoir, Mr. Powers!” With

a pronounced bow over his hat Powers was out of the

room. I made no effort to follow. Jenny’s face told

me that the battle was to be fought where we were.

She poured out a cup of tea and gave it to me. Then,

as she sat down, she said, " Fm sorry you can’t come
to-night. Where are you going ?

”

I did not want Chat there—^but I remembered what

happened to Cartmell when he did not want me there.

" Fm not going anywhere,” I said.

Her pallid face flushed a little, but she smiled. Chat

looked at her and got up
;
no, Chat was not altogether

a fool! "Yes, please, Chat,” said Jenny very quietly.

Chat left us. I finished my tea—^it was cold, and easy

to gulp down—and waited for the storm.

"You’ve nothing to add to your polite excuses?”

she inquired.

" Does that gentleman come from Cheltenham ?
”

" Yes, from Cheltenham, Mr. Austin. But how did

you come to know that? Did my father mention

him ? ” She was not embarrassed—only very angry.

" No.”
" It was Mr. Cartmell ?

”

“ Yes. He had no right, I daresay, but I’m glad he

did—and so will he be.”

"If both my solicitor and my secretary are glad !

”
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She broke off with a scornful laugh. “ Tm not going to

discuss the matter with you, but I like people who are

about me to receive my invitations with politeness.''

“ This isn't easy for me, Miss Driver, but—^that man
oughtn't to come to this house. He oughtn't to be

allowed to see you."

She rose from her chair, her eyes set unmovingly on

my face. Her voice was low. “How dare you say

that? How dare you? Am I to take orders from

you—my secretary—my servant ?
"

“You called me your friend the other day."

“ I seem to have been hasty. A kind friend indeed

to listen to stories against me !

"

“ The story is against the man—not against you."

“ Are you dining with any other friends to-night?
"

“ I've told you that I'm not."

“Then I •request—I desire—^that you will make it

convenient to give me the pleasure of your company

—

to meet my friend, Mr. Powers."

My temper went suddenly. “ I won't sit at meat
with the blackguard—above all, not in your company."

I saw her fist clench itself by her side. “ I repeat

my request," she said.

“ I repeat my refusal, but I can do no less than offer

you my resignation."

“You won't accept my offer—but I accept yours very

gladly,"

“ It will be kind of you to relieve me from my duties

as soon as possible."

“To-morrow.” She turned her back on me and
walked off to the window. I stood there a minute, and
then went to the door. She turned round, and our eyes

met. I waited for a moment, but she faced round to

the window again, and I went out.

I walked quickly down the hill. I was very unhappy,
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but I was not remorseful. I knew that another man
could have done the thing much better, but it had been

the right thing to do and I had done it as well as I

could. She had made no attempt to defend Powers,

nor to deny what she must have known that Cartmell

had said about him. Yet, while tacitly admitting that

he was a most obnoxious description of blackguard, she

asked him to dinner—and ordered me to sit by and see

them together. If her service entailed that sort of thing,

then indeed there must be an end to service with her.

But grieved as I was that this must be so—and the

blow to me was heavy on all grounds, whether of

interest or of feeling—I grieved more that she should

sit with him herself than that she bade me witness what

seemed in my eyes her degradation. What was the

meaning of it ? I was at that time nowhere near under-

standing her.

My home was no more than a cottage, built against

the south wall of the Old Priory, The front door opened

straight into my parlour, without hall or vestibule; a

steep little stair ran up from the corner of the room
itself and led to my bedroom on the floor above. Behind

my parlour lay the kitchen and two other rooms,

occupied by my housekeeper, Mrs. Field, and her

husband, who was one of the gardeners. It was all very

small, but it was warm, snug, and homely. The walls

were covered almost completely with my books, which

overflowed on to chairs and tables too. When fire and

lamp were going in the evening, the little room seemed

to glow with a studious cheerfulness, and my old leather

arm-chair wooed me with affectionate welcome. In four

years I had taken good root in my little home. I had

to uproot myself—to-morrow.

With this pang, there came suddenly one deeper, I

was about to lose—perforce—what was now revealed to

3
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me as a great, though a very new, interest in my life.

From the first both Cartmell and I had been keenly

interested in the heiress—the lonely girl who came to

reign over Breysgate and to dispose of those millions

of money. We had both, I think, been touched with

a certain romantic, or pathetic, element in the situation.

We had not talked about it, much less had we talked

about what we felt ourselves or about what we meant

to do; but it had grown into a tacit understanding

between us that more than our mere paid services were

due from us to Jenny Driver. No man had been very

near her father, but we had been nearest
;
we did not

mean that his daughter should be without friends if

she would accept friendship. Nay, I think we meant

a little more than that. She was young and ignorant

;

Nick Driver’s daughter might well be wilful and im-

perious. We meant that she should not easily escape

our service and our friendship; they should be more

than offered
;
they should be pressed

;
if need be, they

should be secretly given. It had been an honest idea

of ours—^but it seemed hard to work in practice. Such

service as I could give was ended well-nigh before it

had begun. I thought it only too likely that Cartmell’s

also would soon end, save, at least, for strictly pro-

fessional purposes. And I could not see how this end

W8LS to be avoided in his case any more than it had
been found possible to avoid it in mine. With the

best will in the world, there were limits. “ Some things

are impossible to some men,” old Mr. Driver had said

in that letter; it had been impossible to me—as it

would, I think, have been to most men—^to see Powers

welcomed by her as a gentleman and a friend.

Yet I began almost to be sorry—almost to ask why I

had not swallowed Powers and accepted the invitation

to dinner. Might I, in that way, have had a better
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chance of getting rid of Powers in the end ? It would

have been a wrong thing to do—I was still quite clear

about that—^wrong in every way, and very disgusting,

to boot
;
quite fatal to my self-respect, and an acquies-

cence in a horrible want of self-respect in Jenny.

But I might have been useful to her. Now I could be

of no use. That evening I first set my feet on what I

may perhaps call a moral slope. It looked a very

gentle slope; there did not appear to be any danger

in it
;

it did not look as though you could slip on it or

as if it would be difficult to recover yourself if slip you
did. But, in fact, at the bottom of that moral slope

—

which grew steeper as it descended—lay a moral pre-

cipice. Nothing less can I call the conclusion that

anything which might be useful to Jenny Driver

became, by the mere force of that possible utility,

morally right—conduct, so to -Speak, becoming to an

officer and a gentleman. I was not, of course, at all

aware that my insidious doubt—or, rather, my puzzling

discontent with myself—could lead to any such chasm
as that.

I ate my chop and tried to settle down to my books.

First I tried theology, the study of which I had by no
means abandoned. But I was not theologically inclined

that night. Then I took up a magazine; politics

emphatically would not do ! I fell back on anthrop-

ology, and got on there considerably better. Yet
presently my attention wandered even from that. I sat

with the book'^open before me, at a page where three

members of the Warramunga tribe were represented in

adornments that, on an ordinary evening, would have

filled me with admiration. No, I was languid about it.

The last thing I remembered was hearing the back door

locked—^which meant that the Fields were going to bed.

After that I fail to trace events, but I imagine that I
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speedily fell sound asleep—^with the book open before

me and my pipe lying by it on the table.

I awoke with a little shiver, pretended to myself that

I had never stopped reading, gave up the pretence,

pushed back my chair from the table, rose, and turned

to the fire behind me.

In my old leather arm-chair sat Jenny Driver.

She wore a black evening dress, with a cloak of brown
fur thrown open in front—^both, no doubt, new acquisi-

tions. The fire had died down to a small heap of

bright red embers. When first I saw her, she was
crouching close over it—the night was chilly—and her

face was red with its glow.

“Miss Driver I I—Fm afraid Fve been asleep,” I

stammered. “ Have you been here long ?
”

She glanced at the clock; it was half-past ten.

“ About twenty minutes. Fve had a good look round

—at your room, and your books, and that queer picture

which seems to have sent you to sleep. Your room’s

very comfortable.”

“Yes, it’s a jolly little room,” I agreed. “But

what
”

“And Fve had a good look at you too,” she con-

tinued. “ Do you know, Mr. Austin, you’re really rather

handsome ?
”

“I daresay I look my best by lamplight,” I sug-

gested, smiling.

“ No, really I think you are—^in the thin ascetic style.

I like that—anyhow for a change. Well, I wanted a

word with you, so I waited till Chat went to bed, and
then slipped down.”

It was on the tip of my tongue to observe that it was
rather late; but a smile on Jenny’s lips somehow in-

formed me that she expected just such an objection.

So I said nothing.
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“Chat and I are going to London to-morrow—to

shop. Perhaps we may go on to Paris. I thought you
might like to say good-bye.”

“That's very kind of you. Tm glad we're not to

part in—well, as we parted this afternoon.”

“If you regretted that, you might have done some-

thing to prevent it. Light your pipe again
;
you'll be

able to think better—and I want you to think a little.”

I obeyed her direction, she sitting for the moment
silent. I came and stood opposite to her, leaning my
elbow on the mantelpiece.

“ When I first knew Mr. Powers, I was sixteen, and

I'd been with the Smalls since I was eleven. You didn't

get very discriminating, living with the Smalls. I met
him at a subscription dance : I didn't know anything

about his wife. He was clerk to an architect, or

surveyor, or something of that sort. I met him a good

many times afterwards—for walks. He was good-

looking in his way, and he said he was in love with me.

I fell in love with him and, when I couldn't get away
to meet him, I wrote letters. Then I heard about the

wife—and I wrote more letters. You know the sort

—

very miserable, and, I suppose, very silly—that I didn't

know what to do, only the world was over for me—and
so on. You can imagine the sort of letter. And I saw
him—once or twice. He told me that he was in great

trouble; he'd been racing and playing cards, and

couldn't pay; he'd be shown up, and lose his place

—

and what would become of his wife and child? I

flared up and said that I was the last person who was

likely to care about his wife and child. Then he

suggested that I should get money from my father—he

knew all about my father—by saying that I was in

some trouble. I told him I couldn't possibly; I was

never allowed to write and should only get an answer
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from a lawyer if I did—and certainly no money. He
persisted—and I persisted. He threatened vaguely

what he could do. I told him to do as he liked—^that

rd done with him for good. I never wrote again—and

I never saw him till to-day
”

When you asked him to dinner !

”

She smiled, but took no more heed. ‘‘ Well, I was in

a scrape, wasn’t I ? I saw that clearly—rather a bad

scrape. I didn’t see what to do, though I did a lot of

thinking. Being in a scrape does teach one to think,

doesn’t it? Then suddenly—^when I was at my wits*

end—it flashed across me that possibly it might all

have happened for the best. My great object all through

my girlhood was, somehow or other, to get into touch

with my father. I believed that, if I could get a fair

chance, I could win him over and persuade him to let

me pay him a visit—even live with him perhaps. That

was my great dream—and I was prepared to go through

a lot for the hope of it Well, it didn’t come off. I

don’t know what Mr. Powers did—but it was not my
father who came; it was Mr. CartmelL I was taken

away from the Smalls, but not allowed to come here. I

was sent to the Simpsons. My father never wrote one

word, good or bad, to me, Mr. Cartmell gave me a

lecture. I didn’t mind that. I was so furious with

him for coming that I didn’t care a straw what he

said.”

‘‘ His coming upset your brilliant idea ?
”

“Yes—that time. One can’t always succeed. Still

it’s wonderful how often a scrape can be turned to

account, if you think how to use it. You’re in a corner

:

that sharpens your brains
;
you hit on something,”

“Perhaps it does. You seem to speak from ’ex-

perience.”

“ Well, nobody means to get into them, of course, but
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you get drawn on. It’s fun to see how far you can go

—

and what other people will do, and so on.”

“ Rather dangerous !

”

Well, perhaps that’s part of the fun. By the bye, I

suppose I might get into a little scrape if I stayed here

much longer. Chat would be very shocked—Loft too,

I expect !

”

“ It is getting on for eleven o’clock.”

*‘Yes.” She rose and drew her cloak round her.

‘‘Mr Powers didn’t come to dinner,” she said. “On
reflection, I wrote to him and told him that it was

better not to renew our acquaintance, and that he must

accept that as my final decision.”

“ That’s something gained, anyhow,” said I, with a sigh

of relief.

“ Something gained for you ? ” she asked quickly and

suspiciously.

“I don’t believe I was thinking of myself at the

moment.”

She looked at me closely. “No, I don’t think you

were—and there’s no real reason why it should make
any difference to you. Well, that depends on yourself!

Mr. Powers is of no consequence one way or the other.

The question is—are we two to try and get on together ?
”

“ I got on with your father,” said I.

“ You didn’t tell my father what he was to do and not

to do.”

“Yes, sometimes—in social matters. It may surprise

you to hear it, but your father was always ready to

learn things that other people could tell him.”

“Well, here are my concessions. Never mind what I

said this afternoon—I was in a rage. I won’t call you a

servant again
;

I won’t make you come to dinner when
you don’t want to

;
I won’t demand that you meet my

friends if you don’t want to.”
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“ That’s very kind and handsome of you,”

“Wait a minute. Now for my side. Mr. Austin, if

you’re not a servant here, neither are you a master.

Oh, I know, you disclaim any such idea, but still—think

over this afternoon! You can’t stay here as a master.

I daresay you think I want a master. I don’t think so.

If I do, I suppose I can marry !

”

“ For my own part I venture to hope you will marry

—soon and very happily.”

“ But my father ? ‘ Suspect and fear marriage.’ ‘ You
need fear no man except the man to whom you have

given yourself.’
”

“Your father’s experience was, you know, unhappily

not fortunate.”

Her face clouded to melancholy. “I don’t believe

mine would be,” she murmured. Then she raised her

voice again and smiled. “Neither servant nor master
—^but friend, Mr. Austin ? ” And she held out her hand
to me.

“I accept most heartily, and I’ll try to keep the

bargain.” I put out my hand to take hers, but, as if on

a sudden thought, she drew hers back.

“Wait a moment still. What do you mean by a

friend ? One who likes me, has my happiness at heart ?
”

“Yes.”
“ Gives me the best advice he can, speaking his mind

honestly, without fear and in friendship ?
”

“Yes.”

A touch of mockery in her eyes warned me neither

to take the questions too seriously nor to make my
answers too grave. The mockery crept into her tone

with the next interrogation.

“ When I don’t take his advice and get into a scrape,

says ‘ I told you so. I’m all right—^you get out of your
scrape in the best way you can ?

’ ”
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“ Call me no friend when I say that,” I answered.

“ Ah !
” she whispered and gave me the hand which

she before had withdrawn. “Now really!” she cried

gaily, with a glance at the clock. “You go back to

sleep—I have to get ready for a journey. No, don’t

come with me. I’ll run up to the house by myself.

Good-night, my—friend 1

"

I opened the door for her, answering “Good-night.”

But she had one more word for me before she went,

turning her face to me, merry with a smile and

twinkling eyes

—

“I suppose you haven’t got a wife anywhere, have

you, Mr. Austin?” She ran off, not waiting for an

answer.

The appearance of Mr. Powers had not cost me my
place: but it had defined my position— to Jenny’s

complete satisfaction! It had also elicited from her

some interesting observations on the value ot scrapes

—

the place they hold in life, and how a man—or woman
—may turn them to account I felt that I knew Jenny

better for our quarrel and our talk.



CHAPTER IV

AN UNPOPULAR MAN

M ISS DRIVER stayed away longer than her

words had led me to expect London and

Paris—^the names are in themselves explanation enough.

The big world was entirely new to Jenny; though she

could not yet take—shall I say storm?
—

^her place in

society, much instruction, and more amusement, lay

open to her grasp even in the days of her obligatory

mourning. On the other hand that same period could

not but be very tedious to her if passed at Breysgate.

In regard to her father’s memory she felt a great

curiosity and displayed a profound interest; for the

man himself she could have had little affection and

could entertain no real grief; in fact, though she

professed and tried to forgive, she never shook herself

quite clear of resentment, even though she, if anybody,

ought to have come nearest to understanding his stern

resolve. That nobody should ever again come so near

to him, or become so much to him, as to be able sorely

to wound him—^that was how I read his determination.

Jenny ought to have been able to arrive at some
appreciation of that, I think she did—but she pro-

tested in her heart that his daughter should have been

the one exception. No good lay in going back to the

merits of that question. In the result they had been

—

strangers: her mourning, then, was a matter of pro-

priety, not the true demand of her feelings. Viewed
42
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in this light, London and Paris, surveyed from the

decent obscurity of a tourist, offered a happy com-
promise—and bridged a yawning gulf—^between duty

and the endurable.

Meanwhile the Great Seal was in Commission

;

Cartmell, Loft, and I administered the Kingdom

—

Cartmell Foreign Affairs, Loft the Interior, I the Royal
Cabinet. Cartmell’s sphere was the largest by far—all

the business both of the estate and of the various

commercial interests; Loft’s territory was merely the

house, but his sense of importance magnified the weight

of his functions
;
to me fell such of Miss Driver’s work

as she did not choose to transact herself. In fact I

was kept pretty busy and was in constant communica-
tion with her. In reply to my letters I received a few

notes—^very brief ones—^and many telegrams—^very

decisive ones. As I expected, it was not long before

she took the reins into her own hands. In matters

of business she always knew her mind—even if she

did not always tell it; indecision was reserved for

another department. But neither in notes nor in

telegrams did she disclose anything of her doings,

except that she was well and enjoying herself.

So time rolled on
;
we came to the month of June

—

and to the Flower Show. The great annual festivity

of the Catsford Horticultural and Arboricultural

Association had always, of recent years, been held in

the grounds of Breysgate Priory, and at the Mayor’s

request (Councillor Bindlecombe was also President

of the Association) I had obtained Miss Driver’s consent

to the continuance of this good custom. In Jenny’s

absence the Show was to be opened by Lady Sarah

Lacey. I have mentioned that no open rupture had

taken place between Fillingford and Breysgate—^there

was only a very chilly feeling. Lady Sarah came, with
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her brother Lord Fillingford and his son. Sir John

and Lady Aspenick from Overington Grange, the

Dormers from Kingston, Bertram Ware—our M.P.

—

from Oxley Lodge, and many others—in fact all one

side of the county—graced the occasion, mingled affably

with the elect of Catsford, and made themselves distantly

agreeable to the non-elect. (This statement does not,

for obvious reasons, apply in all its exactitude to the

M.P. If the bulk of the male guests were not elect,

they were electors.) Everybody was hospitably enter-

tained, but there was a Special Table, where, in years

gone by, Mr. Driver himself had welcomed the most

distinguished guests. His death and his daughter's

absence—I fear I must add, Cartmell’s also (he would

have taken place of me, I think)—elevated me to this

august position. In fact I had to play host, and so

came for the first time into social relations with our

august neighbours. I was not without alarm.

Lady Sarah questioned me about Jenny with polite

but hostile curiosity. Her inquiries contrived to suggest

that, with such a father and such a childhood, it would

be wonderful if Miss Driver had really turned out as

well as Lady Sarah hoped. I was not surprised, and

set the attitude down to a natural touch of jealousy:

between the two ladies titular precedence and solid

power would very likely not coincide. Lord Filling-

ford talked to the Mayor—^who sat between him and

me—-with a defensively dignified reserve. He was

slightly built, and walked rather stifHy
;
he wore small

whiskers, and inclined to baldness. Indisputably a

gentleman, he seemed to be afflicted with an un-

reasonable idea that other people would not remember
what he was; a good man^ no doubt, and probably

a sensible one, but with no gift for popularity. His

handsome son easily eclipsed him there. At this time
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young Lacey was bordering on eighteen
; he out-topped

his father in stature as in grace. He was a singularly

attractive boy with a hearty gaiety, a flow of talk, and

an engaging conviction that everybody wanted to listen.

Childless old Mrs. Dormer was delighted to listen, to

feast her eyes on his comeliness, and to pet him to any

extent he desired.

As a whole the company was a little stiff, and the

joints of conversation rather in want of oiling, until

they struck on that most fruitful and sympathetic

subject— a common dislike. The victim was our

neighbour and tenant at Hatcham Ford, Leonard Octon.

I knew him, for he had been something of a friend

of old Mr. Driver’s, and had been accorded free leave

to walk as he pleased in the park
;

I had understood

—

and could well understand—that he was not generally

liked, but never before had I realised the sum of his

enormities. He had, it seemed, offended everybody.

Charitable young Lacey did indeed qualify the assertion

that he was a “ bounder” by the admission that he was

afraid of nobody and could shoot. All the other voices

spoke utter condemnation. He had got at odds with

town, county, and church. His opinions were con-

sidered detestable, his manners aggressive. On various

occasions of controversy he had pointed out to the

Rector of Catsford that the pulpit was not of necessity

a well of truth, to the Mayor that a gilt chain round

his neck had no effect on the stuff inside a man’s head,

to Sir John Aspenick that one might understand horses

and fail to understand anything else, to a large political

meeting that of all laws mob-law was the worst, to

Lord Fillingford that the rule of intelligence (to which

Octon wished to revert) was no more the rule of

country gentlemen than of their gardeners—^perhaps

not so much—and so on. These outrages were not
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narrated by the victims of them: they were recalled

by sympathetic questions and reminders, each man
tickling the other's wound. It could not be denied that

they made up a sad catalogue of social crimes.

“ The fellow may think what he likes, but he needn't

tread on all our toes," Sir John complained.

“ A vulgar man !

" observed Lady Sarah with an acid

finality.

Here, somewhat to my surprise, Fillingford opposed.

He was a dry man, but a just one, and not even against

an enemy should more than truth be said.

‘^No, I don’t think he’s that. His incivility is

aggressive, even rough sometimes, but I shouldn’t call

it vulgar. I don’t know what you think, Mr. Mayor,

but it seems to me that vulgarity can hardly exist

without either affectation in the man himself or cringing

to others. Now Octon isn’t affected and he never

cringes.”

Bindlecombe was a sensible man, and himself—if

Fillingford’s definition stood—^not vulgar.

‘‘You know better than I do, Lord Fillingford,” he

said. “ But I should call him a gentleman spoilt—and

perhaps that’s a bit different.”

“ Meant for a gentleman, perhaps ? ” suggested Lady
Aspenick, a pretty thin woman of five-and-thirty, who
looked studious and wore double glasses, yet was a

mighty horse-woman and whip withal.

I liked her suggestion. “Really I believe that’s

about it,” I made bold to remark. “ He is meant for a

gentleman, but he’s rather perverse about it.”

Lady Sarah looked at me with just an involuntary

touch of surprise. I do not think that, in the bottom
of her heart, she expected me to speak—unless, of

course, spoken to.

“ I intensely dislike both his manners and his
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opinions—and what I hear of his character” she

observed.
“ I mean,” Lady Aspenick pursued, that he’s been

to so many queer places, and must have seen such

queer things

“ And done ’em, if you ask my opinion,” interposed

her husband,

“That he may have got—what? Rusty? Well,

something like that. I mean—forgotten how to treat

people. He seems to put everybody down as an

enemy at first sight 1 Well, I’m irritable myself!

”

Bertram Ware joined in for the first time. “ At the

clubs they say he’s really a slave-driver in Central

Africa, and comes over here when the scent gets too

hot after him.”

“Really,” said Lady Sarah, “it sounds exceedingly

likely. But if he teaches his slaves to copy his

manners, they’ll get some good floggings.”

“That’s what the fellow wants himself,” growled

unappeasable Sir John,

“You take it on, Johnny,” counselled young Lacey,

“He’s only a foot taller and four stone heavier than

you are. You take it on ! It’d be a very sporting

event.”

This extract—it is no more—from our conversation

will show that it was going on swimmingly. In the

pursuit of a common prey we were developing a sense

of comradeship which levelled barriers and put us at

our ease with one another. No doubt our nascent

cordiality would have sprung to fuller life—but it

suffered a sudden check,

“ Well, how have you all got on without me ? ” said a

voice behind my chair.

I turned round with a start The man himself stood

there, his great height and breadth overshadowing me.
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His face was bronzed under his thick black hair
;
his

mouth wore a wicked smile as his keen eyes ranged

round the embarrassed table. He had heard the last

part of Lacey^s joking challenge to Aspenick.
“ What's Sir John Aspenick got to take on ? What's

the event ?

"

The general embarrassment grew no less—but then

it had never existed in young Lacey. He raised his

fearless fresh blue eyes to the big man.

“To give you a thrashing,” he said.

“Ah” said Octon, “Tm too old. Tm not like you.”

Lacey flushed suddenly. “ And perhaps Tm a bit too

big—and you're hardly that yet, are you ?
”

Perhaps he was too big! I noticed again his

wonderful hands. They were large beyond reasonable

limits of size, but full of muscle—no fat. They were

restless too—always moving as if they wanted to be at

work; if the work were to strangle a bull, I could

imagine their being well-pleased. He might need a

thrashing—but, sturdy as the sons of Catsford were,

there was none in the park that day who could have

given him one.

Young Lacey was very red. I was a little uneasy as

to what he would say or do; Fillingford saved the

situation. He stood up and offered his hand to Octon,

saying, “We're always glad to welcome a neighbour

safely back. I hope your trip was prosperous ?
”

It was the right thing wrongly said—at least, in-

adequately said. It was civil, not cordial. They made
a contrast, these men. Fillingford was too negative,

Octon too positive. One defended where none attacked,

the other attacked where no offence had been given.

Unnecessary reserve against uncalled-for aggression!

Fillingford was not popular—Octon was hated. Octon
did not mind the hatred—did Fillingford feel the
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lack of liking? His reserve bafHed me: I could not

tell. With all Octon’s faults, friendship with him
seemed easier—and more attractive. The path might

be rough—but the gate was not locked.

“Surely, Mr. Austin, ifs time for the prizes?” said

Lady Sarah.

It was not time, but I hastily said that it was, and

with some relief escorted her to the platform. The
rest followed, after, I suppose, a formal greeting to

the unwelcome Prodigal ; he himself did not come
with us.

When Lady Sarah had distributed the prizes, I

made a little speech on my chiefs behalf—a speech

of welcome to county and to town. Fillingford replied

first; his speech was like himself—proper, cold, com-

posed. Then Bindlecombe got up, mopping his

forehead—^the Mayor was apt to get hot—^but making
no mean appearance with his British solidity of figure,

his shrewd face, and his sturdy respect for the office he

exercised by the will of his fellow-citizens.

“My lords, ladies, and gentlemen—as Mayor of

Catsford I have just one word to say on behalf of the

borough. We thank the generous lady who has

welcomed us here to-day. We look forward to

welcoming her when she’s ready for us. All Catsford

men are proud of Nicholas Driver. He did a great

deal for us—maybe we did something for him. He
wasn’t a man of words, but he was proud of the borough

as the borough was proud of him. From what I hear,

I think we shall be proud of Miss Driver too—and I

hope she’ll be proud of the borough as her father was

before her. We wish her long life and prosperity.”

Bravo, Bindlecombe ! But Lady Sarah looked

astonishingly sour. There was something almost

feudal in the relationship which the Mayor’s words

4
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suggested. Jenny as Over-lord of Catsford would not

be to Lady Sarah’s liking.

I got rid of them
;

I beg pardon—they civilly dis-

missed me. Only young Lacey had for me a word of

more than formality. He did me the honour to ask

my opinion—as from one gentleman to another.

“I say, do you think Octon had a right to say

that ?
”

“ The retort was justifiable—strictly.”

** He need hardly
** No, he needn’t”

“Well, good-bye, Mr. Austin. I say—I’d like to

come and see you. Are you ever at home in the

evenings ?
”

“Always just now. I should be delighted to see

you.”

“Evenings at the Manor aren’t very lively,” he

remarked ingenuously. “And I’ve left school for good,

you know.”

The last words seemed to refer— distantly— to

Leonard Octon. Without returning to that disturbing

subject I repeated my invitation and then, compara-

tively free from my responsibilities, repaired alone to

the terrace.

Octon was still there— extended on three chairs,

smoking, and drinking a whisky and soda. I asked

him about his travels— he was just back from the

recesses of Africa (if there are, truly, any recesses left)

—but gained small satisfaction. His predominant

intellectual interest was—insects! He would hunt a

beetle from latitude to latitude, and by no means
despised the pursuit of a flea. My interest in the study

of religion assorted ill with this: when I questioned

on my subject, he replied on his. All other incidents

of his journeys he passed over, both in talk and in
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writing (he had written two books eminent in their

own line), with a brevity thoroughly Caesarian. “ Having
taken the city and killed the citizens ”—Caesar invaded

another tribe!—That was the style. Only Octon's

tribes were insects, Caesar’s patriots. It was, however,

rumoured—as Bertram Ware had hinted in a jocose

form—that Octon’s summaries were, sometimes and in

their degree, as eloquent as Caesar’s own.

''Hang my journeys!” he said as I put one more of

my futile questions. " I got six bugs—one indisputably

new. But I didn’t hurry up here—I only got home
this morning—^to talk about that. I hurried up here,

Austin
”

“To annoy your neighbours— knowing they were

assembled here ?
”

“That was a side-show,” he assured me. "Though
it was entertaining enough. And, after all, young
Lacey began on me ! No—I came to bring you news
of your liege lady. I’ve been in Paris too, Austin.”

“ And you met her?
”

“ I met her often—with her cat,”

“ Miss Chatters ?
”

“Precisely. And sometimes without her cat How
do you like the change from old Driver ?

”

“ I hold no such position, either in county or borough,

as need tempt you—to say nothing of entitling you

—

to ask impertinent questions, Octon.”

He chuckled out a deep rumbling laugh ot amuse-

ment. " Good !
” he said. " Well - turned — almost

witty ! Austin, I’ve my own pursuits—but I’m inclined

to wish I had your position.”

“You’re very flattering—but my position is that of

an employ^—at a salary which would hardly command
your services.”

"You can be eyes and ears and hands to her. If I
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had your position, I’d ”—one of his great hands rose

suddenly into the air
—

“ crunch up this neighbourhood.

With her resources she could get all the power.” His
hand fell again, and he removed his body from two of

the three chairs, shifting himself with easy indolent

strength. “ Then you’d have it all in your own control.”

“ She’d have it in her own control, you must mean,”
said I.

“ Come, you’re a man !
” he mocked me. But he was

looking at me closely too—and rather inquisitively,

I thought.

“Since you’ve met her often, I thought you might
understand better than that.” To answer him in his

own coin, I infused into my tone a contempt which I

hoped would annoy him.

He was not annoyed; he was amused. In the
insolence of his strength he mocked at me—at Jenny
through me—at me through Jenny. Yet, pervading it

all, there was revealed an interest—a curiosity—about
her that agreed ill with his assumed contemptuousness.

“She’s given you her idea of herself—and you’ve
absorbed it. She thinks she’s another Nick Driver
and you’re sure of it ! It’s all flim-flam, Austin.”

“Have it your own way,” said 1 meekly. “It’s no
affair of mine what you choose to think.”

“Well, that’s a more liberal sentiment than one
generally hears in this neighbourhood.”

He rose and stretched himself, clenching his big fists

in the air over his head. “ At any rate she’s told me I

may take my walks about here as usual. I’ll drop in
and have a pipe with you some day.”

Another guest proposed himself! I hoped that the
company might always prove harmonious.
“As for Chat,” he went on, “I don’t wapt to boast

of my conquests—but she’s mine.”
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My congratulations are untouched by envy.”

"You may live to change your mind about that

Anyhow I hold her in my hand ”

The truth about him was that, as he loved his

strength, so, and no less, he loved the display of it.

A common, doubtless not the highest, characteristic of

the strong! Display is apt to pass into boast. He
was not at all loth to hint to me—to force me to guess

—

that his encounters in Paris had set him thinking. (If

they had set him feeling, he said nothing about that)

Hence—as I reasoned it—he went on, with a trifle

more than his usual impudence, "Your goose will be

cooked when she marries, though 1

”

After all, his impudence was good-humoured. I

retorted in kind. " Perhaps the husband won’t let you

walk in the park either 1

”

" If Fillingford were half a man — Lord, what a

chance 1

”

“You gossip as badly as the women themselves.

Why not say young Lacey at once ?
”

“ The boy ? I’d lay him over my knee—at the first

word of it.”

“ He’d stab) you under the fifth rib as you did it.”

The big man laughed. “Then my one would be

worse than his sound dozen ! And what you say isn’t

at all impossible. He’s a fine boy, that! After all,

though, he’s inherited his courage. The father’s no

coward, either.”

We had become engrossed in our interchange of shots

—hostile, friendly, or random. One speaks sometimes

just for the repartee, especially when no more than

feeling after the interpretation of a man.

Moreover Loft’s approach was always noiseless. On
Octon’s last words, he was by my side.

“ I beg pardon, sir, but Miss Driver has telephoned
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from London to say that she’ll be down to-morrow and

glad to see you at lunch. And I was to say, sir, would

you be so kind as to send word to Mr. Octon that she

would be very pleased if he would come too, if his

engagements permitted.”

“ Oh—yes—very good, Loft. This is Mr. Octon.”

“Yes, sir,” said Loft. The tone was non-committal.

He knew Octon—but declared no opinion,

I was taken aback, for I had received no word of her

coming
;

I had been led not to expect her for four or

five weeks, Octon’s eye caught mine.

“ Changed her mind and come back sooner ? Well,

I did just the same myself.”

By themselves the words were nothing. In connection

with our little duel—^backed by the man’s broad smile

and the forceful assertion of his personality—they

amounted to a yet plainer boast—“I’ve come—and I

thought she would.” That is too plain for speech

—

even for Octon’s ill-restrained tongue—but not too

plain for his bearing. But then I doubted whether his

bearing were towards facts or merely towards me—were

proof of force or effort after effect.

“ Clearly Miss Chatters can’t keep away from you !

”

I said.

“ Clearly we’re going to have a more amusing time

than we’d been hoping,” he answered and, with a casual

and abrupt “ Good-bye,” turned on his heel, taking out

another .great cigar as he went.

Perhaps we were—if amusing should prove to be

the right word about it. So ran my instinct—with no
express reason to be given for it. Why should not

Jenny come home? Why should Octon’s coming have

anything to do with it ? In truth I was affected, I was
half dominated for the moment, by his confidence and
-his force, I had taken the impression he wanted to
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give—just as he accused me of taking the impression

that Jenny sought to give. So I told myself consolingly.

But I could not help remembering that in those countries

which he frequented, where he got his insects and very

probably his ideas, men were said as often to win or

lose—to live or die—by the impression they imparted

to friends, foes, and rivals as by the actual deeds they

did. I could not judge how far that was true—but that

or something like it was surely what they called prestige ?

If a man created prestige, you did not even try to

oppose him. Nay, you hastened to range yourself on

his side—and your real little power went to swell his

asserted big power—^his power big in assertion but in

fact, as against the present foe, still unproved. Had
the prestige been brought to bear on Chat—so that she

was wholly his? Was it being brandished before my
eyes, to gain me also—^for what I was worth ?

After all, it was flattering of him to think that I

mattered. I mattered so very little. If he were minded

to impress, if he were ready to fight, his display and his

battle must be against another foe—or—if the evidence

of that talk at the Flower Show went for anything

—

against several. If an attack on Breysgate Priory were

really in his mind, he would find no ally—outside its

walls.



CHAPTER V

RAPIER AND CLUB

Any account of Jenny Driver’s doings is in danger

of seeming to progress by jumps and jerks, and

thereby of contradicting the truth about its subject.

Cartmell, her principal man of business, scoffed at the

idea that Jenny was impulsive at all
;
after six months’

experience of her he said that he had never met a cooler,

saner, more cautious judgment. That this was true of

her in business matters I have no reason to doubt, but

(I have noted this distinction already) if the remark is

to be extended to her personal affairs it needs qualifica-

tion—yet without admitting of contradiction. There

she was undoubtedly impetuous and impulsive on

occasion; a certain course would appeal to her fancy,

and she made for it headlong, regardless, or seeming

regardless, of its risks. But even here, though the

impulses prevailed on her suddenly in the end, they

were long in coming to a head, long in achieving

mastery, and preceded by protracted periods either of

inaction or of action so wary and tentative as not to

commit her in any serious degree. She would advance

towards the object, then retreat from it, then stand

still and look at it, then walk round and regard it from

another point of view. Next she was apt to turn her

back on it and become, for a time, engrossingly interested

in something else; it seemed essential to her ease of
mind that there should be an alternative possible and a

5fi
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line of retreat open. All this circumspection and
deliberation—or, if you like, this dawdling and shilly-

shallying (for opinions of Jenny have differed very

widely on this and on other matters)—had to happen
before the rapid and imperious impulse came to set a

limit to them
;
even then it is doubtful whether the

impulse left her quite unmindful of the line of retreat

These characteristics of hers were exhibited in her

treatment of the question of the Institute. Although
this was a public matter, it was (or she made it) closely

connected with certain private affairs which inevitably

had a profound interest for all of us who surrounded

her. My own belief is that a lift of Lady Sarah Lacey’s

brows started the Institute. When she called—this

necessary courtesy was punctually forthcoming from the

Manor to the Priory—she heard from Jenny about the

proposed Driver Memorial Hall, how it was to look,

where it was to be, and so forth. She put a question as

to funds; Jenny owned to the ten thousand pounds.

All Lady Sarah said was, Do you feel called upon to

do as much as that?” But she also lifted her brows

—

conveying thereby (as Jenny confidently declared) that

Miss Driver was taking an exaggerated view of her

father’s importance and of her own, and was assuming

a position towards the borough of Catsford which

properly belonged to her betters (perhaps Lady Sarah

was recollecting the Mayor’s feudal speech
!
). At any

rate from that day forward Jenny began to hint at

bigger things. The Memorial Hall by itself no longer

sufficed. She made a great friend of Mr. Bindlecombe,

and he often came up to Breysgate. Where his beloved

borough was concerned, Bindlecombe was openly and

avowedly unscrupulous
;
he meant to get all he could

out of Miss Driver, and made no concealment about it.

Jenny delighted in this attitude; it gave her endless
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opportunities of encouraging and discouraging, of setting

up and putting down, the hopes of Bindlecombe.

Between them they elaborated the idea—Jenny was

great at elaborating it, but careful to insist that it was

no more than an idea—of extending the Memorial

Hall into a great Institute, which was to include a

memorial hall but to comprise much besides. It was

to be a Driver Literary, Scientific, and Technical Insti-

tute on the handsomest scale, Bindlecombe’s patriotic

and sanguine mind hardly hesitated to see in it the

nucleus of a future University for the City of Catsford.

(Catsford was in the future to be promoted to be a

“city,” though I did not see how Jenny could have

anything to do with that
!)

The notion of this great

Driver Institute pleased Jenny immensely. How high

it would lift Lady Sarah’s eyebrows ! It made Cartmell

apprehensive about the expense—and she liked to tease

him by suggested extravagance. Finally it would, she

declared, provide me with a splendid post—as librarian,

or principal, or something—which would give me a

worthier scope for my abilities and yet (Jenny looked

at me almost tenderly) let me stay in my dear little

home—near Breysgate—“and near me, Mr. Austin,”

She played with the idea—as she played with us. Some
gossip about it began to trickle through Catsford.

There was much interest, and Jenny became quite a

heroine. Meanwhile plans for the poor old Memorial

Hall were suspended.

According to Bindlecombe the only possible site for

the visible realisation of this splendid idea—the only

site which the congested condition of the centre of the

borough allowed, and also the only one worthy of

the great Institute—was the garden and grounds of

Hatcham Ford. The beautiful old house itself was
to be preserved as the centre of an imposing group of
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handsome buildings; the old gardens need not be
materially spoilt—so Bindlecombe unplansibly main-
tained. The flavour of antiquity and aristocracy thus

imparted to the Institute would, Bindlecombe declared,

give it a charm and a dignity beyond those possessed

by any other Institute the world over. I was there

when he first made this suggestion to Jenny. She
looked at him in silence, smiled, and glanced quickly

at me. The look, though quick, was audacious—under
the circumstances.

But what will Mr. Octon say to that ?
”

Bindlecombe deferentially hinted that he understood

that Mr. Octon’s lease of 'Hatcham Ford expired, or

could be broken, in two or three years. He understood

—

perhaps he was wrong—that Mr. Driver usually reserved

a power to break leases at the end of seven years ? Mr
Cartmell would, of course, know all about that.

“Oh, if that's so,"’ said Jenny, “of course it would be

quite simple. Wouldn't it, Mr. Austin ?"

“As simple as drawing a badger," I replied—and
Bindlecombe looked surprised to hear such a sporting

simile pass my lips. It was by no means a bad one,

though, and Jenny rewarded it with a merry little

nod.

At this point, then, her public project touched her

private relations—and her relations with Octon had

been close ever since her return from Paris. He had

been a constant visitor at Breysgate, and my belief was

that within a very few weeks of her arrival he had made
a direct attack—had confronted her with a downright

proposal—demand is a word which suits his method

better—for her hand. I did not think that she had

refused, I was sure that she had not accepted. She

was fond of referring, in his presence, to the recent date

of her father's death, to her own immersion in business,
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to the ** strangeness ” of her new life and the necessity

of “finding her feet” before doing much. These

references— rather pathetic and almost apologetic

—

Octon would receive with a frown of impatience

—

sometimes even of incredulity
;
but he did not make

them an occasion of quarrel. He continued to come
constantly to the Priory—certainly three or four times

a week. There is no doubt that he was, in his way,

very much in love with Jenny. It was an overbearing

sort of way—but it had two great merits; it was

resolute and it was disinterested. He was quite clear

that he wanted her; it was clear that he did not

care about her money, though he might envy her

power. And if he tried to dominate her, he had to

submit to constant proofs of her dominion also. She
could, and did, make him furiously angry

;
he was often

undisguisedly impatient of her coynesses and her hesi-

tations: but he could not leave her nor the hopes he

had of her. And she, on her side, could not—at least

did not—send him away. For that matter she never

liked sending anybody away—not even Powers
;

it

seemed to make her kingdom less by one—a change

in quite the wrong direction. Octon would have been

a great loss, for he had, without doubt, a strong, and
an increasingly strong, attraction for her. She liked at

least to play at being subjugated by his masculine

force; she did, in fact, to a great extent approve and
admire his semi-barbaric way (for her often mitigated

by a humour which he kept for the people he liked) of

speaking of and dealing with women. Down in her

heart she thought that attitude rather the right thing in

a man, and liked to think of it as a power before which
she might yield. At the theatre she was always de-

lighted when the rebellious maiden or the charming
spitfire of a wife, at last, in the third act, hailed the
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hero as her “ master.” So far she was primitive amidst

all her subtlety. But to Jenny's mind it was by no
means the third act yet

;
even the plot of the play was

not laid out so far ahead as that. If this masterful,

quick, assertive way of wooing were proper to man,

woman had her weapons
;
she had her natural weapons,

she had the weapons a civilised state of society gave

her, and she had those which casual chance might add

to her arsenal. Under the last of these three categories

fell the project of the Driver Institute, to be estab-

lished at Mr. Octon’s present residence, Hatcham
Ford.

It was a great chance for Jenny. Institutes as such,

and all similar works, Octon hated—^why educate people

who ought to be driven ? The insolence not of rank but

of intellect spoke in him with a strong voice. Bindle-

combe he hated, and it was mainly Bindlecombe’s idea.

Catsford he hated, because it was gradually but surely

spreading to the gates of his beautiful old house.

Deeper than this, he hated being under anybody's

power
;

it was bitter to him that, when his mind was to

stay, anybody—whether Jenny or another—should be

able to tell him to go. Finally his special position

towards Jenny made the mere raising of the question

of his future residence a rare chance for her—a chance

of teasing and vexing, of coaxing and soothing, or of

artful pretence that there was no underlying question

at all.

She told him about the project—it was nothing more,

she was careful to remark—after dinner one evening, in

her most artless manner.
“ It's a perfect idea—only I hope you wouldn't mind

turning out ?
”

He had listened sullenly, pulling hard at his cigar.

Chat was watching him with alarmed eyes; he had
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cast his spell on Chat, that was certain
;
there his boast

did not go beyond truth.

“ Being turned out, you mean, I imagine ! Fd never

willingly turn out to make room for any such nonsense.

Of all the humbugs ”

my duty to do something for the town,” she

urged—^very grave.

Let them do their work by day and drink their beer

by night. Fancy those fellows in my house !

”

“Fm sorry you feel like that. I thought you’d be

interested—and— and Fd try to find you a house

somewhere else. There must be some other houses, Mr.

Austin ?
”

One or two round about, I fancy,” said I.

“Nice little ones—^to suit a single man?” she asked,

her bright eyes now seeking, now eluding, a meeting

with his.

“I suppose I can choose the size of my house for

myself,” Octon growled. “ I don’t want Austin’s advice

about it.”

“Oh, it wasn’t poor Mr. Austin who—^who spoke

about the size of the house.” A sudden thought

seemed to strike her. “You might stay on and be

something in the Institute!”

“ Fd burn the house over my head sooner.”

“ Burn my pretty house 1 Oh, Mr. Octon 1 I should

be so hurt—^and you’d be sent to prison ! What a lot

of police it would need to take you there !

”

The last sentence mollified him—and it was clever of

her to know that it would. He had his primitive side

too. He was primitive enough to love a compliment to

his muscles.

“Fd be out oi the country before they came—with

you under my arm,” he said with a laugh.

“That would be very forgiving—but hardly proper,
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would it, Chat? Unless we were Oh, but what
nonsense! Why don’t you like my poor Institute?”

He relapsed into ill-humour, and it developed into

downright rudeness.

“ It’s nothing to me how people make fools of them-

selves,” he said.

Jenny did not always resent his rudeness. But she

never compromised her right to resent it. She ex-

ercised the right now, rising with instantaneous dignity.

“ It’s time for us to go, Chat. Mr. Austin, will you
kindly look after Mr. Octon’s comfort for the rest of

the evening?” She swept out. Chat pattering after

her in a hen-like flutter. Octon drank oft his glass

of wine with a muttered oath. Excellent as the port

was, it seemed to do him no good. He leant over

to me—perfectly sober, be it understood (I never saw

him affected by liquor), but desperately savage.

won’t stand that,” he said. ‘‘If she sticks to that,,

ril never come back to this house when I’ve walked

out of it to-night”

I was learning how to deal with his tempests. “ I

shall hope to have the pleasure of encountering you

elsewhere,” I observed politely. “Meanwhile I have

my orders. Pray help yourself to port.”

He did that, but at the same moment hurled at me
the order—“ Take her that message.”

“ There’s pen and ink behind you, Octon.”

Temper is a terrible master—and needs looking after

even as a servant. He jumped up, wrote something

—

what I could only guess—and rang the bell violently.

I could imagine Jenny’s smile—I did not ring like that.

“Take that to your mistress,” he commanded. “It’s

the address she wanted.” But he had carefully closed

the envelope, and probably Loft had his private opinion.

We sat in silence till the answer came. “ Miss Driver
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says she is much obliged, sir, for the address,” said Loft

as, with a wave of his hand, he introduced a footman

with coffee, “and she needn’t trouble you any more

in the matter—as you have another engagement to-

night”

Under Loft’s eyes he had pulled himself together;

he received the message with an appearance of in-

difference which quite supported the idea that it related

to some trifle and that he really had to go away early

;

I had not given him credit for such a power of suddenly

regaining self-control. He nodded, and said lightly

to me, “Well, since Miss Driver is so kind. Til be off

in another ten minutes.” The presence of servants

must, in the long-run, create a great deal of good

manners.

When Loft was out of the room Octon dropped his

disguise. He brought his big hand down on the table

with a slap, saying, “ There’s an end of it !

”

“Why shouldn’t she build an Institute? If you take

a lease for only seven years, how are you aggrieved

by getting notice to quit at the end of the term ?
”

“Don’t argue round the fringe of things. Don’t

be a humbug,” he admonished me, scornfully enough,

yet for once, as I fancied, with a touch of gentleness

and liking. “You’ve damned sharp eyes, and I’ve

something else to do than take the trouble to blind

them.”

“No extraordinary acuteness of vision is necessary,”

I ventured to remark.

He rose from his chair with a heavy sigh, leaving his

coffee and brandy untouched. I felt inclined to tell

him that in all likelihood he was taking the matter
too seriously: he was assuming finality—a difficult

thing to assume when Jenny was in the case. He
came to me and laid his hand on my shoulder.
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“They manage ’em better in Africa,” he said with

a sardonic grin. “Of course Fd no business to say

that to her—^but hadn’t she been trying to draw me
all the time ? She does it—^then she makes a shindy !

”

“ Fll see you a bit on your way,” I said. He accepted

my offer by slipping his hand under my arm. I opened
the door for us to pass out. There stood Chat on the

threshold. Octon regarded her with an ill-subdued

impatience. Chat was fluttering still.

“ Oh, Mr. Octon, she’s—^she’s so angry ! Might I—oh,

might I take a message to her room? She’s gone
upstairs and forbidden me to follow.”

“ Thank you, but there’s no message to take.”

“ If you would just say something 1”

“There’s no message to take.” Again his tone was

not rough—^it was moody, almost absent: but, as he

left Chat behind in her useless agitation, he leant

on my arm very heavily. Though I counted his whole

great body as for me less than her little finger, yet

a subtle male freemasonry stirred in me. He had

behaved very badly—for a man should bear a pretty

woman’s pin-pricks—^yet he was hard hit; all against

him as I was, I knew that he was hard hit. Moreover

he had summed up Jenny’s procedure pretty accurately.

We put on our coats—^it was now September—undid

the big door, and went out, down the steps, into a clear

frosty night. We had walked many yards along the

drive before he spoke. At last he said, very quietly

—

“You’re a good chap, Austin, and I’m sorry I’ve

made a row to-night. Yes, I’m sorry for that. But

whether I’m sorry I’ve been kicked out or not—well,

that’s a difficult question. My temper—well, some-

times I’m a bit afraid of it.”

“Oh, that’s nothing. You’ve both got tempers.

You’ll make it up.”

5
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He spoke with a calm deliberation unusual with him.

“ I don’t think I’d better,” he said. “ I don’t quite trust

myself : I might do something—queer.”

In my opinion that possibility about him attracted

Jenny; but it needed no artificial fostering, and I held

my peace.

There were electric lights at intervals down the drive

:

at this moment I could see his face plainly. I thoroughly

agreed with what he said and understood his judgment

of himself. But it was hard to see him look like that

about it. Suddenly—as I still looked—^his expression

changed. A look of apprehension came over him

—

but he smiled also, and gripped my arm tightly.

A figure walked out of the darkness into the light

of the lamp.

I recalled how I had found her sitting by my hearth

one night—in time to make me recall my resignation.

Was she here to make Octon unsay his determination ?

She came up to us smiling—with no air of surprise,

real or affected, and with no explanation of her own
presence.

“Both of you! What luck! I didn’t think you’d

come away from the house yet.”

“ I’ve come away from the house, Miss Driver,” said

Octon—^rather grimly.

“ In fact you’ve—‘ walked out of the house ’—? ” asked

Jenny, smiling* The dullest ears could not miss the

fact that she was quoting.

“Yes,” answered Octon briefly, leaving the next move
with her. She had no hesitation over it.

“Let not the sun go down upon your wrath!” she

cried gaily. “ The sun is down, but the moon will be
up soon, and if you won’t quarrel any more I’ll keep
you company for a little bit of the way.” She turned

to me, “ Do you mind waiting at the house a quarter
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of an hour? IVe had a letter from Mr. Cartmell that

I want to consult you about.”

Octon had not replied to her invitation and did not

now. As I said, “ All right—Fll smoke a pipe outside

and wait for you,” she beckoned lightly and merrily to

him. After an almost imperceptible pause he moved
slowly after her. Gradually their figures receded from
the area of lamplight and grew dim in the darkness.

The moon peeped over the hill but gave no light yet

by which they could be seen.

I had never believed in the permanence of that

quarrel. Though it was a strong instance, yet it was
hardly more than a typical instance of their quarrels

—

of the constant clashing of his way against hers—of the

play between her rapier and his club. If their intimacy

went on, they might have worse quarrels than that.

For me the significance of the evening lay not in

another proof that Jenny, while saving her pride and
scoring her formal victory, would still not let him go

—

and perhaps would go far to‘keep him
; that was an old

story, or, at least, a bit of discernment of her now
months old

;
rather it lay in Octon's account of his own

disposition towards her proceedings—^in his puzzle

whether he were glad or sorry to be “kicked out”

—

in that fear of himself and of his self-restraint which

made him relieved to go, even while his face was wrung
with the pain of going. In view of that, I felt that I

also should have been relieved if he had really gone

—

gone not to return—not to submit himself again to the

variety of Jenny’s ways—^to the quick flashing alterna-

tion of her weapons, natural, conventional, casual, or

whatsoever they might be. He was right about

himself—^he was not the man for that treatment He
could not appreciate the artistic excellence of it; he

felt, even if he deserved, its cruelty. Moreover it
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might prove dangerous. What if he beat down the

natural weapons—and ignored the rest? One thing

at least was clear
;
he would not again tell me—or even

pretend to me—that her power was all flim-flam.”

She came back in half an hour, at a leisurely pace,

looking much pleased with herself.

I was smoking on the steps by the hall door.

“That’s all right,” she assured me with a cheerful

smile. “We’re quite friends, and he’s not going to be

such a bear any more—^if he can help it, which, Mr.

Austin, I doubt.”

“ How did you manage it? ” I asked—not that there

was much real need of inquiry.

“ Of course I told him that the Institute was nothing

but an idea, and that, even if it were built, its being

at Hatcham Ford was the merest idea, and that, even

if it had to be at Hatcham Ford—well, I pointed out

that two years are two years—(You needn’t take the

trouble to nod about that—it was quite a sensible

remark)—that two years are two years and that very

likely he wouldn’t want the house at all by then.”

“ I see.”

“ So, of course, he apologised for his rudeness and

promised not to be so foolish again, and we said

good-night quite friends. What have you been

thinking about?”
“ I don’t think I could possibly tell you ”

I was just opening the door for her. She paused on

the threshold, lifting her brows a little and smiling as

she whispered, “ Something uncomplimentary ?
”

“ That depends what you want to be complimented

on,” I answered.
' “ Oh, as long as it’s on anything !

” she cried.

“You’ll admit my compliments to-night have been

terribly left-handed ?
”
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“ I don’t know that mine hasn’t a touch of that.

Well—I think it’s very brave to play games in the

crater of an active volcano—exceedingly brave it

is!”

“ Brave ? But not very ”

"Let’s leave it where it is. What about Cartmell’s

letter ?
”

" That’ll do to-morrow.” (Of course it would—^it had
been only an instrument of dismissal.) " Tm tired

to-night.” Her face grew grave : she experienced

another mood—or touched another note. " My friend,

you must believe that I always listen to what you say.

I mayn’t see things just as you seem to, sometimes, but

what you say always makes me think. By the bye,

are you very busy, or could you ride to-morrow ?
”

" Of course 1
” I cried eagerly. “ Seven-thirty, as

usual ?
”

" A quarter to eight sharp. Good-night.” She gave

me a contented friendly smile, with just a hint of

triumph about it, and went upstairs.

It shows what a good thing life is that I too, in

spite of my questionings and apprehension, repaired

home forgetful of them for the time and full of exulta-

tion. I loved riding; and Jenny on horseback was a

companion for a god.

On reflection it might have occurred to me that it

was easier for her to invite me to ride than to listen too

exactly to my counsels—quite as easy and really as

well calculated to keep me content. Happily the

youth in me found in her more than the subject of

fears or the source of questionings. She could also

delight.



CHAPTER VI

TAKING TO OPEN SEA

ON her morning rides Jenny wore a habit of russet

brown and a broad-brimmed hat to match
;
her

beautiful mare was a golden chestnut
;
the motive and

the crown of all the scheme showed in her brilliant

hazel eyes. On this fine morning—^there was a touch

of autumn frost, slowly yielding before the growing

strength of the sun, but the ground was springy under

us—^Jenny bore a holiday air
;
no cares and no schemes

beset her. To my poor ability I shared and seconded

her mood, though my black coat and drab breeches

were a sad failure in the matter of outward expression.

She made straight for the north gate of the Priory

park; we passed through it, crossed the road, and

entered, by a farm-gate, on to Fillingford territory.

I almost always come here,” she told me. “ There's

such a splendid gallop. Now and then I meet Lord

Lacey, and we have a race.”

Not being an habitual party to these excursions—it

was fay usual lot to lie in wait for the early post and
reduce the letters to order for our after-breakfast

session—I had seen and heard nothing of her encounters

with young Lacey. I conceived that the two houses

were still on the terms of distant civility to which Lady
Sarah’s passive resistance had endeavoured to confine

them. A formal call from each lady on the other—

a

no less formal visit to Jenny from Lord Fillingford
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(who left his son’s card also)—^there it had seemed to

stop, the Mayor of Catsford and the Memorial Hall

perhaps in some degree contributing to that result.

Fine mornings a-horseback and youthful blood had,

however, sapped Lady Sarah’s defences. I was glad

—and I envied Lacey. He had much to be thankful

for. True, they talked of sad financial troubles at

Fillingford Manor, but you may hear many a fine

gentleman rail at the pinch of poverty, as he pours, in

no ungenerous measure, his own champagne down his

throat at half-a-crown a glass. Perhaps at Fillingford

that luxury did not rule every day
;
but at any rate

Lacey had a good horse to ride—^to say nothing of

pleasant company.
Well, all he had he deserved, if only because he looked

what he was so splendidly. If Providence, or nature, or

society makes a scheme of things, it is surely a merit in

us poor units to fit into it? Let others attack or defend

the country gentleman. Anyhow, if you are one, look

it ! And for such an one as does look it I have a heart-

felt admiration, from the crown of his head to the sole

of his foot—^with a special affection for his legs in

perfect boots and breeches. Young Lacey was such a

consummate type
;

I did not wonder that Jenny’s ever

liberal appreciation smiled beams of approval as he

appeared over the crest of a rising hillock and rode on

to meet us. Excellent too were the lad’s manners ;
he

appeared really glad to see me—which in the nature of

the case he hardly can have been in his heart.

“ Pm going to win this morning!” he cried to Jenny.

I feel like winning to-day 1

”

“ Why to-day? You don’t win very often.”

“That’s true,” he said to me. “Miss Driver’s won

two^ to my one, regular. At sixpence a race I owe her

three shillings already.”
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I had a feeling that Jenny glanced at me, but I did

not look at Jenny. I did not even do the sum, though

it was easy arithmetic.

‘‘But to-day—well, in the first place Tve got my
commission—and in the second Aunt Sarah^s gone to

London for a week.”
“ I congratulate you on the commission.”
“ And you're loftily indifferent about Aunt Sarah ?

”

he asked, laughing. “ I say, though, come along ! Are
you a starter, Mr, Austin ?

”

I declined the invitation, but I managed to keep

them well in sight—and my deliberate opinion is that

Jenny pulled. She could have won, I swear it, if she

had liked
;
as it was, she was beaten by a length. The

lad was ingenuously triumphant. “ Science is beginning

to tell,” he declared. “ You won't hold your lead long !

”

“ Sometimes it's considered polite to let a lady win,”

Jenny suggested.

“Oh, come! If she challenges she must take her

t:hance in fair fight.”

“ Then what chance have we poor women ? ” asked

deceptive Jenny—who could have won the race.

“You beat us in some things, I admit. Brains, very

often, and, of course, charm and all that sort of thing.”

He paused a moment, blushed a little, and added, “And
—er—of course—out of sight in moral qualities.”

I liked his “ moral qualities.” It hinted that reverence

was alive in him. I am not sure it did not indicate that

the reverence due to woman in the abstract was
supremely due to the woman by his side.

“Out of sight in moral qualities?” she repeated

thoughtfully. “ Yes, I suppose even a woman may hope
that that's true. Don't you think so, Mr. Austin ?

”

“It has always been conceded in civilised com-
munities,” I agreed.
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‘'What I hate about that fellow Octon Oh, I

beg pardon—isn’t he a friend of yours ?
’’

“ I know him pretty well. He’s rather interesting.”

“ I hate the fellow’s tone about—about that sort of

thing. Cheap, I call it. But I don’t suppose he does it

to you
;
you wouldn’t stand it.”

“ I’m very patient with my friends,” said Jenny.

“Friends ! You and that ! Oh, well, let’s have

another gallop.”

The gallop brought us in full view of Fillingford

Manor; it lay over against us in the valley, broad

expanses of meadow and of lawn leading up to a formal

garden, beyond which rose the long low red-brick fagade

half covered with ivy, and a multitude of twisting

chimneys.

“Jolly old place, isn’t it?” cried Lacey. “I say,

wouldn’t you like to see over it ? I don’t expect Aunt
Sarah showed you much !

”

“ I should like to see over it very much, if your father

would ask me.”

“Oh, he will—he’ll be delighted, I say, come this

week—^while we’re by ourselves ?
”

“Yes, if he invites me.”
“ He’ll invite you. He likes you very much—only

he’s not exactly expansive, you know, the governor !
”

,

“ Never mind, you are. Now Mr. Austin and I must

go back to breakfast and to work.”
“ By Jove, I must be getting back too, or I shall keep

the governor waiting, and he doesn’t like that,”

“ If you do, tell him it’s my fault.”

The boy looked at her, then at me, again blushed a

little, and laughed. The slightest flush appeared on

Jenny’s smiling face. I took the opportunity to light a

cigarette. The morning races had not been talked about

at Fillingford

!
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Well, no—you mustn’t put it on the woman, must

you?” said Jenny, as she waved a laughing farewell

On our way home she was silent and thoughtful,

speaking only now and then and answering one or two

remarks of mine rather absently. One observation

threw some light on her thoughts.

“It’s very awkward that Mr. Octon should make
himself so unpopular. I want to be friends with every-

body, but She broke off. I did no more than give

a nod of assent. But I knew—and thought she must

—

how Octon stood. He was considered to have made
himself impossible. He was not asked to Fillingford

;

Aspenick had bluntly declared that he would not meet

him on account of a rude speech of Octon’s, levelled at

Lady Aspenick
;
Bertram Ware and he were at daggers

drawn over some semi-political semi-private squabble in

which Octon’s language had been of more than its usual

violence. The town loved him no better than the

county. Jenny wanted to be popular everywhere

—

popular, influential, acclaimed. She was weighted by
this unpopular friendship—^which yet had such attraction

for her. The cares of state had fastened on her again

as we jogged homeward.

Well, they were the joy of her life—it would have

needed a dull man not soon to see that. The real joy, I

mean—not what at that moment—^nay,nor perhaps at any

moment—she would herself have named as her delight.

Her joy in the sense in which we creatures—and the wisest

among us long ago—come nearest„ to being able to

understand and define the innermost engine or instinct

whose working is most truly ourselves—the temptation

to live and life itself, which pair nature has so cunningly

coupled together. Effective activity—the reaching out

to make of external things and people (especially,

perhaps, things and people that obstinately resist) part
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of our own domain—^their currency coinage of ours,

with the stamp of our mint, bearing our superscription

—causing the writ of our issuing to run where it did not

run before—is not this, however ill-expressed (and

bigger men than I have failed, and will fail, fully to

express it), something like what the human spirit

attempts ? Or is there too a true gospel of drawing in

—of renouncing? In the essential, mind you!—It is

easy in trifles, in indulgences and luxuries. But to

surrender the exercise and expansion of self?

If that be right, if that be true—at any rate it was not

Jenny Driver, She was a strong, natural-born swimmer,

cast now for the first time into open sea—after the

duck-ponds of her Smalls and her Simpsons. It was
not the smooth waters which tested, tried, or in inner-

most truth delighted her most.

All this in a very tiny corner? Of course, 'Will

you find me anywhere that is not a corner, please?

Alexander worked in one, and Caesar. What does it

matter then what I do?” “No more,” I must answer,

being no philosopher and therefore unprepared with a

theory, “than it matters whether or not you are

squashed under yonder train. But if you think—on

your own account—that the one matters, why, for all

we can say, perhaps the other does.”

That duck-pond of the Simpsons’! By apparent

chance—it may be, in fact, by some unusual receptivity

in my own bearing—that very day Chat talked to me
about it. I had grown friendlier towards Chat, having

perceived that the cunning in her—(it was there, and

refuted Cartmell’s charge of mere foolishness)—^ran to

no more than a decent selfishness, informed by " years

of study of Jenny, deflected by a spinsterish admiration

of Octon’s claim to unquestioned male dominion. Her
reason said—“ We are very well as we are. I am
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comfortable. I am ‘putting by.’ Jenny’s marriage

might make things worse.” The spinster added, “ But

this must end some day. Let it end—when it must

—

in an irresistible (perhaps to Chat’s imagination a

rather lurid) conquest.” Paradoxically her instinct

(for if anything be an instinct, selfishness is) squared

with what I had deciphered of Jenny’s strategy—in

immediate action at least. Chat would not have Octon

shown the door
;
neither would she set him at the head

of the table—^just yet. Being comfortable, she abhorred

all chance of convulsions—as Jenny, being powerful,

resented all threat of dominion. But if the convulsion

must come—as it must some day—Chat wanted it

dramatic—matter for gossip and for flutters ! To
her taste Octon fulfilled that aesthetic requirement.

Naturally Chat saw Jenny at the Simpsons’ from

her own point of view—through herself—and by that

avenue approached the topic.

“Of course things are very much changed for the

better in most ways, Mr. Austin—if they'll only last.

The comforts !—^And, of course, the salary ! Well, it’s

not the thing to talk about that. Still I daresay you
yourself sometimes think ? Yes, of course, one must
consider it. But there were features of the rectory life

which I confess I miss. We had always a very

cheerful tea, and supper too was sociable. In fact

one never wanted for a chat. Here I’m thrown very

much on my own resources. Jenny is out or busy, and
Mrs. Bennet—the housekeeper, you know—is reserve(i

and, of course, not at her ease with me. And then

there was the authority!” (Was Chat also among the

Caesars?) “Poor Chat had a great deal of authority

at the rectory, Mr. Austin— yes— she had! Mrs.

Simpson an invalid—the rector busy or not caring to

meddle—the girls were left entirely to me. My word
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was law.” She shook her head regretfully over the

change in her position.

“We all like that, Miss Chatters, when we can

get it !

”

“Jenny, of course, was different—and that made it

difficult sometimes. Besides being the eldest, she was
very well paid for and, although not pampered and, I

must say, considering all things as I now know them^

very ill-supplied with pocket money, there were orders

that she should ride every day. Two horses and the

ostler from the Bull every day—except Sundays ! It

couldn't but make a difference, especially with a girl

of Jenny’s disposition—not altogether an easy one,

Mr. Austin. It had to be give-and-take between us.

If she obeyed me, there were many little things I could

do—Shaving, as I say, the authority. If she would da
her lessons well—and her example had great influence

on the others—I didn’t trouble to see what books she

had in her bedroom (with the other girls I did), nor

even ask questions if she stayed out a little late for

supper. Of course we had to be very much on our

guard
;

it didn’t do to make the Simpson girls

jealous.”

“You had a little secret understanding between

yourselves ?
”

“ Never, Mr, Austin ! I wouldn’t have done such a

thing with any of my pupils. It would be subversive

of discipline.”

“ Of course it would
;

I beg your pardon ” (Here a

little “homage to virtue” on both our parts
!)

“She knew how far she could go; she knew when

I must say ‘ Stop !
’ She never put me to it—though

I must say she went very near the line sometimes. She

came to us very raw too, with really no idea of what

was ladylike. What those Smalls can have been like I
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You see what she is now. I don’t think I did so

badly”

I saw what she was now—or some of it. And I

seemed to see it all growing up in that country rectory

—the raw girl from the Smalls (those deplorable

Smalls
!)

at Cheltenham, learning her youthful lessons

in diplomacy—^how far one can go, where one must
stop, how keen a bargain can be struck with Authority.

Chat had been Authority then. There was another now.

Yet where the difference in principle?

I can’t have managed so very badly, because they

were all broken-hearted to lose me— I often think how
they can be getting on!—^and here I am with Jenny!
Well, poor Chat would have had to go soon anyhow.

They were all growing up. That time comes. It must
be so in my profession, Mr. Austin. Indispensable

to-day, to-morrow you’re not wanted !

”

“That sounds sad. You must be glad, in the end,

that you didn’t stay ?
”

“ It’ll be the same here some day. For all you or I

know, it might be to-morrow. The only thing is to

suit as long as we can, and to put by a little.”

I vowed—within my breast
—

^that henceforth Chat’s

little foibles — or defences ? — her timeserving, her

cowardice, her flutters, her judgment of Jenny’s concerns

from a point of view not primarily Jenny’s, her encroach-

ments on the port and other stolen (probably transient I)

luxuries — all these should meet with gentle and
sympathetic appraisement. She was only trying to

“suit”—and meanwhile to put by a little. But I was
not sure what she had done, or helped to do, to Jenny,

nor that her ex-pupil’s best course would not lie in

presenting her with her congi and a substantial annuity.

An invitation came from Fillingford in which Chat
and I were courteously included. Jenny, however,
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found work for poor Chat at home (alas, for the days

of Authority!) and made me drive her over in the

dog-cart. As we drove in at the gates, she asked

suddenly, " How am I to behave?”

‘‘Don’t look at anything as if you wanted to buy

it,” was the best impromptu advice I could hit on.

“ I might do it tactfully 1 Don’t you remember what

my father said ?—‘ You may succeed in your way better

than I in mine/ ”

“ I remember. And you think he referred to tact ?
”

Jenny took so long to answer that there was no

time to answer at all
;
we were at the door, and young

Lacey was waiting.

The house was beautiful and statety; I think that

Jenny was surprised to find that it was also in decent

repair. There was nothing ragged, nothing poverty-

stricken
;
a grave and moderate handsomeness marked

all the equipment The fall in fortune was rather to be

inferred from what was absent than rudely shown in the

present condition of affairs. Thus the dining-room was

called the Vandyke Room—but there were no Van-

dykes ; a charming little boudoir was called the Madonna
Parlour—but the Madonna had taken flight, probably

a long flight across the Atlantic. In giving us the

names Lord Fillingford made no reference to their being

no longer applicable—he seemed to use them in

mechanical habit, forgetful of their significance—and

Jenny, mindful perhaps of the spirit of my warning,

refrained from questions. But for what was to be seen

she had a generous and genuine enthusiasm
;
the sedate

beauty and serenely grand air of the old place went

to her heart.

But one picture did hang in the Madonna Parlour

—

a half-length of a beautiful high-bred girl with large

dark eyes and a figure slight almost to emaciation.
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Lacey and I, who were behind, entered the room just

as the other two came to a stand before it. I saw

Jenny’s face turn towards Fillingford in inquiry.

“ My wife,” he said. “ She died thirteen years ago

—

when Amyas was only five.” His voice was dry, but he

looked steadily at the picture with a noticeable intent-

ness of gaze.

‘‘This was mother’s own room, Miss Driver,” Lacey
interposed.

“Yes? How—how it must have suited her!” said

Jenny in a low voice.

Fillingford turned his head sharply round and looked

at her.; with a slight smile he nodded his head. “ She
was very fond of this room. She had it furnished in

blue—^instead of yellow.” Then he moved quickly to

the door. “ There’s nothing else you’d care to see here,

I think.”

After lunch Lacey carried Jenny off to the garden

—

his father seemed to think that he had done enough as

host and to acquiesce readily in the devolution of his

duties— and I sat awhile with Fillingford, smoking

cigarettes— well, he only smoked one. It seemed to

me that the man was like his house
;
just as the state

of its fortune was not rudely declared in anything

unbecoming or shabby, but had to be gathered from

the gaps where beauties once had figured, so the essence

of him, and the road to understanding him, lay in his

reserves, his silences, his defensiveness. What he
refrained from doing, being, or saying was the most
significant thing about him. His manners were

irreproachable, his courtesy cast in a finer mould than

that of an ordinary gentleman, yet he did not achieve

real cordiality and remained at a very long arm’s length

from intimacy. His highest degree of approval seemed
to consist in an absence of disapprobation

;
yet, feeling
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that this negative reward of merit was hard to win, the

recipient took the unsubstantial guerdon with some
gratification. My own hope was to escape from his

presence without having caused him to think that I had
done anything offensive

;
if he had nothing against me, I

should be content. I wondered whether he were satisfied

to have the like measure meted out to him. His son had

said he was “not expansive'^: that was like denying

silkiness to a porcupine. Yet there was that about him
which commanded respect—at least a respect appro-

priately negative; you felt certain that he would
do nothing sordid and touch nothing unclean; he

would always be true to the code of his class and

generation.

We heard laughter from Jenny and Lacey echoing

down the long passages as they returned from the

garden
;
from the noise their feet made they seemed to

be racing again. The sounds interrupted a rather

perfunctory conversation about Nicholas Driver and the

growth of Catsford. Rather to my surprise— I must
confess—his face lit up with a smile—a smile of pensive

sweetness.

“That sounds cheerful,” he said. “More like old

days!” Then he looked at me apprehensively, as

though afraid that he had proffered an uninvited

confidence. He went on almost apologetically: “It's

very quiet here. My health doesn't fit me for public

life, or even for much work in the county. We do our

duty, I hope, but we tend rather to fall out of the swim.

It wasn't so in my wife's time. Well, Amyas will bring

all that back again some day, I hope.”

“I'm glad to hear that he's got his commission,”

said 1.

“Yes, he must go and do some work, while I hold

the fort for him at home. Landed property needs

6
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great deal of attention nowadays, Mr. Austin.” Again

he smiled, but now wearily, as though his stewardship

were a heavy burden.

The laughing pair burst into the room. Amyas was

flushed, Jenny seemed out of breath
;
they had a great

joke to tell.

“ WeVe found a picture of Miss Driver in the West
Gallery,” cried Amyas. “Really it must be her—ifs

exactly like !

”

“ Fancy my picture being in your house all this time.

Lord Fillingford—and you never told me !

”

Fillingford was looking intently at Jenny now. He
raised his brows a little and smiled, as the result of his

survey.

“ Yes—Fm afraid I know which picture Amyas means,

though I don’t often go to the West Gallery. The one

on the right of the north door, Amyas ?
”

“Yes— in a wonderful gown all over pearls, you

know.”

“Who is she—besides me?” asked Jenny. “Because

I believe she has a look of me really.”

“ She’s an ancestress—a collateral ancestress at least

—

of ours. She was one of Queen Elizabeth’s ladies. But

we’re not proud of her—and you mustn’t be proud of

the likeness—if there is one, Miss Driver.”

“ But I am proud of it. I think she’s very pretty

—

and some day I’ll have a gown made just like that.”

“Why aren’t we proud of her, father ? ” asked young
Lacey.

“ She got into sad disgrace—and very nearly into the

Tower, I believe. Elizabeth made her kinsman Lord
Lacey—one of my predecessors—take her away from
Court and bring her down to the country. Here she

was kept—^in fact more or less imprisoned. But it

didn’t last many years. Smallpox carried her off, poor
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thing—it was very bad in these parts about 1 590—and,

unluckily for her, before the Queen died
”

“ What was her name ?
”

“ Mistress Eleanor Lacey ”

‘‘And what had she done?” pursued Jenny, full of

interest.

“ Ah, well, what was the truth about it—^who can tell

now? It was never important enough to get put on
record. But the family tradition is that the Queen was
jealous of her place in Leicester’s affections.” He smiled

at Jenny, “I wish Amyas had found you a more
acceptable prototype !

”

“ Oh, I don’t know,” said Jenny thoughtfully. “ I like

her looks. Do you believe that what they said was
true ?

”

“ Vm sorry to say that, again according to the family

tradition, it was.”

Our dog-cart had been ready for some minutes.

Jenny said good-bye, and both father and son escorted

her to the door.

“ I hope we shall see you at dinner as soon as my
sister comes back,” said Fillingford, as he helped her

to mount into the cart. “ We must have a little festivity

for Amyas before he joins.”

Jenny was all thanks and cordiality, and drove off

smiling and waving her hand gaily.

“ Isn’t that really rather interesting about Eleanor

Lacey? Mind you go and see the picture next time

you’re there ! It’s really very like.”

I promised to see the picture, and asked her how she

had got on with Fillingford.

“ Oh, I like him well enough, but ” She paused

and smiled reflectively. “ Down at the Simpsons’ there

was a certain young man
—

^boy he really was—whom
we called Rabbit. That was only because of the shape
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of his mouth, and has nothing to do with the story ! I

used sometimes to walk home with Rabbit — from

evening church, or lawn tennis parties, and so on, you

know.” (Were these the occasions on which she was

rather late for supper — without incurring Chat's

rebuke?) ^^We girls used to laugh at him because

he always began by taking great pains to show you
that he didn't mean to flirt—well, at all events, didn't

mean to begin the flirtation. If you wanted to flirt,

you must begin yourself—^that was Rabbit's attitude,

and he made it perfectly plain in his behaviour.”

“ Rabbit can't have been a very amusing youth to

walk home with in the gloaming?” I ventured to

suggest.

** He wasn't, but then there wasn't much choice down
at the Simpsons', you know. Besides it could be made
rather funny with Rabbit You see, he wouldn't begin

because he had such a terror of being snubbed.” She
laughed in an amused reminiscence, “ I think I shall

call Lord Fillingford Rabbit,” she ended.

It'll be very disrespectful.”

“ Oh, you can't make all the nicknames for yourself!
”

She paused and added, apparently with a good deal of

satisfaction
—

“ Rabbit—and Volcano—yes I

”
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CHAPTER VII

THE FLICK OF A WHIP

J
ENNY spent a large part of the winter in Italy,

Chat being with her, Cartmell and I left in charge

at home. But early in the New Year she came back

and then, her mourning being over, she launched out.

Without forgetting her father's injunction against

spending all her income, she organised the household

on a more extensive scale; new carriages and more

horses, a couple of motors, and a little electric launch

for the lake were among the additions she made. The
out-of-doors staff grew till Cartmell had to ask for an

estate-steward to take the routine off his shoulders,

while Mrs, Bennet and Loft blazed with pride at the

swelling numbers of their subordinates in the house

itself. Jenny's taste for splendour came out She even

loved a touch of the gorgeous
;
old Mr. Driver's dark

blue liveries assumed a decidedly brighter tint, and I

heard her express regret that postilions and four horses

were in these days thought ostentatious except for

very great national or local potentates. “ If I were a

peeress, I would have them,” she declared rather wistfully.

If that were the condition and the only one, after all

we might perhaps live to see the four horses and the

postilions at Breysgate before we were many months

older. By now, there was matter for much speculation

about her future
;
the closer you were to her, the more

doubtful any speculation seemed.
8s
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This was the time of her greatest glory—^when she

was fresh to her state and delighting in it, when all

the neighbourhood seemed to be at her feet, town and

county vying in doing her honour—and in accepting

her hospitality.

Entertainment followed entertainment; now it was

the poor, now it was the rich, whom she fed and f^ted.

The crown of her popularity came perhaps when she

declared that she would have no London house and

wanted no London season. Catsford and the county

were good enough for her. The Catsford Herald and
Times printed an article on this subject which was

almost lyrical in its anticipation of a return of the good

old days when the aristocracy found their own town

enough. It was headed “ Catsford a Metropolis—^Why

not?” And it was Jenny who was to imbue the

borough with this enviable metropolitan character!

This was Redeunt SaUtrnia regna with a vengeance

!

To all outward appearance she was behaving ad-

mirably—and her acquaintance with Fillingford had

reached to as near intimacy as it was ever likely to get

while it rested on a basis of mere neighbourly friend-

ship. Lady Sarah had been convinced or vanquished

—

it was impossible to say which. At any rate she had
withdrawn her opposition to intercourse between the

two* houses and appeared to contemplate with resigna-

tion, if not with enthusiasm, a prospect of which people

had now begun to talk—not always under their breath.

Fillingford .Manor and Breysgate were now united

closely enough for folk to ask whether they were to be
united more closely still. For my own part I must
admit that, if Lord Fillingford were wooing, he showed
few of the usual signs

; but perhaps Jenny was 1 I

remembered the story of Rabbit—without forgetting the

subject of the other nickname 1
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Old Cartmell was a great advocate of the Fillingford

alliance. House laid to house and field to field were

anathema to the Prophet; for a family lawyer they

have a wonderful attraction. An estate well-rounded

off, spacious, secure from encroachment and, with

proper capital outlay, returning three per cent.—^he

admires it as the rest of us a Velasquez—^well, some of

us—or others, a thoroughbred. Careful man as he was,

he declined to be dismayed at Jenny’s growing expendi-

ture. “ The income’s growing too,” he said. “ It

grows and must grow with the borough. Old Nick
Driver had a very long head ! She can’t help becoming
richer, whatever she does—^in reason.” He winked at

me, adding, ‘‘ After all, it isn’t as if she had to buy
Fillingford, is it?” I did not feel quite sure that it

was not—and at a high price; but to say that would
have been to travel into another sphere of discussion.

‘‘Well, I’m very glad her affairs are so flourishing.

But I wish the new liveries weren’t so nearly sky-blue.

I hope she won’t want to put you and me in them !

”

Cartmell paid no heed to the liveries. He took a

puff at his cigar and said, “Now—^if only she’ll keep

straight!” That would have seemed an odd thing to

say—^to anyone not near her.

Yet trouble came—most awkwardly and at a most

awkward moment Octon himself was the cause of it,

and I—^unluckily for myself—^the only independent wit-

ness of the central incident

He had—like Jenny—been away most of the winter,

but I had no reason to suppose that they had met or

even been in communication
;

in fact I believe that he

was in London most of the time, finishing his new book

and superintending the elaborate illustrations with

which it was adorned. He did, however, reappear at

Hatcham Ford close on the heels of Jenny’s return to
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Breysgate, and the two resumed their old—and some-

what curious—^relations. If ever it were true of two

people that they could live neither with nor without

one another, it seemed true of that couple. He was

always seeking her, and she ever ready and eager to

welcome him; yet at every other meeting at least

they had a tiff—Jenny being, I must say, seldom the

aggressor, at least in the presence of third persons :

perhaps her offences, such as they were, were given in

private. But there was one difference which I perceived

quickly, but which Octon seemed slower to notice: I

hoped that he might never notice it at all, or, if he did,

accept it peaceably. Jenny preferred, if it were possible,

to receive him when the household party alone was

present; when the era of entertaining set in, he was

bidden on the off-nights. No doubt this practice

admitted of being put—and perhaps was put by Jenny
—in a flattering way. But it was impossible to be safe

with him—there was no telling how his temper would

take him. So long as he believed that Jenny herself

best liked to see him intimately, all would go well
;
but

if once he struck on the truth—that she was yielding

deference to the wishes of his enemies, her neighbours

—

there might very probably be an explosion. “ Volcano ”

would get active if he thought that “Rabbit” and
company—Jenny had concealed neither nickname from

him—were being consulted. Or he might get just a

wayward whim
;

if his temper were out, he would make
trouble for its own sake—or to see with how much he
could make her put up; each was always trying the

limits of his or her power over the other.

The actual occasion of his outburst was, as usual,

trivial, and perhaps—far as that was from being
invariably the case—afforded him some shadow of

excuse. Neither did Chat help matters. He had sent
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up from Hatcham Ford a bunch of splendid yellow

roses, and, when he came to dinner the same evening,

he naturally expected to see them on the table.

“Where are my roses?” he asked abruptly, when we
were half-way through dinner.

“ I love them—they’re beautiful—but they didn’t

suit my frock to-night,” said Jenny, smiling. She would

have managed the matter all right if she had been

let alone, but Chat must needs put her oar in.

“ They’ll look splendid on the table to-morrow night,”

she remarked—as though she were saying something

soothing and tactful.

“ Oh, you’ve got a dinner-party to-morrow ? ” he

asked—still calm, but growing dangerous.

“Nobody you’d care about,” Jenny assured him; she

had given Chat a look which immediately produced

symptoms of flutters.

“ Who’s coming ?
”

“Oh, only Lord Fillingford and Lady Sarah, the

Wares, the Rector, the Aspenicks, and one or two
more.”

“ H’m. My roses are good enough for that lot, but

I’m not, eh ?
”

Jenny’s hand was forced; Chat had undermined

her position. Not even for the sake of policy did she

love to do an unhandsome thing—still less to be found

out in doing one. To use the roses and slight the

donor would not be handsome. She knew Aspenick’s

objection to meeting Octon, but probably she thought

that she could keep Aspenick in order.

“ I had no idea you’d care about it. I thought you
liked coming quietly better. I like it so much better

when I can have you to myself.”

No use now ! His prickles were out
;
he would not

be cajoled.
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“So I may as a rule—^but it's rather marked when

you never ask me to meet anyone,”
“ I shall be delighted to see you at dinner to-morrow,”

said Jenny. “ Will you come ?
”

“Yes, I will come—I hope I know how to behave

myself, don't I ?
''

“Oh, yes, you know well enough,” she answered,

delicately emphasising the diiSerence between knowledge

and practice. “ All right, I shall expect you.”

“I know the meaning of it. That little Aspenick

minx and her fool of a husband are trying to get me
boycotted—that’s it.”

Jenny, as her wont was, tried to smooth him down,

but with little success. He went off early, still very

sulky, and growling about the Aspenicks.. For what it

is worth, there was no doubt that they were now busy

leaders in the cabal against him, and he knew it.

“ It won’t be very pleasant, but we must carry it off

with brave faces,” said Jenny, referring to the next day's

dinner. She looked vexed, though, at this crossing of

her arrangements.

Probably the dinner would have passed off tolerably,

if not comfortably—for Aspenick was a gentleman, and
even Octon might feel that he ought to be on his good
behaviour—when his temper recovered. But unluckily

his temper had not recovered by eleven o’clock the

following morning, and it was then that the lamentable

thing happened.

I had finished my after-breakfast work with Jenny
and had left the house, to go down the -hill to the Old
Priory. The road through the park crosses the path I

had to follow, at about seventy yards from the house.

Approaching this road, I saw Lady Aspenick's tandem
coming along on my right. She was, as I have said

before, an accomplished whip, and tandem-driving was
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a favourite pastime of hers. To-day she appeared to

be trying a new leader; at any rate the animal was
very skittish, now rearing, now getting out of line, now
sidling along—doing anything, in fact, but his plain

duty. She was driving slowly and carefully, while the

two grooms were half-standing, half-kneeling behind,

looking over her shoulders and evidently ready to jump
down and run to the leader’s head at any moment I

stood watching their progress
; it was pretty to see her

drive. Then I became avrare of Octon’s massive

figure coming from the opposite direction; he was
walking full in the middle of the road, which at this

point is not very broad—just wide enough for two
carriages to pass one another between the banks, which

rise sharply on either side to the height of nearly three

feet.

As Lady Aspenick drew nearer to Octon, one of the

grooms whistled. Octon gave way—a little. Apparently

the groom—^whether Lady Aspenick spoke to him or

not I could not see—thought that there was not yet

room enough, for he whistled again, waving his hand

impatiently. Octon edged a little more to the side of

the road and then stood still, apparently waiting for

them to pass. He was by no means at the side of the

road—neither was he now in the middle
;
perhaps he

was a third of the way across
;
and, so far as I could

judge, there was room for them to pass—and a sufficient

margin, at any rate for a steady team. Now the groom

shouted—a loud “ Hi !
” or some such word—^in a per-

emptory way. I heard Octon’s reply plainly. There’s

plenty of room, I tell you.” Lady Aspenick had her

whip in her hand—ready, no doubt, to give her restless

leader a flick to make him mind his manners as they

went by. While this happened, I had begun to walk on

again slowly, meaning to speak to Octon when„ the lady
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had passed. I was about fifteen yards away—and the

tandem was just approaching where Octon stood. Just

as she came up to him, Lady Aspenick loosed the

long lash of her whip
;

it flew out and I looked to see

a jump from the leader, who was dancing and capering

in a very restive way. But unless she took great care

—or Octon moved a bit

The next instant, while the idea was still incomplete

in my mind, the end of the lash caught him full on the

face. Hej’umped back with a shout of rage. The
leader gave a wild plunge towards the other side of the

road ;
the cart swayed and rocked. The grooms leapt

down and ran as hard as they could to the leader’s

head. Octon sprang forward, caught hold of the

whip, wrenched it from Lady Aspenick’s hand, almost

pulling her out of her seat, broke it in the middle

across his knee, and flung the fragments down on the

road. I ran up hastily.

^‘You did that on purpose,” he said, his voice

shaking with rage. There was a red streak across his'

face from the cheek bone to the chin.

She was pale, but she looked at him calmly through

her eyeglasses.

“Nonsense,” she answered, “but if I had, it would
have been only your deserts. Why didn’t you give me
room ?

”

“ There was plenty of room if you knew how to drive
;

and, if you wanted more, you could have asked for it

civilly.”

“You must have seen I had a young horse.” She
turned to me. “ Give me my whip, please, Mr. Austin.

You saw what happened? I’ll ask my husband to

come and see you about it.” Then she ordered her

men to take out the refractory leader, and lead him
home; she would drive back with the wheeler, She
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took no more notice of Octon, nor he of her (unless to

watch her grooms’ proceedings with a sullen stare)^

but as she started off, holding the broken butt of the

whip in her hand, she called to me, Tell Miss Driver

we’re looking forward to dinner to-night/’

The grooms had looked dangerously at Octon, and

were now saying something to one another; but it

needed at least one to hold the horse, and Octon would

be far more than a match for either of them singly.

His angry eyes seemed only to hope that they would

give him some excuse for violence,

“Follow your mistress,” I said to them. “It’s no-

affair ofyours.”

I think that they were glad to get my sanction for

their retreat. Off they went, and I was left alone with

Octon.
“ If it had been a man, I wouldn’t have left a whole bone

in his body. She struck me deliberately—on purpose.”

“It wasn’t a man. Why didn’t you give her more
room ?

”

“There was plenty of room,” he persisted. “The
whole road isn’t hers, is it ? ” With that he turned on
his heel and sauntered off towards the south gate, in

the direction of his own house.

There was the incident—and I had the grave

misfortune of being the only independent witness of it.

There was the incident—and there was the dinner-party

in the evening, to which both the Aspenicks and
Leonard Octon were bidden. Clearly the matter could

not stand where it was ; it was, alas, no less clear that

I should have to give my evidence. Of course the

meeting at dinner must not take place
;
whatever else

might or might not follow from the affair, that mucb
was certain. I went back to the house and asked to

see Jenny.
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I told her the story plainly and fully—all that I had

seen and all that had been said
;
she did not interrupt

me once.

There it is,” I ended. ‘‘His case is that he gave

her plenty of room and that she purposely lashed him

over the face. Hers is that he gave her too little room,

deliberately annoying her, that her leader was restive

and she had to use her whip, and that, if she hit him, it

was his own fault for standing where he did.”

“ His snatching away the whip and breaking it

—

isn't that bad?” she asked. “Or if he thought she

meant to hit him ?
”

“ Then it's still bad, I suppose, since she’s a woman :

but it's perhaps understandable—above all in him.”
“ Well, what's your own opinion about it ?

”

“ That's just what I don't want to give,” I objected.

“But you must. I have to come to some decision

about this.”

“ Well then—I think he did leave her room—enough
and a little more than enough

;
but I also think that he

meant to annoy her. I'm sure he didn't mean to put

her in danger of an upset, but I do think that, with such

a horse as she was driving, an upset might have been
the resist, and he ought to have thought of that—only

he doesn’t know much about horses. On the other

hand I don't think she deliberately made up her mind
to hit him—^but I do think she meant to go as near to

it as she could without actually doing it
;

I think she
meant to make him jump. That's abbut my idea of
the truth of the matter.”

“Yes, I daresay,” she said thoughtfully. “When Sir

John comes to you, bring him straight up here. They
mustn't meet to-night, of course, but I should like to see

Sir John first—^if becomes this morning or soon after

lunch”
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“ Ifs all very tiresome,” said I lugubriously.

She suddenly put her hands in mine—^in one of her

moments of impulse. “ Oh, yes, yes, dear friend !
” she

murmured with an acute note of distress in her voice.

Tiresome as the affair was, it hardly seemed to call for

that
;
but I had not yet realised her position in its full

difficulty ;
I did not know what every new proof of

Octon’s “ impossibility ” meant to her.

Sir John arrived, hot-haste, before lunch. Happily

Fillingford was with him. I say happily, for I gathered

that the angry husband's first intention had been to go

straight to Hatcham Ford and undertake the horse-

whipping of Leonard Octon—which enterprise must

have ended in broken bones for Sir John, and probably

the police court for both combatants. Fillingford

happened to be with him when Lady Aspenick

arrived at home and told her story
;
with difficulty he

dissuaded Aspenick from violent measures; above all,

nothing must get into the papers
;

all the same, it was

a case for decisive private action. According to my
orders I took Sir John up to Jenny, and ‘ Fillingford

came with us.

There—before her—^we had the whole story over

again. Sir John told his wife's version, I put Octon's

forward against it—if only for fair play's sake. Sir

John naturally would have none of Octon's, nor would

Fillingford. Then I repeated my own impression of the

affair. Any points in it which made for Octon Sir

John violently rejected; Fillingford's attitude was

wiser, the position he took up less open to the charge

of prejudice; he disliked Octon intensely, but he would

not rest his case on the weak foundation of an angry

temper.
- “ I'm quite content to accept Mr. Austin's view of the

facts, which he has given us so clearly and so impartially.
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Where does his view lead? Why to this—Not only

was Mr. Octon inexcusably violent at the end, but

he was the original aggressor. He did not, Mr. Austin

is convinced, mean to cause danger to Lady Aspenick,

but he did mean to cause her vexation—in fact to offer

her an affront. In my opinion anything on her part

that followed is imputable to his own fault, and he

had no title to resent it, I base my decision not on

Lady Aspenick’s account, but on Mr. Austin's in-

dependent testimony
;
and I say that Mr. Octon behaved

as no gentleman and as no good neighbour should."

Jenny had listened to all the stories in silence, and

in silence also she heard Fillingford's summing-up.

Now she looked at him and asked briefly, ‘‘What

follows ?
"

“ It follows that he must be cut," interposed Aspenick

in dogged anger.

“We have a right to protect ourselves—above all

the ladies of our families—from the chance of such

occurrences. They mustn't be exposed to them if

we can help it
;
they certainly need not and must not

be exposed to the unpleasantness of meeting the man
who causes them. We have a right to act on that line

—and I, for one, feel bound to act on it, Miss Driver.”

“Not a man in the place will do anything else,”

declared Aspenick.

But I was wondering what Jenny would do. Almost
without disguise they were presenting to her an
ultimatum. They were saying, “ If you want him, you
can't have us. We can’t come where he comes. Is

he to go on coming to Breysgate? Is he to go on
using your park?” She did not like dictation—nor

did she like sending her friends away. To send them
away on dictation—^vfould she do that ? Or would she

fall into one of her rages, bid them all go hang, and
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throw in her lot with boycotted Octon? She turned

to me.
“Do you agree with what these gentlemen say?''

she asked.

In the end I liked Octon or, at any rate, found him
very interesting, and I was therefore ready, for myself,

to put up with his tempers and his tantrums. People

who did not like him nor find him interesting could

not be asked to do that. And he stood condemned
on my own evidence.

“ They are quite within their rights,” I had to answer.

She was not in a rage; she was anxious and dis-

tressed. Nor was the anxiety all hers. Aspenick

indeed had at the moment no thought but of anger

on his wife's account, but Fillingford must have had
other things in his mind. To put it at the lowest,

he valued his acquaintance with the mistress of Breys-

gate Priory; there were good grounds for guessing

that he valued it very much. If he had learnt anything

at all about her, he must have known that he was
risking it now. But he showed no hesitation; he

awaited her answer with a grave deference which
declared the importance he attached to it but gave

no reason to hope that his own course of action could

be affected, whatever the answer might be.

Neither did she give the impression of hesitating

—

it was not exactly that. Whether in her heart she

hesitated I cannot tell; if she did, she would not let

them see it. Her demeanour betrayed nothing more
than a pained reluctance to condemn utterly, to recognise

that one who had been received as a friend and as a

gentleman had by his own fault forfeited his claim to

those titles. Her delay in giving her decision—for the

real question now was whether she would join in Octon's

ostracism—did not impugn their judgment nor seem
7
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to weigh their merits against the culprit’s. It did not

declare a doubt of their being right
;

it said only with

what pain she would recognise that they were right.

« Yes— it’s the only thing,” she said at last.

“ I was sure you would agree with us—painful as such

a course is,” Fillingford said.

“It’s only cutting a cad,” Aspenick grumbled, half

under his breath. Jenny did not or would not hear

him.

The bargain was struck, and fully understood without

more words. Jenny’s friends must not be exposed to

meeting Octon at Breysgate or in Breysgate park.

They would be strangers to Octon
;
if Jenny would

be their friend, she must be a stranger to him.

Dropping Octon was the condition of holding her place

in their society. She understood the condition and

accepted it. There was no more to be said.

They took leave and she did not ask them to stay

to lunch. Her farewell to Aspenick was cold, though

she made a civil reference to seeing him again at dinner

—nothing was said about Octon in that connection

!

But towards Fillingford she showed a marked, if

subdued, graciousness. Clearly she meant to convey

to him that, distressed as she was by the incident and
its necessary consequences, she attached no blame to

him for the part he had taken—nay, was grateful to

him for his counsel and guidance,

“I never had any doubt of your coming to a right

decision,” he told her, holding her hand for a moment
longer than he need. She looked into his eyes, but

said nothing
;
she gave the air of being heartily content

to surrender her judgment to his.

I saw them off and came back to her. She was still

standing in the same place, looking very thoughtful and
frowning slightly; it was by no means the trustful
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expression with which her eyes had dwelt on

Fillingford’s.

“Directly after lunch I must go down to Hatcham
Ford and see Mr. Octon. I want you to come with me.”

“ I ? Not Miss Chatters ?
”

“You—^not Chat. Don’t be stupid,” she said.



CHAPTER VIII

A SECRET TREATY

J
ENNYS first remark as we drove down together

to Hatcham Ford seemed to have very little to

do with the matter in hand. Still less to do with

it, as one would think, had the fact that, just before

starting, she had—I learnt it afterwards—given Chat

a piece of handsome old lace.

“ I like your name,” she remarked. “
* Austin Austin

’

—quite a good idea of your parents' ! One's only got

to drop the ' Mr.’ to be friendly at once. No learning

a strange Algernon, or Edward, or things of that

kind!”
" Do drop it,” said I.

“I have, Austin,” said Jenny. She edged ever so

little nearer to me, yet looked steadily out of the

window on the other side of the brougham. “I'm

frightened,” she added in a low voice.

“ Upon my honour,” said I, “ I don't wonder at it.”

Such was the beginning of a remarkable kindness, a

gentleness, almost an appealing attitude, which Jenny
displayed during several weeks that followed. I must
not flatter myself—Chat shared the rays of kindly

sunshine. If I were promoted to the Christian name,

Chat got the lace.

*‘What will you call me?” she asked. “‘Miss
Driver ' sounds Say ‘ Jenny ' 1

”

“ Before the county ? Impossible I

”

100
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‘‘Well, then, when we’re alone?”
“ Shall it be Lady Jenny? For ourselves

?

”

She sighed acquiescence. “You’re a great comfort

to me,” she added. “You’ll come in, won’t you, if

you hear me scream ?
”

“ Come in?”
“ I’ve got to see him alone, you know.” She raised

her hands for an instant, as though in lamentation

;

“ Oh, why is he like that ?
”

There was no treating this lightly—for one who felt

for her what I did. I was no such fool as not to see

that her sudden access of graciousness had a purpose

—

I had to be conciliated and stroked the right way for

some reason
;
so doubtless had Chat. But again I was,

so I humbly trust, no such churl as to resent the

purpose—^though I did not know precisely what it was.

I was her ‘ man,’ as the old word was—her vassal. If

my liking or my honour refused that situation, well

and good—I could end it. While it lasted, I was

hers. Within me the thing went deeper still than

that.

She was frightened. Therefore she was very gracious,

seeking allies however humble. I declare that I have

always limited my expectation of attachments entirely

disinterested. Are there any ? Who cherishes a friend

from whom there is neither profit nor pleasure to be

had? Or, at any rate, from whom neither has been

had ? The past obligation is often acknowledged—and

acquitted—with a five-pound note.

The westering sun caught her face through the

window as we entered the outskirts of Catsford; her

eyes looked like a couple of new sovereigns.

“Yes, I’m frightened.”

“ Not you ! You’ve courage enough for a dozen.”

“Ah, I like you to say that! But I must make
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terms with him, you know.” She caught and pressed

my hand. “ But I don’t believe Fm quite a coward.”

All this could mean but one thing—Octon had a

great hold on her; yet against him was a powerful

incentive. Between the two—between his power, which

was great, and the power against him whose greatness

she had acknowledged to Fillingford that morning, she

must patch up conditions of peace—a secret treaty. I

had no idea what the terms could or would be. If

Octon had the naming of them, they would not be

easy.

Hatcham Ford just held its freedom against the

encroaching town. No more than fifty yards from its

gates was the last villa— red-brick house of eccentric

architecture but comfortable dimensions
;

its side-

windows looked towards the gate of the Ford, and on

the left its garden ran up to the road on to which the

shrubberies encircling the old house faced. A tall oak

fence surrounded the garden—on the gate was written,

in large gilt letters, “ Ivydene.” That house, like so

many in Catsford, was on Jenny's land. I wished that

Cartmell would keep a tighter hand on his builders.

Nearly swallowed by the flood of modern erections

as it was, the old house still preserved its sequestered

charm. The garden was hidden from the road by a

close screen in front; at the back it ran gently down
to the murmuring river. Within were low ceilings

crossed by old beams, and oak panelling everywhere.

Octon’s tenancy and personality were marked by
clusters of barbaric spears and knives, hung against

the oak, burnished to a high polish, flashing against

their time-blackened background.

Visitors were not expected. Octon’s man—a small

wizened fellow of full middle age — seemed rather

startled by the sight of Jenny; he hastily pushed,
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rather than ushered, us into the dining-room, a room
on the left of the doorway. In a moment or two
Octon came to us. He stood in the doorway, his big

frame looking immense under the low lintel which his

head all but touched.

“You’re not the visitors I expected,” he said with

a laugh. “ IVe stayed in, waiting for Aspenick.”

“Sir John won’t come,” said Jenny. “But I must
speak to you—alone.” She turned to me. “You’re

sure you don’t mind, Austin ?
”

“Of course you must see him alone. Where shall

I go?”
“ Stay here,” he said. “ We’ll go next door—in the

study,”

He held the door for her, and she went out. I

heard them enter a room next to the one in which

I was; the door was shut after them. Then for a

long while I heard nothing more, except the murmur
of the little river, which seemed loud to my unaccus-

tomed ears, though probably people living in the house

would soon cease to notice it.

Presently I heard their voices
;
his was so loud that,

for fear of hearing the words, I had deliberately to

abstract my mind by looking at this, that, and the

other thing in the room—more spears and knives on

the walls, books about his subject on the shelves, a

couple of fine old silver tankards gleaming on the

mantelpiece. The voices died down again just as I

had exhausted the interest of the tankards, and taken

in my hand a miniature which stood on the top of the

marble clock.

His voice fell to inaudibility ; the welcome silence left

me alone with the little picture. It represented a child

of perhaps fourteen years old—a small delicate face,

dark in complexion, touched on the cheeks with a red
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flush, with large dark eyes, framed in plentiful black

hair which coiled about the forehead. Whoever the

young girl was, she was beautiful; her eyes seemed

to gaze at me from some remote kingdom of childish

purity; her lips laughed that I should feel awe at

her eyes. How in the world came she on Octon's

mantelpiece ?

Picked up somewhere for half a sovereign—as a

pretty thing! That was the suggestion of common
sense, in rebellion against a certain sense of over-

strained nerves under which I was conscious of suffering.

Yet, after all, Octon, like other men, must have kith and

kin. The style of the picture was too modern for it to

be his mother’s. There were such things as sisters;

but this did not look like Octon’s stock. An old

picture of a bygone sweetheart—that held the field as

the likeliest explanation
;

well, except the one pro-

fanely offered by common sense. Octon was, to and
for me, so much a part of Jenny’s life and surroundings

that it was genuinely difficult to realise him as a man
with other belongings or associations

;
yet I could not

but recognise that in all probability he had many

—

perhaps some apart from those which he might chance
to have inherited.

Suddenly, through the wall, I heard a wail—surely I

heard a little sob ? The picture was instantly forgotten.

I stood intensely awake, alert, watchful. If that sound
came again, I determined that I would break in on
their conference. For minutes I waited, but the sound
came no more. I flung myself into a chair by the fire

and began to smoke. I fell into a meditation. No
further sound came to break it

;
the murmur of the river

already grew familiar,

I heard a door open
; the next moment they were in

the room with me.
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‘‘ What a time weVe kept you ! Have you been very

bored ? asked Jenny.

Her words and her tone were light, but her face was
as I had never seen it It was drawn with the fatigue

of deep feeling ; she had been struggling
; if I did not

err, her eyes bore signs of crying—I had never known
her cry. At that moment I think I knew to the full

that Octon was, for good or evil, a great thing in her

life. How could it be for good? She herself, she

alone, must bear the burden of answering that

question.

But he, standing behind her, wore an unmistakable

air of victory. So confident was it, and so assured the

whole aspect of his dominant figure, that I prepared

myself to hear that the verdict of the morning was
reversed and that the neighbourhood— and all that

meant—^were to go hang. Yet his first words con-

tradicted both my forecast and his own appearance.

He spoke in a chaffing tone.

Behold in me, Austin, the Banished Duke ! Never

again may I tread the halls of Breysgate—at any rate,

not for the present ! I have offended a proud baronet

—a belted earl demands my expulsion. And my liege

lady banishes me

!

Don’t be so silly,” said Jenny—^but gently, ever so

gently, and with a smile.

** Serves you right, in my opinion,” said I.

I suppose so,” he answered, “ and I bear no malice.

Tm glad Aspenick didn’t force me to wring his neck.

But I shall be very lonely—^nobody comes here—^well,

not many are invited ! Will you drop in on the exile

and smoke a pipe now and then after dinner?
”

“ Oh, yes, I’ll look you up.” My tone was impatient,

I know: his burlesque was neither intelligible nor

grateful to me.
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“ After dinner, if that suits you. Vm going to take

advantage of my solitude to work in the daytime. The
door will be barred till nine o’clock.”

I nodded—and looked at my watch.
** Yes,” said Jenny, “ we must be going. Everything’s

settled, Austin, and—and Mr. Octon has been very

kind.”

“ I’m glad to hear that anyhow,” I said grumpily. If

he had been kind, why had I heard that wail ?

In fact I was thoroughly puzzled—and therefore both
vexed and uneasy. He accepted his banishment—and
yet was friendly. That result seemed a great victory

for Jenny—yet she did not look victorious. It was
Octon who wore the air of exultation and self-satisfac-

tion
;
yet he had been thrown to the wolves, abandoned

to the pack of Fillingfords and Aspenicks. Well, that

could not be the whole truth of it, though what more
there might be I could not guess.

He came with us down the gravel path which led

from the hall door to the road, where the brougham was
waiting. Jenny pointed across the road—where Ivydene
stood with its strip of garden.

“That’s the house I meant, you know,” she said,

evidently referring to something that had passed in

their private conversation.

He stood smiling at her, with his hands in his

pockets. He really was, for him, ridiculously amiable,
though his amiability, like everything else about him,
was rough, almost boisterous.

“ If you must go on with your beastly Institute,” he
said, “and must have a beastly house for a beastly
office, to make your beastly plans and do your other
beastly work in, why, I daresay that beastly house will
do as well as any other beastly house for your beastly
purpose. Only do choose beastly clerks, or whatever
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they’re going to be, who haven’t got any beastly children

to play beastly games and make a beastly noise in the

garden.”

Quite the first I had heard of this idea
!

Quite the

first time too that Leonard Octon had been so agree-

able—^he meant to be agreeable, though the humour was

like a schoolboy’s—about the Institute

!

“ I think I’ll speak to Mr. Bindlecombe about it,”

said Jenny, as she gave him her hand. Her farewell

was more than gracious; it was grateful, it was even

appealing. Nor for all my anger and vexation could I

deny the real feeling in his eyes as he looked at her

;

he was admiring; he was affectionate; nay more, he

seemed to be giving her his thanks.

She was very silent all the way home, answering only

by a “ yes ” or a ‘‘ no ” the few remarks I ventured to

make. On her own account she made only one—as

the result of a long reverie. It’ll all blow over some
day,” she said.

If it was her only observation, at least it was a

characteristic one. Jenny had a great belief in things

“blowing over”—a belief that inspired and explained

much of her diplomacy. What seemed sometimes in

retrospect to have been far-sighted scheming or elaborate

cunning had been in reality no more than waiting for a

thing to “ blow over ”—^holding the balance, maintaining

an artificial equilibrium by a number of clever manipula-

tions, until things should right themselves and gain, or

regain, a proper and natural basis. The best opinion I

could form of her present proceedings was that they

rested on some such idea. For the moment she banned

Octon under the pressure of her other neighbours

;

but in time the memory of his offences would grow

dimmer—and in time also her own position and power

would be more firmly established. Then he could
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come back. She might have persuaded him into good-

humour by such a plea as that. If it were so, I thought

that she had misled him and perhaps deceived herself.

People have long memories for social offences. And

—

one could not help asking the question—what of

Fillingford ? Where was he to fit in, what part was he

to play? Was a millennium to come when he was to

lie down on Jenny’s hearthrug side by side with

Octon ?

There was a lady too many at dinner—a man short

!

Jenny could have avoided this blot on her arrange-

ments by eliminating Chat—and poor Chat was quite

accustomed to being eliminated. But she chose not to

adopt this course. I rather think that she liked to feel

herself a bit of a martyr in the matter, but possibly she

was also minded to make a little demonstration of her

submission, to let them guess that Octon had been

coming and that she had acted on their orders with

merciless promptitude. In other respects the party

was one of her most successful. Great as was the

strain which she had been through in the afternoon, she

herself was gay and sparkling. And how they petted

her! Lady Aspenick might naturally have looked to

be the heroine of the occasion—nor had she any reason

to complain of a lack of interest in her story (I had to

complain of a great deal too much interest in mine)

—

but it was for Jenny that the highest honours were
reserved; the most joy was over the one sinner that

repented.

Fillingford, of course, took her in to dinner. It was
not in the man to pay what are called “marked
attentions” before the eyes of others, but his manner
to her was characterised by a pronounced friendliness

and deference
; he seemed to be trying to atone for the

coercion which he had been compelled to exert earlier
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in the day. He did not fall into the mistake of treating

her acquiescence as a trifle or the case as merely that

of “cutting a cad/’ to use Aspenick’s curtly con-

temptuous phrase. He raised her action to the rank of

an obligation conferred on her neighboufs and especially

on himself. He was man of the world enough to

convey this impression without departing too far from

the habitual reserve of his demeanour.

Lady Aspenick looked at the pair through her eye-

glasses
;
we had at last exhausted the incident of the

morning—^though we had not settled the precise degree

of accidentality which attached to the collision between

her whip and Octon’s face
; under a veiled cross-

examination she had become rather vague about it

—

that may weigh a little in Octon’s favour.

“ It’s a long while since Fve seen Lord Fillingford so -

lively,” she remarked. “He seems to get on so well

with Miss Driver. As a rule, you know, we women
despair of him.”

“ Has he such a bad character among you as that ?
”

“ He seemed to have given himself up to being old

long before he need. He’s only forty-three, I think.”

She laughed. “There, in my heart I believe I’m

match-making, like a true woman !

”

“Yes, I believe you are. Well, these speculations

are always interesting.”

“ We’re beginning to make them in the neighbourhood,

I can tell you, Mr. Austin.”

“And—^knowing the neighbourhood—I can believe

you. Lady Aspenick.”

“ You’ve no special information ? ” she asked, laughing.

“ It would make me so important !

”

“Oh, you’re important enough already—after this

morning. And I know nothing—^absolutely nothing.”

“ You mean to say Miss Driver doesn’t tell you ?
”
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“ Actually she does not—and Fm not sure I should

know if she did.”

Of course Fm only chaffing. But it would be rather

—ideal !

”

" H'm. Forty-three may not be senile, but would you

call it ideal ? For a romance ?
”

‘‘ Who’s talking of romances? Fm on the question

of marriage, Mr. Austin.”

But if one can afford a romance ? What’s the use

of being rich ?
”

"No, no, it’s the poor people who can go in for

romance. They’ve nothing to lose ! Divide nothing a

year between two—or, presently, four—and still it’s no

less.”

“ But the rich have nothing to gain—except

romance”
" Oh, yes, sometimes. At the time of the Coronation

I had quite a quarrel with Jack because he wasn’t a

peer. He said I ought to have thought of it before,

but I said that that would have been quite disloyal.”

She lowered her voice to a discreet whisper. "I do

hope she’s not distressed about this morning ?
”

" A little, Fm afraid. Octon had his interesting side

for her.”

"Fm so sorry! I must be very nice to her after

dinner.”

Lady Aspenick was very "nice” to Jenny after

dinner, and so were all of them. She seemed to take

new rank that evening—^to undergo a kind of informal

but very real adoption into the inner circle of families

which made the local society. She was no longer a

stranger entertaining them
;
she had become one of

themselves. This could not all be reward for ostracis-

ing Octon. Lady Aspenick’s conversation, in itself

not remarkable for depth or originality, was a surface
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sign of another current of opinion bearing strongly on

Jenny’s position. But no doubt acquiescence in the

ostracism was a condition precedent both to the

adoption and to that remoter prospect which inspired it.

Jenny’s eyes were very clear. After they had all

gone, I returned to the drawing-room to bid her good-

night Chat had already scuttled off to bed—dinner-

parties kept her up later than was to her liking. Jenny
was leaning her elbow on the mantelpiece.

Well,” she said, “ I’ve been good—and I’ve had my
sugar-plums.”

“ Yes, and they’ve got plenty more for you if you go
on being good.”

“Oh, yes.” Her voice sounded tired, and her face

looked strained.

“ Even some veiy big ones !

”

Up to now she had shown no sign of resenting the

pressure put upon her
;
she had been sorrowful, but had

displayed no anger. She did not even now challenge

the justice of Fillingford’s decision
; but she broke out

into a rage against the control claimed over herself.

“ They force me to things,” she said in a low voice,

but in a tone full of feeling. “ They tell me I must do
this or do that, or else I can’t be one of them, I

can’t rank with them, I can’t, I suppose, marry Lord
Fillingford ! Well, I yield where I must, but sometimes

I get my own way all the same. Let them look out

for that ! Yes, I get my own way in the end, Austin.”

“No doubt—^not that I know what is your way in

this particular matter.”

Her little outbreak of anger passed as quickly as it

had come. She shrugged her shoulders with a woeful

smile,

“ My own way ! So one talks. What is one’s way ?

The way one would choose? No—^it’s generally the
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way one has to tread. It’s in that sense that I shall

get my own way.”

“You’ll try for it in the other sense, though, I fancy.”

“Yes, perhaps I shall—^and I shan’t try less because

Lord Fillingford and the Aspenicks either scold or pet

me.
“ Well, but it’s hardly reasonable to expect to have

things both ways, is it ?
”

She came to me, laughing, and took hold of my
hands :

“ But if I choose to have them both ways, sir ?
”

she asked.

“ Then, of course,” said I, “ the case is different.”

“ I will have them both ways,” said Jenny.

“You can’t”

“ See if I don’t 1
” she cried in merry defiance. “ Only,

mind you, not a word of it—to the county!” She

pressed my hands and let them go. “ Oh, I’m so tired !

”

“ Stop thinking—do stop thinking—^and go to sleep.”

She nodded at me kindly and reassuringly as Loft

came in to put out the lights. I left her standing there

in her rich frock, with her jewels gleaming, yet with her

eyes again weary and mournful. She had had a bad

day of it, for all her triumph in the evening. Trying to

have it both ways was hard work.



CHAPTER IX

THE INSTITUTE CLERK

M r. BINDLECOMBE was jubilant. Jenny’s

vacillations were over—^the Institute was really

on the way. A Provisional Committee had been formed

;

it was composed of Bindlecombe (in the Chair, in virtue

of his office of Mayor, which he still held), Fillingford,

Cartmell, Alison the Rector of the old parish church,

and Jenny. I was what I believe they term in business

circles ‘‘alternate” with—or to?—^Jenny; when she

could not attend, I was to act and, if need be, vote in

her place. As a fact, I generally went even when she

did. Since the Institute was to serve for women as well

as for men, a subsidiary and advisory Ladies’ Committee
was formed—^and Lady Sarah Lacey was induced to

accept the Chairmanship of it. Jenny was justifiably

proud of this triumph ; but the Ladies’ Committee had
nothing to do with finance, and finance was, of course,

the question of paramount interest, in the early stages

at least. The original ten thousand pounds which I

had allocated to the Memorial Hall looked a mere
trifle now. The talk was of eighty thousand—^with a

hundred thousand for a top limit. Over these figures

Cartmell looked important, but not outraged—evidently

the Driver estate was shaping well. But it was, as

Jenny remarked, impossible to be precise on the subject

of figures, until we had more definite ideas about what
we wanted to do. Plans were, she declared, the first

8
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necessity—^provisional plans, at all events—^and she was

for having them drawn up at once. Bindlecombe was

in no way reluctant, but opined that plans depended

largely on site
;
must not the question of site be taken

in hand simultaneously? Jenny replied that Mr.

Bindlecombe had so convinced her of the unique

suitability of Hatcham Ford that she was in negotiation

with Mr. Octon. Cartmell looked a trifle surprised—

I

do not think that he had heard of these negotiations.

Jenny added that in two years’ time she would be free

to act of her own will
;
but in the first place two years

was long to wait, and in the second she was anxious

to deal with Mr. Octon in a friendly spirit. There was

a feeling that this was carrying neighbourliness too far,

but Fillingford, content with what Jenny had already

done in regard to Octon, came to her help, pronouncing

that the diplomatic way was expedient :—No excuse for

any opposition should be given; you could never tell

who might or might not, for his own purposes, get up

a party. If Mr. Octon proved unapproachable—he

chose the word with care and gave it with a neutral

impassiveness—^it would be time enough to talk of

rights.

We can begin on something at once,” Jenny declared.

" Fm going to ask Mr. Cartmell to make arrangements

to put a house at our disposal for offices. We should

hold our meetings there, and I should propose to employ
a clerk to keep our records and, as time goes on, to help

with the plans and so on.” She turned to Bindlecombe.
“ You know that house next to Hatcham Ford—a new
red house? It’s got very good windows and an open

outlook. Wouldn’t that do for us? I forget the name
—something rather absurd.”

“Ivydene,” said Cartmell. He had every detail of

her property at his finger-ends.
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“ Yes, thafs it,” said Jenny with a nod of recollection.

Everybody approved of Ivydene for the suggested

purpose, and the Committee broke up with the usual

expressions of gratitude to and admiration of Miss
Driver. “She does things so handsomely—^and with

such head too !
” said Bindlecombe.

I walked away with Alison, the Rector, for whom I

had a great liking. He was a fine fellow, physically

and mentally—a tall strong-built man of forty, with a

keen blue eye. He had/done wonders,” as they say,

in Catsford and was on the sure road to promotion—^if

he would take it He was sincere, pious, and humble ;

but his humility was personal. It did not extend to

his office or to the claims of the Church he represented.

He asked me if I would lay before Jenny the merits

of a fund he was raising to build yet another new
district church, to meet the ever-growing needs of

Catsford. I replied that I had no doubt she would be

glad to give a donation.

“ So far, so good,” said Alison—^but his tone did not

sound contented.

“ She’s sure to give something substantial—she’s like

ner father in that.”

“ In the way of money I had nothing to complain of

from Mr. Driver. Anything else I suppose you’ll tell

me I couldn’t expect, as he was a Unitarian.”

“ I remember he used to say he’d been brought up a

Unitarian.”

“ That’s what we seem to be coming to ! When it’s

a question of a man’s religion, you remember what he

used to say he was brought up as !
” Alison’s tone

became sarcastic. “ Well then, his daughter’s a Church-

woman, isn’t she—^by the same excellent evidence ?
”

“She lived five years in a clergyman’s family,” I

answered discreetly—^feeling that it was safer to stick
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to indisputable facts. “ She attends church fairly often,

doesn’t she ?
”

“ Yes, fairly often.” He repeated my words with a

contemptuous grimace. “People who attend church

fairly often, Austin, are the people whom, if the good

old days could come back, I should like to burn.”

“Of course you would. You all would, if you dared

say so.”

“ Just two or three to start with. I should like it done

very conspicuously—^in the market-place.”

“The worst of it is that you’re really quite sincere

in all this.”

He pressed my arm. “I don’t want to burn you.

You’ve thought, though you’ve thought wrong. And
you’ve been through tribulation. It’s the people who
in their hearts just don’t-

“ Care a damn ? ” I profanely suggested.

“ Yes,” he agreed with a laugh and a grip on my wrist

which distinctly hurt.

“ But I don’t think Miss Driver’s quite one of those.

At any rate she’s intellectually interested—talks about

things, and so on.”

He nodded. “Yes, I daresay. Well, she’s a re-

markable girl. Look here—she’s worth having, and
I’m going to try to get hold of her.”

“ You never will, though you try for ever—not in your
sense. She never surrenders.”

“ Not even to God ?
”

“ Speaking through you ?
”

“ Through my office—^yes.”

“ Ay, there’s the rub I Besides—well, I can’t discuss

her from a moral point of view; any information I

may have seems somehow to have been acquired

confidentially.”

“ That’s quite right, Austin.”
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“ ril only put before you a general suggestion.

Doesn’t our disposition determine our attitude to

these things much oftener than our attitude is shaped

by our opinions? Hence individual modifications

—

variations from the general trend, whatever that may
be. What a man—or woman—^is in worldly relations,

isn’t he apt to be in regard to religious affairs? If a

man thinks for himself in worldly affairs

“Fm not against thought,” he broke in. “That’s

the eternal misunderstanding!”
“ But so often against the results of it? ” I suggested,

“ And one reason among others for that is because the

result of individual thought is often a decision to suspend

generally accepted views in one’s own case—^which you

fellows don’t like. I don’t mind going so far as to say

that I think Miss Driver would be capable of suspending

a generally accepted view in her own case—but she

wouldn’t do it without thought or indifferently. She
would do it as a well-considered exercise of power.

Some people like power—I don’t know whether a priest

can understand that ?
”

We had come to the “ Church House” where he dwelt

in barracks with his curates. His eyes twinkled.

“ I know what you mean— and you can chaff as

much as you like— but I shall have a go at Miss

Driver.”

After a conversation a man of candid mind will often

—and, if the discussion has partaken in any degree of

an argumentative character, I would say generally

—

be left reflecting whether what he has said was even

as true as he meant to make it. As I had hinted,

I talked to Alison about Jenny with reserves, but even

within their limits I doubted whether I had given him
the impression I had meant to convey. Perhaps he

understood, though he could never acknowledge as
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legitimate, my view that she would feel entitled to

treat herself as a special case. He might even act

on this view—always without acknowledging it
;
surely

Churches have been known to do that? He might

approach her on that footing—with the hope of changing

it I had meant to point out an impossibility
;

I fancied

I had indicated a task and communicated a stimulus-

Had I cast aside the reserves, I should have told him

plainly that in my judgment the emotional basis for

his appeal was lacking in her. Emotions existed, but

. not in that direction
;
that was more what I had wanted

to say, but, not feeling at liberty to adduce evidence,

I had lost myself in generalities. My poor modicum
of truth stopped at the dictum that to Jenny Jenny
would seem an exceptional person

; I had at least come
near to putting it in the hazardous and unorthodox

form that everybody might have a right, on sufficient

occasion, so to treat himself. And he himself judge

of the sufficiency of the occasion? That amounts to

anarchy—as Alison, of course, perceived, and, had we
pursued the argument, I must have found myself in

a very tight place.

I was shaking my head over my own controversial

incompetence—with, perhaps, a furtive saving plea

that it was very hard to tell all one’s thoughts to an
ecclesiastic—^when I was suddenly brought back to

more tangible matters; perhaps also to my modicum
of truth—^that Jenny would seem to Jenny an ex-

ceptional person. In short, on turning the next corner,

I all but ran into Mr. Nelson Powers.

He looked as greasily insinuating as ever. He also

appeared to be more prosperous than when I had last

seen him. He looked, so to say, established—^as if he
had a right to be where he was, not so much as if he
were “ trying it on ”—with eyes open for kicks or the
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police. He was strolling about the streets of Catsford

quite with the air of belonging to it.

He did not recognise me, or would not He was
almost by me when I stopped him.

“Mr. Powers? Surely it is? What brings you to

Catsford?”

“Mr. Austin? Yes! Well now, how do you do,

sir? Fm glad to meet you again. I was unlucky in

missing that dinner—well, never mind ! But youVe
heard ? Miss Driver has mentioned my appointment ?

”

“ IVe heard nothing of any appointment”

“Ah, perhaps Tm premature in mentioning it Til

say good-afternoon, Mr. Austin.”

I seemed to have nothing to say to him. I was
rather bewildered; I thought that we had really seen

the end of Powers,

He stretched out his hand, and took hold of mine,

depriving me of all initiative in the matter.

“ Miss Driver will speak in her own time, sir. I—

I

should only like to say, sir, that I—I recognise the

change in Miss Driver’s position. One learns wisdom,

Mr. Austin. Good-afternoon, sir,” He pressed my
hand—he was wearing gloves and I was not sorry for

it—and was round the corner while I was still gaping.

I walked up to the Priory, immersed in a rather

scandalised, rather amused, would-be psychological line

of reflection. “She can’t help it!” I said to myself.

“She can’t let anyone go! Not even Powers! At
the first chance (I did not yet guess what the chance

was) she calls him to heel again. Even the meanest

hound must keep with the pack. It’s very curious,

but that’s it!”

In fact that was only part of it—and not the most

significant for present purposes.

Jenny had gone from the Committee to call on Mrs.
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Jepps, a person of much consideration in Catsford, wife

of its first Mayor (now deceased), owner of an important

business house in the drapery line, vir (save that she

was a woman) pietate gravis^ and eminently meet to be

enrolled among the active adherents of the Institute.

And IVe got her!” said Jenny complacently, as she

gave me my tea.

“Mr. Alison wants to get you—Fve been talking

to him.”

“ Oh, well, I like Mr. Alison.”

“He wants to get you. Don’t misunderstand. He
doesn’t want you to get him, you know.”

“ Friendship is surely mutual ? ” suggested Jenny with

a lurking smile.

I mentioned the matter of the subscription: Jenny
was satisfactorily liberal.

“ Not that you’ll be quit of him with that,” I warned

her.

“Fm not afraid. Going? Will you come back to

dinner ?
”

I stood for a moment looking at her. We might

just as well have it out now.

“You remember your promise? I’m not to be called

upon to meet Mr. Powers ? I happened to meet him
in the town this afternoon.”

Jenny began to laugh—^without the smallest sign of

embarrassment. “ I was going to break it to you over

your glass of port. That’s why I asked you to dinner.

Now don’t look grave and silly. Can’t you really see

any difference between me as I am and the girl who
came here a year ago ? Well then, you’re stupider than
poor Powers himself! He sees it clearly enough and
accepts the position— he won’t expect to come to

dinner. Besides he’s very sorry for what happened.
Besides why shouldn’t I give a chance to an old
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acquaintance rather than to a stranger? Besides—^how

Pm piling up ‘ besides ’ just to keep you quiet !—Mrs.

Powers has come too, and all the children—^three now
instead of one ! So really it must be all right.”

“ But what are you going to do with him ?
”

“ Why, he's a first-class draughtsman—^trained in a

very good architect’s office. Mr. Bindlecombe has seen

specimens of his work and says it’s excellent. I should

think that Mr. Bindlecombe knew ! ” (Meaning there-

by, as the lawyers say, that I did not !)

“Well?”
“Can’t you really guess? He’s to be the Institute

clerk. He’ll draw plans and so on for us—^and she’ll

keep the house, and have it all ready for our Com-
mittees.”

“ He’s to live at Ivydene ?
”

“ Have you any objection ?
”

Up to now Jenny’s tone had been evenly compounded
of merriment—over my absurdities—^and plausibility for

her own admirable management. Now a slightly

different note crept in, “ Have you any objection ?
”

was not said in a very conciliatory manner.
“ I might have anticipated,” she went on—“ in fact I

do anticipate—these stupid objections from Mr, Cart-

mell—^and I’m prepared to meet them. But from you

I looked for more perception. The man is a clever

man
;

he’s out of employment. Why shouldn’t I

employ him ? Is it to be fatal to him that he was once

unwise—worse than unwise? Against that, put that

he’s an old friend, and that even I have my human
feelings. I was a fool, but I was fond of him once.”

“ It’s for you to judge,” I said.

“Can’t you see—can’t you understand?” she ex-

claimed. “ Powers is nothing—^it’s all over, gone, done

with !
” She clasped her hands excitedly, “ Oh, when
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Tve so much on my shoulders, why do you worry me
with trifles ?

”

If youVe so much on your shoulders, why add even

trifles ?
”

I add nothing*,’^ she said. “ On the contrary I

She broke off suddenly, and added quickly, Ifs done

—Vm pledged to him. Oh, don’t bother me about

Powers!” She calmed down again. She returned to

plausibility. She went on with a smile, YouVe found

me out in one way, of course. I do want my own man
there. I want my own way in everything, so I want

a man who’ll back me up—a man who’ll always be on

my side, who won’t suddenly go over to Lord Filling-

ford, or the Rector—or even Lady Sarah I Poor Powers

will have to agree with me always—she’ll have to be a

blind adherent. He can’t afford to differ.”

“ Thafs frank, at all events,” I commented.

Jenny’s face lit up. “ Yes, it is,” she said, with much
better temper. Quite frank—the whole truth about

Jenny Driver! He’ll be what I want—and do you

seriously mean to say that you think there’s any
danger? Nobody here knows anything about him,

except you and Mr. Cartmell. Are you traitors?

Will Powers speak—and lose his livelihood ? It’s

absurd to talk of danger from Powers.”

I had come to agree with her that it was. So far as

I could judge, there was no longer any appreciable

danger from the man—neither from his presence in

Catsford nor from Jenny^s meetings with him. He
could not afford to threaten ; she had grown far out of

any peril of being cajoled. But if not dangerous,

neither was the arrangement attractive to one’s taste.

It was difficult to suppose that Jenny herself liked it,

unless indeed my highly philosophical speculations

covered the whole ground. Did they ? Must she
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really recall Powers? Couldn’t she help it? Was a
present and immediate domination over even such as

Powers essential to her content ?

I could not believe it and accused my own specula-

tions, if not of entire error (they had an element of

truth), yet of inadequacy. In fact a doubt had begun
to creep into my mind. Never in my life had I heard

so many sound reasons for doing a thing that was
obviously quite uncalled for— unless there was one
other reason still—a reason not plausible, nor pro-

ducible, but compelling. Yet what ? For I was
convinced that the man had no hold, that she was not

in the least afraid of Powers.
** I hate your standing opposite me and thinking

about me,” remarked Jenny suddenly, “ Pm sure it’s

not comfortable, and I don’t think it’s polite. Besides,

after all it’s possible that you might find out some-

thing!”

Surely that ‘ Besides ’ is superfluous anyhow ?
”

I don’t know—I don’t quite trust you. But shall I

tell you your mistake ? You’re too ready to think that

I have a reason for everything I do. You’re wrong.

Where reason comes in with me is about the things I

don’t do. If you reason about things, most of them
look either dull or dangerous. So you let them alone.

But if you don’t reason, you chance it—either the dull-

ness or the danger, as the case may be.”

‘‘A juggle with words 1 You reason all the same.”
‘‘ Not always. Sometimes you’re—driven.”

On her face was a look almost as if she were being

driven. I fancied that I might have said too much
about deliberate exercises of power in my conversation

with the Rector.

I suppose you’d explain that, if you wished to,” I

remarked after a pause. “You appear to be as free
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from being driven as most people. You’re pretty

independent !

”

“ I should explain it if I wished—^perhaps even if I

could. But do you always find it easy to explain

yourself—even to yourself, to say nothing of other

people ?
”

‘‘It seems to me that you’ve only got yourself to

please.”

“ And it also seems to you that that would be very

easy ?
”

“ Now you’re in one of your fencing moods—there’s

no plain English to be got out of you.”

“ Fencing is useful to parry thrusts, Austin.”

“ Heavens, have I been making thrusts at you ? You
mean about that miserable Powers ?

”

She sat there looking at me, with the mystery smile

on her lips; but her brow was knit. “Yes, about

Powers,” she said—after a pause, but without hesitation.

The manner of her answer said plainly “ Call it about

Powers—it is about something else.” So I think she

meant me to read it. She told me^^that tliere was
some trouble lest, suspecting but not knowing, I should

make wild thrusts and wound her blindly.

“No one but you would put up with such an im-,

pertinent retainer,” I said.

“You always stop when I want you to. And I rather

like—sometimes—^to try over my feelings and ideas

in talk. One gets a kind of outside look at them in

that way.” She broke into a little laugh. “And I

must keep you in a good temper, because I’ve a favour

to ask. Are we going to be terribly busy in the

immediate future?

”

“ I should think so—with your Institute !

”

“ No time for riding ? ” she suggested insinuatingly.
“ Oh, well, one must consider one’s health.”
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“I don’t want to give np my morning ride; but I

want you to come with me—well, as often as you can.

Make it the regular thing to come, barring most

pressing business.”

“ I see what I get out of this. Lady Jenny. Now
what do you ?

”

“I knew you’d ask that. Of course I’m never dis-

interested !

”

“ I won’t ask. I’ll take the gift Heaven sends !

”

“
I daren’t leave it like that. You’re too conscien-

tious
;
you’d stay at home and work. I’m afraid I must

give you the reason.”

Her thoughts had passed away, it seemed, from the

difficulty which had made her now irritable, now
melancholy, while we talked about reasoning and being
“ driven.” She was gay and chaffed me with enjoyment.

If there were any perplexity in the case here, evidently

it struck her as a comedy, complicated by no threat

of a tragic catastrophe. Her lips twitched with

merriment.

“Yes, you must have it—and really plain English

this time—no fencing—^the downright blunt truth !

”

“ I wait for it.”

“ Lord Lacey comes home on leave to-morrow.”

The explanation here was certainly plain. In fact

it was both plain and pregnant. While it confessed

to a flirtation in the past, it also admitted a project for

the future.

“I must ride as often as possible,” I said gravely.

“ Does he stay long?
”

“ I should think that might depend,” answered Jenny.

She laughed again as she added, “ Not even you can

ask ‘ On what?’”



CHAPTER X

A FRIENDLY GLASS

I
HOPE that my company on the morning rides was

agreeable to Jenny, but I cannot be persuaded that

it was necessary; she showed such perfect ability to

handle a situation which, if not precisely difficult, might

easily have become so under less skilful management.

There had, of course, never been any serious love-

making between her and Lacey; whatever he may
have been inclined to feel, or to tell himself that he

felt, she had always kept him to his position as “a

boy,” Yet young women in the twenties do not

always scorn the attentions of boys, and Jenny had

certainly not despised Lacey’s. In fact, they had

flirted, and flirted pretty hard,—and, as has been seen,

Jenny was at no trouble to deny it. But now the thing

had to stop—or rather the flirtation had to be trans-

formed, the friendship established on a new basis.

Into this task Jenny put some of her best work. Her
finest weapon was a frank cordiality—^such as could

not but delight a friend, but was really hopeless for

a lover. To every advance it opposed a shield of

shining friendliness, of a hearty, almost masculine,

comradeship. It left no room for the attacks and
defences, the challenges and evasions, the pursuit, the

flight, and the collusive capture. It was all such
immensely plain sailing, all so pre-eminently above-
board, in its unmitigated cunning. But it was charming

126
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also, and Lacey, though naturally a little puzzled at

first, soon felt the charm. He was wax in those clever

hands ; she seemed to be able not only to make him
do what she wanted, but even to make him feel

towards her as she wished—^to impart to his emotions

the colour which she desired them to take. Positively

I think he began to forget the flirtation in the friend-

ship, or to charge his memory with twisting or mis-

interpreting the facts. All the time, though, he would
have been ready to resume the old footing at the

smallest encouragement, the lightest touch of coquetry

or allurement. But Jenny’s masterpiece of honest

friendship was without any such flaw
;

if she was great

at flirtation, she was no less a mistress of the art of

baffling it. With such ability and such self-confidence

what need had she of my presence? She was wiser

than I was when I put that question to myself. I

thought only of what would happen
;
she remembered

what people might say— that the neighbours had

tongues, and that Fillingford had ears to his head like

other folks. While the buckler of cordiality fronted

Lacey, I was her shield against a flank attack.

Had she really made up her mind then ? It looked

like it. If she rode in my company with Lacey in the

morning, she received his father without my company
in the afternoon. There could be no doubt what he

came for; middle-aged men of many occupations do
not pay calls two or three afternoons a week without

a purpose. What passed at these interviews remained,

of course, a secret; I confess to a suspicion that Jenny
found them dull. Fillingford’s wariness of exposing

himself to rebuff or ridicule, his habitual secretiveness

as to his emotions, cannot have made him either an

ardent or an entertaining suitor. In truth I do not

believe that he seriously pretended to be in love. He
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liked her very much; he thought that she would fill

well the place he had to offer, and that she, in her turn,

would like to fill it, and might find him agreeable enough

to accept with it. That would content him. With that

I thought she too would be content—considering the

other advantages thrown in. She would not have

cared for his love, but she could endure his company.

That carried with it only a limited liability—and good

dividends in the form of rank, position, and influence.

In dealing with the Drivers one had a tendency to fall

into commercial metaphors ; caught from old Nicholas,

the trick extended itself to Jenny.

But if he were resolved and she ready, why did the

thing hang fire? It did—and surely by Jenny’s will?

She was reasoning
;
the affair could not look dangerous

;

then it looked dull ? But it would look no less dull the

longer she looked at it Her feelings were not engaged
;

unless caught up by strong emotion, she shunned the

irrevocable, liked open alternatives, hated to close the

line of retreat; he who still parleys is still free, he

who still bargains is still master. That attitude of her

mind—reinforced by her father’s warning—was always

strong with her and had always to be remembered.

Was it enough to account for her continuing to keep

Fillingford at bay ? The answer might well be yes

—

for these natural predispositions will knock the bottom

out of much speciously logical reasoning about people.

But there was another factor in the case—a thing which
could not be overlooked. Why was Leonard Octon
keeping quiet? Or if quiet perforce, why did he seem
placid, content, and, contrary to all expectation of him,

amiably trustful ?

One evening I availed myself of his invitation—Jenny
did not always bid me to dinner, and sometimes I was
lonely even as he was—and walked down to Hatcham
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Ford. Passing Ivydene, I was interested to observe

lights in the window, though it was nine o’clock at night.

Presumably friend Nelson Powers did not merely use

the place as his office (CartmelFs protest had, of course,

not produced the smallest effect on Jenny—my own
having failed, I should have been annoyed if it had), but

was established there with his family. Certainly Jenny
did not always procrastinate—she seemed to delay least

when the transaction was most doubtful! But I had
come to accept Powers’ position as one of her freaks

and, save for a rather sour amusement, thought at the

moment little more about him.

That night—it seems strange to say it, but it expresses

my inmost feelings—I made friends with Leonard
Octon; before I had been merely interested, amused,

and exasperated in turn. He chose to remove from me
the ban which he laid on and maintained over most of

his fellow-creatures—from no merit of my own, as I

believe, but because I stood near to Jenny; or, if I can

claim any part in the matter, because of a certain open-

ness of mind which, as he was good enough to declare,

existed in me. This was to say no more than that, to a

certain and limited extent, I agreed with some of his

prejudices— his own openness of mind consisting

mainly in a hatred of the views and opinions of most
other people. I was a very pale copy of him. Things

towards which my meditations and my temper bred in

me a degree of indifference he frankly and cordially

hated. Respectability may be chosen as the word to

sum them up : if I questioned its merits, he hated and
damned it utterly. This was one of the things which

interested and amused—and, when it issued in rudeness

to Lady Aspenick, also exasperated. It was not for

this that I made friends with him.
" When I saw that woman owning that road—coming

9
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along in her twopenny glory, with her flunkeys to

whistle me out of the way—she looked at me herself too,

mind you, and without a gleam of recognition—I got

angry. Not even the public road, mind you ! She was

a guest as I was.”

“But you weren’t driving a tandem with a restive

leader.”

“ And oughtn’t she to apologise for driving restive

horses ? Must I dodge for my life—or for hers—without

even a civil word or look—^just an order from a

flunkey ?
”

“ For some reason or another,” I observed, “ people who
are angry always call grooms and footmen flunkeys.”

He burst into a guffaw of laughter. “ Lord, yes,

asses all of us, to be sure ! And what, after all, does a

flick in the face come to, Mr. Philosopher? Nothing at

all ! It hardly even hurts. But a man calls it a deadly

insult—^when he’s angry
;
between man and man there

must be blood for it, when they’re angry.”

“ There’s the police court,” I suggested mildly.

“As you say, for sheep there’s the police court I

came as near behaving right as one can with a woman
when I broke her whip.”

“ You really think that ?
”

“Yes, Austin, I really do—and that shows, as you
were going to say, that I’m utterly hopeless. I don’t

{it the standards.” He was sitting hunched up over the

fire, monopolising its heat, his great shoulders nearly

up to his ears. He condemned himself with much
better humour than he judged other people. “ I don’t

fit them, I don't agree with them, I hate them. Left to

myself. I’d get out of this.”

“Who’s stopping you?” I asked, pulling at my pipe
and trying to edge nearer the fire.

He took no notice of my question—which was indeed
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no more than an indifferently civil way of suggesting

that he was at liberty to please himself. He took no
notice of my futile edging either.

“Now if I had Jenny Driver’s gifts for the game,” he

went on, “ I daresay I should like it. Oh, you were

quite right there ! She’s equal to ruling the county, and
ruling it well. Since she can do it, I don’t blame her

for trying. Perhaps I’d try myself in the same case.

But, mind you, in her heart she thinks no more of them
than I do. They can give her what she wants, they can’t

give me what I want—that’s all the difference. So it’s

worth her while to fool them—and it’s not worth mine.

Not that I could do it half as well as she does I”

His admiration of Jenny was unmistakably affec-

tionate as well as amused. There is a way a man draws

at his pipe—long pulls with smiles in between. It tells

a tale when a woman’s name has just passed his

lips.

“ Then all she’s got—the big place and the money

—

the influence and so on—wouldn’t attract you ?
”

He turned slowly to me. “ It might, if I thought that

I could make terms with the people. But I can’t do that.

So I should hate it. Why did you ask me that question,

Austin ?
”

“ Why not? We were discussing your character, and
any sidelights I ended with a shrug.

“You humbug, you infernal humbug!” he said.

Then he ‘fell into silence, staring again at the fire.

“ Not at all. My interest is quite speculative. What
else should it be ? Is she likely to die and leave you
her property?” I spoke in sincerity, having in my
mind Jenny’s purpose with regard to Fillingford, for a
settled purpose it had by now, to my thinking, become.

My sincerity went home to him, and carried with it

an uncontrollable surprise. He turned his head towards
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me again with a rapid jerk. His eyes searched my
face, now rather suspiciously. Then he smiled. “Yes,

that's true. I suppose I ought to beg your pardon!”

he said.

He had recovered himself in time and had told me
no secret But he had been surprised to find that I

considered any relation of his to Jenny's place and

property as a mere speculation—no more than the

illustration to an argument. Then he must consider it

as more than that himself. But then how could he

—

he, the ostracised? Yet there was the secret treaty,

whose terms availed to keep him quiet—quiet and at

Hatcham Ford. There were a lover's obstinate hopes.

And—the thought flashed into my mind—had he any

knowledge of Fillingford's frequent calls or of the

dexterous management of Lacey? It was probable

that he knew as little of them as Fillingford knew of

the mysterious treaty.

Suddenly he started a new topic; between it and

the previous one there seemed no connection—unless

Jenny were the link.

“ I say, that's a rum fish—my new neighbour Nelson

Powers 1

”

“You've made acquaintance? You haven't been

long about it !

”

“ He smokes his pipe, leaning over his garden fence

;

I smoke mine, leaning over my gate. Hence the

acquaintance.”

“Of course; you're always so affable, so accessible

to strangers !

”

He dropped his scarcely serious pretence of having

made Powers' acquaintance casually. “Miss Driver

told me something about him. We've been in com-
munication about this house and the Institute, you
know.”
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“Did she tell you anything interesting about him?”
“ Only that he'd been a humble friend in days gone

by. You're looking rather sour, Austin. Don't you
like Mr. Nelson Powers ?

”

“ He’s not one of my particular fancies,” I admitted.
“ Miss Driver says he’s devoted to her.”

“ He's in debt to her anyhow, I expect—and perhaps

that'll do as well.”

“Perhaps.” He was speaking now in a ruminative

way—as though he were comparing in his mind Jenny's

account of Powers, my opinion of Powers, and his

own impression of the man. He seemed to me to give

more thought to Powers than I should have expected

from him; a rude and contemptuous dismissal would

have been Powers' more probable fate at his hands.

“Are you going to clear out for the Institute?” I

asked,

“I shall be out of this house in less than a year

anyhow. That’s settled.”

“Oh, then your negotiations have been very satis-

factory ! You had a right to stay here two years.”

“The present state of affairs can’t drag on for two

years,” he said, looking at me steadily. His ostensible

reference might be to his uncomfortable relations towards

his neighbours; I was sure that he meant more than

that—and did not mind letting me see it. A restless-

ness betrayed itself in his movements
;
he seemed to

be on the edge of an outbreak and to hold himself back

with a struggle. His victory was very imperfect: he

could not keep off the subject which perturbed him
;
he

could only contrive to treat it with a show of lightness

and contempt. The subject had been in my thoughts

already.

“Seeing much of our friend Fillingford just now at

the Priory?”
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He comes a certain amount I don't see much of

him."

And that sets fools gossiping, I suppose ?
"

^‘Need you ask me, Octon? I fancy you've heard

something for yourself.”

He rubbed his big hands together, giving a laugh

which sounded rather uneasy under its cloak of amuse-

ment
“It won't be much trouble to her to make a fool of

Fillingford—he's a conceited ass. She'll use him as

long as she wants him, and then !
” He snapped his

fingers scornfully.

Had he struck on that explanation for himself?

Possibly— he had studied Jenny. Yet it sounded

rather like an inspired version of her policy. The weak

spot about it was that, by now, Jenny could have little

need of Fillingford—except in one capacity. As her

husband he could give her a good deal
;
he could offer

her no obvious advantages in any other relation. I

wondered that this did not occur to Octon—and then

decided that it did. He knew that the argument was

weak
;
he hoped that I would afford it the buttress of

my confirmatory opinion.

“ Well ? '' he growled impatiently, for I said nothing.

“ I didn't understand that you asked me a question

—

and, if you had, I shouldn't have answered it. It’s no

business of mine to consider how Miss Driver treats

Fillingford or means to treat him.”

At that his temper suddenly gave, his hold on himself

was broken. “ But it is of mine, by God !
'' he cried.

Our eyes met for a moment; then he turned his

head away, and a long silence followed. At last he

spoke in a low voice

:

“ I call other people fools—I'm a fool myself. I can't

hold my tongue. I oughtn't to be at large. But it's
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pretty hard to bottle it all up sometimes.” He laid

his hand on my knee. shall be obliged if you’ll

forget that little remark of mine, Austin.”

“ I can’t forget it. I can take no notice of it,” I

said.

"It’s not merely that I gave myself away—which,

after all, doesn’t matter as you happen to be a loyal

fellow—I know that ” (he smiled for a moment),

"having tried to pump you myself. But what I said

was against a pledge I had given.”

“ I wish you hadn’t said it—most heartily. I’ll treat

it as unsaid—^so far as my allegiance allows,”

"Yes, I see that. She must come first with you,

of course,”

" And with you too, I hope ?
”

" In my sort of case a man fights for himself.’^

" I’ll say one thing to you—since you have spoken.

You’d much better go away—before that year is up.”

He made an impatient gesture with his hands. "I

can’t!” Then he leant forward and half-whispered,

" You put your money on Fillingford ?
”

“ I don’t intend to tell you what I think—if you can’t

gather it from what I’ve said already.”

Again his laugh came—again sounding more like

bravado than real confidence. "You’re wrong, I can

tell you that,” he said. " I shouldn’t be here if I wasn’t

sure of that.”

I had better have said no more, but temptation over-

came me. “ I don’t think you are sure of it.”

I expected him to be very angry, I looked for some

bluster. None came. He shrugged his shoulders and

wearily rubbed his brow with his hand. The case was

very plain
;
he had been told, but he was not sure that

he had been told the truth. Many people might have

told him that Jenny meant to marry Fillingford. Only
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one on earth could have assured him that she did not.

The assurance had been forthcoming—not in so many
words, perhaps, yet plainly enough to be an assurance

for all that. But was it an assurance of truth ?

It grew late, and I took my leave. Octon put on his

hat and walked to the gate with me. “ Come and see

me again,” he said. “ Fm always ready for you—after

dinner. A talk does a man good—even if he talks like

a fool.”

“Yes, ril come again—^not that Fve been very com-

forting.”

“ No, you haven’t. But then, you see, I don’t believe

a word you say.” He went back to that attitude—^to

that obstinate assertion. It was not for me to argue

the question with him; even if my tongue were free,

why should I ? He would argue it quite enough—there

at Hatcham Ford, by himself.

“Is that your estimable neighbour?” I asked

Through the darkness, by help of the street lamp, a

man’s figure was visible, standing at the gate of the new
house which Jenny had taken for the Institute office.

“That’s the fellow,” said Octon, and he walked on
with me. “ Good-evening, Mr. Powers,” he said, as we
came to the gate.

Powers bade him good-evening, and also accorded to

me a courteous greeting. In this hour of leisure he had
assumed a pseudo-artistic garb, a soft shirt with trim-

mings along the front and a turndown collar cut very

low, and a voluminous tie worn in an ultra-French

fashion
;
his jacket appeared to be of velveteen, rather

a light brown.

“You find me star-gazing, gentlemen,” said he. “I
take delight in it. The immensity of the heavens !

”

“ And the littleness of man
!

Quite so, Mr. Powers,”

said Octon, refilling his pipe.
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“ These thoughts will come—sometimes to encourage

us, sometimes—er—^with an opposite effect”
‘‘ Don’t let them discourage you, Powers. That would

be a pity. After all, the Institute will be pretty big
”

To a refined ear Octon was not treating Powers pre-

cisely with respect—but Powers’ ear was not refined.

He was evidently quite comfortable and at his ease with

Octon. I wondered that Octon cared to chaff him in

this fashion, offering what was to Powers a good
substitute for friendliness.

“Yes, sir. Miss Driver is giving us an adequate

sphere for our ambitions. I have longed for one.

Doubtless you have also, Mr. Austin ?
”

“ I’m not very ambitious, Mr, Powers.”
“ Wise, sir, wise ! But we can’t help our dispositions.

Mine is to soar! To soar upwards by dint of hard

work! Miss Driver will find I’ve not been idle when
she next honours Ivydene with a visit. You don’t know
if she’ll be here to-morrow ?

”

“ Not I,” I answered. “ Miss Driver doesn’t generally

tell me what she’s going to do to-morrow. The boot’s

on the other leg—she tells me what I’m going to do

to-morrow,”
“ Ha-ha 1 Very good, sir, very good ! And she’s

a lady one is proud to take orders from.”

“ Quite so. Good-night” I think I must have

spoken rather abruptly, for Powers’ answering “ Good-

night” sounded a little startled. I really could not

bear any more of the fellow. But Octon—impatient,

irascible, contemptuous Octon—seemed quite happy in

his company. If he were not the rose, yet ? No,

the proverb really could not be strained to embrace

the moral perfume of Powers.
“ Good-night, Austin. I’ll stop and smoke half a

pipe here with Mr. Powers.”
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“ You do me honour, Mr. Octon. But if you’d step

inside—^perhaps just a little drop of Scotch, sir? Don’t

say no. Drink' success to the Institute ! One friendly

glass !

”

What a picture! Octon drinking success to the

Institute with Powers 1 But a short time ago I should

have deemed it a happily ludicrous inspiration from

Bedlam. To my amazement, though Octon hesitated

for a perceptible space, he did not refuse. He glanced

at me, laughed in a rather shame-faced way, and said,

‘‘Well, just a minute, and just one glass to the Institute

—^since you are so kind, Mr. Powers.” With a nod to

me he turned and followed Powers towards the house.

As I walked home, a picture of the position pieced

itself together in my head. The process was in-

voluntary—even against my will. I tried to remind

myself all the time of Jenny’s own warning—^how she

had accused me of too often imputing to her long-headed

cunning, how her actions were, far oftener than I

imagined, the outcome of the minute, not the result of

calculation or subtle thought. Yet if in this case she

had been subtle and cunning, she might have produced

some such combination as now insisted on taking shape

before my brain. For the sake of the neighbourhood,

and her position and prestige in its eyes, especially for

the sake of Fillingford, she had abandoned Octon and
had banished him. But she wanted to see him—and
to see him without creating remark

;
in plain fact, to see

him, if not secretly, yet as privately as she could. Next,

she wished to make progress with the Institute, to estab-

lish an office with a clerk, an office where meetings

could be held and plans made, and where she could

come and see how matters were getting on—a clerk on
whom she could depend to support her, always to be
on her side—a clerk who, as she had said, could not
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afford to be against her. Hence came Ivydene—^and

Mr. Powers. Was it mere chance that Ivydene was just

opposite Hatcham Ford? Was Mr. Powers’ support
—^that subserviency on which Jenny had playfully laid

stress—desired only against Lady Sarah and other

possibly recalcitrant members of the Committee? If

Powers could not afford to oppose her on the Com-
mittee’s work, could he afford any the more to thwart

her in her private concerns ? Plainly not. There also

he was bound to help.

So the picture formed itself; and the last bit to fit in,

and thereby to give completeness, was what I had seen

that night—^the strange complaisance of Octon towards

the intolerable Powers. Did Octon smoke his pipe in

Powers’ house and drink Powers’ whisky for nothing?

That friendly glass ”—^what was its significance ?

This was work for a spy or a detective. I thrust the

idea away from me. But the idea would not depart.

A man must use his senses—^nay, they use themselves.

The more I sought to banish the explanation, the more
insolently it seemed to stare me in the face. ‘‘ Pick a

hole in me, if you can !
” it challenged. The hole was

hard to pick.
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CHAPTER XI

THE SIGNAL AT ‘^DANGER”

Alison lost Httle time in making his promised

attack on Jenny; he was not the man to let the

grass grow under his feet. It might be improper to say

that he chose the wrong moment—for no moment could

be wrong from his point of view, and the one most

wrong from a worldly aspect might well be to his mind

the supremely right. Yet according to that purely

worldly standpoint the time was unfortunate. Jenny

had a great many other things to think of—very
pressing things : as to many of us, so to her, her

religious position perhaps seemed a matter which could

wait. Moreover—by a whimsical chance—the Rector

ran up against another difficulty: to Jenny it was a

refuge, of which she availed herself with her usual

dexterity. When one attack pressed her, I am con-

vinced that she absolutely welcomed the advent of

another from the opposite direction. Between the two

she might slip out unhurt
;
at any rate, if one assailant

called on her to surrender, she could bid him deal with

the other first. The analogy is not exact—but there

was a family likeness between her balancing of Filling-

ford against Octon and the way in which, assailed by
Alison, she interposed, as a shield, the views urged

on her by Mrs. Jepps. Displayed in a less serious

campaign—less serious, I mean, to Jenn/s thinking

—

yet it was, in essence, the same strategy—and it was a
140
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strategy pretty to watch. Be it remarked that Jenny
was busy keeping friends with everybody during these

anxious weeks.

Mrs. Jepps—if I have said it before, it will bear

repetition—was a power in Catsford, in the town itself.

She might be said to lead the distinctively town society.

Age, wealth, character, and a certain incisiveness of

speech combined to strengthen her position. She was a

small old lady, with plentiful white hair
;
she had been

pretty—save for a nose too big; in her old age she bore

a likeness to Cardinal Newman, but it would never have

done to tell her so—she would as soon have been

compared to the Prince of Darkness himself. For she

was a most pronounced Evangelical, and her feud with

Alison was open and inveterate. She disapproved

profoundly of “ the parish clergyman ”
;
she called him

by that title, whereas he called himself the priest in

charge ”
;
for his assistant priests ” she would know no

name but ‘‘curates.” There had been an Education

Question lately
;
the fight had waxed abnormally hot

over the souls—almost over the bodies—of Catsford

urchins, male and female, themselves somewhat
impervious to the bearings of the controversy. Into

deeper differences it is not necessary to go. The
Rector thought her one of the best women he knew,

but one of the most wrong-headed. Put man for

woman—and she exactly reciprocated his opinion
;
and

it is hard to deny, though sad to admit, that her zeal

for Jenny’s spiritual awakening was stirred to greater

activity by the knowledge that Alison had put his hand

to the alarum. To use a homely metaphor, they were

each exceedingly anxious that the awakened sleeper

should get out on what was, given their point of view,

the right side of the bed.

To Jenny—^need I say it ?—^this situation was rich in
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possibilities of staying in bed. In response to appeals,

she might put one foot out on one side, then the other

foot out on the other
;
she would think a long while

before she trusted her whole body to the floor either on

the right or on the left. She did not appreciate in the

least the fiery zeal which urged her to one side or the

other : but she knew that it was there and allowed for

its results. To her mind she had two friends—^while she

lay in bed ; a descent on either side might cost her one
of them. While she hesitated, she was precious to both.

For the rest, I believe that she found a positive recrea-

tion in this ecclesiastical dispute; to play off Mrs. Jepps
against Alison was child's play compared to the much
more hazardous and difficult game on which she was
embarked. Child's play—and byplay

;
yet not, perhaps,

utterly irrelevant. It would have been easy to say “A
plague on both your houses!” But even Mercutio did

not say that till he was wounded to death, and Jenny
was more of a politician than Mercutio. She asked both

houses to dinner—and took pains that they should

meet.

They met several times—^with more pleasure to Mrs.

Jepps than to the Rector, He fought for conscience’

sake and for what he held true. So did she—^but the

old lady liked the fighting for its own sake also. Jenny's

attitude was ‘‘ I want to understand.” She pitted them
against one another— Mrs. Jepps' “ Letter of the

Scriptures”against Alison's ‘‘Voice ofthe Living Church,”

his “Primitive Usage and Teaching of the Fathers”
against her “ Protestantism and Reformation Settlement.”

It is not necessary to deny to Jenny an honest intellectual

interest in these and kindred questions, although her
concern did not go very deep—but for her an avowed
object always gained immensely in attraction from the
possibility of some remoter and unavowed object
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attaching to it. If the avowed object of these prolonged

discussions was the settlement of Jenny’s religious

convictions, the remoter and unavowed was to keep

herself still in a position to reward whichever of the

disputants she might choose finally to hail as victor.

Policy and temperament both went to foster this

instinct in her
;
the position might be useful, and was

enjoyable
;
her security might be increased, her vanity

was flattered. Jenny stayed in bed

!

In secular politics her course was no less skilfully

taken. She did indeed declare herself a Conservative

—

there was no doubt, even for Jenny’s cautious mind,

about the wisdom of that step—and gave Bertram Ware
a very handsome contribution towards his Registration

expenses
;
the expenses were heavy. Ware was not a

rich man, and he was grateful. But at that time the

question of Free Trade against Protection—or Free

Imports against Fair Trade, if those terms be preferred

—^was just coming to the front, under the impetus

given by a distinguished statesman, Fillingford, the

natural leader of the party in the county division, was a

convinced Free Trader. Ware had at least a strong

inclination for Fair Trade. After talks with Fillingford

and talks with Ware, Jenny gave her contribution, but

accompanied it by an intimation that she hoped Mr.

Ware would do nothing to break up the party. The
hint was significant. Between the two sections which

existed, or threatened to exist, in her party, Jenny

—

with her estate and her money—became an object of

much interest. They united in giving her high rank in

their Primrose League—but neither of them felt sure of

her support.

To complete this slight sketch of the public position

which Jenny was making for herself, add Catsford

highly interested in and flattered by the prospect of
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its Institute, grateful to its powerful neighbour for her

benefits, perhaps hopefully expectant of more favours

from the same hand—proud too of old Nick Driver's

handsome and clever daughter. Catsford was both

selfishly and sentimentally devoted to Jenny, and of

its devotion Mr. Bindlecombe was the enthusiastic and

resonant herald.

Her private relations, though by no means free from

difficulty, were at the moment hardly less flattering to

her sense of self-importance, hardly less eloquent of

her power. Fillingford was ready to offer her all he

had—his name, his rank, his stately Manor; Octon

lingered at Hatcham Ford, hoping against hope for

her, unable to go because it was her will that he

should stay: at her bidding young Lacey was trans-

forming himself from a gay aspirant to her favour

into the submissive servant of her wishes, her warm
and obedient friend. To consider mere satellites like

Cartmell and myself would be an anti-climax; yet to

us too crumbs of kindness fell from the rich man's

table and did their work of binding us closer to Jenny.

If she stayed as she was—the powerful important

Miss Driver— she was very well. If she married

Fillingford, she hardly strengthened her position, but

she decorated it highly, and widened the sphere of

her influence. If she chose to take the risks and

openly accepted Octon, she would indeed strain and
impair the fabric she had built, but she could hardly

so injure it that time and skill would not build it

again as good as new. But she would make up her

mind to none of the three. She liked independence

and feared its loss by marriage. She liked splendour

and rank, and therefore kept her hold on Fillingford's

offer. Finally, she must like Octon himself, must
probably in her heart cling more to him than she
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had admitted even to herself
;

there was no other

reason for dallying with that decision. Across the

play of her politics ran this strong, this curious, personal

attraction ; she could not let him go. For the moment
she tried for all these things—the independence, the

prestige of prospective splendour and rank, and—well,

whatever she was getting out of the presence of Octon

at Hatcham Ford, across the road from her offices at

Ivydene.

It was a delicate equipoise—the least thing might

upset it, and in its fall it might involve much that

was of value to Jenny. There was at least one person

who was not averse from anything which would set

a check to Jenny’s plans and shake her power.

Jenny and I had been to Fillingford Manor—where,

by the way, I took the opportunity of inspecting

Mistress Eleanor Lacey’s picture, Fillingford acting as

my guide and himself examining it with much apparent

interest— and, as we drove home, she said to me
suddenly

:

"Why does Lady Sarah dislike me so much ?
”

‘‘She has three excellent reasons. You eclipse her,

you threaten her, and you dislike her.”

“ How does she know I dislike her ?
”

“How do you know she dislikes you, if you come
to that? You women always seem to me to have

special antennae for finding out dislikes. I don’t mean
to say they’re infallible.”

“At any rate Lady Sarah and I seem to agree in

this case,” laughed Jenny. “She’s right if she thinks

I dislike her, and Fm certainly right in thinking she

dislikes me. But how do I threaten her?”

“Come, cornel Do you mean me to answer that?

Nobody likes the idea of being turned out—any mpre
than they welcome playing second fiddle.”
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Fm always very civil to her— oh, not only at

Fillingford ! Fve taken pains to pay her all the proper

honours about the Institute. Very fussy she is there

too! She’s always dropping in at Ivydene to ask

something stupid. She quite worries poor Mr. Powers,”

Jenny might resent Lady Sarah’s excessive activity

at Ivydene, but she gave no sign of being disquieted

by it. To me, however, it seemed to be, under the

circumstances, rather dangerous
;
but not being supposed

to know, or to have guessed, the circumstances, I could

say nothing.

Jenny’s next remark perhaps explained her easiness

of mind,
“ We don’t let her in if we don’t want her. I must

say that Mr. Powers is very good at keeping people

out. Well, I must try to be more pleasant. I don’t

really dislike her so much; it’s chiefly that family

iciness which is so trying. It’s a bore always to have

to be setting to work to melt people, isn’t it ?
”

I hold no brief against Lady Sarah, and do not

regard her as the villain of the piece. She was a

woman of a nature dry, yet despotic; she desired

power and the popularity that gives power, but had
not the temper or the arts to win them. Jenny’s

triumphs wounded her pride, Jenny’s plans threatened

her position in her own home at Fillingford Manor.

Her dislike for Jenny was natural, and it is really

impossible to blame very severely—^perhaps, if family

feeling is to count, one ought not to blame at all

—

her share in the events which were close at hand.

It is, in fact, rather difficult to see what else she

could have done. If she had a right to do it, it is

perhaps setting up too high a standard to chide her
for a supposed pleasure in the work.

When we got home, Cartmell was waiting for Jenny,
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his round face portentously lengthened by woe. He
shook hands with sad gravity,

“What has happened?” she cried. “Not all my
banks broken, Mr. Cartmell?”

“ Tm very sorry to be troublesome, Miss Jenny, but

Tve come to make a formal complaint against Powers.

The fellow is doing you a lot of harm and bringing

discredit on the Institute in its very beginnings. He
neglects his work ; that doesn't matter so much,
there's not a great deal to do yet

;
he spends the best

part of the mornings lounging about public-house

bars, smoking and drinking and betting, and the best

part of his evenings doing the same, and ogling and
flirting with the factory girls into the bargain. He's a

thorough bad lot”

Jenny's face had grown very serious, “ I'm sorry.

He's—^he's an old friend of mine !

”

“That was what you said before. On the strength

of it you gave him this chance. Well, he's proved

himself unworthy of it. You must get rid of him—for

the sake of the Institute and for your own sake too.”

“Get rid of him?” She looked oddly at Cartmell.

“Isn't that rather severe? Wouldn't a good scolding

from you ?
”

“ From me? He practically tells me to mind my own
business. If there are any complaints, the fellow says,

they'd better be addressed to you !
” He paused for a

moment. “ He gives the impression that you'd back

him up through thick and thin; and, what's more, he

means to give it.”

“What does he say to give that impression?” she

asked quickly.

“ He doesn't say much. It’s a nod here, and a wink

there—and a lot of vapouring, so I'm told, about having

known you when you were a girl.”
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** That’s silly, but not very bad. Is that all ?
”

“No. When one of my clerks— Harrison, a very

steady man—gave him a friendly warning that he was

going the right way about to lose his job, he said

something very insolent.”

“ What? ” She was sitting very still, very intent.

“ He laughed and said he thought you knew better

than that. Said in the way he said it, it—it came to

claiming some sort of hold on you. Miss Jenny. That’s

a very dangerous idea to get about.”

Cartmell was evidently thinking of the old story—
of the episode of Cheltenham days. But had Powers

been thinking of that? And was Jenny, with her bright

eyes intent on Cartmell’s face? She did not look

alarmed—only rather expectant. She foresaw a fight

with Powers, but had no doubt that she could beat him
—if only the mischief had not gone too far,

“He seemed to refer to—Cheltenham?” she asked,

smiling.

Cartmell was the embarrassed party to the conversa-

tion. “I—I’m afraid so, Miss Jenny,” he stammered,

and his red face grew even redder.

“Oh, I’ll settle that all right,” Jenny assured him.

“You’ll give him the sack?” Cartmell asked bluntly.

She had many good reasons to produce against that,

just as she had produced many for bringing him to

Catsford. “I’ll reduce him to order, anyhow,” she

promised.

That was what she wanted—to bring him to heel, not

to lose him. But surely it was no longer for his own
sake, nor even to satisfy that instinct of hers which

forbade the alienation of the least of her human
possessions ? There was more than that in it. He was
part of the scheme—^he fitted into that explanation

which my brain had insisted on conceiving as I walked
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home from Ivydene. Of this aspect of the case Cartmell

was entirely innocent.

By one of her calculated bits of audacity—concealing

much, she would seem to have nothing to conceal—she

took me with her when she went down to Ivydene the

next morning, to haul Powers over the coals. She would

have me present at the interview between them. Well,

it may also have been that she did not want too much
plain speaking—or, rather, preferred to do what was to

be done in that line herself.

She attacked him roundly; he stood before her not

daring to resist openly, yet covertly insolent, hinting at

what he dared not say plainly—certainly not before me,

for he had not yet decided what game to play. He
waited to see what he could still get out of Jenny, She
rehearsed to him CartmelFs charges as to his conduct

;

its idleness, its unseemliness, the disrepute it brought on

her and on the Institute. Somehow all this sounded a

little bit unreal—or, if not unreal, shall I say preliminary ?

Powers confessed part, denied part, averred a prejudice

in Cartmell—this last not without some reason. She
rose to her gravest charge.

“ And you seem to have the impertinence to hint that

you can do what you like, and that I shall stand it all,”

she said.

I never said that, Miss Driver. I may have said you

had a kind heart and wouldn’t be hard on an old friend,”

He had his cloth cap in his hands and kept twisting it

about and fiddling with it as he talked. He smiled all

the time, insinuatingly, yet rather uneasily too.

It’s not your place to make any reference to me,” she

said haughtily. “ I’ll thank you to leave me out of your

conversation with these curious friends of yours, Mr.

Powers.”

He looked at her, licking his lips. I was a mere
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spectator, though I do not think either of them had for

a moment, up to now, forgotten my presence; indeed

both were, in a sense, playing their parts before me.
“ I don't know that my friends are more curious than

other people's, Miss Driver. People choose friends as it

suits them, I suppose."

She caught the insinuation—^he must have meant that

she should. Her eyes blazed with a sudden anger. I

knew the signs of that
;
when it came, prudence was apt

to be thrown to the winds. She rose from her chair

and walked up to where he stood.

“ What do you mean by that ? ” she demanded.

He was afraid
;

he cowered before her fury

:

** Nothing," he grumbled sullenly.

“ Then don't say nothings like that. I don't like them.

I won't have them said. It almost sounded as if you

meant a reference to me "

Of course he had meant one. She saw the danger

and faced it. She relied on her personal domination.

He was threatening, she would terrify. She went on in

a cool hard voice—very bitter, very dangerous.

^^Once before in your life you threatened me," she

said. ‘H was a child then, and had no friends. You
got off safe—you even got a little money—a little very

dirty money." (He did not like that; he flushed red

and picked at his cap furiously.) “Now I'm a woman,
and I've got friends. You won't get any money, and

you won't get off safe. - Be sure of that. Who'll employ

you if I won't ? What character have you except what
I choose to give ? I think, if I were a man. I'd thrash

you where you stand, Mr. Powers."

This remark may perhaps have been unladylike

—

that would have been Chat's word for it. For my
part I thoroughly appreciated and enjoyed it. She was
a fine sight in a royal rage like this.
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“But though Fm not a man, Fve friends who are.

If you dare to use your tongue against me, look out F'

He could not stand against her nor face her. Indeed

it would have been hard to fight her, unless by forgetting

that she was a woman. He cringed before her, yet with

an obstinately vicious look in his would-be humble eyes.

“ I beg your pardon, Miss Driver—indeed I do. I

—

Fve been wrong. Don’t be hard on me. There’s my
poor wife and family 1 You shall have no further cause

of complaint. As for threatening, why, how could I ?

What could I do against you, Miss Driver?
”

Did his humility, hardly less disagreeable than his

insolence, disarm her wrath ? Did her mood change

—

or had the moment come for an artistic dissimulation ?

I must confess that I do not know
;
but suddenly she

struck him playfully on the point of the chin with her

glove and began to laugh. “ Then, you dear silly old

Powers, don’t be such a fool,” she said. “ Don’t quarrel

with your bread and butter, and don’t take so much
whisky and water. Because w^hisky brings vapours, and

then you think you’re a great man, and get romancing

about what you could do if you liked* Fve stood a good

deal from you, haven’t I ? I would stand a good deal

for old times’ sake. You know that; but is it kind to

presume on it, to push me too far just because you know
I like you ?

”

This speech I defend less than the unladylike one ; I

liked her better on the subject of the thrashing. But

there is no denying that it was very well done. Was it

wholly insincere? Perhaps not. In any event she

meant to conquer Powers, and was not without reason, or

precedent, in trying to see if blarney would aid threats.

He responded plausibly, summoning his mock gentle-

manliness to cover his submission, and, I may add,

his malice. He regretted his mistakes, he deplored
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misunderstanding, he avowed unlimited obligation and

eternal gratitude. He even ventured on hinting at the

memory of a sentimental attachment. “ I can take from

you what I would from no other lady.” (At no moment,

however agitated, would Powers forget to say “lady.”)

The remark was accompanied by an unmistakable leer.

Even that, which I bore with difficulty, Jenny accepted

graciously. She gave him her hand, saying, “ I know.

Now let’s forget all this and work pleasantly together,”

She glanced at me. “And Mr. Austin too will forget

all about our little quarrel ?
”

“ I’m always willing to be friends with Mr. Powers,

if he’ll let me,” I said.

“And so are all my friends. I’m sure,” said Jenny.

Going out, we had a strange encounter, which stands

forth vivid in memory. Jenny’s brougham was waiting

perhaps some thirty yards up the road towards Catsford

:

the coachman had got down and was smoking
;

it took

him a moment or two to mount. In that space of time,

while we waited at the gate, Octon came out from

Hatcham Ford and lounged across the road towards us.

At the same instant a landau drove up rapidly from the

other direction, going towards Catsford. In it sat Lady
Sarah Lacey. She stared at Octon and cut him dead

;

she bowed coldly and slightly to Jenny ; she inclined

her head again in response to a low bow and a florid

flourish of his cap from Powers. I lifted my hat, but

received nq^ response. Jenny returned the salute as

carelessly as it was given, bestowed a recognition hardly

more cordial on Octon, and stept into the brougham
which had now come up. As we drove off, Powers
stood grinning soapily; Octon had turned on his heel

again and slouched slowly back to his own house.

Jenny threw herself into the corner of the brougham,
her body well away, but her eyes on my face. For
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many minutes she sat like this
;

I turned my eyes away
from her

;
the silence was uncomfortable and ominous.

At last she spoke.

" YouVe guessed something, Austin?”

I turned my head to her. “ I couldn’t help it.”

She nodded, rather wearily, then smiled at me. “ The
signal’s at ‘ Danger,’ ” she said.



CHAPTER XII

SAVING A WEEK

S
EEN in retrospect, the history of the ensuing

days stands out clearly; subsequent knowledge

supplies any essential details of which I was then

ignorant and turns into certainties what were, in some

cases, only strong suspicions at the moment. If it be

wondered—and it well may be—that any woman should

choose to live through such a time, it is hardly less

marvellous that she could stand the strain of it. Brain

and feelings alike must have been sorely taxed. Jenny

never faltered; she looked, indeed, tired and anxious,

but she had many intervals of gaiety, and, as the crisis

approached, she was remarkably free from her not

unusual little gusts of temper or of petulance. To all

around her she showed graciousness and affection,

desiring, as it seemed, to draw from us expressions of

attachment and sympathy, making perhaps an in-

stinctive attempt to bind us still closer to her, to secure

us for friends if anything went wrong in the dangerous

work on which she was engaged.

She had a threefold struggle—one with Fillingford,

one with Octon, the last and greatest—really involving

the other two—^with herself Fillingford was pressing

for her answer now. It was not so much that any heat

of emotion, any lover's haste, urged him on; he had
begun to be fearful for his dignity, to be apprehensive

of the whispers and smiles of gossip, if Jenny played
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with him much longer. She had made up her mind to

accept him. Not only were there the decorative attrac-

tions and the wider sphere of influence; she felt that in

a marriage with him lay safety. She was not afraid of

him
;

it would be a partnership in which she could amply
hold her own—and more than that. The danger

pointed out in her father’s warning—so congenial to her

that it sank deep into her own mind and was never

absent from it—would here be reduced to a minimum.
There the attractions of the project stopped. She was

not the least in love with him ; I do not think that she

even considered him an actively agreeable companion.

An absence of dislike and a genuine esteem for his

honourable qualities—^that was all she could muster for

him. No wonder, perhaps, that, though her head had

decided, her heart still pleaded for delay.

With Octon the case was very different. There she

was fascinated, there she was in thrall—so much in

thrall that I am persuaded that she would deliberately

have sacrificed the attractions of the Fillingford alliance,

braved her neighbours’ disapproval, imperilled the

brilliant fabric of popularity and power which she had

been at such pains to create—save for one thing. She

was fascinated to love by the quality which, above all

others, she dreaded in marriage. In that great respect

wherein Fillingford was harmless, Octon was to her

mind supremely to be feared. The very difficulty she

now felt in sending him away was earnest of the

dominion which he would exercise. Since he was a

lover, no doubt he made the u^ual lover’s vows—or

some of them; very likely he told her that her will

would be his law, or spoke more impassioned words to

that effect. Such protestations from his lips carried no

conviction. The man could not help being despotic.

She was despotic too. If he would not yield, she could
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not answer for it that she would, and perhaps aspired

to no such abdication. Her foresight discerned, with

fatal clearness, the clash of their opposing forces,

accentuated by the permanent contrast of their tastes

and dispositions. The master of Breysgate Priory

might again break Lady Aspenick’s whip or insult the

Mayor of Catsford ! Trifles from one point of view,

but Jenny would not have such things done. They
were fatal to popularity and to power

;
they broke up

her life as she had planned it. There would arise an

inevitable conflict. In victory for herself—even in that

—she saw misery. But she could not believe in victory.

She was afraid.

Then she must let him go. She had the conviction

clear at last ,* her delicate equipoise—the ignorance of

Fillingford against Octon's suspicious but hopeful doubt
—^her having it both ways, could not be maintained for

ever. Sentence was passed on Octon. I think that in

his heart he must have known it. But her fascination

pleaded with her for a long day—that the sentence

should not be executed yet. To determine to do it was

one thing; doing it was quite another. Day by day
she must have debated “ Shall it be to-morrow ? Day
after day she delayed and dallied. Day after day she

saw him
;
whether they met at Ivydene with Powers for

sentinel, or whether she seized her chance to slip across

from Ivydene to Hatcham Ford, I know not. However
that may be—and it matters little—every afternoon she

went down to Ivydene—to transact Institute business

—

between tea and dinner. Late for business ? Yes—but
Fillingford came earlier in the afternoons—and now it

grew dark early. A carriage or a car took her—but

she never kept it waiting. She always came home on
foot in the gathering darkness.

After her one explicit confidence, “The signal’s at
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Danger,” she became unapproachable on the subject

which filled alike her thoughts and mine. Hence a

certain distance came between us in spite of her affec-

tionate kindness. There were no more morning rides

;

she went only once or twice herself; I did not know
whether she met Lacey. I was less often at lunch and
dinner. We confined ourselves more to our official

relations. We were both awkwardly conscious of a
forbidden or suppressed subject—one that could not be
approached to any good purpose unless confidence was
to be open and thorough. To that length she would

not—^perhaps could not

—

go; she had to fight her

battle alone. Only once she came near to referring to

the position of affairs, then no more than indirectly.

“You look rather fagged and worried,” she said one-

day, “ Why don’t you take a little holiday, and come
back when things are settled ?

”

“Would you rather I went away for a bit? I want
you to tell me the truth.”

“ Oh, no,” she answered with evident sincerity, almost

with eagerness. “ I like to have you here.” She smiled..

“ Somebody to catch me if I fall !
” Then, with a quick-

ness that prevented any answer or comment of mine,

she returned to our business.

So I stayed and watched—there was nothing else to*

do. If anybody objects that the spectacle which I

watched was not a pleasant one, I will not argue with

him. If anyone asserts that it was not a moral one, not

tending to edification, I may perhaps have to concede

the point. I can only plead that to me it was interest-

ing—painful, perhaps, but interesting. I believed that

she would win ; we who were about her got into the

way of expecting her to win. We looked for some

mistakes, but we looked also for dexterous recoveries^

and ultimate victories won even in face of odds. I will
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volunteer one more confession—I wanted her to win

—

to win the respite she craved without detection and with-

out disaster. The sternness of morality is apt to weaken

before the appeal of a gallant fight—valour of spirit,

and dexterity, and resource in manoeuvre. We forget

the merits of the cause in the pluck of the combatant.

As I believed, as I hoped, that Jenny would win, I also

hoped that she would not take too great, too long, a risk.

The signal pointed straighter to Danger every day.

Chat—whom I have been in danger of forgetting,

though I am sure I mean her no disrespect—had her

work in the campaign. It was to create diversions, to

act as buffer, to cover up Jenny’s tracks when that was

necessary, to give plausible reasons for Jenny’s move-

ments when such were needed
;
above all, delicately to

imply to the neighbourhood that the Fillingford matter

was all right—only they must give Miss Driver time I

Chat was a loyal, nay, rabid Octonite herself, but she

was also a faithful hound. She obeyed orders—and

obeyed them with a certain skill. On the subject of

Jenny’s shrinking timidity when faced with an offer of

marriage Chat was beautifully convincing—I heard her

do the trick once for Mrs. Jepps’ edification. The
ladies were good enough not to make a stranger of me,

Mrs. Jepps, I may observe in passing, took a healthy

—

and somewhat imperious—interest in one’s marriage,

and one’s means, and so on, as well as in one’s religious

opinions.

Always the same from a girl, Mrs. Jepps!” said

Chat. “ And after five years of her I ought to know.

I assure you we couldn’t get her to speak to a young
man !

”

“Very unusual with girls nowadays,” observed Mrs.

Jepps.

“Ah, our little village wasn’t like Catsford! We
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were, I suppose you’d call it, behind the times there.

I had been brought up on the old lines, and I inculcated

them on my pupils. But, as I say, with Jenny there

was no need. The difKculty was the other way. Why,
I remember a very nice young fellow named Maunders
(Was Maunders Rabbit, I wondered) who paid her such

nice attentions—so respectful
!

(Maunders was Rabbit,

depend upon it!) She used to be angry with him

—

positively angry, Mrs. Jepps.” Chat nodded sagely.

“ Comparing small things and great, it’s the same thing

here.” Thus did Chat transform into girlish coyness

Jenny’s masterful grip on liberty!

“ It’s possible to carry it too far. Then it looks like

shilly-shallying,” said Mrs. Jepps.
“ She does carry it too far,” Chat hastened to admit

candidly. Much too far. Why, between ourselves,

I tell her so every day.” (Oh, oh, Chat, as if you
dared!) “I try to use some of my old authority.”

Chat smiled playfully over this,

“ Well,” said Mrs. Jepps, rising to go, “ I suppose the

poor man’s got to put up with anything from sixty

thousand a year 1
”

In that remark Mrs. Jepps, shrewdly unconvinced by
Chat’s convincing precedent, hit off the growing feeling

of the neighbourhood— the feeling of whose growth

Fillingford had begun to be afraid. He believed that

all communication with Octon had been broken off;

he had never considered Octon as a rival. He saw no

ostensible reason for Jenny’s hesitation; he was either

sure that she would say yes if forced to an answer, or

he made up his mind at last to take the risk. He came
over to Breysgate Priory with a formal offer and the

demand for a formal answer.

Needless to say, he did not confide this fact to me,

blit I had information really as good as first-hand. On
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the day in question I was sitting reading in my own
house after lunch when, with a perfunctory knock,

young Lacey put his head in at the door.

“ Got any tobacco and a drink, Mr. Austin ? WeVe
walked over. IVe dropped the governor up the hill.”

I welcomed him, provided him with what he wanted,

and sat him down by the fire ;
it was late autumn now

and chilly. He was looking amused in a reflective sort

of way.

I say, I suppose you’re pretty well in the know up

there, aren’t you ? ” He nodded in the direction of the

Priory. “ Not much danger of the governor slipping up,

is there? Oh, you know what I mean! There’s no

reason you and I shouldn’t talk about it.”

“Perhaps I do. Lord Lacey. Your father’s at the

Priory now?”
“ I’ve just left him there. It’s a bit odd to do bottle-

holder for one’s governor on these occasions. It’d seem

more natural the other way, wouldn’t it ?
”

“ Depends a bit on the relative ages, doesn’t it ?
”

“Yes, of course, that’s it. The governor’s getting

on, though.” He looked across at me. “ He’s a gentle-

man, though. The way he told Aunt Sarah and me
about it was good—quite good. He said his mind had
been made up for some time, but he couldn’t formally

take such a step without discovering the feelings of the
—^well, he called us something pleasant—the people

who’d lived with him and done so much for his happi-

ness for so many years, ever since mother—‘your dear

mother,’ he said—died. So he told us what he was
going to do, and asked our good wishes. Rather

straight of him, don’t you think ?
”

“ I should always expect the straight thing of him,”

I said.

“Yes—and that’ll suit her at all events.” (Did he
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unintentionally hint that some other things would not?)

She’s straight as a die, isn’t she? Look at the straight

way she’s treated me ! As soon as she saw me—^well,

inclined to be—oh, you know !—^she put it all straight

directly; and we’re the best of pals—I’d go through

fire and water ibr her—and I wished the old governor

luck with all my heart,”

I’m delighted to hear you feel like that about it

—

I really am. And I’m sure Miss Driver would be too.

I hope Lady Sarah is equally pleased ?
”

His blue eyes twinkled. “You needn’t put that on
for me, Austin,” he remarked, with a pleasant lapse into

greater intimacy. “ I imagine Aunt Sarah’s feelings

are no secret 1 However she said all the proper things

and pecked the governor’s cheek. Couldn’t ask more,

could you ? ” He laughed as he stretched his shapely

gaitered legs before the fire. “ After all, there’ll be two
pretty big houses—^Fillingford and Breysgate ! Room
for all!”

“ You’ll be wanting one presently.”

“I shall live with the old folks—I say, how’d Miss
Driver like to hear that?—^till I get married—^whicfa

won’t be for a long while, I hope. Then we’ll set Aunt
Sarah up at Hatcham Ford. Octon will be gone by
then, I hope ! I saw the fellow in the town the other

day. I wonder he doesn’t go. It can’t be pleasant to

stop in a place where you’re cut !

”

“ Octon has his own resources, I daresay,”

“ Sorry for the resources !
” Lacey remarked. “ I say,

how long ought we to give the governor ?
”

“ Don’t hurry matters.”

“It can’t take very long, can it? The governor

means to settle it out of hand; he almost said as

much.”
“ But then there’s the lady. Perhaps she

II
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“Between ourselves, I fancy he thinks he’s waited

long enough ”

I had the same impression, but my mind had

wandered back to another point.

“ When did you see Octon ? ” I asked.

“ I trotted Aunt Sarah down to that place—^what’s it

called ?—where the Institute offices are. Aunt Sarah’s

got very keen on the Institute ;
she must mean to queer

it somehow, I think ! Well, Octon was there, talking to

the clerk. She cut him dead, of course—marched by
the pair of them with her head up. Powers ran after

her, and I addressed an observation to Octon. You
remember that little spar we had?”

“At the Flower Show? Yes, I remember.”
“ I was a bit fresh then,” he confessed candidly, “ and

perhaps he wasn’t so far wrong to sit on me. But the

beggar’s got a rough way of doing it. Well, it didn’t

seem civil to say nothing, so I said, ‘ I haven’t had that

thrashing yet, and I’m getting a bit too big for it, like

you, Mr. Octon.’”

“Was that your idea of something civil?” I felt

constrained to ask.

“ He didn’t mind,” Lacey assured me. “ But he said

a funny thing. He grinned at me quite kindly and

said, ‘You’re just coming to the size for something

much worse.’ What do you think he meant by that,

Austin ?
”

“ I haven’t the least idea.”

“ He’s a bounder—at least he must be, or he’d never

have done that to Susie Aspenick
;

but he’s got his

points, I think. I tell you what, I shouldn’t so much
mind serving under him. One don’t mind being sat on

by the C. O.”

“What was happening between Lady Sarah and

Powers all this time ? ” I asked.
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“ Lord bless you, I don’t know !
” he answered scorn-

fully. Institute, I suppose ! I should be inclined to

call the Institute rot if Miss Driver wasn’t founding it

At any rate Aunt Sarah and Powers—rather like a

beach photographer, isn’t he?— seem as thick as

thieves.” He finished off his whisky and soda. “ Well,

women must do something, I suppose,” he remarked.

Shall we go and beat up the governor?
”

He was impatient. I yielded, although I did not

think that “ the governor ” would be ready for us yet
;

I

thought that, if Lord Fillingford was to gain his cause

that afternoon, he was in for a long interview with

Jenny. Evidently Lacey meant to wait. I was game
to wait with him. In these days I was all suspicion

—

on the alert for danger. It made me uneasy to hear

that Lady Sarah and Powers were thick as thieves.”

Mentally I paused to acknowledge the exquisite

accuracy of Lacey’s beach photographer.” On the

genus it would have been a libel
;
for the species it was

exact. I saw him with his velveteens, his hair, his

collar—against a background of paper-littered sands and
“ nigger minstrels ”

;
the picture recalled childhood, but

without the proper sentimental appeal.

I was right. We had to walk up and down the terrace

in front of the house for a long while. Lacey talked all

the time—^his views, his regiment, sports, races, what not.

From the top of my mind—^the surface responsive to

externals—I answered. Within I was following in im-

agination the struggle of my dear, wayward, unreason-

able mistress—of her who wanted both ways, who would

lead half a dozen lives, and unite under her sway

kingdoms between which there could be neither union

nor alliance.

It was almost five o’clock by the time Fillingford came
out; the sun had begun to lose power; the peace of
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evening—and something of its chill—rested on the

billowing curves of turf and the gently swaying tree-

tops. As we saw him we came to a standstill, and so

awaited his approach.

Under no circumstances, I imagine, could Lord

Fillingford have looked radiant. Even any overt

appearance of triumph his taste, no less than his nature,

would have rejected; and his taste was infallible in

negatives. Yet on his face, as he came to us, there was

unmistakable satisfaction
;
he had done quite as well as

he had expected—or even better. I was glad—^with a

sharp pang of sorrow for the limitations of human glad-

ness. In my heart I should have been glad for Jenny

to be allowed to break rules—^to have it all ways—^as

she wanted—^for as long as she wanted. There was the

moral slope of which I have before made metaphorical

mention 1

He greeted me with a cordiality very marked for him,

and laid a hand on his son's shoulder affectionately.

‘^Tve kept you a terribly long time, Amyas, and we
mustn't bother Miss Driver any more. She's tired, I

fear. We'll go home for a cup of tea."

Lacey was excited and anxious, but he knew his

father better than to put even the most veiled question

to him in my presence.

“ All right, sin Austin's been looking after me first-

rate."

I could not be mistaken
;
a touch of ownership over

me—the hint of a right to approve of me—came into

Fillingford's voice. I seemed to feel myself adopted as

a retainer—or, at least, my past services to one of the

family acknowledged.

Fm sure Mr. Austin is always most kind."

The impression was subtle, but it confirmed, more than
anything that had yet happened, my certainty ofJenny's
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answer. I had further confirmation the next moment.
He stood on the edge of the terrace, his arm through his

son’s, and looked over the view.
“A fine position !

” he said. “ If it had been the

fashion to build on the top of a hill three centuries ago,

we should have put the house here, I suppose, instead

of selling to the Dormers. It was part of our land

originally, you know, Mr, Austin.” He pulled himself

up with a laugh. “A feudal lord’s reminiscences ! We
do well enough if we can keep what we’ve got nowa-
days—^without regretting what we used to have. Come
along, Amyas, or your aunt will have given us up for

teal”

He had sought to correct the impression he had given
—^to withdraw the idea implicit in his words about

Breysgate Priory; yet the withdrawal seemed formal,

made in deference to an obligation rather than really

effective or important* I was sure that, as he trod

Breysgate park that evening, he trod the soil as, in his

own mind, already part of the Fillingford domains.

The most reserved of men cannot but tell something

;

only a god or a brute, as the philosopher has it, can be

absolutely unrevealing. If Fillingford could have suc-

ceeded in attaining to that—and I have no doubt

that he tried—^his son would have spoilt the mystery.

Familiarity taught him to read more clearly his

father’s visage. His face beamed with exultation
;
as

he had “ wished the governor luck with all his heart,

now, without question, the moment I was out of hear-

ing, he wished him joy.

I went in to Jenny, without stopping to think whether

she had bidden me come or not. I could not keep

away
;

it even seemed to be something like hypocrisy

to iceep away now on the pretext that I had not

been expressly summoned. She had told me that she
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liked me to stay—as ‘somebody to catch her if she

fell/ That was, surely, at least a permission to be near

her?

She was alone, save for Loft who was setting out the

tea-tray in his usual deft, speedy, deliberate way. She

sat in the middle of the sofa, looking straight in front

of her. But she spoke to me directly I came in, while

Loft and the footman were still in the room.

“YouVe just missed Lord Fillingford. Or did you

see him as he went away ?

“Yes, I met him and had a little talk with him.

Young Lacey’s been gossiping with me most of the

afternoon.’’

Loft must have wanted to hear, but you’d never

have known it! He withdrew, imperturbable and

serene. I think that Loft should be added to the

god and the brute, to form a trinity of impeccable

illegibility.

At a sign from Jenny I took my tea and drank it.

She sat very quiet, exhausted as it seemed, yet still

thinking hard. I did not speak.

“A long call, wasn’t it?” she said at last, and a

faint smile flickered on her lips.

“It was—and it seemed so, I daresay.”

“ How did he look ?
”

“Exceedingly well - content. And Lacey seemed
most colitented with his appearance.”

She shrugged her shoulders and smiled again rather

contemptuously. I set down my cup and came to her,
“ Well, good-night, Lady Jenny,” I said.

She looked up at me and suddenly spoke out the
truth—in a hard voice, bitter and resentful.

“With prayers and vows—^yes, and tears,” she said,
“ I’ve saved a week.”

“ Before you give your answer ?
”
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“ No. The answer is given. Before the engagement

is announced.”
“ If you’ve given your answer, announce it to-night”

She did not resent my counsel. But she shook her

head. “ IVe fought that battle with him already. I

—

I can’t.” She rose suddenly to her feet and stood

before me. “ I’ve done it. I’ve managed to do it It’s

done—and I stand by it. But not to-day ! I must have

a week.” She stretched out her hands to me in appeal

;

there was a curious mixture of mockery and of passion

in her voice. She mocked me for certain—^perhaps she

mocked herself too; yet she was strongly moved,
** Dear old, kind, little-understanding Austin, you must

give poor Jenny Driver her last week 1

”

The last week, which she must have, did all the

mischief.



CHAPTER XIII

THE BOY WITH THE RED CAP

J
ENNY had failed with Powers

;
that seemed to be

the state of the case—or, at least, her success was

so precarious as to put her whole position in extreme

peril. Neither storm nor sunshine, neither wrath nor

cajolery, had won him securely. Behind each he could

discern its true object—to gain time, to tide over.

When Jenny had finished her equivocal proceedings,

when she had settled down either to Fillingford or to

Octon—Octon’s success must still have seemed a possi-

bility to the accomplice of their meetings—^what would

she do with her equally equivocal partner? Reward
him ? Yes, if she had trusted him. He knew very well

that she trusted him no longer; her threats and her

wheedling combined to prove it. Presumably Mr.

Powers was acquainted with the parable of The Unjust

Steward
; he too was a child of this world—indeed his

earthly parentage was witnessed to beyond the common
by his moral features. What should he do when he was
no longer steward, when Jenny was safely wedded to

Fillingford, or had thrown off, of her own motive or

on compulsion, all secrecy about Octon ? Lady Sarah
should receive—or at least introduce—^him into a com-
fortable habitation and put money in his pocket to pay
its rent. Jenny had overrated her domination; and
she had forgotten that rogues are apt not to know when
they are well off. Even when their own pockets are
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snugly lined, a pocket unpicked is a challenge and a

temptation.

Lady Sarah’s conduct is sufBciently accounted for

by most praiseworthy motives—moral principle, family

pride, loyalty to her brother. Let, then, no others be

imputed. But if Jenny would not credit these to her,

well, there were others of which she might have thought.

She had chosen not to think of Lady Sarah at all

—

in connection with Powers at all events. The very

omission might stand as a compliment to Lady Sarah,

but Jenny was not the person who could afford to pay
it; her own safety and honour still rested in those

unclean hands.

The last days—^the week of Jenny’s hard-won respite

—^passed for us at Breysgate like the interval between

the firing of a fuse and the explosion. How would it

go? Clear away obstacles and open the adit to

profitable working? Or blow all the mine to ruins,

and engulf the engineer in the debris ? Nerves were on

trial and severely tried. Chat was in flutters beyond

description. I do not suppose that I myself was a

cheerful companion. Jenny was steel, but the steel was

red-hot.

At last—the last day
!

Jenny’s week of respite drew

to its end. Be sure I had counted 1 But if I had not,

Octon himself came, most welcomely, to announce it.

With a mighty relief I heard him say, as he threw

himself into my arm-chair at the Old Priory, IVe

just dropped in to say good-bye, Austin. Pm off

to-morrow.”

‘‘Off? Where to?” I had sooner have asked “For

how long? ” His reply answered both questions.

“Right out of this hole—for good.” He smiled.

“ So, for once, I chanced meeting Lady Aspenick again

in the park.” He took up the poker and began to dig
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and prod my coals: all through our talk he held the

poker, now digging and prodding, now using it to

emphasise his words with a point or a wave, ‘‘Fm

done with here, Austin. Fve played a game that I

never thought I should play again—and Fve come to

feel as if Fd never played it before. Fve played it

with all the odds against me, and Fve made a good

fight.”

“Yes, too good,” I said.

“Aye, aye! But Fve lost. So Fm off.” He lay back

in the big chair—the same one in which Lacey had

stretched his graceful, lithe young body—and looked

up at me where I stood on the rug. “ There^s not much
more to say, is there ? I thought Fd say that much to

you because you’re a good fellow.”

“And you’re not,” I retorted angrily—(Remember
our nerves 1)

—“ Have you no care for what you love ?
”

“Am I so much the worse man of the two?” he

asked.

“ What’s that got to do with it ? Well, thank God
you’re going to-morrow 1

”

“ Everybody always thanks God when' I go, and I

generally thank Him myself—but not to-day, perhaps.”

His next prod at the coals in the grate was a vicious

one. “ I suppose that some day there’ll be a general

feeling that I must be wiped out—an instinctive revolt

against my existence, Austin. This neighbourhood has

felt the’ thing already; Some day it will be felt where
stronger measures than cutting are in fashion. Then
I shall be killed. Perhaps I shall kill too, but they’ll

get me in the end, depend upon it !
” Suddenly he

smiled in a tender reflective way. “That was what
poor little Madge was always so afraid of. Well, I

had a good deal to try my temper while she was with

me.” He looked up at me, smiling now in mockery.
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Don’t be shocked, my excellent Austin* Tm talking

about my wife
”

“Your wife!” I cried in utter surprise and con-

sternation.

That was exactly the eiSect he intended to produce

and enjoyed producing. Amidst all his distress he
found leisure to indulge his taste for administering

shocks.

“You’ve always thought of me as a bachelor, haven’t

you? I suppose everybody thinks so—except one

person. Well, it’s no affair of theirs, and they’ve never

chosen to inquire. I didn’t mean to tell you, but the

reference to her slipped out.”

“You’ve had a wife all this time?” I gasped, sinking

into a chair opposite to him.

He laughed openly at me. “ Poor old Austin I No,

it’s not Powers over again.” (So he knew about Powers !)

“ The poor child’s been dead these twelve years.”

I shrugged my shoulders impatiently. “Does it

really amuse you to play the fool just now? ”

“It amused me to make you jump.” He watched

me with a malicious grin for half a minute, then fell

to prodding the coals again. “We were boy and girl

—

and I had only two years with her, and during that time

I had the pleasure of seeing her nearly starve, 1 had

no money and got very little work ;
in the usual way of

things, I came into my little bit of money—^it’s precious

little—too late. She was very pretty and a good girl,

but not a lady by birth—^no, not a lady, Austin. Con-

sequently my folk—my respectable well-to-do folk—left

her pretty nearly to starve—and me to look on at it.

That’s among the reasons why I’m so fond of respect-

able well-to-do people, why I have a natural inclination

to acquiesce in their claim to all the virtues.”

“ Does Miss Driver know this ?
”
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“Yes.” He paused a moment. “She knows this

—

and a little more—which may or may not turn out

material some day ”

These words started my alarm afresh. Did he mean
still to be in touch with Jenny, still to keep up com-

munication with her—a hold on her—even though he

went ? If that were so, there was no end in sight, and

no peace. The next instant he relieved me from that

fear by adding in a low pensive voice, “ But not while

I live
;
we know each other no more after to-day.”

Our eyes met again. He nodded at me, confirming

his last words. “You may rely on that,” he seemed

to say.

“Do you leave by an early train to-morrow?” I

asked.

“ Yes—first thing in the morning.”

“By this time to-morrow I shall feel very kindly

towards you, Octon, and the more kindly for what
youVe told me to-day.”

“I believe you will, and I understand the deferred

payment of your love.” He smiled at me again.

“You’re true to your salt, and I suppose you’re a bit

in love yourself, though you don’t seem to know any-

thing about it Well, take care of her—take care of this

great woman.’'
“ I don’t want to talk about her to you. I don’t see

the good of it”

“You ought to want to, because I understand her.

But since you don’t ” He dropped the poker with

a clatter and reared himself to his height “ I’d better

go, for, as heaven’s above us, I can talk and think of

nothing else—till to-morrow.”

“Where are you going to?
”

“Into the Dark”—he laughed gruffly
—“Continent

Did my melodrama alarm you ? Not that it’s dark any
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longer—more’s the pity ! It’s not very likely we shall

meet again this side the Styx.” He held out his hand
to me with a genuinely friendly air.

“We’re both young!” I said as I clasped his hand.

In the end, still, I liked him, and his stoty had moved
me to a new pity. It was all of a piece with his per-

versity that he should have hidden so long his strongest

claim to sympathy.
“ I could have been young,” he answered. “ And that

stiff fool can’t” He squeezed my hand to very pain

before he dropped it “A great woman and a good
fellow—well, in this hole it’s something to have met I

As for the rest of them— the fate of Laodicea, I

think!”
“ You’re so wrong, you know.”

“Yes? As usual? In the end I shall certainly be
stamped out !

” He shook his head with a whimsically

humorous gravity, “Part of the objection to me is

simply because I’m so large
”

That was actually true when I came to think of it.

His size seemed an oppression

—

3. perpetual threat—^in

itself a form of bullying. Small men could have said

the things he did with only half the offence
; the other

half lay in his physical security.

“ Try to counteract that by improving your manners,”

I said, smilling at him in a friendly amusement.
“ Let the grizzly bear put on silk knee-breeches

—

wouldn’t he look elegant? Good-bye, Austin. Take
care of her !

”

“ Since you say that again—^you know I would—^with

my life.”

“ And I—^to my death. And I seem to die to-day,”

There was nothing to be said to that. We walked

out into the open air together. I rejoiced that he was

going, and yet was sad. Something of what Jenny felt
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was upon me then—the interest of him, the challenge to

try and to discover, the greatness of the effort to

influence, the audacity of the notion of ruling. The
danger of him—and his bulk ! A Dark Continent he
seemed in himself! I could not but be sorry that my
little ship was now to lose sight of the coasts of it

But there was a nobler craft—almost driven on to its

rocks, still tossing in its breakers. For her a fair wind
off land and an open sea I

As we stood before my door, I awaiting Octon’s

departure, he perhaps loth to look his last on a scene

which must carry for him such significance, I saw Lacey
coming towards me on horseback. He beckoned to me
in token that he wanted me.

“Ah, an opportunity for another good-bye!” said

Octon grimly.

Lacey brought his horse to a stand by us, but did not
dismount.

“ Tm trespassing, Tm afraid. Lord Lacey 1 My being

in this park is against the law, isn't it ?
”

Octon's opening was not very conciliatory, but
Lacey's good-humour was proof against him. Moreover
the lad looked preoccupied.

“ I'm not out for a row to-day, Mr. Octon,” he said,
" I want just one word with you, Austin.”

“ Then I'll be off,” said Octon. He nodded to me

;

he did not offer to shake hands again.
“ I'll come and see you off to-morrow morning. The

eleven-five, I suppose?” That was the fast train to
London.

“Yes. All right, I shall be glad to see you. To
Lord Lacey—and his friends—this is good-bye.”

“You're going away?” asked Lacey, joy and relief

plain in his voice.

“ Yes. You seem very glad.”
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“I am glad,” said young Lacey, ‘*but I mean no

offence, Mr. Octon.”

Their eyes met fair and square. I expected an angrj’^

outburst from Octon, but none came; his look was

moody again, but it was not fierce. He looked restless

and unhappy, but he spoke with dignity.

recognise that. I take no offence. Good-bye,

Lord Lacey.” With a slight lift of his hat, courteously

responded to by Lacey, he turned his back on us and
walked away with his heavy slouching gait, his head

sunk low on his shoulders. We watched him go for a

moment or two in silence.

“ Is he going for good ? ” Lacey asked me.
“ Yes, to-morrow.”

He seemed to consider something within himself.

‘‘Then I don’t know that I really need trouble you.

It’s a delicate matter and ” He beat his leg with

his crop, frowning thoughtfully. “I wonder, Austin,

whether you're aware how matters stand between Miss

Driver and my father?” His use of “my father”

instead of “ the governor ” was a significant mark of his

seriousness.

“ Yes, she told me.”
“ My father told me. To-morrow is the day for the

announcement. Austin, the last two or three days my
father has been very worried and upset. Aunt Sarah’s

been at him about something. I'm sure it's about

—

about Miss Driver. I can tell it is by the way they both

look when her name's mentioned. And I— I tried an

experiment At lunch to-day I began to talk about

that fellow Powers. I tried it on by saying I thought

he was a scoundrel and that I hoped Miss Driver would

give him the sack. I never saw a man look up with

such a start as my father did. Aunt Sarah was ready

to be on to me, but he was too quick, ‘ Why do you
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say that?’ he snapped out—eagerly, you know—as if

he was uncommonly anxious to hear my reasons.

Well, of course, Fd none to give, only my impressions

of the chap. Aunt Sarah looked triumphant and read

me a lecture on envy, malice, and all uncharitableness.

My father sat staring at the tablecloth, but listening

hard to every word. Why the devil should my father

be so interested in Powers? Can you tell me that,

Austin ?
”

“No, I can’t tell you,” I said, “ but Vm much obliged

to you for this—information.”

“I thought there would be—well, just no harm in

mentioning it to you,” he said. “Of course it’s pro-

bably all right really. And if everything is settled, arid

announced, and all that, to-morrow—and He
broke off, not adding in words what there was no need

to add— Octon gone to-morrow 1

”

But to-day was not to-morrow. Lady Sarah was.

at work, and Fillingford much interested in MtN
Powers ! Worried, upset, and very much interested in

Powers

!

Lacey gathered his reins and prepared to be off.

“ Sorry if I’ve meddled in what’s not my business,” he
said. “ But I’m ready to take the responsibility.” That
was permission to me to use his information, and to

vouch his authority to Jenny. He nodded to me.
“ See you to-morrow, perhaps, and we’ll drink the health

of tie engaged couple 1” He smiled, but he looked
puzzled and not very happy, rather as though he were
hoping for the best, and staving off anticipation of some
hitch or misfortune.

As soon as he was gone, I went up to the Priory. My
task was not an easy one, but 1 had an overwhelming
feeling—a feeling which refused all counter-argument

—

that it was necessary. There was still this one evening
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—an opportunity for a last bit of recklessness, and
Heaven alone knew how great a temptation.

Jenny received me in her little upstairs sitting-room,

next to the room where she slept. She wore an indoors

gown and, in answer to my formal inquiry, told me that

she had a cold and was feeling rather ** seedy ”—not a

common admission for her to make. Then I went to

work, stumbling at my awkward story— so full of

implied accusation against her, if it were not utterly

unmeaning—under the steady thoughtful gaze of her

eyes. She heard me to the end in silence.

If that rascal is trying to make mischief, if he has

trumped up some story I tried so to put it that

she could feel entitled to be on her guard without

making any admissions.

She made none, and offered no direct comment on the

story. She took up an envelope from the writing-table

by her.

^‘This is my formal leave to Lord Fillingford to

announce our engagement. I was going to post it

to-night, ril send it now by a groom. Please ring the

bell for me, Austin.”

Loft appeared. She gave him the letter and ordered

that a groom should take it to Fillingford Manor on
horseback. Loft glanced at the clock.

“ The men will just be at their tea, miss,” he said, It

was now about half-past four.

“ Itll do in half an hour’s time,” she answered. “ But
let it get there this afternoon without fail.”

As Loft went out, she turned to me. “There now,
that’s settled.”

Was it? There was still to-night. I suspected to-

night despetately. I suspected Jenny’s love of having it

both ways to the very last moment that she could. I

suspected the strength of the lure towards Octon.

12
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Whether she divined my suspicions I cannot tell. She
went on in her simplest, most plausible, way.

“ Now I’m going to lie down, and I’m not sure I shall

get up again. A plate of soup and a novel in bed look

rather attractive ! And I must get a good beauty-sleep

—against my lord’s coming to-morrow !

”

She held out her hand to me. As I took it I gave
her a long look. The bright eyes were candid and
unembarrassed. Yet I had grave doubts whether Jenny
was speaking the whole truth—and nothing but it

!

On the stairs I encountered Chat. She broke out on
me volubly about Jenny’s indisposition.

“ You’ve seen our poor Jenny—the poor child ? So ill,

such a cold ! And she actually wanted to go down to

Catsford to see Mr. Bindlecombe and Mr. Powers on
some Institute business! As if she was fit to go out—a. raw cold evening too, and getting dark so much
earlier nowadays I At any rate I persuaded her out of
that, and I do hope she’ll be sensible and go to bed.”

“So do I—very much. Miss Chatters,” I replied.
“ And she’s just given me to understand that she means
to do it.”

“ That’s the safe thing,” Chat averred with emphasis
;

and, without a doubt, she was perfectly right—from more
points of view than one. In bed at Breysgate, with her
soup, her novel, and a watchful maid in attendance,

Jenny would be safe. I did not, however, need quite
as much convincing of it as Chat seemed disposed to
administer to me.

There was nothing more to do. I went back home,
brewed myself a cup of tea, and sat down to write
letters

;
writing letters compels an attention which would

wander from a book. I had an accumulation to answer,
some on my own account, the greater part on Jenny’s*
affairs, and I worked away steadily till it was nearly
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seven o’clock. Then I was suddenly interrupted by a

loud knock on my door. As I rose, the door opened,

and Lacey was again before me. He was still in riding

dress, but his boots were covered with dust
;
he was hot

and out of breath. He had been walking—walking fast,

or even running. He seemed excited, but tried to smile

at me.
“ Here I am again !

” he said. “ I don’t know whether

I’m a fool, Austin—I hope I am—but there’s something

I want you to hear.” He shut the door behind him,

glanced at the clock, and went on quickly. “ Do you
know a sandy-haired boy who wears a red cap and
rides a girl’s bicycle?”

‘‘Yes,” I answered. “That’s Powers’ boy—Alban
Powers.”

“ I thought I remembered the young beggar. That

boy brought a note Up to Aunt Sarah while we were

having tea—about a quarter past five, it must have been,

I think. Aunt Sarah pounced on the note, read it, said

there was no answer, and then handed the note over

to my father. ‘ Who’s it from ? ’ he asked peevishly,

‘ You’ll see if you read it,’ she said. I asked if I was de

trop^ but my father signed to me to sit where I was.

He read the note, and handed it back to Aunt Sarah.

‘What are you going to do?’ she asked. ‘Nothing,’

he said. She pursed up her lips and shrugged her

shoulders—she made it pretty plain what she thought of

that answer. ‘ Nothing !
’ she sort of whispered, throw-

ing her eyes up to the ceiling. Then he broke out:

‘I’ve forbidden the subject to be mentioned!’—but he

looked very unhappy and uncomfortable. Nobody said

anything for a bit
;
Aunt Sarah looked obstinate-silent

and my father unhappy-silent. I tried to talk about

something or other, but it was no good. Then the man
came in with another note, saying a groom had brought
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it for his lordship. Well, he read that—and it seemed to

please him a bit better.”

‘‘Well it might!” I remarked. “It was from Miss

Driver and it said what he wanted.”

“Wait a bit, Austin. He sat with this note—Miss

Driver’s—in his hand, turning it over and over. He
didn’t offer to show it to either of us, but he kept look-

ing across at Aunt Sarah. I took up a paper, but I

watched them from behind it. He was weighing some-

thing in his mind; she wouldn’t look at him—playing

sulky still over the business of the first note, the one

that boy in the red cap had brought. At last he got up

and went over to her. He spoke rather low, but I heard
—^well, he could have sent me away, or gone away with

her himself, if he hadn’t wanted me to hear. ‘ A note

I’ve had from Miss Driver makes it very proper for me
to call on her this evening,’ he said. Aunt Sarah looked

up, wide awake in a minute. ‘You’ll go this evening

—

to Breysgate ? ’ she asked. ‘ Yes, at seven.’ ‘ At seven,’

she repeated after him with a nod. ‘ But perhaps she’ll

be out’ ‘That’s possible,’ he answered. ‘But I shall

wait for her—she must come in before dinner.’ Aunt
Sarah looked hard at him. ‘They’ll probably know
where she’s gone if she is out. You could go and
meet her,’ she said to him. I can’t give you the way
they talked— it was all as if what they said meant
something; different, or something more, at any rate.

When Aunt Sarah suggested that he might go and
meet Miss Driver, he started a little, then thought it

over. At last he said, ‘ I shall try to find her to-night.’

‘You’re sensible at last 1’ she said—^and added something
in* a whisper. My father nodded, and walked out of the
room, pocketing his letter. Aunt Sarah went to the

fire and burnt hers. I wish I could have got a look at

it!”
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So do I,” I said. “ Ifs just on seven now.”

I was thinking hard. The boy with the red cap

—

Powers’ boy—^the note—^the subterranean quarrel over

it—^the strange half-spoken half-suppressed conversation

that followed—these gave plenty of matter for thought

when I added to them my sore doubts of the way in

which Jenny in truth meant to spend the evening,

“Of course it may be all nothing. Fm afraid all

the time of being infernally officious.”

“Your father will pretty nearly be at Breysgate

by now.”
“ And she’s there, I suppose, isn’t she ? ” His question

was full of hesitation,
*

In an instant, on his question, my doubts and

suspicions seemed to harden into certainties. I knew
—

^it was nothing less than knowledge—that she was
not there, and that the note brought by the boy with

the red cap told truly where she was. Fillingford

would go to Breysgate—he would be referred to Chat.

Chat would tell him that Jenny was in bed. Would
he believe it and go home peacefully—to face Lady
Sarah’s angry scorn and the doubts of his own per-

plexed mind? He might—^then all would be well.

But he might not believe it. He had said that he

would try to find her to-night. He knew where to

find her—if he trusted the information which the boy
in the red cap had brought.

“ He doesn’t know you’ve come here, of course ?
”

“Not he! I got a start— and, by Jove, I rani

Are you going to do anything about it?”

I was quite clear what I had to do about it. Chat

must be in the secret; she might manage to send

Fillingford home—or she might keep him at Breysgate

long enough to give me, in my turn, a chance. No
good lay in my going to meet him—Chat could lie
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as well as I, and, if he would not believe her, he

would not believe me either. Neither would I send

Lacey to him; any appearance of Lacey’s in the

matter would show that we were afraid, that we knew
there was something to conceal. My course was to

take the start Lacey’s warning gave me, to go where

Jenny was, trusting to reach her in time to get her

away before Fillingford came on from Breysgate. It

was time to put away pretences, scruples, formalities.

I must find her wherever she was; I must meet her

face to face with my message of danger.

I put on my hat and coat hastily. Lacey stood

looking at me.

“Where are you going?” he asked.

“ Where that boy came from,” I answered.
“ Do you mind if I come too ? As far as the house,

say?”
“Why do you want to come ?

”

He spoke with a certain calm authority. “ I think

I’ve a right to come. You must excuse me for saying

that I think I know with whom we’re dealing. We
may very likely be in for a row, Austin. I don’t want
to be seen, if I can help it, but I do want to be
somewhere handy in case my father— well, in case

there is a row, you know.”

Yes, we knew with whom we might have to deal.

A row was not unlikely.

“ Very well, come along ” I said.

The clock struck seven as we started out into a
dull, foggy, chill evening. Darkness had fallen and
the lights of Catsford twinkled in the valley beneath
us. As we began to walk, I heard carriage wheels

on the road behind us.' Fillingford was on his way
to Breysgate. Lie well. Chat ! Be clever ! Keep him
there—keep him there, till the danger is overpast

!



CHAPTER XIV

THE EIGHT-FIFTEEN TRAIN

I
F Jenny were bound to see Leonard Octon that

evening, why had she not sent for him to her own
house ? In order that the servants might not know, and
spread the gossip among their friends in other house-

holds ? For fear that some of the neighbours, to whom
she had sacrificed him, might pass by and see him going

in or coming out, or even might call and encounter him
there ? A visit from the Aspenicks, from Lacey, from

Alison, was not impossible. Who could say that Filling-

ford himself would not do as, in fact, he had done, and

go to Breysgate on receipt of her letter? There were

plausible reasons to be given for her action, but they

were not, coolly regarded, of sufficient strength to

outweigh the great fact that, whereas a meeting at

Breysgate might have been reckoned a bit of defiance

and unfriendliness to Fillingford and his allies, a meeting

at Ivydene or, above all, at Hatcham Ford was open

to a far more damaging interpretation
;

it was a terrible

risk, an indiscretion fatal if discovered.

For the motives which determined her action, it is

necessary, I believe, to look deeper, less to her reasoning,

more to her character, and to the feeling under whose

sway she was. Her obstinate courage refused to show
the white feather to her distrust of Powers

;
that very

distrust itself appealed to her love of a risk. She would

do the thing because it was dangerous—^because, if it
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came off well, the peril of it would have made it so

much sweeter to her taste, would have given the flavour

of mystery she loved, and been such a defiance of fate

as was an attraction to her spirit. “Once more!”

always appealed to Jenny ;
to try once more—once

again beyond the point of safety. “ Once more !
” has

appealed to—and has ruined—^many loyers. Is not the

scene too something? To lovers a meeting in the old

place is doubly a meeting, and becomes a memory of

double strength. The shrine has its sacredness as well

as the deity
;
the spirit of the encounter is half lost in

alien surroundings. “Once more—in the old place!”

So she felt on the evening when she was to meet for the

last time the man whom she dared not keep with her,

but whose going wrung her heart. Farewell it was—it

should be full farewell

!

Lacey and I ran till we nearly reached the gates of

the park; then we walked quickly, pausing now and
again to listen for carriage wheels behind us. We
heard none. Fillingford was lingering at Breysgate

—

Chat must be playing her game well
!

Jenny was in

bed and perhaps would get up—or Jenny was out and
would soon be back

;
by some story or other Chat was

fighting to keep him where he was. The thought

gave hope, and I pushed on. Lacey kept pace with

me; he never spoke till we came opposite to Ivydene,

and saw the shrubberies of Hatcham Ford on our
right.

“ That's as far as I go,” said Lacey, “ for the present.

It's no business of mine unless my father comes—and
wants me.”

I left him standing in the road, just opposite the gate
of Hatcham Ford, which was open. I went on to

Ivydene and knocked. I waited, but nobody came,
I knocked again impatiently. There was a clatter of
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hob-nailed shoes along the stone passage inside. The
door was opened by the boy in the red cap.

“ Ah, Alban, how are you ? Is your father in ?
”

"No, sir—mother’s out too, sir. Tm taking care of

the house.” The boy looked pleased and proud—^almost

as if he knew, though of course he did not, the import-

ance he had possessed in our eyes that day.

" Do you know where your father is ?
”

"I think he’s at Hatcham Ford, sir. Mr. Octon

came across a little while ago and asked for father, and
when father came to the door he told him to get his hat

and come back to the Ford with him. I expect he’s

there still.”

" Thank you, Alban. I’ll go and have a look.”

I expected to find Powers on guard, acting scout,

before the door or in the shrubbery, and quickly

crossed the road to the Ford. As I went, I looked

about for Lacey, but could see him nowhere. Either

he had gone back along the road towards Breysgate,

to watch for Fillingford’s possible approach, or else he

had thought he might attract attention if he loitered

in the road, and had taken refuge from observation in

the shrubberies. I passed quickly 'along the gravel

walk, went up to the hall door, and rang the bell.

A moment or two passed. Then Octon himself

opened the door. The light of the gas jet over the

doorway was full on his face; he was very pale, and

drops of perspiration stood on his brow. But when he

saw me his face lit up with a sudden relief. "You!
Thank God 1

” he said. " The very man we wanted 1

Come inside.”

" Is she here ?
”

"Yes.”
" She mustn’t stay a minute. There’s danger ”

" I know there is,” he said grimly. "We found that
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out from Powers. Fve killed him, Austin, or all but.

Come into the dining-room.”

I followed him into the room where I had once

waited while he and Jenny talked. As we passed

through the hall, I noticed a portmanteau and a bag

standing ready packed.

In the dining-room Jenny was crouching on the floor

beside Powers
;
she was giving him something to drink

out of a wineglass. The man lay there inert. I went

up and looked at him, bending down close. There

were marks of fingers on his neck; he had been half

strangled.

Jenny had taken no notice when I came in. Now
she looked up. “ It’s all right, he’s coming to,” she said.
“

I thought he was gone, though. We made him confess

what he’d done, you know. Then he grew insolent,

and Leonard She turned to Octon with a smile.

She seemed to say, ‘‘ Well, you can guess what Leonard

would do under those circumstances !

”

“You must come away from here,” I said in a low

urgent voice. “ Fillingford may be here at any moment.
He went to Breysgate first—but he’ll come on here.

He knows—and he means to find you.”

“If he knows, what does it matter whether he finds

me or not? And what are we to do with Powers ?

”

“Leave him to me. I’ll get him back to his own
house.” I had it in my mind that I could call Lacey
to help me to carry him.

While I spoke, she was giving the man another drink.

He gurgled in his throat and moved uneasily. She
looked up again :

“ He’s doing all right, but—^hadn’t

Leonard better go ?
”

“Nonsense,” said Octon. “I’m here to see it

through.”
“ No, no,” I said hastily. “ She’s right, you go. This
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may be a police matter, if he takes it that way—or if

Fillingford comes and finds him. If you're here, you
may be arrested. Then everything’s got to come out

!

For her sake you ought to go.”

‘‘You must go, Leonard,” said Jenny, She propped

Powers' head on a footstool and rose to her feet
“ It would be the best thing,” said Octon, “ It's

only to-night instead of to-morrow morning.”

His decision was taken. He lingered only one

minute. He held out both his hands to her, and she

put hers in them. I looked away ; by chance my eyes

fell on the mantelpiece. It struck me differently some-

how
;
in an instant it occurred to me that the picture

of the beautiful young girl was not there.

“ There's a fast train to London at eight-fifteen. You
can catch that,” I said. “ And you'd better go abroad

to-morrow. I can let you know what happens.”

“Wire as soon as you can—Grand Hotel to-night

—

to-morrow, the Continental, Paris. Write to-morrow,

and send my portmanteau ; I'll take my bag. I shall

come back if there's any trouble.”

“ No, no, you mustn't,” said Jenny.
“ Well, we'll see about that presently. Good-bye,”

I watched him go into the hall and take up his bag

;

then I came back to Jenny.

“Now come away,” I said, “quickly. You don't

want to meet Fillingford, and he may be here any
minute. I'll see you safe on the road, then I'll come
back to this fellow. We can hush it all up—it's only

a matter of enough money.”

I heard the wheels of a carriage in the road. Jenny
held up her hand for silence. We listened a moment.

The carriage stopped at the gate of Hatcham Ford.

It was Fillingford—Would he meet Octon? I feared

that Octon would take no pains to avoid him.
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In that I was wrong. The situation had sobered

him. He had seen where lay the best chance for

Jenny, and he would not throw it away. When the

carriage drove up, he was just by the gate of Ivydene

—

Lacey, hidden in the shrubberies, saw him there. He
drew back into the shadow of the gate and watched

Fillingford get out. Fillingford, intent on Hatcham
Ford, never glanced in his direction. When Fillingford

had gone in, he resumed his way to the station.

When I heard the carriage stop, I cried to Jenny,
“ He mustn’t find you ! Run upstairs somewhere— Fll

manage to send him away.”

“What’s the good?” she asked. “WeVe got to

have it out; we may as well have it out now.” She
looked at me haughtily. Tm not inclined to hide from

Lord Fillingford.”

Powers’ hand went up to his throat
;
he coughed and

gurgled again. She looked down at him with a smile.

“What’s the good of hiding me? You can’t hide

that!”
“ I won’t let him in at all,” I cried.

“What’s the good? He’ll know I’m here if you do
that. It’s best to let him in, I’m not afraid to. meet

him, and I’d rather—know—to-night.”

His knock came on the door. I went and opened it.

He started at the sight of me.

“You, Mr. Austin? I was looking for Mr. Octon.”
“ He’s not here,” I answered. “ He has just left for

London.”

He seemed to hesitate for a moment. “Then are

you alone here ? he asked.

Before I had time to think of my answer, Jenny’s

voice came from the dining-room. “ I am here. Bring
Lord Fillingford into this room, Austin.”

He did not start now, but he bit his lip, I stood
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aside to let him pass, and shut the door after him.

Then I followed him into the dining-room, Jenny was

standing near the fire beside Powers, who kept shifting

his head about on the footstool with stiff awkward
movements. Fillingford came to the middle of the

room and bowed slightly to Jenny; then his eyes fell

on Powers and, in sudden surprise, he pointed his finger

at him.

“My servant—and your spy,” she said. “He has

had a narrow escape of his life.”

“ So it’s true ” he said—^not in question, but to him-

self, in a very low voice. “True to-night—and true

often before 1

”

She made no attempt at denial. “Yes, I have often

been here. Pll answer any question you like to put

—

and answer it truthfully.”

“ What I know is enough. I impute no more than I

know.”
“ I thank you for that at least. It’s only justice, but

justice must be hard to give—from you to me.”
“ But what I know is—enough,”
“You’ve a perfect right to say so.”

Both were speaking calmly and quietly. There was
no trace of passion in their voices. Neither took any
heed of me, but I stayed—since she had not bidden me
go.

He took a letter from his pocket. I recognised the

large square envelope as of the shape which Jenny
used.

“The letter you were so good as to send me this

afternoon,” he said, holding it up in his hand.

“Yes.”
“ I read it with very great pleasure.” He tore it into

four pieces and flung them on the table before him.

They lay there between him and Jenny. He looked
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at her with a smile. “ You’re not like Eleanor Lacey

for nothing,” he said.

She smiled too, and raised a hand to restrain me, for

at his bitter taunt I had made a step forward, meaning

to interpose.

“ Probably not 1
” she answered. Then she turned to

me. “You’ll look after Powers for me, won’t you,

Austin ? It’s only a matter of money with him, as we
all know—and Mr. Cartmell has plenty.”

“ I’ll do all I can to prevent your being troubled at

all.”

“ I shan’t be troubled—^but I shall be grateful to you.

Lord Fillingford, in return for your compliment, may I

beg a favour of you ? ” She had given a quick glance

at the clock.

“Anything that it’s in my power to grant,” he
answered with a little bow.

“ It’s nothing great—only the loan of your carriage;

I came here on foot—and I’m tired.”

“ It’s quite at your disposal.”

“jit’s not inconvenient ? You’re not hurried ?
”

“ I can walk. Miss Driver.”

“Please don’t do that. I’ll send it back for you as

quickly as possible.”

“ As you please,” he said courteously.

“Good-night, Austin,” she said to me, holding out

her hand. “ Don’t come with me. I’d rather find my
own way to the carriage, if you and Lord Fillingford

will let me.”

I took her hand. She gave mine a quick light squeeze.
" God bless you, Austin,” she said. Then, with a last

slight salutation to Fillingford, she walked out of the

room—and we heard the hall door shut behind her.

Fillingford stood where he was for a moment, then
slowly sat down. I went to the table and collected
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the fragments of Jenny’s letter. I made a gesture

towards the fire. He nodded. I flung the pieces into

the flames.

Powers slowly raised his head, leaning on his elbow.

Where am I ? ” he muttered.

‘^Not where you ought to be,” I said. He laid his

head down again, grumbling inarticulately,

“We want no publicity about this, Mr. Austin,” said

Fillingford—he spoke quite in his usual reserved and
measured way, “I shall be willing to second your

efforts in that direction. This man had better be got

out of the town quietly—that can probably be managed
by using the appropriate means. For the rest, no
public announcement having been made, nothing need be

said. It will probably be desirable for me to go away
for a few weeks—that is, if Miss Driver prefers to

remain at Breysgate, Or, if she takes a short holiday,

I can remain—just as she wishes.”

“I think it can all be managed, Lord Fillingford.

We must try to have as little gossip as possible—for

everybody’s sake.”

“You don’t want my help to-night?”
“ Oh, no. I can get him home. He’ll soon be well

enough, I hope, to understand that it’s his interest to

hold his tongue, and I can settle the rest with him to-

morrow. If he is inclined to make trouble

“ I think that we can persuade him between us. If

you need my help, let me know.”
“ I’m much obliged to you for that.” I paused for a

moment. “You, I suppose, have no business with him
just now?”
He looked at me gravely. “ I am informed that he

has already been paid for his services,” he said. “ Such

services, Mr. Austin, are, as your tone implied, not very

pleasant to receive. But the greater fault seems to lie
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with those whose methods make them necessary ” He
rose to his feet, saying, ‘‘ It*ll be some time before the

carriage gets back. I think Til start on my way and

meet it. You’re sure I can be of no use? No? Then
good-night, Mr. Austin.”

Good-night, Lord Fillingford.”

You will communicate with me, if necessary? ”

Yes. I don’t see why it should be.”

With these words we had reached the door, and I

opened it. At the moment I saw the lamps of his

carriage at the gate.

“Look, the carriage is back already; it can’t have

taken her half the way !

”

He made no reply, and we walked quickly down the

path together.

“You took Miss Driver home, Thompson?” Filling-

ford asked the coachman.

“No, my lord, not to Breysgate. Miss Driver wished
to go to the station. I drove there and set her down.
She told me to come back here immediately, my
lord.”

“To the station?” we both exclaimed, startled into

an involuntary show of surprise.

The man hesitated a little. “I—I beg pardon, my
lord, but I think Miss Driver meant to go by train. She
asked me to drive quickly— and she’d just have
managed the eight-fifteen.”

I looked at my watch, it was just on half-past

eight,

“ Perhaps she only wantedto see—somebody—off,” said

Fillingford, soon recovered from his momentary lapse

into a betrayal of surprise. He turned to me. “ That’ll

be it, Mr. Austin.”

I looked at his face—^there was no telling anything
from it It had given no sign of change as he made
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his reference to Octon. I think that he must have

seen something in mine, for he added in a low voice,

“ Very likely thafs all ” He seemed to urge this view

upon me.

Well, it was not an unlikely view. She had risked

much for a last talk with Octon. She might well be

tempted to seek another, a final, farewell. But I was
very uneasy.

Without more words, merely with a polite lift of his

hat, Fillingford got into his carriage and was driven off

towards the Manor. I turned and walked slowly back

to the house. Lacey came out from the shrubbery on

the left of the path. “ Well ? he said.

‘‘ I want your help inside,” I said.

He asked no questions. We went in together and

set to work with Powers. With the help of brandy

and a shaking we got him on his feet Soon he was

well enough to be led home. His‘wife was in by now
and opened the door for us. I told her that he had had
a kind of seizure, but was much better—there was no
need of a doctor. I sent her to get his bed ready.

Then I had a word with him.
“ Can you understand business ? ” I asked.

‘‘Yes—I feel queer, though.”

“Hold your tongue and you shall be well paid.

Talk, and you won't get a farthing. Do you under-

stand that ?
”

“Yes, Mr, Austin.”

“Very well, act on it for to-night—and I'll come and

see you to-morrow.”

I left his wife getting him to bed. I do not think that

the story of the seizure imposed on her, but she pretended

to accept it. Probably she was accustomed to his

having accidents—the risks of the trade he practised

were considerable. Meanwhile Lacey had been over to

13
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the Ford again, and left a written message on the

table, saying that Octon had been called to town and

would not be back that night All else could wait till

to-morrow. Now I wanted to get back to Breysgate.

Lacey too was for home, which he could reach quicker

by the public road than by coming round through our

park. He had put to me no question at all up to now.

Just as we were parting he did ask two.

“ We didn't bring it off, I gather ?
”

I shook my head. Most certainly we had not brought

it off.

How did the—the governor behave ?
”

One speech of the governor's ” had been perhaps a

little bitter. That was his right
;
and the bitterness was

in the high manner—as Jenny herself had felt.

“He behaved—perfectly.” That description was

—

from our side—only his due.

Lacey looked at me, smiled woefully, and shrugged

his shoulders. “ Yes—and so he's lost her !
” he said.

He turned on his heel, and swung off into the darkness.

I was left with a notion that we possessed a man more

than we had counted in our neighbourhood.

I made for the Priory^

—

vntre-ed-terre. Something

had come home to Jenny when Fillingford tore up her

letter and told her that she was not like Eleanor Lacey

for nothing. Till then she had been negotiating

—

negotiating still, though ever so defiantly—still trying

to find out what he thought, trying to see what view he

took, even though she ostentatiously abstained from

self-defence. At that action and at that speech she had

frozen. “ Probably not
!
'' That was her acceptance of

his action and his words. She had taken them for her

answer—^the tearing of the letter and his one bitter

speech.

The big house lay hospitably open to the night

—
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lights in the windows, lamps burning in the hall and

illuminating the approach. Well, it was early evening

yet—only nine o'clock. All might be safe and well

within doors, and yet the doors be open. I ran up the

steps in a passion of excitement.

As I reached the door, I was met—not by Loft nor by
any of the men—but by the trembling figure of a woman.
Chat had heard feet on the steps—she had been

in waiting! My heart sank as lead. Whom had she

been waiting for? Not for me

!

^^I did my best, I did my best,” she whispered,

catching me by the lapel of my greatcoat. ‘‘ I kept him

as long as I could. What happened ?
”

** The worst of luck. Is she here ?
”

“ Here ? ” She seemed amazed. No 1 Did you see

her ? Where have you left her ?
”

“ Then she's gone,” I said.

Chat stood where she was for a second, then dropped

into the hall-porter's chair which was just behind her.

She began to sob violently, rocking herself to and fro.

“ I tried, I tried, I tried 1
” she kept saying through her

sobs.

I became suddenly aware that Loft had come into

the hall. He appeared not to notice Chat He stood

there, grave and attentive, awaiting my orders.

‘‘Miss Driver has been suddenly called away. I

don't think she'll be home to-night. If she should

come, the night-watchman will let her in, and Miss

Chatters will be up. The rest of you needn't wait after

your usual time.”

“Very good, sir,” said Loft Gravely, with his

measured step, he walked away and left us alone

together.

Chat stopped sobbing for a moment—to ask me a

supremely unimportant question.
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“Was she very angry with me, Mr. Austin? ”

“ She didn’t say one word about you.”

“Oh, I’m glad of that, I’m glad of that!” Her
sobbing again broke the silence of the great empty
house.

p



CHAPTER XV

IN THE DOCK

SHE had gone—and we, her friends, were left to

make the best of the situation.

It proved, indeed, easy enough to deal with Powers
;

the police court was not to be added to our troubles ! The
man was thoroughly frightened and shaken

;
confronted

with the suggestion that Octon might well return in a

few days, he was eager to hide himself. Cartmell took

advantage of his mood and pared down his money
cruelly

;
he took what he could get—^no doubt he had

been well paid from Fillingford Manor—and within two

days was out of Catsford with all his belongings.

There, one might well hope, was an end of Powers;

even Jenny would not call him back again

!

But an end of Powers did not much mend matters

;

even the fact that Jenny’s engagement to Fillingford

had not been formally announced failed to assist them

to any great extent The engagement had been a

subject of general speculation, confidently foretold and

almost daily expected. Now the subject of common
talk was very different. Jenny was gone, Octon was

gone. So far, perha^ps, little. One might return, the

other had, no doubt, good reasons for departure. But

there were witnesses of their departure together, and of

circumstances which made it look strange. Alison the

Rector was one of these—^a friendly unimpeachable

witness. He had been seeing two lads off to London

—
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former members of his choir who had returned to pay a

visit to old friends—and he told Cartmell (he did not

speak to me, nor, I believe, to anybody but Cartmell)

how he had seen Jenny come hurriedly on to the

platform ;
she was veiled, but her face was easily to be

distinguished, and her bearing alone would have caused

her to be recognised. She stood for a moment looking

about her, then caught sight of Octon’s tall figure by

the bookstall. She went straight up to him. He turned

with a start. “The man's face when he saw her was

a wonder,” said Alison. They talked a little, then

walked to the train. Octon spoke to the guard and

gave him money. The guard put them into a compart-

ment and turned the key. No sign of companion, maid,

footman, or even luggage, appertaining to Jenny ! Did
Miss Driver of Breysgate Priory travel by night to

London in that fashion ?

What he had seen others saw—both Jenny and
Octon were well-known in Catsford—and others were

less reticent than the Rector. When no announcement

was made of Jenny's return and none of her engage-

ment, when Powers vanished and Ivydene was shut

up, then the stream of talk began to flow. Fillingford

was loyally silent; his silence seemed only to add
significance to the rumours. Lacey abruptly rejoined

his regiment, though he had engagements for three

weeks ahead—yet another unexplained departure

!

The whole town—^the whole neighbourhood— were
agog. Human nature being what it is, small blame
to them

!

Of course his interview with Alison sent Cartmell

flying up to me in excitement and consternation. He
had become devoted to Jenny; he was devoted also

to that fabric of influence and importance which she

had been building for herself. He was terribly upset.
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He had not been so far behind the scenes as I had,

or as Chat; the catastrophe -came on him with unmiti-

gated suddenness. He had been a great partisan of

the Fillingford match; that crumbled before his eyes.

But the greater blow was the mystery of her flight

with Octon.

“I can tell you nothing. We must wait for a

letter.” It was all I could say unless and until Jenny
gave me leave to speak.

That she did promptly, so far as Cartmell was

concerned, thereby enabling me to use his services

in regard to Powers. A letter arrived on Saturday

morning—^the flight had been on Thursday. It was

a brief letter, and a businesslike one. It showed two

things; that Jenny was, for the moment, in London
—^she did not say where—and that she was not

coming back. It told me to take Cartmell into my
full confidence, to tell him all I knew; neither he,

nor Chat, nor I, was to say a word to anybody else.

‘‘Announce that I am going to winter abroad, and

say nothing else—absolutely nothing—no explanations,

no excuses, no guesses. Say just what I have told

you, and nothing else. Tell Chat that I want nothing

sent on. I shall get what I want. I will write at

length about business—^to you or to Mr. Cartmell

—

as soon as I have made my plans.” Then she bade

me go to Hatcham Ford, to pay off Octon’s two

servants, and have the house put in charge of a

caretaker. That injunction was the only reference

to Octon
;

of her own position, feelings, or intentions

in respect to him she made no mention whatever.

Cartmell heard the letter, and the story which, in

obedience to it, I told him, without signs of very

great surprise. He twisted his mouth about and

grunted over Jenny^s folly and double-dealing—^but
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to his practical mind the present situation was the

question; my story seemed to make that more, not

less, explicable. Jenny, in honour pledged to Fillingford,

found that she wanted to marry Octon; she had not

dared to tell Fillingford so; hence all the subterfuges,

the secret meetings, the catastrophe, and the flight.

“In a day or two we shall get news of their

marriage, no doubt. It’s very silly, and not very

creditable—but it’s hardly a tragedy, Austin. Only
—^there goes Fillingford Manor for ever ! And what

a master for Breysgate !

”

His was as plain and reasonable a view as the

situation could be fitted into. Jenny would now
marry Octon, wait till the sensation was over, and
then come back to Breysgate with her husband. Or
perhaps she would not come back to Breysgate

;

perhaps she would not face the neighbourhood with

her record behind her—and Octon by her side, ever

recalling it She would break up all the fabric which

she had made—and start anew somewhere else. ‘ That
did not seem unlikely

;
a suggestion of it filled Cartmell

with fresh dismay.

“A pretty thing that!” he said. “After all our

tall talk about our love for Catsford, and our Institute,

and all the rest of it 1 How am I to face Bindlecombe,

eh? And look at the money she’s put into the estate!

She’ll* never get that back on a sale.”

I found Cartmell rather comforting—at least he
created a diversion in my thoughts. His care for

the externals of the position, for the material and
even the pecuniary aspects of it, was a relief to an
imagination which, all against its will, had been
engrossed in the state and the struggle of Jenny’s
heart—dwelling on her intentions not about her estate

and her Institute, but about herself, picturing the
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Strong rush of feeling which had impelled her to her

flight, asking whither it would lead or had led her

—

and asking doubtfully.

Cartmell tapped my knee with the end of his stick.

‘'The sooner we get news of the marriage, the better

—^though bad’s the best !
” he said with a solemn nod

of his head.

He was right—^but most heartily did I echo his

‘Bad’s the best!’ Had Jenny herself ever thought

differently—at least before that fatal night? What
was she thinking now—when the night was past?

Two days later a long letter reached Cartmell; he

came up to me with it directly after breakfast, when
I was in my office at the Priory. A lonely, weary

great place was the house now—no life in it; Chat

in bed and probably in flutters—^she had taken to

both on the night of the disaster, and clung to both

;

Loft’s face and gait pronouncedly funereal. Visitors,

of course, there were none. -The establishment seemed

to be in quarantine.

Jenny’s letter was in her best style—concise, clear

—and handsome. Everything was to go on at

Breysgate as though she herself were there. Cartmell

was given full control of finances—a power of attorney

was to follow from London. Chat was to stay till

further orders. Nothing was to be shut up, nobody
to be dismissed. I was directed to take full charge

of the house and grounds, allotted- ample funds for

the expenses, and intrusted with the care of all her

correspondence. Urgent letters were to be sent under

cover to her bankers at Paris
;
there all communications

were to be addressed, thence all would come. Money
for her own use was to be deposited there also.

Finally the Committee was fully empowered to pro-

ceed with the plans and preliminaries of the Institute

;
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they were to be credited with five thousand pounds

for this purpose. I was to act on her behalf and

report progress to her from time to time. Whatever

her feelings were, her brain was active, busy, and

efficient.

“ It doesn't look as if she meant to give up Breysgate,

anyhow," said Cartmell.

“Neither does it look as if she meant to come back,”

said L
That, again, was like Jenny. She did not mean to

come back, but neither did she mean to let go. She
elaborately provided for a long absence, but by careful

implication negatived the idea that the absence was to

be permanent. Though she was not there, her presence

was to be felt. Though she was away, she would rule

through her deputies— Chat, Cartmell, the Institute

Committee, myself. She forsook Catsford, but would

remain a power there.

With all this, not a word of what she harself meant
to do or where she meant to go—no explanation of

the past or information about the future. Not a word
of Octon—not a word of marriage ! The old signature

held still, “Jenny Driver.” The silences of the letter

were even more remarkable than its contents. The
whole effect was one of personal isolation. That great

local institution, Miss Driver of Breysgate, was all to

the fore. Jenny had withdrawn behind an impenetrable

veil. Miss Driver of Breysgate was benign, conciliatory,

gracious, loyal to Catsford. Jenny was enigmatic, un-

apologetic, defiant. Jenny slapped while Miss Driver

stroked. What would they make out of these contradic-

tory attitudes of the dual personality ?

Cartmell put his common-sense finger on the spot

—

on the very pulse of Catsford and the neighbourhood.

“What they’ll want to hear about is the marriage^
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Any irregularity in her position !” He waved his

hands expressively.

Graciousness and loyalty, charities continued and

institutes built—excellent in their way, but no real use

if there were any irregularity in her position ! Cartmell

was right—and I am far from wishing to imply that

Catsford was wrong, or that its pulse beat otherwise

than the pulse of a healthy locality should. The rules

must be kept— at any rate, homage must be paid to

them. Jenny herself never denied the obligation,

whether it were to be regarded as merely social or as

something more. It is no business of mine to question

it on her behalf—and I feel no call to do it on my own
account.

Cartmelfs words flung a doubt. Was there much
positive reason for that doubt yet? People may get

married without advertising the fact. Even although

they have departed by the same train for the same
place, they may behave with propriety pending arrange-

ments for a wedding. Jenny had great possessions

;

she was not to be married out of hand, like a beggar-

girl. Settlements clamoured to be made, lawyers to

be consulted. Cartmell cut across these soothing

reflections of mine.
“ Ifs a funny thing that Fve had no instructions about

settlements. She’d surely never marry him without

settlements ?
”

I cut my reflections adrift, it was the only line left

open to me. “ How could you expect a girl to think

about them in such circumstances ?
”

“ i should expect Jenny Driver to,” he said.

“She’d be thinking of nothing except the romance

of it”

“ Is that the impression you get from her letter ?
”

“ There are always two sides to her mind,” I urged.
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“One's in that letter,” he said, pointing to it

“ Whafs the other doing, Austin?”

To ask that question was, as things stood, to cry to

an oracle which was dumb. Miss Driver of Breysgate

spoke—^but Jenny was obstinately mute. Before many

days were out, Catsford became one colossal “Why?”
It must have been by a supreme effort, by a heartrending

sacrifice to traditional decorum, that the editor of the

Herald and Times refrained from writing^ articles or

“opening our columns to a correspondence” on the

subject.

- At last there came a word about herself—to me and

to me only. It was contained in the last communication

I received from her before she left London
;
she spoke

of herself as being “just off.” The letter dealt with

nothing more important than the treatment of a pet

spaniel which had been ailing at the time of her flight.

But there was a postscript, squeezed in at the foot of

the page; the ink was paler than in the letter itself. It

looked as though the postscript had been added by an

afterthought— perhaps after hesitation— and blotted

immediately. “ I still hold my precarious liberty.”

The one sentence answered one question—she was not

married. There were things which it left unanswered
;

her present
^
position and her intentions for the future

lay still in doubt. She held her liberty, but the liberty

was precarious. Here was no material for a reassuring

public announcement
;
even if I had not been sure that

the postscript was meant for me alone—and of that I

was sure—I could only have held my tongue; it was
charged with so fatal an ambiguity, it left so much in

the dark. Yet in its way it was to me full of meaning,
most characteristic, most illuminating—^and it fitted in

with the picture which my own imagination had drawn.

Out of a tangle of hesitations and doubts she had
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plunged into her wild adventure. How far it had
carried her it was not possible to say; but here were

the hesitations and doubts back again. After the

impulsive fervour of feeling had had its way with her,

the cool and cautious brain was awake again—awake
and struggling. The issue was doubtful; the liberty

to which her mind clung was “precarious”—menaced
and assailed by a potent influence. Past experience

made it easy to appreciate the state in which she was
—^her wishes on one side, her fears on the other—^her

strong inclination to Octon against her obstinate inde-

pendence, her feelings crying for surrender, her mental

instinct urging that she should still keep the line of

retreat open.

But was it still open in any effective sense? As
regards her position, so far as the opinion of the world

—of her world—went, every day barred it more and

more. She must know that
;

she must realise how
her silence would be interpreted, how no news about

her would be confidently reckoned the worst of news.

For Octon she had sacrificed so much that there was
nothing for it but to give him all—to give him even

her liberty, if marriage with him meant the loss of it.

There was no other possible conclusion if she would

look at the matter as others looked at it, if she would

use the eyes and ears of Catsford, and see what they

made of her situation. But perhaps she was no readier

to surrender herself to them than to Octon himself.

She might answer that in her own soul she would still

be free, though her freedom were bought at a great

price, though in the eyes of the world she had forfeited

her right to it.

My memory harked back to a conversation which

I had once held with Alison, A mind that thought

for itself in worldly matters, I had suggested to him,
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would very likely think for itself in moral or religious

ones too — and such thought was apt to issue in

suspending general obligations in a man's own case.

I had hazarded the opinion that Miss Driver would

be capable of suspending a general obligation in her

own case—as the result of careful thought about it

—

as an exercise of power, to repeat the phrase I had
used. If that were her disposition now—if what I

had foreshadowed as a possibility had become a fact

—would Octon save her from the results of it? He
was the last man in the world to do that. Sceptic in

mind and rebel in temper, he would not insist on

obedience to obligations in whose sanction he did not

believe, nor be urgent in counselling outward conformity

with conventions which he disliked and took a positive

pleasure in scorning. On the other hand, he would
not be swayed by a vulgar self-interest; he would be

too proud to seek to bind her to him that he might
thus bind her money also. If she said “ I will remain

free," he would acquiesce and might even applaud.

If she said “ I will be free and yet with you,” it was
not likely that he would offer any strong opposition.

Meanwhile she stood where people who arrogate

to themselves the liberty of defying the law cannot

reasonably complain of standing—in the dock. That
is the fair cost of the freedom they claim. Jenny was
arraigned at the bar of the public opinion of her

neighbours
;

unless she could and would clear herself

of suspicion, there was not much doubt how the verdict

would go. The first overt step in the proceedings took
place under my own eyes.

Cartmell had apprised Bindlecombe of Jenny's wish
that the work of the Institute should proceed in her

absence, and of her financial arrangements to this end.

Bindlecombe, as Chairman, convened a meeting of the
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Committee. Cartmell was out of town that day and

did not attend, but I went to represent Jenny’s side

of the affair. Fillingford and Alison were talking

together in low voices when I came in. Fillingford

greeted me with his usual reserved courtesy, Alison

with even more than his wonted kindness, Bindlecombe

was visibly nervous and perturbed as he read to us

CartmelFs letter. When he had finished it, he looked

across the table to Alison and said, “ I understand that

you have something to say, Mr. Alison ?
”

‘‘What I have to say, sir, is soon said,” Alison

answered. He spoke low and very gravely, like a

man who discharges an imperative but distasteful task.

“ The Institute is very closely connected with the

personality of the liberal—the very liberal—donor. In

my opinion—and I believe that I am very far from

being alone in the opinion—it is inexpedient to proceed

with the work until we can feel sure of being able to

enjoy Miss Driver’s personal co-operation. I move that,

while thanking Miss Driver for the offer contained in

the letter we have just heard, we express to her our

opinion in that sense.” He had not looked at any of

us, but had kept his eyes lowered as he spoke.

There was a moment’s pause. Then Fillingford

said, “I agree, and I second the motion.” His voice

was entirely impassive. “ I don’t think it is necessary

for me to add anything.”

Bindlecombe turned to me with an air of inquiry.

“ I can take no part in this,” I said. “ It is simply

for me to hear the decision of the Committee and to

communicate it to Miss Driver in due course.”

Bindlecombe clasped, his hands nervously; he was

acutely distressed—and not only for the threatened loss

of his darling Institute. He knew how Jenny would

read the resolution, and Jenny had been his idol.
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“Is—is this really necessary?” he ventured to ask,

though Alison's sad gravity and Fillingford's cold

resoluteness evidently overawed him. “Perhaps some
of the preliminary work could ?”

Alison interposed
;

“ I fear I must ask that my
resolution be put as it stands

”

Fillingford nodded, drumming lightly on the table

with his fingers. Evidently they had made up their

minds; if the resolution were not passed, they would
secede. That would be worse than the resolution itself,

and would make progress just as impossible.

“Then Fll put it,” said Bindlecombe reluctantly.

“No gentleman desires to say any more?”
No more was said. The resolution . was carried, I,

of course, not voting,

“And I suppose that we adjourn—sine said

Bindlecombe.

That followed as of course, and we all three assented.

Bindlecombe rose from the chair. There, for the

present at all events, was an end of the Institute,

there Jenny's first public and official rebuff. Catsford

would have to be told what had been decided, why
no more was done about the Institute. I had no
doubt that Alison had thought of this and had worded
his resolution with a view to its publication.

Fillingford and Alison went out of the room together,

and I was left with Bindlecombe. (We had met at his

house, Ivydene being shut up.) “Fm very sorry for

this, Mr. Austin,” he said.

I was very sorry too. The decision would not be a
grateful one to Jenny. It was an intimation that her

idea of keeping her hold on Catsford, even while she

defied it, would not work; the dual personality of

munificent Miss Driver of Breysgate and wayward
Jenny Driver—of where?—^would not find acceptance.
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" A winter abroad is not eternity, Mr. Bindlecombe,”

said I, smiling, “We shall be busy at the Institute

again by the spring, I hope.” That, of course, was

speaking to my cue—^Jenny’s official version of her

departure
;
she was wintering abroad—that was all.

“I hope so, I hope so,” he said, but he hardly

pretended that he was imposed upon. He shook his

head dolefully and looked at me with a gloomy
significance. “ The Rector’s a hard fellow to deal with.

Pleasant as can be, but hard as a brick on—well, where

his own views come in. He’s not a man of the world,

Mr. Austin,”

Evidently in Bindlecombe’s opinion a man of the

world would have stuck to the Institute, even if he
could not stick to its donor—stuck to the Institute and
carved Non Olet on its handsome fagade; it would
have been in no worse case than many imposing

public buildings—to say nothing of luxurious private

residences. But Alison was not a man of the world

—

and in this instance the current of opinion was with

him. The two worlds joined in condemning Jenny;
neither as an individual nor as a local institution could

she be defended. A lurking loyalty in Bindlecombe
—^if I mistook not, a reluctant admiration in Lacey

—

were the only exceptions to the general verdict

—

outside her own retainers. I do not think that we
asked ourselves questions about approval or disapproval,

condemnation or condonation. We were not judges;

we were, in one way, in the fight.

To my surprise Alison was waiting outside the house.

When I came out, he approached me.

“Austin, I want you to shake hands with me,” he
said, “ I had to do that, you know. You don’t suppose

I liked doing it ?
”

“I’ll shake hands,” I said. “I’m not particular.

14
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But I don't feel called upon to have any opinion as to

whether you're right, nor as to whether you liked doing

it or not”
“ That last bit's unfair anyhow,” he declared

indignantly,

“ Fair and unfair ! Man, man, do you suppose I'm

worrying about things like that ?
”

I had lost control for a moment He was not angry

with me; he seemed to understand, and patted my
shoulder affectionately.

“Of course I know you didn't like doing it,” I

growled. “ But does that make things any better ?
”

“Tell her I didn't like doing it,” he said. “If only

she understood why I had to do it !

”

Well, from neither of the worlds can defiance look

for mercy.



CHAPTER XVI

NOT PROVEN

I
N the stern condemnation of moral delinquencies,

when such are discovered or conjectured, we may-

be content to find nothing but what is praiseworthy;

the simultaneous exhibition of a hungry curiosity about

them is one of those features of human nature which it

is best to accept without comment—if only for the

reason that no man can be sure that he does not in

some degree share it In Catsford at this time it was

decidedly prominent. The place went wild on the news

that Sir John Aspenick, happening to be in Paris on a

flying visit, thought that he saw Jenny go by as he

stood outside the Caf6 de la Paix
:

great was the

disappointment that Sir John could not contrive even

to think that he had seen Octon with her ! Lady Sarah

Lacey, working on the feminine clue of Jenny’s having

departed luggageless, set inquiries afoot among London
dressmakers, with the happy result of revealing the fact

that Jenny had bought a stock of several articles of

wearing apparel : the news worked back to Chat from

one of the dressmakers, and from Chat I had it, with

more details of the wearing apparel that my memory
carries. Mrs. Jepps waylaid Chat—who had timidly

ventured into the town under a pressing need of finding

some very special form of needle—in the main street

and tried the comparative method, not at all a had
mode of investigation where manners forbid direct
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questions. She told Chat numbers of stories of other

“sad cases and looked to see how Chat “ took ^gthem

—^hoping to draw, augur-like, conclusions from Chat's

expression. I myself—well, I would not be uncharit-

able. My friends were all honourable men
;

they

might naturally conclude that I was depressed and
lonely

;
why look farther for the cause of the frequent

visits from them which I enjoyed? Bindlecombe and
a dozen more so honoured me, and Cartmell told me
that only the severest office discipline kept his working
hours sacred from kind intruders.

Moreover a little problem arose, not in itself serious,

but showing the extreme inconvenience which results

when people who are in a position to confer pleasant

favours so act as to make it doubtful whether favours

can properly be accepted from them. Such a state of

affairs puts an unfair strain on virtue, inconsiderately

demanding martyrdom where righteousness only has

been volunteered. As may have been gathered, Jenny’s

neighbours were in the habit of using the road through

her park as an alternative route to the high road in their

comings and goings to and from Catsford. For some it

was shorter—as for the Wares, the Dormers, and the

Aspenicks
;
for all it was pleasanter. What was to be

done about this now? Fillingford had no doubt;

neither he nor Lady Sarah used the park road any
more; but then the road was no great saving of
distance for the folhs at

.
the Manor—their martyrdom

was easy—whereas it was very materially shorter for

the Wares, the Dormers, and, above all,^ for the

Aspenicks. The question was so acute for the
Aspenicks that I heard of Lady Aspenick’s collecting

opinions on the subject from persons of light and
leading. She did not consider Fillingford's course

impartial—nor decisive of the question
;

it was easy for
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him to take the virtuous line; it did not involve his

going pretty nearly two miles out of his way.

Discussion ran high on the question. Mrs. Jepps

declared against using the road, though her fat pair of

horses had been accustomed to get what little exercise

they ever did get along it three afternoons a week.

If I use the road, and she comes back and finds me
using it, where am I ? ” asked Mrs. Jepps. “ I can’t cut

her when Tm driving in her park by her permission.

Yet I may feel obliged to refuse to bow to her
!”

The attitude had all Mrs. Jepps’ logic in it ;
it was

unassailable. Very reluctantly old Mr. and Mrs. Dormer
gave in to it—they would go round by the King’s high-

way, longer though it was. Bertram Ware, lawyer and

politician, stole round the difficulty—and along the park

road—by adopting a provisional attitude; until more

was known, he felt justified in using—and in allowing

Mrs. Ware to use—^the road. He reserved liberty of

action if more facts condemnatory of Jenny should

appear.

The Aspenicks remained—to whom the road was more

precious than to any of the others. Sir John would have

none of Ware’s provisional attitude—it was not what he

called “ straight ”
;
but then he had a prejudice against

lawyers, and held no particularly high opinion of Bertram

Ware.
“ Make up your mind,” he said to his wife. Either

we use it or we don’t. But if we use it, it’s taking a

favour frqm her, and that may be awkward later on.”

Now Lady Aspenick wanted to use the road very

much indeed—and not merely the road for her tandem,

so sadly famous in history, but also the turf alongside it

for her canters. But in the first place Lady Aspenick

was herself a model of propriety, and in the second—it

was an even weightier consideration—she had a growing
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girl; Eunice Aspenick was now nearly sixteen—and

rode with her mother. Supposing Lady Aspenick and

Eunice used the road, supposing Jenny were guilty of

enormities, came back guilty of them, and discovered

Lady Aspenick, with Eunice, on the road ! Lady
Aspenick's problem was worse than Mrs. Jepps'—
because of Eunice on the one hand, and of Lady
Aspenick's remarkably strong desire to use the road on

the other.

This question of the road—work on the Institute at a

standstill—no more parties at Breysgate (what of the

Flower Show next summer?) ! Verily Jenny was caus-

ing endless inconvenience

!

It would not be just to say that this difficulty about

the road—and Eunice—determined Lady Aspenick's

attitude towards Jenny ;
it is perhaps permissible to

conjecture that it led her to reconsider it. After the

lapse of a fortnight she came out on Jenny’s side, and
signified the same by calling on Chat at Breysgate

Priory. Chat and I sometimes consoled one another’s

loneliness at afternoon tea
;

I was present when Lady
Aspenick arrived.

We had our lesson pat—^so long as we were not cross-

examined. Jenny was wintering abroad
;
Chat’s health

(this was our own supplement) had made travelling

inadvisable for her, and Jenny had found other com-
panions. Lady Aspenick was most affable to the story

;

she admitted it to belief at once. Sympathy with Chat,

pleasure at not being deprived of Chat’s society, kind

messages through Chat to Jenny—all came as easily and
naturally as possible. Not an awkward question ! It

was with real gratitude that I conducted Lady Aspenick
to her carriage. But she had a word for me there.

“ I didn’t want to talk about it to that poor old thing,”

she said, “ but have you any—news, Mr. Austin ?
”
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“ None, except what Fve told you. She isn’t a great

letter-writer.”

They’re saying horrid things. Well, Sarah Lacey
would, of course. I can’t see any reason for believing

them. I’m on her side ! One may wonder at her taste

—

one must—^but she has a right to please herself, and to

take her own time about it. Of course that night

journey !
” Lady Aspenick smiled in a deprecating

manner.
" Impulsive !

” I observed.

Lady Aspenick caught at the word joyfully. “ That’s

it—impulsive! That’s what I’ve always said. Dear

Jenny is impulsive— that’s all!” She got into her

carriage and ordered the coachman to drive her to Mrs.

Jepps’. She was going to tell Mrs. Jepps that Jenny
was impulsive—agoing by the road through the park to

tell Mrs. Jepps that it was no more than that.

Her own line taken, Lady Aspenick gathered a tiny

faction to raise Jenny’s banner. They dould not do

much against Lady Sarah’s open viciousness, Fillingford’s

icy silence, the union of High Church and Low in the

persons and the adherents of Alison and of Mrs. Jepps.

But Sir John followed his wife, Bindlecombe took courage

to uplift a friendly voice, and old Mr. Dormer began to

waver. His memories went back to George iv.—days

in which they were not hard on pretty women—having,

indeed, remarkably little right to be. Mr. Dormer was

reported to be inclined to think that the men of the

surrounding families might ride in Jenny’s park—about

their ladies it was, perhaps, another question. It was

understood that Lady Aspenick’s faction gave great

offence at Fillingford Manor. The alliance between the

two houses had been close, and Fillingford Manor saw

treachery to itself in any defence of Jenny.

So they debated and gossiped, sparred and wrangled
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—and no more news came. At the Priory we began to

settle down into a sort of routine, trying to find ourselves

work to do, trying to fill the lives that seemed now so

empty. Our position—like Bertram Ware's attitude

about the park road—was provisional—^hopelessly pro-

visional. We were not living; we were only waiting.

Not the actual events of to-day, but the possible event

of to-morrow was the thing for which we existed. It

was like listening perpetually for a knock on the door.

Little could be made of a life like that. Well, we were

not to sink into the dullness of our routine just yet.

In my youth I have heard a sage preach to the young

men, his hearers and critical disciples, on the text of

the certainty of life
;
discarding, perhaps thinking trite,

perhaps deeming misleading, the old Memento moru He
bade them recollect that for practical purposes they had

to reckon on—and with—^thirty, forty, fifty, years of life

and activity. That was a long time—order the many
days ! You could not afford to calculate on the accident

of an early death to end your responsibility. It was
well said

;
yet not even the broadest sanest argument can

altogether persuade Death out of his traditional r61e, nor

induce Atropos to wield her shears always without

caprice. Yet again, in this case there seemed little

caprice; the likely ending came rather quickly—that

was all
;

it was just such an ending as, in some form or

other, might have been expected—just such as once, in

talk with me, the man himself had, hardly gravely yet

quite sincerely, treated as likely, almost as inevitable.

I was the first to get the news— at breakfast

time one November morning. A telegram came to me
from Jenny; it was sent from Tours. “Leonard has
died from wound received in a duel. Do not come to

me. I want to be alone.

—

^Jenny Driver.”
He had insulted somebody—^in a country where men
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still fought on the point of honour. The conclusion

sprang forward on a glance. He had passed much
time abroad, I knew—the code was not strange to him,

nor the use of his weapons. Though both had been

strange, little would he have shunned the fight! He
would take joy in it—joy in shedding the advantage of

his mighty strength, glad to meet his man on even

terms, eagerly accepting the levelling power of a bullet

He had made himself intolerable again
;
someone had

uprisen and done away with the incubus of him. The
whole affair seemed just what might be looked for; he

had died fighting—for him a natural death.

So the life was out of the big man—^and he had been

so full of it That was strange to think of.

Somehow he seemed incompatible with death. I

remember drawing a long breath as I said to myself
‘‘ Dead I

” and thought gruesomely of the carrying out

of that great coffin—^with all the mighty weight of him
inside; even dead he would oppress men by size,

insolently crushing their shoulders with his bulk. Part

of the objection to me is because Pm so large,” he had
said. Even the undertaker's men would share in that

objection, “ I shall certainly be stamped out.” Ah,
well, small wonder—and what a pity I

He had a power over me
;
something of his force had

reached me too—or my thoughts would not have dwelt

on him so long; they would have turned sooner to

Jenny. To what end? Her message forbade the one

thing which it was in my mind to do—go to her

directly. She would not have if; she would be—as she

was—alone. I had no thought of disobedience—only a

great sorrow that I must obey. I read the telegram

again. “Jenny Driver!” She had hesitated too long.

Ways could not be kept open for ever. Mr. Powers had

taught her this truth once, and she had not hearkened.
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Death himself came to enforce the lesson. She stood

no longer between the fascination that she loved and

feared and the independence which she cherished and

yet wearied of. She was free perforce
;
the tenure of

her liberty was no longer precarious
;
and the joy of her

heart was dead. Her equipoise—another of her delkate

balancings—was hopelessly upset
;
when Death flung his

weight into one of her scales, the other kicked the beam.

So long as I was alone, it did not occur to me to

think of the bearings of the event—and of its announce-

ment—on her outward fortunes. My mind was with

herself—asking how she faced the thing, in what mood
it left her; nay, going back to the days before it,

viewing them in the alien light of their sudden end.

Not what would be said or thought, but what was,

engrossed my meditation. Death brings that colour

to the mind
;

it takes us ‘‘ beyond these voices.” But
they who live must soon return within hearing.

I did not hear Cartmell come in—I had been out

before breakfast, and I believe I had left my door ajar.

His hand was on my shoulder before I was aware of

his presence. He held a morning paper in his hand,

but he did not show it to me directly. He looked down
in my face as I sat in my arm-chair and then said,

** YouVe heard, haven’t you ?
”

“Yes,” I answered, giving him Jenny’s telegram.

He read it. “This must be between you and me,
Austin, So far, there’s nothing in the paper to show
that she was there—^to show who the woman was, I

mean.”
“ The woman ?

”

“The woman mentioned in the paper. Read it.”

He pushed it into my hand. His practical mind did

not waste itself in memories or speculation
;

it flew to

the present need. I had lost myself in wonderings
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about the man and the woman
;
he was concerned

solely with our local institution — Miss Driver of

Breysgate. He was right

The telegram in the paper came from Reuter’s news
agency. "A quarrel in the Caft de TUnivers last night

resulted in a duel this morning, in which an Englishman
named Octon was mortally wounded at the first fire.

He subsequently expired at the house of a lady, under-

stood to be Mrs. Octon, in the Rue Balzac, to which he

had been carried at his own request.”

Beneath was a short paragraph stating that it was
conjectured that the '^deceased gentleman” was “Mr.
Leonard Octon, the well-known traveller and entom-

ologist.” On inquiry at his publishers, those gentlemen

had stated that Mr. Octon was, to their knowledge,

travelling in France.

“ Not much harm done if it stops there,” said Cart-

mell, thoughtfully rubbing his hands together.

“How can it? There’ll have to be an inquest—or

something corresponding to it, I suppose ?
”

“ She’s very clever.”

“ Will she care about being clever ? ” I asked, studying

the paragraph again. “Understood to be Mrs. Octon”

had a smack of Jenny’s own ambiguity and elusiveness.

And it hardly sounded as though the house to which he

had been carried at his own request were the house where

he himself had been lodging.

“ Of course it’ll be all over Catsford in an hour.

There’s no helping that But, as I say, there’s no

particular harm done yet.”

“ They’ll guess, won’t they ?
”

“Of course they will
;
but there’s all the difference

between guessing and having it in print. We must

wait. I’ve got to go out of town—and I’m glad of it”

I did not go away, but I hid myself. The only
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person I saw that day was Chat : she was entitled to the

news.

Telling her was sad work; her devotion to Octon

rose up against her accusingly. She railed at herself for

all her dealings with Jenny; old-time delinquencies

in duty at the Simpsons^ dressed themselves in the

guise of great crimes
;
she had been a guilty party to

Jenny’s misdemeanours ;
they had led to this.

“ I shall have to render an account for it,” said poor

Chat, rocking her body to and fro, as was her habit in

moments of agitation : her speech was obviously re-

miniscent of church services. ‘‘ If I had done my duty

by her, this would never have happened.” I am afraid

that “ this ” meant the scandal, rather than any conduct

which gave rise to it. But if Chat were going to be so

aggressively penitent as this, the case was lost.

“ We must hope for the best—and, anyhow, put the

best face on it,” I urged.

Chat cheered up a little.
“ Dear Jenny is very

resourceful.” Cartmell had observed that she was
clever. I was waiting with a vague expectancy for

some move from her, some turn or twist in her favour.

We had not lost faith in her, any of us
;
the faith had

become blind—if you will, instinctive—surviving even

the Waterloo of her flight and this calamitous tragedy.

Were we wrong? Only the future could show that;

but the next day brought us some encouragement.
There was a fuller paragraph, confirming the con-

jectured identification of Octon, giving a notice of his

work, and the name of his opponent in the duel—an
officer belonging to an old family distinguished for its

orthodox Catholic opinions. “ The quarrel is said to

have originated in a discussion of religious differences.”

That sounded quite likely, and relieved the fear that it

might have sprung from a more compromising origin.
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Then came—well, something very like an apology for

that phrase about the lady ‘^understood to be Mrs,

Octon ” The lady was not, it now appeared, Mrs,

Octon
;
she was “ a Miss Driver ” (A Miss Driver

—

that would sound odd to Catsford
!)

to whom the

deceased gentleman was engaged to be married. This

Miss Driver had taken a house in the Rue Balzac,

where she was residing with another lady, her friend

:

the deceased gentleman had recently arrived at the

Hdtel de TUnivers; notice of their intended marriage

had been given at the British Consulate three days

before the fatal occurrence. A few days more would

have seen them man and wife. “Much sympathy is

felt for the lady under the very painful circumstances

of the case. It is understood that she will leave Tours

immediately after the funeral.”

It would hardly be doing Cartmell a wrong to

describe him as gleeful; the statement was so much
less damaging than might have been expected. To
the world at large it was, indeed, not damaging at all

;

it rather appealed to sympathy and invested Jenny with

a pathetic interest. In Catsford the case was different

:

there was the flight, the silence, the interval. But even

for Catsford we had a case—and the difference between

even a bad case and no case at all is, in matters like

this, enormous.

What was the truth of it? It was not possible to

believe that the notice to the Consulate was a mere

manoeuvre, a pretence and a sham. She was neither

so cold-blooded nor so foolish as that—and Octon would

have ridiculed such a sham out of existence. The

notice to the Consulate showed that her long hesitation

had at last ended — possibly on Octon's entreaties,

though I continued to doubt that—possibly for con-

science^ sake, possibly from regard for the world's
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opinion. She had made up her mind to let go her

“precarious liberty.” But for this stroke of fate she

would have become Octon^s wife.

How did the stroke of fate leave her? Or, rather,

leave her fame ? Of herself 1 knew nothing—save that

she would be alone. She loved an equipoise. Her
fame was balanced in one now. Fillingford and Lady
Sarah, Mrs. Jepps and Alison, would think still what
they had thought

;
probably the bulk of opinion would

be with them. But we had a case. We could brazen it

out. Bertram Ware could still be provisional, Lady
Aspenick could use the road through the park—even

Eunice might ride with her; and old Mr. Dormer
would scarcely strain the proprieties to breaking point

if he permitted himself to be accompanied by his wife.

The verdict could be “ Not Proven.”

A week later the French authorities forwarded to

me a letter from Octon—found on his table at the hotel

and written the evening before the meeting

:

“My dear Austin

—

I have to fight a fellow to-

morrow—a very decent fellow—on the ostensible ground
of my having spoken disrespectfully of the Pope, which
naturally is not at all the real cause of quarrel. I

rather think I shall be killed—first for the sensibk

reason that he is angry (I hit him. ‘ Of course you did !

*

I hear you say) and a good shot
;
secondly because she

has at last elected to settle things, and that offers a

temptation to chance—not such a sensible reason

—

indeed an utterly nonsensical one, which accordingly

entirely convinces me. I leave her to you. Don’t try

to marry her—it only worries her—but serve her well,

and as you serve her, so may God Almighty, in whom I

believe though you think I don’t, serve you ! You
couldn’t spend your life (you’re not a great man, you
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know) to better account. How I have spent mine
doesn^t matter. I have on the credit side of the

balance the discovery of five new insects. It is to be

hoped that this will not be overlooked—Yours,
“ L.

New insects— five! Private faults — how many?
What is the Table of Weights? That must be known,

to strike the balance of Leonard Octon’s life.

#



CHAPTER XVII

ONE OF TWO LEGACIES

The clouds settled down over Jenny; a veil of

silence obscured her. Business letters were still

exchanged through the bankers at Paris, but hers bore

no postmarks; they must have arrived in Paris under

cover; they came under cover to Breysgate, and thus

gave no indication of her whereabouts. She was in

constant communication with Cartmell about her affairs

;

to me she wrote much seldomer and only on necessity

;

to Chat she never wrote at all. To none of us, I

believe, did she say a word about what had happened

—

and she certainly said no word to Catsford. Nor did

we
;
her orders stood—no excuses, no explanations, no

guesses. Thus starved of food, Catsford's interest at

last languished; they did not forget Jenny, but talk

about her catastrophe and Octon's death died down.

Nobody having anything fresh to tell or any guess to

make that had not been made already, the topic grew

stale.

The long wait began—it was a wait to me, for I knew

that she meant to come back in the end—and lasted

for nearly three years. I employed an ample leisure in

writing my essay on ‘‘The Future of Religious and

Ethical Thought.^' It brought me some credit in the

outside world—or rather the small part of it that cares

for such speculations; but indifference was the best I

hoped from Catsford—and I did not altogether achieve
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that. Friendship sometimes gives a writer what I may-

term unnatural readers—and not with the happiest results.

Alison continued to be kind and cordial to me, but he

would not talk about my book. Mrs. Jepps—^what busi-

ness had she with such a book at all ?—shook her head

over it, and over me, very solemnly, and, as 1 heard, was
not slow to trace a connection between Jenny’s acts and
my opinions. I did the local reputation of Breysgate no
good by that book, though its reception in the Press

flattered my vanity considerably.

More important things happened in the neighbour-

hood— for three years make differences in a little

society. Old Mr. Dormer died, carrying off with him
into the inaudible much agreeable anecdote

;
his cousin,

a young man of thirty, reigned at Kingston in his stead.

Bertram Ware was no longer M.P.
;

the domestic

dissensions, in which Jenny had once seen an op-

portunity for herself, had ended in his retiring at the

General Election
;
he was said to be sulky, and to be

talking of selling his place and going away. Lacey,

his majority just attained, had been put forward in his

stead, and elected after a stiff fight with an eloquent

stranger from London
;
(Bindlecombe reserved himself

till Catsford should be given a borough member!)—

I

did not follow closely Lacey’s doings—or anybody’s

—

at Westminster, but he was assiduous in his social duties

in the constituency. There was no change at Filling-

ford Manor, save that its master looked more definitely

middle-aged, and its mistress riveted on our necks the

power which Jenny’s rise had threatened. Finally

Lady Aspenick’s growing girl had grown, had “come
out,” and was a personage in our society. She was a

rather pretty, tall, fair girl, great at all outdoor pursuits.

The gossips had already begun to say that she would

make a capital bride for Lacey—^if only there were

^5
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more money 1 The little cloud which had arisen be-

tween the two households over Jenny had naturally

passed away, when absence and silence removed Jenny
from the arena of discussion. None the less Lady
Aspenick still used our road— and still Fillingford

Manor did not.

Such was the petty chronicle. The Institute found

no place in it. There nothing was done
;
even Bindle-

combe seemed no longer sanguine. Hatcham Ford,

with its windows shuttered and its gravel path grass-

grown, witnessed to a project apparently still-born, no

less than it recalled the catastrophe of that last night.

When I passed by, I could not help expecting to see

Octon's great figure come out and slouch across the

road—^to smoke a pipe with Mr. Powers 1 He did not

come, and a most respectable insurance agent now dwelt

where Mr. Powers had played his unedifying game.

Nor was the Flower Show any longer part of our

Breysgate programme. Cartmell had offered the

grounds, but the Committee preferred to accept a

proposal from Fillingford. For the last two years it

had been held at the Manor, and was to be held there

again this year—this the third summer since Jenny
left us.

Then she came back. Her return was as sudden and

as unannounced as her departure, but otherwise marked
by considerably more decorum.

I was writing one morning after lunch, and had
wandered to the window, to seek from the empty air

an improbable inspiration. Suddenly I saw the un-

paralleled spectacle of Loft running. Loft running!

I had never associated him with running, and should

about as soon have expected to see St. Paul's Cathedral

dancing a fling down Ludgate Hill. But there he came,

down the path from the Priory. As soon as he got near
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me, he shouted excitedly, “She’s come back, sir, she’s

come back!” Then he came to a stand outside the

window, and recovered his professional demeanour at

the cost of some confusion. “ I beg your pardon, sir,

but Miss Driver orders me to tell you that she has just

returned, and will be glad to see you in half an hour.”
“ When did she come ?

”

“Just in, sir—the two-forty-five from London, it must
be.”

“ How does she look ?
”

“ Much the same as usual, sir—a little thinner in the

face perhaps.”

I looked at Loft
;
he was grinning. So, I suppose, was

I. “ This is good. Loft.”

“You may say that, sir 1

”

“ Did she come alone ?
”

“ No, sir. Her maid—a Frenchwoman, I think, sir

—

and a young lady. If she’d brought twenty, she’d have

found the house all ready for them.”

“ I’m sure she would. Tell her I’ll come up in half

an hour.”

Her coming transformed everything for me
;
it seemed

to put life into the place, life into the big dull house on

the hill, life into my little den, life into that summer’s

day. It was the breaking of a long frost, the awakening

from a stupor. The coming that I had always believed

in began to seem incredible only now—when it had

happened
;
incredible it seemed that by just walking up

the hill I could see Jenny again and hear her voice. Ab-

sence and silence had rendered her so distant to sight or

sound, so intangible and remote. My last clear memory
of her was still at Hatcham Ford— as she asked

Fillingford for the loan of his carriage, and, with “ God
bless you, Austin,” vanished into the night. A man
can, I suppose, get on without anyone, if he must but
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he cannot always make out how he has managed to

do it.

I found her sitting in her old place in the big

drawing-room ;
she wore—whether by purpose or not

—

what was in effect slight mourning, a white summer
frock with touches of black. Yes, her face was a little

thinner, but it had not lost its serenity. She was less

a girl, more a woman—^but not a woman prematurely

aged.

“Dear Austin!” she said as I kissed the hand she

held out to me. “YouVe waited a long while—here I

am at last! You’ve become famous in the interval

—

yes, you have. I’ve seen your book, and I wish

Leonard could have read it. He’d have liked it. But

though you’re famous, still you waited for me I

”

“ I don’t think you expected me to do anything else.”

She smiled at me. “Perhaps not. But, do you

know, I’m afraid you’ve done something else than grow
famous. Have you grown into an old bachelor? You
look rather like it.”

“I expect I have,” said I ruefully, and with an

anxious gaze at my coat ‘‘It’s rather an old coat,

isn’t it ?
”

‘^And the knees of your trousers!” pursued Jenny
remorselessly.

They were atrocious — there was no denying it.

“There’s been nobody to dress for. I’ll order a new
suit to-morrow.”

“Things begin to move directly I come back, don’t

they ? Is there any news in the neighbourhood ?
”

I told her my little budget, sketching it in as lightly

as I could and with as little reference to herself. She
fastened on the news about Eunice Aspenick.

“ Grown up, of course, by now, isn’t she ? And you
say she’s pretty. Very pretty ?

”
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‘‘Not so very, in my judgment. Very fresh and
healthy, and rather handsome ”

Jenny smiled mysteriously. “Oh, that doesn’t

matter—if it comes to no more than that,” she said

contemptuously. She saw me smiling. “ Oh, yes. I’m

scheming again,” she declared with a laugh. “Not
for myself, though. I’ve done with schemes about

myself.”

“ At five-and-twenty ?
”

Jenny grew grave. “Things count, not years—or,

anyhow, sooner than years. Have I any friends left ?
”

She smiled again when I told her of Lady Aspenick’s

faction, and how Lady Aspenick still used the road.

“Come, that’s not so bad,” was her comment, rather

playfully than seriously given. “And you ask me no

questions ? ” she said the next moment, rather abruptly.

“No, I don’t want to ask you any questions. I was

very much grieved for him.”

She nodded. “When I went away with him,” she

said, “ I burnt my boats, I wanted them burnt, Austin.

I was so sick of doubts—and of tricks and manoeuvres.

Recklessness seemed fine; and everything seemed to

have gone out of the world—except me and him.

There was some business to be done and I did it—with

the surface of my mind; it made no real part of my
thoughts. There I was all hatred for what I had been

doing—^yes, and horrible hatred of having been found

out—I’d better be frank about that. I’d been tricking

—I wanted to defy. Leonard didn’t mind defying

either, did he ? That lasted a week—^ten days perhaps.

Then the old thing came back—^the fear of him, the

fear of it. I couldn’t help it^—it’s so deep in my blood,

Austin. He told me I ought to marry him for my own
sake—for his own he was indifferent. I think he really

was. I was terribly afraid but, as you must know from
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the papers, I agreed, and everything was in train

when—he died. That was my fault partly—but only

partly. The young man did—make a mistake about

me—but he apologised most humbly and courteously.

But Leonard wouldn*t take it properly, and picked a

quarrel with him the next evening.^'

“ Then it doesn’t seem to have been your fault.”

“My being—vulnerable—made Leonard more, even

more than usually aggressive. That’s all. They brought

him back to me dying. He lived only about half an

hour. We were curiously happy in that half-hour—but

it was terrible afterwards.” She fell into silence, her

eyes very sorrowful. Then she turned to me, with a

gesture of her hands. “ That’s all the story—and it’s

for you alone—^because you’re Austin.”

I took her hand for a moment and pressed it. For

me alone—I thank you.”
“ A thing like that seems to sweep across life like a

hurricane, doesn’t it ? Levelling everything, destroying

such a lot !

”

“You’ve come back to build it all up again.”

She smiled for a moment. “ So you’ve found that

out ? But I can’t build it all up. Some things I shall

never try to build again. The track of the hurricane

will always be left.”

“ Time, time, time !
” said I.

“ Not even time. Life’s not over—^but it’s life with a

difference. I don’t complain. I accept that readily.

1 almost welcome it. I may cheat the world, but I

won’t cheat myself. Tm not at my old trick of having
it both ways for myself, Austin.”

She was determined to see clearly herself, but

admitted no obligation to allow outsiders a view. She
would not minimise the thing for herself, but was
quite ready to induce the rest of the world to ignore it.
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It was her affair. To her the difference was made, over

her life the hurricane had swept
“ I have no kith or kin

;
nobody is bound to me.

The love of my friends is free—free to withhold, free to

give. I did it for myself, open-eyed. There is nobody
who has a right to harbour it against me.”

And she meant that there never should be? It

sounded like that.

“ As a private offence against him, or her, I mean

—

as a personal offence. Of course theyVe a right to

their opinions—and with their opinions I expect I

should agree.”

She would agree with the opinions, but did not feel

bound to furnish material for them. She could hardly

be blamed there. The candle and the white sheet—in

open congregation — have fallen into such general

disuse that Jenny could not be asked to revive them.

So far she might be excused—people do not expect

confessions. But she seemed to underrate what she

termed “ opinions ” even though, as opinions, she thought

that she would agree with them. On this subject neither

Alison nor Mrs. Jepps would talk of “ opinions ”
;
they

would use other words. When she said that there was

nobody who had a right to harbour the affair against her,

it was easy to understand her meaning
;
but her meaning

did not exhaust the case. Society claims the right—and

has the power—^to harbour things against us
;
hence the

gallows, the prisons, and decrees of social banishment.

However this sort of talk was confidential—between

her and me only. If society were disposed to give her

the benefit of the doubt, it would be very unlike Jenny

not to make the thing as easy as possible for society.

Often society has no objection to being cheated ”
;

it

will let you shut its eyes to what you have done

—

strictly on condition that you do not so much as hint
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that you had any right to do it. But it was doubtful

whether Jenny would find all Catsford in this accommo-

dating temper.

“ What's your opinion ? " she asked abruptly.

“If I understand you rightly, you did a serious thing;

on any theory and to anybody who thinks—never mind

his precise views—a very serious thing. But you seem

to know that well enough, and more talk about it won't

mend matters.”

“It was a wonderful time—my time of defiance

—

my time of surrender. At least I tried to make it

surrender—and my greatest surrender was to consent

not to go on defying. While I defied, I could surrender

—^because I could lose sight of everything in him. He
was big enough, Austin ! I seemed then to be putting

the world—^both worlds, if you like—quite out of sight,

annihilating them for myself, saying I could get on

without them if only I had Leonard—or, rather, if only

Leonard would—would swallow me up 1 '' She looked

at me with one of her straight candid glances. “ Well,

he had no objection to that.” Her lips curved in a

reluctant smile. “You wouldn't expect him to have,

would you? We made a plan. We were to go to

Africa—somewhere in British East Africa—and live

there—away from everything. Not because of fear or

anything of that sort, you know—^but because we felt

we could get on better there. I wanted to strip myself

of ever3d:hing that made me distinct from him—of all I

had or was, apart from him. I knew all the time that

here, at home, we should be impossible together
;
you

know I felt that because you watched the whole thing,

Austin, and must have known that only that feeling

could have kept me from him. Well, I could only

try to drive out that fear of him by accepting all it

meant—by being quite natural about it—by saying
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‘ IVe an instinct that you’ll absorb me
;

I yield to it

—

only make it easy—give it the best chance—don’t keep

me where all sorts of things compel me to struggle

against it. Struggling isn’t a possible life; perhaps

surrender is. Let’s try.’ All this was the underlying

thing—the real thing that was going on. On the top

we were doing all sorts of interesting outside things

—

he was a wonderful companion—but this was what we
were battling out all the time—^how to make it work

—

how we could give our lives a chance of working to-

gether. We both wanted that—and we both knew that it

was horribly difficult. The greatest thing about him is

that he knew my side of the difficulty so extraordinarily

well. Isn’t that rather rare ?
”

‘'To his mind you were a great woman. He called

you so to me. That accounts for it.”

“ How difficult it all is ! The more the thing is worth

while, the more difficult ! Well, we were to try—to be

married and go to Africa and try. Leonard didn’t press

marriage on me, but he admitted that he’d prefer it

—

for a particular reason that I’ll tell you about presently.

And I agreed
;
but neither of us made a great thing of

that. Marriage may be a great thing, but I can’t

think that marrying just to mend matters is anything

very great and sacred, can you? And that was all

ours would have come to, of course. It would have

been by way of apology.”

She had a remorseless mind—most remorseless for

herself and her motives. Yet a man might be a bit

puzzled how to meet her reasoning.

“ We’re getting into the sphere of those opinions,” I

said. “We shall be up against Alison and Mrs. Jepps

in a moment !

”

“I know, and Fm only trying to tell you what

happened—how we felt about the thing. And then—we
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needn’t have troubled! A gay young gentleman, a

little merry with wine—a lady in a caf6—a hot-tempered

man particularly jealous to exact respect for her—what a

simple, obvious, silly way to bring everything to dust 1”

‘‘You said you were happy at last.”

“ Our fight was done
;
our love was perfect. Oh, but

we managed a quarrel
;

I wanted to die too, and that

made him terribly angry.” She laughed—and the tears

rolled down her cheeks. “ Dear dear Leonard—he said

that, if he’d known I should talk such nonsense, he’d

have thrown the Frenchman into the Loire and had no

more trouble about it. So he died—his crossness with

me just over 1

”

“ Well over, I think,” I said gently.

“ He gave just one turn of his great great body, laid

his head on my breast, swore at a fly that settled on

his nose—oh, Austin I—and went to sleep there like a

little child. It was above two hours before I could

bear to call anybody. Then—they took him away.”

After a long pause, which I had no inclination to

break, she went on :
“ I daresay you wonder why I came

back here ?
”

“I thought you’d come back. Things never seem
irremediable to you

;
you never like to let go finally.”

“That’s true, I suppose. But I’ve a more special

reason than that. Leonard left me a legacy—that brings

me here—^but don’t let’s talk about that for a minute.

Is it true that Bertram Ware talks about selling Oxley?
Mr. Cartmell said something about it in one of his

letters.”

“ He’s understood to be open to a good offer, I

fancy.”

“ Then we’ll make him one.”
“ You’re at work already !

”

“A pretty place and a nice little estate—just
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between Fillingford Manor and Overington !” Was the

inherited liking for “ driving wedges ” still in force ? She
had lost Fillingford Manor, but Oxley Lodge would
make a useful wedge. “ I wonder if there’s any chance

of that new man at Kingston selling! I don’t want the

house, but those farms round Hilton Heath would round
us off nicely.”

“ Buy the county and the town 1 Isn’t that what
you want ?

”

I don’t want one single thing, Austin—for myself.

But I have a little plan in my head. Well, I must do
something with my life, mustn’t I—and with all this

money ?
”

“ Build the Institute 1

”

I really think I shall be able to manage that, Mr.

Bindlecombe’s my friend still ?
”

“ He has plucked up courage—under the influence

of Lady Aspenick.”

“Ah, yes,” said Jenny, “I must try not to lose Lady
Aspenick.” She looked thoughtful. “Yes, I must try.”

She seemed to anticipate some difficulty.

Her plan of campaign was indicated, if not revealed.

She had come back
;
she was going to try to “ get back.”

What had happened was to make a difference only just

where, and in so far as, she herself decided that it must.

About that she had not been explicit, but it was
evidently a great point with her—a thing which pro-

foundly affected her inner life. But her outer life was

not to be affected—her external position was not in the

end to suffer. And this ambition, this plan, was some-

how connected with her “ legacy ” from Leonard Octon.

Suddenly she spoke again. “ When a mask is on, you

can’t see the face. I shall wear a mask—don’t judge

my face by it. I’ve taken it oft for you to-day. I have

given you the means of judging. But I shall wear it
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day by day—against everybody; even against you

generally, I expect, though I may sometimes lift a

corner up for you/’

What had I seen while the mask was off? A woman
profoundly humiliated in herself but resolute not to

accept outward humiliation ? It was hardly that, though

that had an element of applicability in it. A woman
ready—even determined—to pay a great penalty for

what she had done, but resolved to evade or to defy the

obvious and usual penalties ? There was truth in that

too. But more remained. It seemed as though, with

the hurricane of which she spoke, there had come an

earthquake. It had left her alive, and in touch with life

;

life was not done. But it was different—for ever and

irrevocably different Her relations to life had all been

shifted. That was the great penalty she accepted—and

she was prepared to accept its execution, its working-out,

seeing in that, apparently, the logically proper, the

inevitable, outcome of her act. The obvious penalties

were not to her mind inevitable
;
she would admit that

they were conventionally proper—but that admission left

her free to avoid them if she could. The outward

punishment she would dodge; before the inward she

would bow her head. And the sphere of the penalty

must be the same as the sphere of the offence. Her
intellect had not offended, and that was left free to work,

to expatiate, to enjoy. On her heart fell the blows, as

from her heart had come the crime. There it was that

the shifting of relations, the change of position, the

transformation of feelings, had their place.

An intelligible attitude—^but a proud, indeed a very

arrogant, one. Only Jenny should punish Jenny—that

was pretty well what it said. She herself had decreed

her penalty. It might be adequate—perhaps she alone

could know the truth of that—but it was open to the
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objection that it was quite unauthorised. Neither in

what it included nor in what it excluded did it conform

to any code of religious or social obligation. It was

Jenny’s sentence on Jenny—^and Jenny proposed to carry

it out. Centralisation of power seemed to shake hands

with anarchy.

Jenny’s mood grew lighter on her last words. To-
night we’ll send a paragraph to the Catsford paper to

announce my return,” she said, smiling. “ Tm not skulk-

ing back !

”

“ It will occasion interest and surprise.”

“ It’s not the only surprise I’ve got for them,” laughed

Jenny. Then, suddenly, she held up her hand for

silence. From the terrace outside the window I heard a

merry sweet-toned laugh. Jenny rose and went to the

window, and I followed her.

Old Chat was on the terrace, and beside her stood a

girl, not tall, very slender. Her arm was through Chat’s,

her back towards us, her face in profile as she turned to

talk—^and she was talking briskly and in excited interest

—to her companion. The profile was small, regular,"

refined
;

I could not see the eyes ; the hair was a golden

brown, very plentiful.

“ Who’s that pretty girl ? ” I cried.

Jenny copied the attitude of the pair on the terrace
;

she put her arm through mine and said with a laugh,

‘‘ She is pretty, then ? ” The laugh sounded triumphant.

“ Why, as pretty a little thing as a man could find in

a lifetime !
” I cried in honest enthusiasm.

“ Oh, come, you’re not such a hopeless old bachelor

after all,” said Jenny. '‘Not that I in the least want

you to fall in love with her—not you, Austin.”

“I think I am—half!”

“ Keep just the other half for me. Half’s as much as

I want, you know.” Her voice sounded sad again, yet
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whimsically sad. “But I do want that from you, I

think.” She pressed my arm; then, waiting for no

answer, she went on gaily, “ I think I shall surprise

Catsford with that !

”

“ She's going to pay you a visit ? ” I asked.

“ She's going to live here,” Jenny answered. “ That's

my legacy, Austin.”

I smote my free arm against my thigh. “ By Heaven,

the girl on the mantelpiece at Hatcham Ford !
” I

cried.

At the moment the girl on the terrace turned round,

saw us, and waved her hand merrily to Jenny.

Certainly the prettiest little creature you ever saw—in

the small, dainty, delicate, roguishly appealing way : and

most indubitably the original of that picture which I

had seen at Hatcham Ford, which vanished on the

night when Octon went forth alone—little thinking that

Jenny would follow him.

“ 1 turned from her to Jenny in astonishment. “ But

I'd made up my mind that it was his wife
! ''

“ I'm glad he told you he was married. He told you
the dreadful thing about it too, didn't he? It wasn't a

thing one could talk about—he'd never have allowed

that for a minute—but I wish everybody could have

known. It seems a sort of excuse for what they all

quarrelled with in him. He'd been made to feel the

world his enemy when he was young
;
that must tell on

a man, mustn't it ?
”

“ This is a daughter ? He never said anything about

a daughter.”

“Well, I suppose you didn't happen to get on that

—

and you didn't ask. A woman would have asked, of

course, whether there were any children—and how old

they were, and what was the colour of their hair.”

“ Upon my soul, it never occurred to me !

”
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“ It wouldn't,” she remarked, smiling. But this is

Margaret.”
“ Where's she been all the while ?

”

“Oh, only at school—^there's no mystery. He was

only at Hatcham Ford four years—just her school years.

He didn't bring her there in the holidays, because that

would have meant a chaperon—he couldn't have looked

after a girl—and he hated the idea of that. And I think

he was afraid too that the people wouldn't be nice to her.

He was very sensitive for her, though he wasn't at all

for himself.” She paused a moment. “ Does that explain

anything else I've said?”

I thought, for a moment, over our talk. “ About the

marriage ?
”

“Yes,” said Jenny. “ It didn't seem fair to her with-

out that. That weighed with him more than anything

else—and with me too a good deal. I don't think I

need be ashamed of that.”

“ Certainly you needn't—quite the contrary in fact.”

“We should have wanted her to be with us—to pay
us visits anyhow—at least until she married. Yes, it

wouldn't have been just” She frowned impatiently;

still more than anything else, Margaret Octon seemed
to bring home to her the difficult side— the side

most hard to defend—of what she had done and con-

templated. She passed away from it without more
words.

“ When he was dying he gave her to me. That put

an end to the quarrel I told you about. It gave me
back some oi him and gave me something to live for.

‘ I know you'll do the handsome thing by her, Jenny,'

he said. I mean to try, Austin.”

“I'm sure you do, but”—I could not help blurting it

out—“ won't her being here make matters worse ?
”

“ Worse or better, better or worse, here she's going to
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be” said Jenny. ‘‘She’s been with me nearly a year

already. She’s one of the two things he’s left behind

him—to stay with me.”

I did not ask what the other thing was.

“ Is she to bear his name ?
”

“ Of course she is. She’s my friend and ward—and
Leonard Octon’s daughter.”

“ Rather a pill for Catsford ! Dear me, what a pretty

little thing it is !

”

“I’m very glad she’s like that. It makes so much
more possible. This is a good gift that Leonard has

left me. She’s my joy—^you must be my consolation.

I can’t give you anything in return, but there’s some-
thing I can give her—and I’ll give it full measure,

for Leonard’s sake.” She laughed, rather reluctantly,

squeezing my arm. again. “ Oh, yes, and I’m afraid a

little bit because Jenny Driver still likes her own way!
And, above all, her own way with Catsford ! Shall we
see if she can get it ?

”



CHAPTER XVIIl

THE NEW CAMPAIGN

J
ENNY had come back withlher courage unbroken

—

and with her ambitions unappeased, though it

seemed that their direction had been in some
measure changed. Somehow Margaret Octon was now
one of their principal objects. It was not possible just

now to see farther into her mind, even at a tolerably

close view—a much closer one than her neighbours were

permitted to enjoy. It was even^an appreciable time

before Catsford heard of Margaret Octon at all. The
presence of the girl was not obtruded, much less her

n&me; nothing was said of her in the paragraph that

went to the paper. Jenny left Catsford to digest the

fact of her own return first.

It was enough to occupy the neighbourhood's

digestive faculties for many days. It raised such

various questions, on which different minds settled with

differing degrees of avidity. Questions of morality, of

propriety, of conventionality on the one hand—ques-

tions of charity, of policy, of self-interest on the other.

There were the party of principle and the party of

expediency, cutting across the lines of the party of pro-

priety and the party of charity. Some quoted Caesar's

wife—when do they not? Others maintained that an

Englishman was innocent till he was proved guilty

—

and a fortiori a handsome, attractive, interesting, and

remarkably rich Englishwoman. It was contended by
i6
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one faction that a self-banishment of nearly three years

was apology enough—if apology were needed
;
by the

other that Jenny had insolently spurned any effort to

“put herself right” with public opinion. To add to the

complication, people shifted their attitudes from day to

day—either under influence, as when they had been

talked to by Mrs. Jepps or by Mr. Bindlecombe as the

case might be, or from the sheer pleasure of discussing

the matter over again from another point of view, and
drawing out their neighbours by advocating what,

twenty-four hours earlier, they had condemned.

The climax came when the news of Margaret leaked

out, as it was bound soon to do, if only through the

mouths of the servants at the Priory. There was a

pretty girl there, a girl of seventeen—^whose name was

Octon—daughter, it was understood, of the late Mr.

Leonard Octon of Hatcham Ford
;
she was living with

Miss Driver, as her friend or her ward—at any rate,

apparently, as a fixture. Some found a likeness

between Margaret's sudden appearance and Jenny's

own, and this element added a piquancy to the situa-

tion, even though the similarity was rather superficial

than essential. Old Nicholas Driver had every reason

to produce his daughter and invest her formally with

the position of heir-apparent to his great possessions,

to his over-lordship of the town. Octon had been

merely the temporary tenant of a hired house— a

mere bird of passage— and a solitary bird besides,

neither giving nor receiving confidences. Why should

he have talked about his dead wife and his young
daughter to ears that cared not a straw about either of

them? The coincidence was noted, but it was soon
swallowed up in the new issue as to Jenny's conduct
which the appearance of Margaret raised. Bluntly

—

for which party was this a score? Jenny's opponents
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saw in it a new defiance—a wilful flaunting of offence

;

her friends found in it a romantic flavour which pleaded

for her.

On the whole, so far as could be judged from

Bindlecombe’s accounts—^he was my constant reporter

—^Jenny's adherents gained ground in the town—partly

from her personal popularity, partly from the old power
of her family, in part, perhaps (if one may venture to

say so from the safe obscurity of a private station)

because our lords the masses are not in a matter of this

sort very unforgiving—in which they touch hands with

the opposite end of society. Self-interest probably

aided—Catsford had of late basked in the somewhat
wintry favour of Fillingford Manor

;
the beams were

chilly
;
Breysgate would emit a kinder glow. It paid

so many people in the town to have Jenny back ! The
feeling in the county was preponderatingly against her.

There Fillingford Manor was a greater power; its atti-

tude was definite, resolute, not to be misunderstood.

Outside the town Jenny could look at present for little

support. Old Mr. Dormer with his pliant standards

was dead. There were only the Aspenicks— Lady
Aspenick must be civil—owing to what she had done

about the road
;

but her influence, even if cordially

exercised, would not be enough.

Following the example of great commanders, Jenny
massed her forces on the most favourable point. She
flung herself on the working - men of Catsford.

Hesitating, probably, to expose Margaret to the

chances of the campaign, she left her at home, but she

requisitioned Cartmell and myself, and we drove down
in full state into Catsford at noon on the fourth day
after her return. Our ostensible purpose was to go to

CartmelFs office, to transact some legal business : as he

could easily have brought his papers up to the Priory,
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this did not seem very convincing. Our way took us past

the great Driver works—conducted now by a limited

company, in which Jenny held a controlling interest.

In front of the big building was a large open space, still

known as The Green ” though constant traffic of feet

had worn away all trace of grass. Here was the forum

of Catsford, where men assembled for open-air meetings

and, less formally, for discussion, gossip—even, it was

said, for betting—in their spare moments, and especially

in the dinner-hour. It happened to be the dinner-hour

now—as Jenny observed innocently when we found the

place full of Driver employes who had swallowed their

meal and were talking together or lounging about, their

pipes in their mouths. Cartmell gave a grim chuckle at

Jenny’s artless surprise. He had taken her return very

quietly, loyally accepting his position as her man oi

business, but hardly welcoming her with real cordiality.

I fancy that he found it hard to forgive; was not

Fillingford Manor gone forever?

We had not progressed many yards before she was
recognised. She courted recognition, stopping to speak

to an old artisan who had once been introduced to her

as a contemporary of her father’s. Men gathered round

her as she sat chatting with the veteran. She seemed
unconscious of being gradually surrounded. At last,

with a most gracious good-bye, she said, “Now drive

on, please,” then looked suddenly round, saw all the

folk, and bowed and smiled. One fellow started, “ Three
cheers for Miss Driver!” That set the thing going.

They gave her cheer on cheer. Jenny sat through it

smiling, flushed, just once glancing across to me with

a covert triumph. The cheers brought more men
running up

;
there were two or three hundred round us.

“ Welcome home 1
” they cried. “ Welcome home 1

”

Then somebody called, “ Speech, speech I
” The cry
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was taken up with hilarious enthusiasm, and the crowd

grew every minute.

Suddenly on the outskirts of the throng I saw a man
on horseback. He had stopped his horse and was look-

ing on. There was no mistaking Lacey’s handsome
face and trim figure.

Jenny rose to her feet and held up her hand for

silence. She spoke her few words in a ringing voice.

*‘My friends and neighbours, thank you for your

welcome home. I am glad from my heart to be in

Catsford again. That’s where Nicholas Driver’s daughter

ought to be. So I’ve come back,” She kissed her

hand to them two or three times, standing there in the

carriage. Then I saw that she caught sight of Lacey,

The flush on her cheeks deepened. For a second she

stood, looking at him, her lips just parted in a smile;

but she did not incline her head. He lifted his hat and

bowed low from his saddle. Then she gave him her

most radiant recognition—^and sank down on the

cushions of the carriage with a sigh.

Jenny could not have reckoned on that encounter

—

though it seemed all to the good. We were to have
another, on which she had not counted either when she

chose so cleverly the scene of her public reappearance.

When at last they made a lane for our horses to pass,

some taking leave of us with fresh cheers, others escort-

ing us on either side, with jokes and horseplay among
themselves, we met a little procession. It was Alison’s

custom to hold a short out-of-door service three times

a week during the men’s dinner-hour; the Green was
his chosen pulpit, as it had been Jenny’s chosen scene.

He came towards us now in all his ecclesiastical panoply,

attended by two or three of his (if Mrs. Jepps will allow

me the term) assistant priests and by a band of choir

boys, all in their robes. Jenny caught sight of the
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procession and leant forward eagerly. I looked back.

Lacey was still there ;
a man was by his horse, talking

to him no doubt, but his eyes were following our

progress.

I do not happen to know whether it be etiquette to

offer or return the ordinary signs of recognition when
one forms part of a procession, either secular or

ecclesiastical. In the case of the latter, at all events,

probably it is not. This perhaps got Alison out of a

difficulty—while it left Jenny in a doubt. But I think

that it must be permissible to look rather more
benevolent, rather less sternly aloof, than Alison’s face

was as she passed, escorted by her jesting adherents.

To say that he took no more notice of us or of them
than if we had not been there is inadequate. His

ignoring of us achieved a positive quality. He passed

by with his eyes purposely, aggressively, indifferent.

The boys and men looked after him and his procession,

and nudged one another with smiles.

Jenny’s face told nothing of her view of this little

incident. She was still smiling when we quickened up

and, with final hand-wavings, shook ourselves clear of

our adherents. At Cartmell’s office her head was as

clear and her manner as composed as possible. The
business that brought us having been transacted, she

opened fire on Cartmell about Oxley Lodge and the

outlying farms of Kingston. Verily she was losing no
time in her campaign

!

Cartmell was obviously amused at her. ^‘That’s

making up for lost time with a vengeance, Miss Jenny!
Kingston and Oxley all at once 1

” As soon as they

got on to business—got to work again—^his old pride

and pleasure in her began to revive.

‘‘Only a bit of Kingston ” Jenny pleaded with

a smile.
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“There’s plenty of money,” he said thoughtfully.

“ In spite of keeping things going here as you ordered

—much too lavishly done it was too, in my opinion

—

it’s been piling up since you’ve been away. If they’re

willing to sell—I hear on good authority that Bertram

Ware is if he can get his price—the money’s not the

difficulty. But what’s the good ?
”

“ The good ? ” asked Jenny.

“Surely you’ve got plenty? What’s the good of a

lot more ? Isn’t it only a burden on you ?
”

She answered him not with her old impatience, but

with all her resoluteness—^her old certainty that she

knew what she wanted, and why she wanted it—and
that it was quite immaterial whether anyone else did.

“You look after the money, Mr. Cartmell; you can

leave the good to me—and the burden !

”

“Yes, yes, you and your father
!

” he grumbled. “ No
good advising—not the least !

‘ Slave-Driver ’ I used to

call him over our port after dinner sometimes. You’re

just the same, Miss Jenny.”
“ All that just because I want to buy a pretty house !

”

said Jenny, appealing deprecatingly to me.

She would not go away without his promise to press

both matters on. Having extracted this, she went
home—and ended her first day’s campaign by issuing

an ukase that all the Driver workmen should, at an

early date, have a day’s holiday on full wages, with a

great feast for them, their wives, children, and sweet-

hearts, in the grounds of Breysgate—wages and feast

alike to be provided out of the privy purse of Miss

Driver. Catsford was behaving well and was to be

petted! Jenny did not mention whether she intended

to invite its chief spiritual director.

I dined at the Priory that night—a night, on the

whole, of distinct triumph—and made acquaintance
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with Margaret Octon. Strange daughter of such a

father ! Mrs. Octon must—one was inclined to specu-

late— have been marvellously different from her

husband—and from Jenny Driver. Imagination began

to picture something ineffably timid, shrinking, gentle

—

something which, blending with Octon’s strong rough

strain, would issue in this child. She seemed all things

in turn—except self-confident. Evidently she was
devoted to Jenny; perpetually she referred all she did

to Jenny’s approval—^but that “all” included many
varieties. Now she would be demure, now venture-

some, now childishly merry, now assuming a premature

sedateness. She played tricks with Jenny, her brown
eyes always asking whether she might play them

;
she

enjoyed herself immensely—^by Jenny’s kind permission.

This constant reference and this constant appeal found

no warrant in anything in Jenny’s manner; the child

was evidently a privileged pet and could do just as she

pleased—^Jenny delighted in her. It was then in the

girl’s nature itself. She was grace and charm—without

strength. It would be very appealing, if one were the

person appealed to
;

it would be most attractive, most
tempting, when seconded by her frail fairy-like beauty.

For it was a joy to look at her; and if she looked at

you, asking leave to be happy, what could you say

but—“ By all means—and pray let me do all I can to

help!”

. Jenny seemed to watch her gaieties and her demure-

ness, her ventures and retreats, with delight indeed, but

also with a more subtle feeling. She not only enjoyed

;

she studied and pondered. She gave the impression of

wanting to know what would be thought by others.

This with Jenny was unusual; but her manner did

unmistakably ask me my opinion several times, and
when, after dinner, Margaret had waltzed Chat out of
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the room for a stroll in the garden, she asked it

plainly.

“ Isn't she just as charming as she looks ?
”

She worships you,” I remarked.
“ That's nothing—natural just at first, while she's so

young. But don't you find her charming?” Jenny

persisted.

“I don't know about women—^but if that form of

flattery were brought to bear on any man, I don't see

how he could possibly resist.”

‘‘ It's quite natural
;

it's not put on in the least.”

I'm sure of it. That’s what would make it so

dangerous. To have that beautiful little creature

treating one as a god—^who could refuse the incense,

or not become devoted to the worshipper ?
”

Jenny nodded. “You understand it, I see. Men
would feel that way, would they ?

”

“ Rather !
” I answered with a laugh. Jenny was

leaning her head on her elbow, and looked across the

table at me with a satisfied mocking smile. I could

see that I had given an answer that pleased her

—

but she was not minded to tell me why she was

pleased.

Half chaffing her, half really wondering what she

would be at, I asked, “ Do you want Oxley Lodge for

Margaret ?
''

“For her?” exclaimed Jenny, smiling still. “Why?
Isn't this house big enough for the mite ?

”

“Suppose you both marry—or either? You're both

eminently marriageable young women,”
“Are we? Eminently marriageable? Well, I sup-

pose so.” She laughed. “ Even if one doesn't marry,

it's something to be marriageable, isn't it ?
”

“A most valuable asset,” said I. “ Then you'd want

two houses.”
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“ I suppose we should. But how far you look ahead

Austin !

”

“ If that isn't Satan reproving sin ! " I cried.

What do you suspect me of now ? " she asked, still

mocking, but genuinely curious, I think, to fathom my
thoughts.

No, no ! Youll be off on another tack if you think

you've been sighted."

She laughed as she rose from the table. “ Oh, come
out and walk ! At any rate, my getting Oxley would
annoy Lady Sarah, wouldn't it ?

”

‘‘You can annoy her cheaper than that !

"

“There's plenty of money, Mr. Cartmell says," she

answered, smiling over her shoulder as she led the

way.

I had a talk with Margaret too a little later on.

Jenny sent us for a moonlight stroll together. Young
as the child was, she was good company, independently

of her place in Jenny's mind, which for me gave her an

adventitious interest. But what a contrast to Jenny, no

less than to Octon—and perhaps a more profound one

!

The fine new surroundings, the enlarged horizon which

Jenny's friendship opened to her, were still a delightful

bewilderment; she enjoyed actively, but she accepted

passively
;
she applauded the entertainment, but never

thought of arranging the bill of the play. Jenny could

not have been like that—even at seventeen
;
she would

have itched to write some lines in the book, to have
a word to say to the scenes. Margaret's simplicity

of grateful responsiveness was untouched by any
calculation.

“ It's all just so wonderful !
” she said to me, her arms

waving over the park, her brown eyes wide with sur-

prised admiration.

She came to it only on an invitation. Jenny had
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come as owner. But Jenny had not been overwhelmed

like this. Jenny had kept cool, had taken it all in

—

and been interested to survey,-' from Tor Hill, the next

estate

!

“To happen to me—suddenly ! Ah, but I wish father

had lived. If he could have lived to marry Jenny!

They were engaged when he—was killed, you know."

“Yes," I said, “I know. But don't be sad to-night.

Things smell sweet, and there's a moon in the sky.”

She laughed—merry in an instant. “Jenny says

we’re going to do such things I As soon as she's

settled down again, you know.” She paused for a

moment. “Did she love my father very much?”
“Yes, I think she did,” I answered, “and I think

she loves you.”

“To me she's just—everything.” Her eyes grew

mirthful and adventurous; she gave a little laugh as

she added, “And she says she'll find me a fairy

prince 1
” At once she was looking to see how I liked

this, not with the anxiety which awaited Jenny's

approval, but none the less with an evident desire

for mine.

“That's only right,” I answered, laughing. “But
she needn't hurry, need she? You'll be happy here

for a bit longer?”
“ Happy here ? I should think so 1

” she cried. “ Ah,
there's Jenny looking for me!” In an instant she was

gone; the next her arm was through Jenny's, and she

was talking merrily.

I became aware of Chat's presence. She came
towards me in her faded, far from sumptuous, gentility.

She had a little gush for me. “ So happy it all seems

again, Mr. Austin !
” she said.

“We seem to be starting again very well indeed,”

I assented.
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“ Dear Jenny has behaved so splendidly all through,”

Chat proceeded. “ How did they dare to be so malicious

about her? But Fve known her from a girl. I always

trusted her. Why, I may say I did a good deal to

form her !

”

A vivid—and highly inopportune—picture came back

into my mind, a picture dating from the night of

Jenny's flight—of Chat rocking her helpless old body
to and fro, and saying through her sobs, “I tried, I

tried, I tried !
” What had Chat meant that she tried

to do? To keep Jenny out of mischief? Hardly that

To save her from the danger of it had been the object.

As for forming her—Chat had made other confessions

about that.

However—as things stood—Chat had always trusted

Jenny. It was impossible to say how far—at this

moment—Jenny had trusted Chat. Not very far, I

think. Jenny probably had said nothing which could

make it harder for Chat to say what she would want
to say

;
both reticence and revelation would have been

bent to that object—and Jenny was an artist in the

use of each of these expedients. Doubtless Chat had
been given her cue. Nevertheless there was something

unusual in her air— something very friendly, con-

fidential, yet rather furtive, as she drew a little closer

to me,

‘‘But the dear girl is so impulsive,” she said. “Ol
course, it’s delightful, but She pursed her lips

and gave me a significant look. “ This child !
” said

Chat.

“Oh, you mean Margaret Octon? Seems a very
nice girl, Miss Chatters.”

“Jenny’s heart’s so good—^but what a handicap !”

Chat was of that view, then, concerning the coming
of Margaret. Well, it was not uncommon.
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“We shall never get back to our old terms with

Fillingford Manor as long as she's here/' said Chat.

“Were you so much attached to Fillingford Manor?"

I ventured to ask.

“ That would end all the talk," she insisted with an

agitated urgency. “ If only Lord Fillingford would

overlook ” She stopped in a sudden fright. “ Don't

say I said that
!

"

“Why, of course not,” I answered, smiling. “Any-
thing you want said you can say yourself. It's not

my business."

“One can always rely on you, Mr. Austin. But

wouldn't that be perfect—after it all, you know ?

"

It certainly would be picking up the pieces—after a

smash into utter fragments ! But it is always pleasant

to see people contemplating what they regard as

perfection; and no very clear duty lies on a private

individual to disturb their vision. I told Chat that

the idea was no doubt worth thinking over, and so,

in amity, we parted.

That was Chat's idea. Octon was gone with his

fascination—not unfelt by Chat. Now it would be

perfection if Lord Fillingford would overlook! But

with that goal in view Margaret Octon was a heavy

handicap. Undoubtedly—so heavy, so fatal, that the

goal could hardly be Jenny's. Chat, who had done

so much to form Jenny, might have given a thought

to that aspect of the matter. If one thing were certain,

it was that Jenny, when she accepted her legacy from

Octon and brought Margaret to Breysgate, thereby

abandoned and renounced all thought of renewing her

relations with Fillingford. I was glad to come to, that

conclusion, helped to getting at it clearly (as one often

is) by the opposite point of view presented by another.

I had never been an enthusiastic Fillingfordite ;
I had
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accepted rather than welcomed. And I could bear him

better suing than overlooking. Having things over-

looked did not suit my idea of Jenny—though I could

enjoy seeing her riding buoyant over them.

Jenny and Matgaret came along the terrace towards

us, arm in arm, their approach heralded by merry

laughter. “WeVe been building castles in the air!'^

cried Jenny.

May you soon be living in them !

”

She shook her head at me in half-serious rebuke.

They were for Margaret !

”

Jenny might deny herself the sky; but she would

have castles somewhere— founded solidly on earth.

It was the earth she trusted now. You cannot fall

off that.



CHAPTER XIX

A CASE OF CONSCIENCE

A ND now about the Institute!” said Jenny the next

jCx morning. Cartmell had obeyed her summons to

come up to the Priory, and the three of us were

together in my office there.

She was not wasting time. Matters were to move
quick. She had come home with her plans matured,,

ready for execution. The enemies might hesitate^

losing themselves in debate. She would not hesitate,

nor take part in the debate about herself. Acting and

acting quickly, she would carry the position while they

still discussed how—or even whether—it should be

defended.

“The Committee stands adjourned sine die]^ said

Cartmell. “You’d convene a meeting ?

”

Jenny would have none of convening the Committee..

It would be awkward if some of the members did not

come—and still more awkward if all of them attended I

“ I regard the Committee as having abdicated,” she

told us. “They chose to adjourn—let them stay

adjourned. I shall go over their heads—straight to the

Corporation. Let’s see if the Corporation will refuse 1

If they do, we shall know where we are.”

Of course she did not think that they would I'cfuse, or

she would never have risked an offer which forced the

issue into the open. Fillingford had his feelings,

Alison his scruples. Both scruples and feelings were
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intelligible. But was the Borough Council going to

refuse a hundred thousand pounds freely given for the

borough’s benefit ?

“ Hatcham Ford as it stands—and a hundred thousand ~

pounds, please, Mr. Cartmell.”

With the town spreading out as it is in that direction,

that’s more like a hundred and fifty in reality,” he

grumbled.

“I’m going to bleed you sadly!” Jenny assured him

gaily. “ We’ll send for Mr. Bindlecombe and get this in

hand at once. We’ll see the Institute growing out of

the ground within the year 1

”

Bindlecombe too was all for a dashing strategy

—

though I think that he would have been for anything

that Jenny wanted. The letter to the Mayor (Bindle-

combe no longer filled that office, though he was still a

leading member of the Corporation) was written; it

appeared in the paper
;
a meeting to consider it was

called for the next week. In the same issue of the

paper appeared an account of Jenny’s reception in

Catsford, and an announcement of the impending

holiday and feast. That issue might fairly be called

Jenny’s number. Her friends were jubilant; her

enemies were bewildered by the audacity of her

assault.

But Jenny did not come off without loss. Not only

did she confirm the disapproval of those who were

resolute against her—I heard much of Mrs. Jepps’

outspoken and shocked comments, something of Alison’s

stern silence—^but she lost or came near to losing an
adherent of undoubted value.

Dash and defiance were not Lady Aspenick’s idea of

the proper way of proceeding; and another thing

offended her no less. She had, I think, on the news of

Jenny’s return, devised a scheme by which she was
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to be Jenny’s protector and champion
;

she would
throw the aegis of Overington Grange’s undoubted

respectability over Jenny’s vulnerable spot
;
her influence,

tact, and diplomacy would gradually smooth Jenny’s

path back to society; Jenny would be bound to grati-

tude and to docility. The dashing strategy upset all

that; the appearance of Margaret Octon upset it still

more.

She paid her call on Jenny—her previous position

committed her to that She drove over—not in a

tandem—on the same day on which all the news about

Jenny was in the paper. I met her as she went away,
happening to come up to the Priory door just as she

was coming out—Jenny not escorting her. She was
looking black.

It’s pleasant to welcome you to a cheerful house

once again, Lady Aspenick. We’ve had a long dull

time at the Priory.”

“You won’t be dull now, anyhow,” she rejoined with

some acidity. She dropped her voice that the men
might not hear. “ Oh, how unwise ! All this parade

and splash ! I can’t tell you how I feel about it

—

and Jack too ! And poor Mr. Alison 1 And, to crown

all, she flings the thing in our faces by bringing this

girl with her !

”

“ She’s a very nice girl,” I pleaded meekly.
“ I know nothing about that. She’s that man’s

daughter. Surely Jenny Driver might have known that

her chance lay in having it all forgotten and—and in

being—well, just the opposite of what she is now ! She
goes on as if she were proud of herself 1

”

As a criticism on Jenny’s public attitude, there was

some truth in this. I could not tell Lady Aspenick

about her private attitude—nor would it make matters

better if I did.

17
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She makes it very hard for her friends,” continued

the aggrieved lady. “We were anxious to do our best

for her. But really !” Words failed. She shook

her head emphatically at me and ' walked off to her

carriage.

I found Jenny in a fine rage as the result of Lady
Aspenick's expression of her views—which had appar-

ently been nearly as frank to her as to me. Yet she

protested that she had behaved with the utmost wisdom

and meekness—for Margaret’s sake.

“ I stood it, Austin,” she declared with a little stamp

of her foot. “ How I stood it I don’t know, but I did.

She lectured me—she told me I ought to have been

guided by her ! She said I was going quite the wrong

way about it with the Institute and that she deeply

regretted the ‘scene* in Catsford. The scene! She
threatened me with the parsons and the Puritans”

How very angry Jenny was I Parsons and Puritans 1

“ And ended up—^yes, she dared to end up—by telling

me I must send Margaret away. She’ll see more of

Margaret than she thinks before she’s done with
her!”

“ And you were very meek and mild ?
”

“ I know you don’t believe it. But I was. I was
absolutely civil and thanked her for her kindness. But
of course I said that I must judge for myself—and that

the question of Margaret lay absolutely outside the

bounds of discussion,”

“To which Lady Aspenick ^?”

“ She got up and went. What did she say to you ?
”

“Much the same—that you were making it very
difficult for her.”

“I’ve gained more than I’ve lost in Catsford,” Jenny
declared obstinately and confidently. Then her voice

softened. “As for poor little Margaret—it’s not a
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question of my gain or my loss there. You do know
that ? ” She was appealing to me for a kind judgment.

“ Tm beginning to understand that,”

‘‘ I stand or fall with Margaret
;
or I fall—if only

she stands. That’s final.” She broke into a smile.

“ So, in spite of what you think, I drove myself to be

civil to Susie Aspenick. But let her wait a little ! Send
Margaret away !

” Jenny looked dangerous again.

Jenny could have forgiven the criticism of her

Catsford proceedings—though not over easily
;

the

attempt to touch Margaret rankled, and, if I mistook

not, would rankle, sorely.

If is pleasant to record that Jenny’s chivalrous de-

votion to her “legacy” found appreciation elsewhere;

it softened an opponent, and stirred to enthusiasm one

already inclined to be a friend.

I had a note from Alison :
—

“ I can’t countenance her

goings on in Catsford—her courting of publicity and
applause, her holidays and picnics—no, nor—at present

—Ixer Institute either. If she is entitled to come back

at all, she is not entitled to come in triumph—far from

it. But I like and admire what she is doing about Miss

Octon, and I have scandalised Mrs. Jepps and many
other good folk by saying so. In that she’s brave and
honest. I shouldn’t mind if you could let her know how
I feel on this second point

;
my views on the first she’ll

know for herself.”

I did take occasion to let Jenny know what Alison

wished to reach her. “ He may think what he likes

about Catsford, if he’s on my side about Margaret,” she

declared with evident pleasure. Then her eyes twinkled.

“ We’ll have him yet, Margaret and I between us !
” she

added.

The next Sunday she attended Alison’s church—she,

Chat, and Margaret Octon. I hope that she was not
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merely “ doing the civil thing,” like the duchess in the

story. After all she had always been one of his bug-

bears—one of the people who went “ fairly regularly.”

That same Sunday, in the afternoon, Lacey came to

see me. He drove up in his dog-cart, handed the reins

to a good-looking dark man, with upturned moustaches,

who sat by him, and came to my door. Having seen

their arrival, I was there to open it and welcome him.

Won't your friend come in too ? ” I asked.
‘‘ He's all right ; he's in no hurry, and he's got a cigar.

I want to speak to you alone for just a minute.”

He followed me in and sat down. His manner was
thoughtful and a little embarrassed.

I saw you down in Catsford the other day,” I

remarked. “ They were very kind to us !

”

** I want to ask you a question, Austin,” he said. “ Do
you think that Miss Driver would wish to receive a call

from me ?
”

I'm sure she'd be delighted.”

“Wait a bit. You haven't heard the whole position.

You saw me in Catsford? You saw me bow to her ?

”

I nodded assent.

“ Then I think I ought to go and pay her my respects

—if it's not disagreeable to her to receive me.”
“ But why should it be ?

”

“ I belong to Fillingford Manor. I'm living there

now. Neither the master nor the lady of the house will

—^neither of them shares my views.”

That did, on reflection, make the matter a little less

simple than it had seemed at first.

“ I don't suppose we either of us want to discuss

their reasons—or wonder at the line they take. I had
a little talk with my father about it. He's always very

fair. ‘You're a man,' he said. ‘Decide for yourself.

If after the recognition that passed between you—and
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on your initiative, as I understand—you feel bound—as

you say you do—as a gentleman to go and pay your

respects, go. But I shall be obliged to you if you will

make the relations between that house and this as

distant as is consistent with the demands of courtesy/
”

‘‘In view of that I don’t think you’re in any way bound

to call : I’m not at all sure you ought to. Lord
Fillingford’s wishes are entitled to great weight

—

especially while you’re living in his house.”

He was a man now—and a fine specimen of one—but

his boyish impetuosity had not left him. “ By Jove, I

want to go, Austin !
” he exclaimed.

“ Well, I thought that perhaps you did.”

“ I want to go and see her—and I should like to tell

her, if I dared, that there’s not a man in the service to

touch her. I don’t mean her driving through Catsford

—though she took a risk there; some of those chaps

aren’t mealy-mouthed. I mean what she’s done about

this little Miss Octon. That’s what I like. Because

the girl’s her man’s daughter, she snaps her fingers at

the lot of us ! That’s what I like, Austin—that’s why
I want to go and see her. But I couldn’t say that to

the governor.”

“ You’ll never be able to, any better. So you must
consider your course. Is it—loyal—to your father ?

”

He knit his brows in perplexity and vexation. “ Was
I loyal to him that night we went to Hatcham Ford ?

You didn’t make that objection then !

”

“ I don’t think I should have taken any objection to

anything that gave a chance then. I can look at this

more coolly. Why not wait a little? Perhaps Lord
Fillingford will come to the conclusion that bygones had
best be bygones.”

“ And Aunt Sarah ?
”

" Is that quite so essential ?
”
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He sat struggling between his scruples and his strong

desire—loyalty to his father, admiration of Jenny and

attraction towards her.

I might manage to give her a hint of how you feel

—

and about the difficulty.

Thafd be better than nothing. Then she’d under-

stand
”

''She’d understand the whole position perfectly,” I

assured him.

He was plainly discontented with this compromise,

but he accepted it provisionally. " You give her that

hint anyhow, like a good fellow, Austin—and I’ll think

over the other matter.” He rose from his chair. Now
I mustn’t keep Gerald Dormer waiting any longer.”

'‘Oh, that’s Gerald Dormer, is it—the new man at

Hingston ?
”

“Yes, he’s not a bad fellow—and he doesn’t think he

is, either.” With this passing indication of Mr. Dormer’s

foible, he led the way out of doors and introduced me to

the subject of his remark. Gerald Dormer’s manner
was cordial and self-satisfied. We stood in talk a

minute or two. The news of the holiday and of the

feast in our park had reached Dormer, and he laughingly

demanded an invitation. “ I’m pretty hard up, and

nobody gives me a dinner !” he protested.

“ I’ll make a note of your hard case and submit it to

Miss Driver. But you’re not a Driver employ^, you
know.”

“ Oh, but Fm quite ready to be—for a good screw,

Mr. Austin.”

“Here she comes, by Jove!” said Lacey in a quick

startled whisper.

Yes, there she was, within thirty yards of us, coming
down the hill from the Priory straight towards my house.

Lacey glanced at the dog-cart, seeming to meditate
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flight
;
then he pulled off the right-hand glove which he

had just put on and buttoned.

Is that Miss Driver ? whispered Dormer. I nodded
assent

Jenny was in great looks that day, and, it seemed, in

fine spirits. Her head was held high, her step was
buoyant, there was a delicate touch of colour in her

cheeks as she came up to us. She met the gaze of all

our eyes—for all, I am sure, were on her—^with a gay
smile and no sign of embarrassment.

“Why, Tm so glad to see you again,” she cried to

Lacey as she gave him her hand. “You can't think

how often IVe dreamt of our rides since Fve been

away !

”

“I'm very glad to see you. Miss Driver. May I

introduce my friend Mr. Dormer—of Kingston ? ''

She bowed to him very graciously, but turned back

directly to Lacey. I saw Dormer's eyes follow her

movements with an admiring curiosity. Small wonder

;

she was good to look at, and he had, no doubt, heard

much.

“You must come and see me,” said Jenny. “Now
when shall it be? Lunch to-morrow? Or tea? Not
later than the next day anyhow !

”

At that point she must have seen something in his

face. She stopped, smiled oddly, even broke into a little

laugh, and said, almost in a whisper, “ Oh, I forgot, how
stupid of me !

''

Her tone and air, and the look in her hazel eyes, were

nicely compounded of humility and mockery. Confess-

ing herself unworthy, she asked the man if he were

afraid ! Didn't he dare to trust himself—^was he so

careful of his reputation ?

Lacey had promised me that he would “ think over
”

the question of his relations towards Breysgate Priory.
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I suppose that he thought it over now—under Jenny’s

humble deriding eyes.

“Lunch to-morrow—I shall be delighted. Thanks
awfully,” he said.

So ended that case of conscience. Jenny said no more

than “ One-thirty ”—but her lips curved over that prosaic

intimation of the hour of the meal. She turned to

Dormer.
“ Could I persuade you to drop in too, Mr. Dormer ?

We’re neighbours, you know.”
“ It’s most kind of you, Miss Driver. I shall be

delighted.”

No scruples there
;
yet he too was, as he had chanced

to mention, a guest at Fillingford Manor.
“ Besides, I want to get something out of you,” Jenny

went on, “ and I’m much more likely to do that if I give

you a good lunch.”

“ Something out of me ? What, Miss Driver ?
”

“Ah, I shan’t tell you now. Perhaps I may—after

lunch.”

He leant down towards her and said banteringly,

“ You’ll have to ask me very nicely !

”

“ You may be sure I shall !
” cried Jenny, with a swift

upward glance.

Jenny was flirting again—^with both of them—^perhaps

with me also, for her side-glances in my direction

challenged and defied my opinion of her proceedings.

I was glad to see it
;

I did not want her abnegations to

go too far, and it is always a pity that natural gifts

should be wasted
;
one might, however, feel pretty sure

that any Lent of hers would have its Mi-Carime.

But if flirting—a thing pleasant in itself, an exercise

of essentially feminine power—^it was also purposeful

flirting. She conciliated the new owner of Kingston,

who had his position—who also had his outlying farms

;
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and again she drove a wedge—^this time into Lord
Fillingford’s house-party.

Tm so glad you can come,” she said to Lacey. I

want you to meet Margaret so much.” She paused for

a second. Miss Octon, you know.” She looked him

very straight in the face as she spoke.

It’s very good of you to let me,” he said. “ I hear

she’s charming.”
“ I’m sure the Priory needs no additional attraction.”

This from Dormer in the dog-cart.

To one who knew Jenny well it was possible to see

that this speech was not wholly to her liking—but

Dormer was not allowed to see it. He received a

passing but sufficient smile of graciousness before she

gave the hearty thanks of her eyes to Lacey. “ She is

charming—^you’ll think so.” A second’s pause again,

and then—‘^It’s really very good to see you. Some
day—Si ride? Margaret’s having lessons down in the

town. Austin can ride still, although he has taken to

writing books. We shall make quite a cavalcade.”

“ I say, don’t leave me out, Miss Driver.” This, again,

from Dormer in the dog-cart.

“You live too far off.”

“You try me and see 1” he protested. Evidently he

was very well pleased with the progress which his short

acquaintance was making.

Lacey shook hands with her again. “ To-morrow at

half-past one, then—both of you !
” she said. He turned

away—was it reluctantly ?—and got into the cart. With
wavings of hands and hats the two young men drove off,

Jenny stood looking after them.
“ What brought you here ? ” I asked.

“The sight of those young men,” answered Jenny,

smiling. “May I come into your house? Do you
remember how I came in first ?

”
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I remember; we had parted for ever in the afternoon.”

Things are generally like that. The people who seem

transient stay, the people who seem permanent go,

Tm glad you seemed transient, Austin.*' She was in

my room now, thoughtfully looking round it as she

talked.

“ Lacey came here to ask whether you would like him
to call.”

Of course I should like him to call.”

‘‘Against his father's wishes. Lord Fillingford did

not forbid him to come, but expressed his hope that the

relations between the two houses would be kept as

distant as courtesy allowed. I told Lacey that, in view

of his father's wish, it would be better for him not to call.

He said he'd think it over. It was a question between

loyalty to his father and admiration of you.”

“Admiration?” Jenny was listening with a slight

smile.

“ Rather, of your behaviour — especially about

Margaret. He's enthusiastic about that— he thinks it

splendidly brave. In case he decided against calling, he

wanted you to know that.”

“ He would have decided against it ?
”

“ I can't tell. He meant to think it over.”

“I came down just by accident. I was going for a

stroll when I saw you. And I came down on the chance

— the chance of something amusing, Austin.” She
frowned a little, “ I don't think I much like Mr,

Dormer.”
“ Rather a conceited fellow.”

She broke into a smile again. “ But he may come in

very convenient.”

“To his own profit and comfort?”

“I think conceited people must take the chance of

that. They expose themselves.”
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"To being robbed of their farms by deceitful wiles?”
" He’d get a very good price for his farms,” said Jenny.

I do not think that her mind had been occupied with

the question of the farms. She was looking thoughtful

again. " I don’t think I quarrel with what Lord
Fillingford said,” she added.

" Not unnatural perhaps
”

"I’ve never had any quarrel with Lord Fillingford,”

she said slowly. “Or only one—a woman’s quarrel.

He never fell in love with me. If he had, perhaps !

”

She shrugged her shoulders. " But all that sort of thing

is over now.”
“ Did it look so like it this afternoon ?

”

" Didn’t we agree that I was—marriageable ? Didn’t

you say that being marriageable was an asset— even

though one didn’t marry ? ” She came suddenly closer

to me. " I’ve no right to ask you to trust me. I didn’t

trust you-—I deceived you deliberately, carefully, grossly

—and yet I expected you to help me—and took your

help with veiy little thanks. Still—^you stayed. Stay

now, and don’t think too badly.”

" I don’t think badly at all—why, you know it ! But
I must have my fun out of it.”

" So you shall, Austin !
” she laughed, with one of her

sudden transitions to gaiety. “ I’m the fox, and you’re

the huntsman! Well, I’ll try to give you a good run

for your money—^if you can follow the scent 1

”

“ Through all your doubles ?
”

"Through all the doubles that lead me to my

—

earth I

”

A dainty merry little face looked in at my window.
" Oh, I’ve tracked you at last, Jenny 1

”

“Is everybody tracking me?” asked Jenny, her eyes

mischievously mocking. "Run round to the door and

come in, Margaret.” She added quickly to me, “I’m
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glad she didn’t come when they were here. I’m saving

her up till to-morrow 1

”

The child came in and ran to Jenny. Oh, what a

delightful little room, Mr. Austin ! Did my father ever

come here ?
”

“Yes, pretty often,” I answered. “We were friends,

you know.”

“Yes, and he hadn’t many friends. Had he, Jenny? ”

Jenny stooped down and kissed her. “Come, we’ll

go for our walk—to look at Hatcham Ford,” she said.

“ Shall we go inside ?
”

“ It’s all shut up,” said Jenny.



CHAPTER XX

LIVING PIECES

J
ENNY had now on the board all the pieces needed

for her great combination—embracing, as it did,

the restoration of her own position, the regaining

of Catsford’s loyal allegiance, the extension of her

territory and influence in the county, and “doing the

handsome thing by” Margaret Nobody who watched

her closely—both what she did and the hints of her

mind which she let fall—could long doubt which of

these objects was paramount with her. It was the

last. The others were, in a sense, no more than

means to it; though in themselves irresistible to her

temperament, necessary to her happiness, and instinc-

tively sought by her, yet in the combination they

stood subsidiary to the master-stroke that was to

crown her game and redeem the pledge which she

had given to Leonard Octon as he lay dying. But

doing the handsome thing by Margaret carried with

it, or, rather, contained within itself, as Jenny con-

ceived the position, another object to which in its

turn it was, if not subsidiary, so closely related as

to be inseparable. Fate had severed her life from

Octon's
; Jenny imperiously refused to accept the

severance as complete. Octon, the man she loved,

had been at odds with the neighbourhood, had been

scorned and rejected by it; she herself had openly

disgraced him at its bidding; because she had not
269
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been able to resist his fascination, she had herself

fallen into disgrace. She meant now to obliterate all

that. For him she could directly do nothing; she

would do everything for his name and for the girl

whom he had left. She would vindicate—or avenge

—^his memory; she would even glorify it in the

person of his daughter. That was the ultimate im-

pulse which gave birth to her combination and

dictated its moves
;

the achievement of that end

was to be its consummation.

It was not a selfish impulse
;

it had indeed a touch

of something quixotic and fanciful about it— this

posthumous victory which she sought to win for

Octon, this imposing of him in his death on a society

which would have nothing of him while he lived, this

proud refusal to court or to accept oblivion for him
or for her friendship with him, this challenge thrown

out to his detractors, in his name, as it were from his

grave. Her personal restoration and aggrandisement,

if welcome in themselves, were also necessary to this

final object. The object itself was not self-seeking

save in so far as she stood identified with the cause

which she championed. Yet on the realisation of it

she did not scruple to bring to bear all the resources

and all the arts which would have been appropriate

to the most cold and calculating selfishness. Every-

thing was pressed into the service—^the resources of

her own wealth, the opportunities afforded by the

needs of her neighbours, Catsford's appetite for

holidays and feasts, as well as its aspirations towards

higher education; her own youth and attractiveness

no less than Margaret's beauty; the wiles and the

cunning by which she gained power over men. She
spent herself as lavishly as she spent her money

;

she was as ready to sacrifice herself as she was
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eager to make use of others. She seized on every

new ally and fitted him into her scheme. Dormer
had appeared at the last moment—by happy chance.

In a moment she saw where he could be of use, laid

her hand on him, and pressed him into the service.

He became a new piece on the board,* he had his

place in the combination.

Delicate and difficult is the game when it is played

with living pieces ! They may refuse to move—or

may move in the wrong direction. There was one

piece,' of supreme importance in the scheme, which

she must handle with rarest skill if he were to

be induced to move at her bidding and in the

direction that her combination required. He was
to be the head and front of the final attack; at the

head of the opposing forces stood his father ! She
must be very sure of her control over that piece

before she tried to move it ! Only when he had been

brought wholly under her sway could the process of

impelling' him in the desired direction safely be
begun.

Yes, Fillingford was the great enemy. Round him
gathered all the opposition to her, her proceedings,

and her pretensions; he lay right across her path,

and must be conquered if her schemes were to win
success. She was not bitter against him

;
she was

ready to admit that he had the right to be bitter

against her. She shared his pride too much not to

appreciate his attitude. She respected him, in a way
she liked him—but she was minded to fight him to

the death if need be, and to use against him every

weapon that she could find—even those that came
from his own household. If he fell before her attack,

the whole campaign would be won. But it was
preposterous to suppose that he ever would? Jenny
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knew the difficulties, but neither did she under-estimate

her own resources. A long purse, a long head, and
two remarkably attractive young women—these formed

the nucleus of her forces; they represented a power

by no means to be despised in whatever field they

might be brought into action.

I was at the luncheon-party—“to talk to Chat,”

said Jenny; but in fact I had fallen into the habit

of lunching at the Priory. Jenny had human weak-

nesses, and, from this time on, manifested a liking

for a sympathetic audience— which she could find

only in me. Chat was not, in her judgment, “safe”;

she was too leaky a vessel to be trusted with the

drops of confidence—carefully measured drops—which

Jenny was pleased to let fall. Besides she needed,

now and then, a little help.

The young men arrived in high spirits, and Jenny,

flanked by Chat and myself—Margaret was not down
from changing after her riding lesson—received them
gaily. They had a joke between themselves, and it

was not long in coming out. They had been compelled

to dodge Lady Sarah ; only a bolt up a side road had

prevented them from meeting her carriage face to face

just outside Breysgate Park.

“You’re playing truants, Fm afraid!” said Jenny, but

with no air of rebuke.

Loft announced lunch; we went in without waiting

for Margaret. She did not appear till we had been

eating for ten minutes. By that time Jenny had both

her guests well in hand. If her manner to Dormer
was cordial, yet it lacked the touch of intimacy, of old-

time friendliness, which she had for Lacey. But neither

was she any longer so candidly Lacey’s friend—^and so

definitively nothing else—^as she had once thought it

politic to become. She did not now hold her wiles in
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leash
;
she loosed them in pursuit of him, even as in the

earliest days of their acquaintance.

The door opened. Jenny’s eyes flew quickly to it;

she stopped talking and seemed to wait for something.

Margaret came running in, her hair bright in the

summer sun, her eyes sparkling and her cheeks glowing

—the very picture of radiant youth and beauty. Only
a few feet separated me from Lacey. I heard him
say ‘‘ By Jove !

” half under his breath.

Jenny heard too. “ Here’s Margaret,” she said.

The girl ran to her, took her hand, and began to make
a thousand excuses for being late.

“ And, after all the rest, that nice clergyman stopped

me on the road and talked to me !

”

“ You mean Mr. Alison ? He stopped you ? ” Jenny
looked interested. “ What did he say ?

”

“ Oh, nothing—only that he’d known my father, and

that he hoped I was very happy. Of course I am

—

with you !

”

“ There’s your place—between Mr. Dormer and

Austin. Sit down, or Loft won’t give you any
lunch.”

Between Dormer and me was opposite Jenny and
Lacey—Chat and I each sitting at an end of the oblong

table. Jenny showed no remission in her efforts to keep
Lacey amused—indeed she rather engrossed him, and
the other four of us talked together. But from time to

time his eyes strayed across the table—and once he
caught Miss Margaret studying his handsome face

with evident interest. The girl blushed. Jenny
was smiling contentedly as she regained her guest’s

attention.

Dormer made great play with the pretty girl. It did

not take long to discover that this was Dormer’s way.

He had the gift—one enviable to slow-tongued folk like

18
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myself—of a perpetual flow of small talk
;

this he

peppered copiously—I must confess to thinking that it

needed seasoning—with flirtation, more or less obvious

—^generally more. He plied Margaret with the product,

much to her apparent liking
;
she was at her prettiest in

her timid fencing with his compliments, her shy enjoy-

ment, her consciously daring little excursions into

coquetry. But Dormer’s eyes were not all for his own
side of the table either

;
he made an effort or two to

draw Jenny into conversation ; he often looked her way.

With those two in the room together, a man might

well^be puzzled to decide on which face to turn his

eyes. Jenny assisted Dormer’s choice. She would

not be drawn by him—she was still for Lacey. The
two couples talked, Chat and I falling out of the

conversation
;
we could not condescend to call common-

places across the space that divided us, and Chat and I

seldom talked anything else to one another.

After lunch we all went into the garden—except

Chat, who always took a siesta when she could. Here

Jenny carried off Dormer, to see the hothouses

—

it was time to be civil to him, I fancied that she^

would not be vexed if I left Lacey and Margaret to a

tite-a-tite, so, when they proposed strolling, I was firm

for sitting, and we parted company. I could watch

them as I sat. The two were getting on very well.

For a little while I watched. My cigarette came to

an end—I followed Chat’s excellent example and fell

asleep,

I awoke to find Jenny standing beside me. She was
pulling a rose to pieces and smiling thoughtfully. Our
guests had, it seemed, departed

;
Margaret was visible

in a hammock under a tree at the other end of the

lawn,

I’ve really had to be quite shy with Mr. Dormer in
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the hothouses ” she said. “ He's such a ladies' man

!

And he's gone away with the impression that that's the

sort of man I like. He has pointed out that Hingston

is only fifteen miles off, and that he has a motor car and

can do the distance in twenty-two—or was it twenty-

seven?—minutes, so that lots can be seen of him, if

desired. He has hinted that this is, after all, a lonely

life for me—for a person of my gifts and attractions

—and has congratulated me on the growing pros-

perity of Catsford. What do you make of all that,

Austin ?

"

Perhaps you told him that you wanted a bit of his

land?"

“Mr. Cartmell would never have forgiven me if I’d

let slip such a propitious opportunity. I did."

“It rather looks as if he wanted all of yours," I

suggested.

“ Then he communicated to me the impression that,

in his opinion, Lord Lacey was considerably smitten

with Eunice Aspenick and that the match might come
off. In return for which I managed, I believe, to

convey to him a sort of twofold impression—first that

I might possibly marry myself—some day; secondly

that, when I did, Margaret would be dismissed with a

decent provision—a small addition to the little income

which she has from her father. For reasons of my own
I laid some stress on the latter half of that impression,

Austin.” She was looking over to where Margaret

lay in the hammock. “She's very young," she said

softly, “and, of course, the man's glib and in a way
good-looking."

“ Are you beginning to feel a little responsible ? It's

easy work, marrying off other people !

”

“ But they make such a beautiful pair !
” she pleaded.

She did not mean Margaret and Dormer. “ I love just
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to see them together. And the idea of it ! How
Leonard would have laughed 1 Can’t you hear that

great big outrageous guffaw of his breaking out over

it ? But you don’t think I’d force her ?
”

“No. And he’s a fine lad. You wouldn’t be going

far wrong.”
“ She’s very young. She might—make a mistake. I

thought Mr. Dormer had better understand her real

situation.”

“ O mistress of many wiles, I understand ! But is

Lacey to share the impression ?
”

“ I should like him to—up to the last possible minute.

And then—the fairy godmother! It’s all on the old-

fashioned lines—^but I like it.” Her voice dropped.

“ The old, mischievous, none - too - respectable fairy

godmother, Austin !

”

“Suppose the fairy godmother seemed not so very

old herself—that mischiefproved attractive—that ?”

“ Impossible—with her here ! Oh, you really think so,

only you’re always so polite. But anything short of

—

of that—^would be quite within the four corners of the

scheme.” She laughed at me, at her schemes, at

herself; yet about the two last she was in deadly

earnest. So she grew grave again in a moment. “ He’d

have to get over so much to make that seem even

possible.”

Well, that was true enough. Fillingford’s son—the

accomplice of my evening expedition to Hatcham
Ford ! There was something to get over, certainly. But

there was something to get over in the other plan too.

“Still I don’t mind its seeming—just possible,” said

Jenny, She looked at me with an air of wondering

how I should take what she was going to say. “ It

might just be made to seem—a danger 1

”

“ This is walking on a razor’s edge, isn’t it ?
”
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“Yes—it is rather. Mr. Dormer’s got to help a little.

I don’t like him, Austin.”

“ No more do I—since you mention it. And you’d

have no pity for him either ?
”

“I shall get his bit of land, but he won’t get all

mine,” said Jenny, serenely pitiless. “He plays his

game—I’ll play mine. We neither of us stake our

hearts, I think. You can’t stake what you’ve never had

—or what you’ve lost.” She stood silent for a minute,

looking down to where the smoke of busy Catsford rose

in a blue mist between us and the horizon. “ He’s just

ridiculous, but he serves my turn. No need to talk any

more about him 1

”

Margaret tumbled herself out of the hammock with

a grace which was entirely accidental and narrowly

skirted a disaster to propriety. She came across the

lawn, yawning and laughing. “ I’ve been asleep, Jenny,”

she cried, “ and having wonderful dreams !

”

Jenny’s face lit up with an extraordinary tenderness.

She drew the girl to her and stroked her hair. “ Why
did you wake up? It’s a pity to wake up when the

dreams are wonderful.”

“ Oh, but waking up’s great fun too. Everything’s

great fun at Breysgate.”

Stroking Margaret’s hair, Jenny looked down at me
in my wicker arm-chair. “ I’ve been having fun too

—

telling Austin secrets !

”

“Tell me some.”

“The day after to-morrow—or just about then!”

laughed Jenny.

The ensuing days were full of triumph for Jenny,

’Her munificent donation was gratefully and enthusi-

astically accepted
;

a new Committee, composed of

members of the Corporation, was appointed to take in

hand the erection of the Institute immediately; there
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was no danger of this Committee’s adjourning sine du\
Her holiday and her feast went off in a blaze of success.

She received a wonderful ovation from the town
;
there

was no appearance of her being ostracised by the

county. She came out to greet her guests, supported

by the Aspenicks, by Dormer, even by Lacey
;

it was
significant that the last-named should appear on so

public an occasion. His presence compromised the

attitude of Fillingford Manor
;
though its master was

not there, though the lady who presided over the house

was severely absent, the heir was there—and there,

evidently, on terms of friendship and intimacy.

Lady Aspenick came, I think, not merely because

she was committed to civility
;
she also desired to spy

out the land, to get some light on the situation. Lacey’s

visits to Breysgate were becoming frequent; they had

not passed unnoticed by vigilant eyes in the neighbour-

hood, and the report of them had reached Overington

Grange. Did Lacey brave the disapproval of his family

for nothing? While Eunice joined the gay group

which followed Jenny as she made a progress round the

tables, Lady Aspenick fell to my share.

“All this is a great triumph for Jenny’s friends,” she

remarked. “ Those of us who have been her friends all

through, I mean.”
“ It must be very gratifying to you, Lady

Aspenick.”
“ I have been loyal,” she said with candid pride, “ and

I am loyal still, although, as I told you, I can’t approve

of everything she does.” Her eyes were on the group

in front of us, where Lacey walked between Eunice and

Margaret. Dormer was escorting Jenny, with the new
Mayor of Breysgate on her other side.

“ She has her own way of doing things,” I murmured,
“ Sometimes they come off.”
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“ Amyas Lacey here too ! How is that regarded at

the Manor ?
”

‘‘You ask me—but I shouldn't wonder if you knew
better than I do,” said I, smiling.

“ Well, I admit I know Lady Sarah's views
;
she

makes no secret of them. I was thinking of— well,

of his father, you know. He doesn't share these

visits !

”

“If common gossip was right, there's an obvious

explanation of that.”

“Yes, but it seems to me to apply to the son almost

as strongly.” She. turned her eyeglasses sharply round

to my face. “ Having jilted his father

“ I didn't say I believed the common gossip
;
but

even the fact of its having existed might make him
shy of

“Oh, come, we both know a good deal more than

that about it ! However let's hope they'll make it up

—

through Amyas. He can act as peacemaker, and then

we may have the wedding after all !

”

Lady Aspenick's voice failed to carry conviction. It

was borne in upon me that she did not believe in her

own forecast—that she knew very well, from informa-

tion gleaned in the enemy's camp, that there was small

chance of Lacey's effecting a reconciliation, and none at

all of a marriage between Jenny and Fillingford coming

off. She threw out the suggestion as a feeler
;
another

possible alliance was really in her mind. She might

elicit some hint about that ;
if people spoke truly, she

was interested in the subject for her daughter's sake.

Was it possible that Jenny, having lost the father,

would annex the son? That was in her mind. It

would be rather a strong thing to do—but then, Lady
Aspenick would retort, “Only look at the things she

does I
” The woman who brought Margaret Octon to
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Breysgate—^would she hesitate at capturing young
Lacey if she could ?

‘‘I can only say that in my opinion ifs not at all

likely, and has never entered Miss Driver’s head ”

‘‘ Then it’s very funny that Amyas should come here

so much !

”

“Young men like young company,” I remarked.
“ It’s not quite the only house in the neighbourhood

where there’s young company,” she retorted sharply.

My remark^ had certainly rather overlooked the claims

of Overington Grange.

She said no more, perhaps because her fish—my
humble self— did not bite, perhaps merely because at

that moment the Mayor of Catsford began to make a

speech, highly eulogistic of Jenny and all her works.

Lady Aspenick listened—or at least looked on (listening

was not easy)—^with an air which was distinctly critical.

Dormer was remarkably jubilant that day—perhaps

as a result of his exchange of impressions with Jenny
in the hothouses. He danced attendance on her

constantly and was evidently only too glad to be seen

in her train, Jenny received his homage 'with the

utmost graciousness
;
he might well flatter himself that

he stood high in her favour. There was a familiarity

in his manner towards her which grated on my nerves

;

it had been there from his first meeting with her. It

looked as though he thought that her past history gave

him an advantage, and entitled him to consider himself

a better match for her than he would have been held

to be for another woman in her position. Perhaps

Jenny would have had no right to resent such an idea

;

at any rate she showed no signs of resenting his

behaviour. She let him almost monopolise her—^saving

the Mayor’s official rights—leaving Lacey to the care

of Eunice Aspenick and of Margaret.
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Lacey looked much less happy than might have

been expected in such company. He appeared restless

and ill at ease. When we were having a smoke to-

gether, while the ladies were getting ready for dinner

(which was to be eaten hastily and followed by fireworks),

I got some light on the cause of his discontent.

“ It’s curious,” he observed over his cigar, “ how dis-

agreeable girls can manage to be to one another without

saying a word that you can lay hold of.”

“It is,” said I. “Who’s been exercising the gentle

art this afternoon ?
”

“ Why, Eunice Aspenick ! You saw us three walking

together? Well, we must have been walking like that

—^round the tables, you know—for the best part of an

hour. Upon my honour, I don’t believe she once

addressed a remark directly to Miss Octon ! And
when Miss Octon spoke to her, she answered through

me. And why ?
”

“The tandem whip, I suppose—^hereditary feud and

that sort of thing.”

“It’s not Miss Octon’s fault; it’s a shame to make
her responsible.”

“ There doesn’t seem to be any other reason.”

He pulled his trim little fair moustache; I rather

think that he blushed a little. “ I don’t like it, and I’ve

a good mind to tell Eunice so. Miss Octon is Miss

Driver’s guest, just as we are, and on that ground

anyhow entitled to civility.”

I believe that he carried out his possibly chivalrous

but certainly unwise purpose, and no doubt he got a

snubbing for his pains. At any rate he had a short

interview with Eunice just before we dined—and, after-

wards, spoke to her no more that evening. While the

fireworks blazed and the rockets roared, he placed

himself between Jenny and Margaret I managed to
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get near Margaret on the other side, just for the love of

seeing the beauty of the girl’s face as she watched the

show with an intensity of excitement and delight. She
clapped her hands, she laughed, she almost crowed in

exultation. Once or twice she caught Lacey by the

arm, as you see a child do with its father when the

pleasure is really too much to hold all by itself, Jenny
seemed to heed her very little—and to heed Amyas
Lacey even less

;
she looked decidedly ruminative,

gazing with a grave face at the spectacle, her clean-cut

pallid profile standing out like a coin against the blaze

of light. Amyas glanced at her now and again, but he

was not proof against the living, exuberant, ebullient

joy that bubbled and gurgled on his other side.

Presently he abandoned himself altogether to the charm

of it, fell under its sway, and became partaker of its

mood. Now they were two children together, their

shouts of laughter, of applause, of simulated alarm,

filling the air. Grim looked the Aspenick ladies, very

scornful that elegant gentleman Mr. Dormer ! Margaret

had never a thought for them
;

if Lacey had, he cast it

away.

Thus they were when the show ended—^but its ending

did not check their talk and their laughter. Jenny
rose ; refreshments were spread within ; to call Lacey’s

attention to her, she touched his shoulder. He turned

round suddenly—^with a start.

Oh, I say, I beg your pardon ! I—I didn’t know
you were still there, Miss Driver.”

“There’s something to eat indoors,” said Jenny. “ If

you want it !

”

“ Oh, no, Jenny dear, it’s much nicer here. I'm sure

Lord Lacey isn’t hungry !

”

He was not Jenny turned away. As she passed me,

she gave me an odd sort of smile, amused, satisfied,
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just a trifle— the least trifle— scornful. “Success

number one!” she whispered. “But it’s just as well

that I’m not a vain woman, Austin 1

”

“You could undo it all in ten minutes if you liked.”

Jenny’s smile broadened a little— and her eyes

confessed.
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CHAPTER XXI

NATHAN AND DAVID

The state of affairs at Fillingford Manor must have

been profoundly uncomfortable. The father and

his sister banned and boycotted Breysgate; the son

spent there every hour of his leisure—he had much now,

for the Parliament session was over—and made small

secret of the fact that he cared very little to be any-

where else. Yet care came with him; he had more

than a lover's proverbial moodiness. He never spoke

of his home; it was the silence of conscious guilt; at

Fillingford Manor, no doubt, he avoided all mention

of us. More than once he took refuge at Hingston

and paid his visits from there in company with his

host; it is not probable that Fillingford Manor was

deceived by this manoeuvre, but the daily strain of

awkwardness was avoided. Dormer was complaisant.

That young man had sharp eyes
;
he soon began to be

at least very doubtful whether he need fear Lacey as a

rival
;
when the two were at Breysgate together, it was

Dormer's society now that Jenny sought. She would

pair off with him, leaving Margaret and Lacey together.

He took from this some encouragement, but he had also

a lurking fear that Jenny was angling for Fillingford

again, hoping some day to get at him through his son.

He would make allusions, in Lacey's absence, to

Fillingford's notorious obstinacy in all matters—^how

that he never changed his mind, was never open to
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reason, never forgot nor forgave. The more open hints

were bestowed on me—for transmission to Jenny; the

more covert he risked conveying to her direct. She

would agree with a smile of resignation, and redouble

her graciousness to Dormer. Yet the graciousness

had limits. She kept him at his distance—eager, yet

hesitating, and fearful to take the plunge. She had

need of him still for a while longer; under the cover

he afforded she was gradually, dexterously, unobtru-

sively, sheering off from Lacey.

The operation needed skill and pertinacity; for at

first the young man resisted it vigorously. The more
delicately she worked, the less conscious was he that she

was working at all. Her avoidance of him seemed to

him like his neglect of her; when he had, by her

manoeuvres, been kept out of her company for an hour

together, his loyalty accused him of a lick of attention

and of gratitude. He would come back penitent from

Margaret^s side, and turn again his chivalrous devotion

to Jenny; he was remorseful at finding how happy he

had been with another—at beginning to find that he

was even happier. He did not impute to her any

jealousy, or resentment at the fickleness of a lover, but

he feared that she would be hurt by any falling-off in

the affectionate homage which he had been wont to

pay. Insensibly he was courting Margaret—but always

by Jenny’s permission. If it had been her will to

summon him back to her side by his allegiance, he

would have come
;
but, as day followed day, more and

more reluctantly. Margaret’s spell was gaining in

power.

It could not well be otherwise. Youth turned to

youth, the fresh heart to the fresh. Over Margaret

hung no shadow; she was unspotted from the world.

In her there was no calculation, and no scheming; all
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was instinctive and spontaneous. Her love leapt forth

unashamed because it was unconscious of its very self.

The fresh strange joy that painted life in new colours

was unanalysed. She was just so much happier, so

much more gay, finding the days so much better. She

did not ask why, but gave herself whole-heartedly to the

new delight. With Jenny effaced by her own choice, this

unmeant challenge fired Lacey to response
;
their fleet-

footed feelings raced against one another, still neck and

neck as they drew near the goal. A little farther, and

they would find themselves at it. It would then be

time for Jenny to act.

The world misjudged her—which was just what she

wished. Opinion was clear and well-nigh unanimous
;

for Jenny rehabilitation lay in marrying and could not

be complete without it : then she meant to marry—Lacey

if she could, Dormer if she must. There lay the

explanation of the two young men being always at

Breysgatel Lacey was the object of Jenny's spring;

if she missed the mark, she would fall back on Dormer.

But would she miss it? Gossip was rife, eager, in-

terested, over this, and over this opinions varied
;
much

is forgiven to sixty thousand a year, said some
;
there

was one thing which Fillingford Manor would never

overlook, said others. But on the whole it was

admitted that there was great danger of her success

;

it was speculated on with the fearful joy that the

prospect of a social disaster has the power to excite.

Nobody thought of Margaret, or that she had any part

to play in the matter. All eyes were on Jenny; it

could not be many days before news came ! There had
hardly been more excitement over the flight itself.

Besides all the gossipers and watchers, there was one

man who acted—according to his lights, whether they

were right or wrong. I have hinted that Alison took
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a view of his office and its responsibilities which was

at least fully adequate—and seemed to a good many
people more than that. He was not content to stand

by and see what he thought wrong done without a

protest. It was nothing to him that he might be told

to mind his own business: he would very confidently

challenge your definition of his business and your idea

of its limits
;
he would be very sure what his orders

were and where they came from. Moreover he had
seen the affair from the other side. He was intimate

at Fillingford Manor.

He wrote to Jenny asking if he might call on her;

he wanted to have a few words with her on a matter of

importance relating to herself. He added that he was

acting entirely on his own responsibility and in no way
at the suggestion of any other person.

Jenny twisted his letter in her hands with an air of

irresolution, almost of shrinking.

I don't want to see him," she said to me plaintively.

It won't be—comfortable. He's let me severely alone

up to now. Can't he let me alone still? I suppose

he'll lecture me horribly ! If there were anything to be

got by it ! But there isn't.”

“ He sent you a pleasant message about Margaret,”

I reminded her.

“Yes, so he did. And I don't want him to think me
afraid. I'll see him. But I'm afraid of him, Austin,

you must be there.”

“ I don't think he'll expect that.”

Never mind what he expects. If I see him, it's on

my own conditions. I want you there. It's cowardly,

but I do. Tell him he can come, but that I propose to

see him in your presence.”

So she would have it, being obviously disturbed at

the idea of the interview. Was he coming to her as
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Nathan came to David—to denounce her sin ? He was
no doubt wrong about her intentions for the future, but

he was fatally right in his opinion about what she had

done in the past. He had a locus standi too, or so he

would conceive—a professional right to tell her the

truth.

“ Vm spoilt I haven’t had half enough of the

disagreeables ” she said with a woeful smile.

There was truth in that—so far as external things

went, visible and palpable pains and penalties. She
had not paid full toll. Luck had been with her and
had afforded her a case—^not a good one, but good
enough to give her coui'age a handle. Her other

advantages—^her attractiveness, her position, her wealth,

she had used with dexterity and without scruple to

protect her from punishment She had cajoled and

she had bribed—both successfully
;
only the irreconcil-

ables remained unreconciled. To no small extent she

had jockeyed outraged morality—in externals. Many
people did it even more successfully—by not being even

half found out, and therefore not put on their defence

at all. But for one who had been at least half found

out, against whom circumstantial evidence was terribly

strong although direct proof might be lacking, she had

come off very cheaply. Nobody about her told her so;

we spoilt her. She was afraid that Alison, in manner,

very likely even in words, would tell her now, face to

face. Being taken to task was terribly against the

grain with her. Only Jenny might punish Jenny—and

the blows must fall in secret.

Alison came to my house first, a quarter of an hour

before the time of his appointment with Jenny. He
was grave and silent; in the spirit, though naturally

not in the flesh, he wore full canonicals; the con-

sciousness of his office was about him. I had grown

—
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and I may as well confess it—into an intellectual

hostility to all this, a scepticism which prompted
rebellion. But he was doing what he disliked very

much in obedience to his view of duty. It is churlish

to show disrespect to a man acting in that way, simply

because one may consider his view incorrect or ex-

aggerated. I had once charged him with wanting to

burn people
;
let me not fall into the temptation of

wanting to burn him—or where stood my boasted

liberality of thought ?

Fm not sorry that you’re to be with us, Austin,” he

said as we walked up to the Priory. Interfere if I

show any signs of growing hot.”

“If she tells you the truth, you won’t grow hot.

But if you grow hot, she won’t tell you the truth,” I

answered.

“I don’t go in my own strength,” he reminded me
with gentle gravity.

On the terrace, by the door, Margaret lay on a long

wicker chair. She sprang up when we came near,

blushing in her artless fashion at the encounter.

Alison’s stern-set face flashed out into a tender

delighted smile. “ God bless the pretty child !
” he

murmured as he went forward and shook hands with

her. She had her little pet dog with her, and they

talked a minute or two about it. He was country-bred

and had dog-lore ;
she listened with an interest almost

reverential. “ Now !
” he said with a sigh, as he left her

to go into the house. He had welcomed that little

interlude of brightness.

Jenny received him with stately dignity; if Nathan
came to David, still let him remember that David was a

King! She rose for a moment from the high-backed

elbow-chair in which she sat; she did not offer her

hand but, with a slight inclination of her head, indicated

19
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a chair. Then, seated again, she awaited his opening

with the stillness of a forced composure. She might be

afraid
;
she would show no fear. She faced him full

where he sat, and challenged the light that fell on her

face from the big window. I stood leaning against the

mantelpiece, a few paces from her on her left

“In coming to you, Miss Driver/' he said, “Fm
doing an unconventional thing. The circumstances

seem to me to call for it
;

it’s the only thing left to do,

and nothing will be gained unless I face it and do it

plainly. I want to tell you something about a house-

hold which you have no opportunity of seeing

—

something about Fillingford Manor. I go there, you

know
;
you don’t"

“ No—not now/’ said Jenny.

“I say nothing about Lady Sarah. She is not,

perhaps, very wise or very generous. Yet even for her

allowances are to be made."

“I make such allowance as consists in absolute

indifiference, Mr. Alison."

“ That’s beyond your right—but no matter. In that

house there is a father who loves his son and who
respects himself. The father is miserable and humili-

ated. Do you recognise any responsibility in yoursell

for that ?
”

“ Lord Fillingford once wanted to marry me—for my
money, I think."

“ I think you do him less than justice. Never mind

that I answer by asking you why he doesn’t want to

marry you now—even with your money."
“ A very palpable hit

!

" said Jenny with a slight smile.

“ But did you come here only to say things like that ?

I know you think you have a right to say them—^but

what’s the good ?
’’

“ The good is if they make you think—and I have a
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right to say them, though I fear your bitterness made
me put them too harshly. If so, I beg your pardon.

In whatever way I put them, the facts are there.

Father and son are strangers in heart already; very

soon they will be enemies, if you persist in what you are,

doing.”

What am I doing?” asked Jenny, smiling again.

“ Evil ” he replied uncompromisingly. “Wanton evil

if you don’t mean to marry this young man—deliberate

evil if you do.”

“ Why deliberate evil if I do ?
”

“You have no right to marry the son of that man.
It would create a position unnatural, cruel, hideous.”

“ Alison, Alison !
” I murmured. I thought that he

was now “growing hot.” But he took no notice of me
—nor did Jenny.

“An inevitable and perpetual quarrel between father

and son, a perpetual humiliation for a man who trusted

you—and was wrong in doing it I Dare you do that

—

with what there is lying between you and Lord
Fillingford ?

”

“ What is there ?
”

“ At least deceit, broken faith, trust betrayed, honour
threatened. Is there no more? ”

Jenny looked at him now with sombre thoughtfulness.

“We’re not children,” he went on. “If there is no
more, what was easier than to say so, to lay scandal to

rest, to give an account of yourself ? Wasn’t that easy ?
”

“Lying is generally pretty easy,” said Jenny.

He raised his hands in the air and let them fall in a

despairing gesture. “ You yourself have said it !

”

“Yes, I have said it, Mr. Alison. You’ve always

believed it Now you know it. We’re face to face.”

“ Then face to face I say to you that you’re no fit

wife for that young man,”
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No fit companion either, perhaps ?
”

say no more than I need say. A sinner who
repents is a fit companion for the angels, and joyfully

welcomed. Haven't you read it? I am on your duty,

not to God— I pray Him that He may teach you
that—but to the honourable man whom you deceived

and humiliated. You charge him with having wanted
to marry you for your money. Take it on that basis, if

you will. What did you want to marry him for? Was
it love? No

;
his title, his position. Was the exchange

unfair? The bargain was fair, if not very pretty.

Even to that bargain you were grossly false. If I'm

wrong in my facts, say so : but if my facts are right, in

very decency let his house—^let his son—alone."

“Your facts are right," she said. “ I was false to the

bargain. Have you said all you have to say, Mr.

Alison ?

"

“ I have done—save to say that what I have said to

you I have said to nobody else. I am no chatterer.

What I've said to-day I've said in virtue of my office.

What you have admitted to me I treat as told me in

the confessional."

She bowed her head slightly, accepting his pledge.

“I know that," she said. Then she turned to me,

smiling sadly. “ I'm afraid we must tell him our plans,

Austin—in strict confidence ? ” She did not wait for an

answer, but went on to him immediately; “I'll speak

to you on the terms on which you have already heard

me—as though I were in the confessional."

“ What you are pleased to say is safe—^but it's your

deeds I want, not your words,”

“ My words will make my deeds plain to you,” she

answered, and then sat silent for a while, resting her

cheek on her hand, looking very steadily in his face.

At last she spoke in a low even voice :

—
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‘‘I don't admit your authority; and yet, as Austin

knows, I shrank from this meeting. You claim the

right to lay your hands on my very soul, to tear it out

and look at it. I don't like that. I resent it. And
what good does it do? We remain too far apart I

shall make to you no apology for what I have done
;

I

don’t desire to defend myself. The thing is very

different to me, and you wouldn’t even try to see the

difference. Yet it is not less a great thing to me—as

great as to you, though different. Yes, a great thing

and a decisive one. I may look at it wrongly—I don’t

look at it lightly.”

“I’m glad to be able to think that—at least,” he

remarked.
“ I like you, and I want to work with you in the

future. That’s why I’ve listened to you, and why I now
tell you what’s in my mind—why I have come face to

face with you. There was no obligation on me; my
soul’s my own, not yours, nor the world’s. But I have

chosen to do it. You came here, Mr. Alison, to tell me
that I was not a fit wife for Lord Fillingford’s son ?

”

He assented with a nod and a gentle motion of his

hand.
“ I agree with you there—^with all you’ve said about

that—but I go much farther. I don’t think myself a

fit wife for any man’s son.”

He looked up at her with a quick jerk of his head.

“ I could go to no man as his wife without telling my
story. And if I told it, what would he say ? He might

say ‘Go away!’ Probably most men would, though

there are some I know who, I think, would not. Or he

might say ‘ That’s all over—forget all that. Be happy
with me.’ If he said that, what should I answer? I

should have to say ‘ It’s not all over
;

it’s not a wretched

thing in the past that I’ve bitterly repented of and may
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now hope to be allowed to forget and to be forgiven for.

It’s not over and never will be. For me it’s decisive

;

it will always be there. And it will always be there

for you too, and you will hate it.’ ” She spoke the last

words with a strong intensity. “ Always something to

be ashamed of, something to hide, something breeding

a secret unconquerable grudge!’ That’s handicapping

marriage very heavily—even though my husband were

not son to Lord Fillingford ! Do you know that it was
only with the bitterest fear that I agreed to marry

Leonard himself? Should I easily marry another man
now ?

”

“ Don’t ask her to marry you—it only worries her.”

The words of Leonard Octon’s letter came back; I

could imagine the grimly humorous smile with which he

penned that bit of advice to me.

She went on with a sudden suppressed passion :—

I

want none of it—none of it at all. I can make a happy

life for myself. I can be useful—even. if I have to lie

—

in deeds if not in words—before I can be allowed to be

useful. Why am I to seek unhappiness, to seek fearful-

ness, to create misery? The burden I bear now my
own shoulders are broad enough to carry. I had sooner

cany it myself than have another groaning under it at

my side !

”

- '' Cast your burden upon God, and He will bear it.

This is penitence, if only you would open the eyes of

your heart I

”

Call it what you like,” she said, a trifle impatiently.

“ Let it be pride—pride for Leonard and pride for

myself
;

let it be calculation, precaution, fear, independ-

ence—what you will. You shall do your own name-

giving, and you may give the name that satisfies your

theories. But I have given you my names for it

and my account of what I feel. Feeling that, am I
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eager to marry Amyas Lacey? Tm not eager, Mr.

Alison/'

There was a moment's pause. The sound of a horse

trotting up to the house fell on my ears
;
Jenny gave

me a quick glance. Alison seemed not to notice; he
was looking down at the floor, deep in thought, Jenny's

eyes returned to his face; she watched him with a

smile as he sat pondering her explanation.

“ I respect your conclusion," he said at last “ Even
if there were nothing but the worldly point of view, I

should say it was wise—as wise as it is severe. I hope

you may find better reasons still for it, and new sources

of strength to carry it out."

** You shall hope—and we shall see," she answered,

not carelessly, but rather with an honest scepticism

which was willing to respect his prepossessions, but

would pay them no insincere homage.

There is more for me to do than merely to hope

—

but enough of that just now." He smiled a little, for

the first time in the interview. I mustn't be too instant

out of season. But if that is your conclusion. Miss

Driver, how does it fit in with your conduct ?
"

“It fits in very well," she replied.

“ That wouldn’t be the general opinion. It’s not the

opinion at Fillingford Manor." He leant back in his

chair, looking rather weary and discouraged, “ You're

still minded to fence with me, I see," he said.

“ No, I'll deal with you plainly—but I rely on your

pledge. Nothing goes beyond these walls—neither to

Fillingford Manor nor elsewhere ?
"

“ I am bound to that : but pretences are dangerous."
“ It will soon be time to end this one.”

As she spoke, merry voices floated into the room from

the terrace outside. Jenny listened with a happy smile,

and then went on, “ You w^ant to know what I mean by
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my conduct? Why I make Fillingford Manor unhappy,

and all my neighbours mad with curiosity?” She
laughed as she rose from her chair. “Come to the

window here,” she said to Alison.

They went to the window, and I followed. There, in

the mellow sun of the late afternoon, Margaret lay on

her long chair, her brown hair touched to gold, her

merry laugh breaking out again, her face upturned to

Lacey’s. He stood beside her, his eyes set on her face,

a smile of admiration plain to see on his lips. It was a

fair picture of young lovers—^and the complacent artist

whose hand had designed it turned triumphantly to

Alison.

“ You ask what I mean. I mean that,” she said.

Alison gave a violent start. “ Miss Octon ! And
Amyas?” He looked for a moment at the pair, then

turned back to Jenny, rather helplessly. “ But that’s

pretty nearly as bad as the other !
” he blurted out.

“Who speaks mow? ” she asked. “ The priest in his

office? Or Mr. Worldly Wiseman ?
”

9



CHAPTER XXII

THE ALTERNATIVE

Alison watched the maid and the young man for

half a minute, then drew back a little way into

the room
;
Jenny followed as far as the piano and stood

leaning her elbows on the top of it, smiling at him in

mockery.

That's a fair question, perhaps. But the idea is

—

staggering !

”

Jenny raised her brows. ‘‘But why? Has she prac-

tised deceit and betrayed trust ? Has she broken faith

or threatened anybody's honour? Or done worse things

still ? Is she no fit wife for a young man ? What have

you against her, Mr. Alison ? Why is this pretty nearly

as bad as the other ?
”

Alison was sadly put about and flustered. His con-

fident air of authority vanished with the unimpeachable

ground on which it had been founded. He had shifted

his base
;
the new base failed him. “ Surely you must

see ! " he protested.

“ I see a dear beautiful girl and a charming handsome
young man of high degree," answered Jenny in gay

mischief, “ and they look very much in love with one

another. Is that dreadful ?
”

“ It's quite a different case, of course—but really,

really, just as hopeless
!

"

“ You'd better not call this hopeless—^neither you nor

anybody else who has anything to say to it !

”

397
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Octon’s daughter!” He ejaculated the words m a

low murmur, flinging his hands out wide.

Yes, that's it 1
” said Jenny, her smile getting harder,

and with a rather vicious look in her eyes. That's why,

isn't it ? That's why she's not good enough for Amyas
Lacey, not good enough to be mistress of Fillingford

Manor! There’s nothing else against her? Only

—

she’s Leonard Octon's daughter 1 Well now, I say to

you that that shall not be against her. It shall be for

her—mightily for her. To that she shall owe everything

;

that shall give her all she wants. If you have any in-

fluence, don't use it against her. Use it for her, back

her up. It will be wiser in the interests of the friends

whom you're so concerned for." She left the piano and

came into the middle of the room, facing him. Because

it's the alternative to that unnatural hideous thing of

which you came here to speak—and spoke so plainly.

If I'm not much mistaken, I can turn this thing the way
I choose. And I tell you that in spite of all you've

said, and in spite of all I've said, your friends will be

wise to accept the lesser evil. Margaret is better than

me, at all events 1

”

She was on her high horse now. Very handsome she

looked, with a glowing colour in her cheeks
;
her voice

was full of temper, hard-held. It was the turning-point

of the scheme which she was working out; through

Alison she launched her ultimatum to Fillingford:

** Margaret or myself—^there is no other alternative.”

Alison was recovering himself. Fie dropped into a

chair and looked up at her commanding figure with a

smile of kindness—^with an admiration wrung from him
by her coup.

You’re really wonderful,” he told her. “ I'll say that

for you—and I’ll be as worldly as you like for a

minute."
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“Yes, do try for once. There is such a thing as this

world.'*

“ Then—even setting aside the obvious objection, the

objection our friends at the Manor are bound to feel

—

Lacey is Lacey, and will be Fillingford, The girl—

I

think her as charming as you do—comes from nowhere
4nd has, I suppose, nothing ?

"

“ She'll come from Breysgate Priory—and not empty-
handed."

“ Of course you'd behave kindly to her, but
"

Back to Octon’s phrase went Jenny—back to the

words in which he had bequeathed his “ legacy " to her.

Her face softened. “ I shall do the handsome thing by
her," she said in a low voice. “ Can’t you understand

why I do this ? " she asked him. “ You were one of the

few people who seemed to understand why I brought

her here— to be with me. Can't you understand

this ?
”

“Perhaps I can—a little. But is it fair to Lord
Fillingford?"

“ I can't think always and for ever ot Lord Filling-

ford," she told him impatiently. “ He isn't all the world

to me. I am thinking of Leonard—this is all I can do

for him now. I'm thinking of the child—and of myself.

I can give up for myself, but this is my compensation.

What I could have she is to have—because she loves

Amyas, and I love her—and because I loved her father.

That’s what I mean. I daresay you've some very hard

names for it. They made me give up Leonard once

—

at any rate behave as if I was’^ashamed of him. Very

well ! They must take Leonard's daughter now—or that

worse thing you and 1 know of."

“ I'm still on the worldly plane,” Alison said, smiling.

“You can, of course, if you're so minded, abolish all

objections except the sentimental. If it's a hundred
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thousand for an Institute, what mightn’t it be for a

whim, Miss Driver ?
”

“And what mightn’t it be for my dear man who’s

dead ? ” said Jenny, very low.

He got up, went to her, and took her hands. She did

not repel him. He whispered a word or two to her—of

comfort or sympathy, as his manner indicated. Thej^
he looked round at me. “You’ve had a hand in this

mischief, I suppose, Austin ?
”

“ Oh, we just take our orders in this house,” said I.

“ Heaven humble your heart !
” he said to her, but

now the rebuke was kindly, almost playful.

“ The present question is of humbling Lord Filling-

ford’s,” retorted Jenny.

Alison walked back to the window. Jenny gave me
a quick nod of satisfaction; the fight was going well.

“ Are they still there? ” she asked.

“ Oh, dear me, yes ! He’s sat down by her on the

ground—looking up, you know !

”

“Yes, I can imagine, Mr. Alison.”

“A fine pair !
” He turned round with a sigh. “ And

very fond of one another! And yet you think you

could ? Well, perhaps you could—who knows?”
He seemed to study her thoughtfully.

“ I don’t want to, you know—unless I’m driven,” said

Jenny.

“You mustn’t do it,” he told her, with some return of

his authority. He softened the next moment; “ I don’t

believe you would.”

“Run no risks—advise your friends to run none.

You’ve seen enough of me now to know that it’s not

safe to conclude I shan’t do a thing just because I think

it’s wrong—or even because I don’t at this moment
mean to do it I have to reckon with a temper

;
others

had better reckon with it too,”
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Alison looked at me, pursing up his lips. “ I think

that she points out a real danger
”

'‘Fm sure she does,” I rejoined. '‘And you must

reckon with it.”

"Yes,” he murmured, his eyes again searching her

face. She nodded her head ever so slightly at him with

a defiant smile. "But losing your temper oughtn^t to

be relied on as a resource. Reckon with it if you like

—

not on it. Miss Driver.”

Jenny laughed outright at that. “ He hits me hard

—

but it makes no difference,” she said to me. " The plan

stands,” She turned quickly on him: “In the end,

what do you make of it ? ” She stretched out her right

hand. " Are even good things soiled if they are taken

from that hand ?
”

" The pity of it !
” he murmured, with a soft intonation

of profound sorrow.

" The child’s a pearl. Let her be happy ! Is the

beauty of it nothing to you ?
”

" Yes, it’s much—and your love for her is much.” He
paused a moment. "And perhaps I should be over-

bold to speak against that other love of yours—now.

Maybe it lies beyond the jurisdiction committed to us

here on earth.”

Jenny was, I fear, entirely devoted to earth and, at

that moment, to arranging her own bit of earth as she

wanted to have it. She gave him no thanks for what

was, from him, a very considerable concession. Rather

she fastened on his softer mood as affording her an

opportunity.
" Then you oughtn’t to be against me,” she urged.

" I’m not against you. This is not my ground—^not

my business.”

" You might even help me,” He looked doubtful at

that. “Simply in one way. There’s one little thing
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you can do easily, though it’s difficult for me. For all

the rest, I leave you to do anything or nothing, just as

you think proper.”

“What’s the one little thing?” he asked.

“ Bring Lord Fillingford and Margaret together. It’s

very easy—except for me—and it commits you .fo

nothing. Give her her chance. Anyhow, none of the

trouble’s her fault, is it ?
”

“ There doesn’t seem much harm in that.”

“ Give him no hint of what I’ve said. It would be so

much better if the idea could come from himself.”

“ Impossible !
” he cried.

“ I don’t know,” she said thoughtfully. He seems

to be very frightened. How about some idea of—the

lesser evil ? He’d still be shocked—but his mind might

be a little prepared.”

“You’re altogether too—well, shall I say diplomatic

?

—for me.”

“Come, come,” I interposed, “don’t do the Church

injustice !

”

“Let’s go out,” said Jenny. “Wait a minute—I’ll

get a hat, and join you on the terrace. I expect

Margaret and Amyas are still there.” She walked

out of the room with a light buoyant tread. Alison

turned to me with a bewildered gesture of his arms,

"yet with a reluctant smile on his face.

“ What am I to work on ? I don’t believe the woman
has any conception of what sin means !

”

“ She has ~ a considerable conception of the con-

sequences of her actions.”

“My dear fellow, as if that was at all the same
thing! And what’s her new game? What’s she

taking me on ‘the terrace for?”

“To have a cup of tea, I suppose. It’s nearly half-

past five
”
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*‘ril never give her credit for being as simple as

that!” He was disapproving, but good-natured—and
altogether occupied with Jenny in his mind. “ I shall

never get hold of her—I once thought I should. A
pagan—a mere pagan!” He paused again and added
with a reluctant admiration, A splendid pagan 1

”

“There are fifty roads to town—and rather more
to heaven 1

” I quoted.
“ Who said that ?

”

“ William Mackworth Praed—and you ought to have

known it.”

“ I daresay he knew the roads to town, Austin.”

“In both cases the criticism is obvious— much
depends on where you start from.”

We were on the terrace now. At the other end of

it we saw Margaret and Lacey walking up and down
together. The tea-table was deserted, and probably

the tea was cold; we were neither of us thinking about

it. Alison had put on his hat, but now he bared his

head again to the evening breeze.

“Phew, that was a fight!” he said. “And I suppose

Pm beaten 1 But if she yields to that temper of hers,

ril have no more to do with her.”

“ But if she doesn’t—if she needn’t ? ” I suggested.

He made no answer. I saw his eyes wander to the

shapely couple that walked up and down.
“ Why shouldn’t the child have her chance ?

”

“ You’re tempters all in this house !
” he declared.

Margaret and Lacey suddenly came towards us

—

no, towards Jenny, who had just come out of the

house. She stood there, near the door, quite quietly

—with all her gift of serene immobility brought into

play. There was no signing to them, no beckoning:

but at once, out of the midst of their delighted pre-

occupation, they came. I permitted myself a discreet
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glance at Alison; he was watching. I wondered

whether he were any nearer to a theory of why Jenny
had proposed that we should come out on the terrace.

Margaret Octon ran on ahead of her companion

and caught hold of Jenny’s arm. Lacey came up a

second later, I saw Jenny give him a smile of the

fullest understanding. The young man flushed suddenly,

then laughed in an embarrassed way.
“ I know Fve been here an awful time. I thought

you were never coming out,” he said.

"The time seemed so long till I came, did it?”

asked Jenny. She stooped and kissed Margaret on the

forehead. The girl laughed—^very gently, very happily,

Jenny looked at Alison across the few feet that divided

the two small groups. Her look was an appeal—an

appeal from the shy happiness on the girl’s face to

the natural man that was beneath Alison’s canonicals.

Shan’t the girl have her chance?” asked Jenny’s eyes.

Suddenly Alison left my side and walked up to

her.

"I must go now,” he said, rather hastily, rather (to

tell the truth) as though he were ashamed of himself.

" I think I can manage that little commission.”

She moved one step forward to meet him. " I shall

be very grateful,” she told him in her low, rich, steady

tones. "The other way wouldn’t have been nearly

so—convenient.” Her bright eyes were triumphant.
" Soon ? ” she asked.

" I can manage it in a day or two at longest. And
now good-bye. I fear I’ve tired you with all my
business.”

The young people listened, all innocent of the covert

meanings.
" Let’s not be tired till our work’s done !

” said Jenny.

She risked that "our” and challenged his dissent.
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He stood swaying between reprobation and admiration,

between forswearing and alliance, between sympathy
and repulsion. She had so much—yet not that without

which, in his eyes, all else was in the end worthless.

But she had brought him—of her subtlety she had
brought him—on to the terrace. For no cup of tea

tolerably stale! For nothing stale— but that the

imploring, aye, the commanding, unconscious desire,

the unmeditated appeal, the unmeant urgency, of

Margaret’s heart might work. “Are you human?”
asked Jenny’s eyes, travelling with a slow meaning
from his face to Margaret’s.

The cunning of the serpent—the simplicity of the

dove! Ah, dear serpent, what had you in your heart

save to make your dove happy ? Another thing—^yes 1

The dove must triumph— for she bore Leonard’s

escutcheon, and must bear it victorious against his

enemies. The serpent bade the dove wing her happy

way!
Might not the dove be made bearer also of an olive

branch, made a harbinger of peace? That was the

idea which Jenny sought to put in Alison’s mind when
she brought him on to the terrace. Could not all that

grace and joy avail to blot out the name she bore?

It was only a name—a thing intangible—a name, if

Jenny’s plan prospered, soon to be deleted, buried

under a new and newly significant designation. She

must bring memories with her—of old wrong and old

humiliation ? Could she not herself destroy even what

she brought ? She seemed made to do it. Who could

bear a grudge against that simple joyfulness, who resist

that unconscious pleading for oblivion? Alison was

to go from the terrace with a new zeal for the com-

mission that he had undertaken, to go with his cause

much closer to his heart.

20
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While he was still there, Dormer whizzed up the

drive in his motor car. ’ He had come to meet Lacey

at Breysgate, and drive him over to Kingston to dine

and sleep. Lacey affected Kingston for his night

quarters more than ever now—and Dormer generally

fetched him from Breysgate; it was an arrangement

convenient to both parties.

Jenny had told so much truth that she was inclined

for a little mischief. She greeted the new-comer with

coquettish demureness, marking, with a smile and a

glance at me, Dormer’s ill-concealed surprise at

Alison’s presence, and at the good terms on which he

seemed to be with his hostess. Dormer asked for

whisky and soda, and I went with him to minister to

his wants.

^‘Did Lacey bring the parson?” he asked, after a

first eager gulp.

Oh, no. Alison came of his own accord—came to

call, you know,” I answered.

“Did he?” He would obviously have liked to ask

more questions. “That’s being neighbourly, at all

events,” he ventured to comment, with a covert leer.

“ We shall be seeing Fillingford—or even Lady Sarah
—^here next !

”

“ More unlikely things than that have happened.”

“That’s what I always remember,” he remarked,

nodding sagaciously over his long tumbler. “ What I

say is—try your luck, even if it does need a bit ot

cheek.”

I had a notion that Dormer was inclining towards

the confidential.

“ If it doesn’t come oft, you’re no worse than you were

before. If it does, there you are, by Jove !

”

“ I should think that must be every successful man’s

philosophy. But what, may I ask, makes this call on
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your reserve of cheek, Dormer ?—which will, I make no
doubt, be equal to it.”

“Waft and see,” he answered with a pronounced
wink. Having executed this operation, his eye turned

to Lacey, visible through the window of the smoking
room where we were. “ There’ll be a row at Fillingford

Manor some day soon—that’s my opinion.”

“Let’s wait and see about that too,” I suggested

mildly. Now he was trying to make me confidential.

He winked again. “You’re a pretty safe old chap,

Austin,” he was good enough to tell me.

When we returned to the terrace, Lacey was ready to

start and, with a look at his watch, Dormer went up
to Jenny to say good-bye. During our brief absence

Alison had departed—to set about his commission, as

I hoped.
“ I say, may I come over the day after to-morrow ?

Shall you be here ? ” Dormer asked.

“ The day after to-morrow ? Thursday ? Yes, I shall

be delighted to see you. I want to know how you’re

getting on in those negotiations with Mr. Cartmell, you
know.” This referred to those farms of his—she had by
now settled on three—which she wanted to round ofi

her frontier.

Dormer smiled slyly at her. “ All right, we’ll talk

about that too.”

“ Have we any other business ? ” she asked, lifting her

brows in feigned surprise.

“ Something may crop up,” he answered with a laugh.

“ Till then, Miss Driver !

”

The young men got in and drove off, Margaret

watching and waving her hand as they went—a saluta-

tion copiously acknowledged by Lacey; Dormer was

busy with his handles.

“If Mr. Alison is prompt with his commission.
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Thursday may be a busy day,” Jenny remarked, as she

sat down in a low chair and lay back in it with an air of

energy relaxed. Sitting down by her, I began to smoke

my pipe. Margaret passed us, smiling, and went into

the house.

'^That was a fight,” said Jenny presently, “rather a

stiff one—^but weVe got our stiffest still to come. Lord

Fillingford will fight; I must move all my battalions

against him. I shall bribe—^perhaps I shall still have to

bully.” She sighed. For the moment, the afternoon’s

struggle done, a weariness was upon her. She sat

silent again for a long while, her brows knit in medi-

tation or in sorrow.

“ I won’t tell anybody else,” at last she said. “ I have

told you, because I wouldn’t have you live here on false

pretences—^because you’re my friend. I told Mr. Alison

to-day for the reason you heard. I’ll tell nobody else.

The old attitude towards the rest ! It’s really no use

telling—I can’t tell it right
;

I can’t put it into words.

For myself even I can’t recover the past—^can’t quite

see how I did it—what woman I was then, or how that

woman stands to the woman I am now. A mist has

come between the two.”

“ For heaven’s sake, vex yourself no more ! Let the

dead bury its dead. Alison has upset you.”

“Fm in the mist—^but Leonard isn’t. He grows

clearer and clearer, and ’’(she smiled faintly) “ larger and

larger. His great kind loving-roughness fills all my
vision. I suppose it filled all my vision then, and so

—

it happened !
” She turned to me with a quick question.

“ Do you think I’m right in the determination I’ve come
to about myself ?

“ I should be far from holding it obligatory either on

you or on anyone else. Good things pass by—and

things indifferent—and things bad. The disturbance
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passes off the face of life's stream
;
the stream pursues

its course. There's no duty on you, in my opinion. Yet
I think that for yourself you're right"

** I'm glad you do," she told me, “ At that we'll leave

it—a fixed point

!

‘‘Unless Lord Fillingford is very obstinate?"

As she looked at me, a smile broke slowly over her

face. “ From the way you say that, I think you suspect

me of having indulged in a little bluff this afternoon.

But I think I was honest. I don't mean to do it, I

should hate doing it—but they might make me angry

enough."
“ I don't believe you'd ever go through with it. We

should have flight again !

"

“Too awful!" sighed Jenny, frowning, yet almost

smiling. She smiled frankly the next moment, as she

turned to me and laid her hand on my arm. “ Do let's

agree—^you and I—that I'm quite incapable of it and

was bluffing most audaciously !

"

“We'll agree to that with all my heart."

“ So you spoil me—so you go on spoiling me !

" she

said very gently.

I went down the hill to my own house leaving her

still sitting there, a stately solitary figure, revolving

many thoughts in the depths of her mind.
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CHAPTER XXIII

ON ALL GROUNDS—RIDICULOUS

!

Alison was prompt as could be wished. The
next morning we received our orders. Margaret

was to go to tea with him at the Church House, escorted

either by Chat or by me, as Jenny preferred. He ex-

pected that some business would bring Fillingford there

about five—and so the encounter; for the result of it,

he added, he took no sort of responsibility.

“You must go, of course,” Jenny decided, “Chat

wouldn’t be able to tell me anything about what really

happened.”

I had to see Cartmell earlier in the afternoon, so

arranged to meet Margaret at the appointed place.

She knew nothing of Fillingford’s being expected, but

she had taken a strong liking to Alison and was greatly

pleased with her invitation—only surprised that Jenny
should not be going too.

“ Oh, I told him I couldn’t,” said Jenny. Let us call

that a diplomatic evasion.

Sir John Aspenick came into Cartmell’s office while

I was there. He had heard rumours of the proposed

sale of Oxley Lodge and its estate by Bertram Ware

—

and to Jenny. Here was legitimate matter of inquiry

and interest for the county. Aspenick was much
interested; but he did not seem particularly pleased.

“The thing is hardly public property yet,” said old

Cartmell, “but I’m sure Miss Driver wouldn’t mind its

310
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being mentioned to such an old friend as you are, Sir

John. Yes, it*s settled. Ware sells and she buys—the

whole thing, lock, stock, and barrel, and at a pretty

stifiF price too—to say nothing of an extra five hundred

for early possession.’'

Why does she do it ? " demanded Aspenick, sitting

on the office table and smoking a cigar.

Ah ! I can sometimes see what a woman is doing

by using my eyes, and I can sometimes see what she’s

going to do by using my head ; but why she does it or

why she’s going to do it—that’s qhite beyond me,” said

Cartmell.
“ It’s a pretty place,” I urged. “ Good house—nice-

sized sort of place too.”

^‘But who’s going to live in it—unless you are,

Austin ?
”

I modestly disclaimed any pretensions—and any

desire—^to be housed so handsomely. Sir John
frowned in perplexity. “Seems to me she wants the

whole county !
” he observed.

“Old Nicholas Driver did, anyhow,” said Cartmell

with a laugh. “ Oxley wasn’t enough for him ! He
wanted Fillingford Manor — you remember, Sir

John?”
“Well, that didn’t come off,” said Aspenick drily;

I fancied that he hinted it had not “come off” with

old Nicholas’ daughter either—so far. “Does she

mean to let the house ?
”

“ I really don’t know anything about it.”

“ Well, she’ll be a good neighbour, I suppose. She

can afford to keep her fences in order, and she won’t

put up wire. More than I can say for Ware ! His

fences were a disgrace, and he’s been threatening us

with wire—that’s only since we wouldn’t have him
as candidate, I admit.”
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We'll answer for the fences and the wire,” Cartmell

promised him cheerfully.

But, in spite of his being reassured as to these vital

matters, Aspenick's brow was still clouded.

You're her man, of course, Cartmell, but I don't

mind saying to you that these new people coming in

and buying up everything give me a sort of feeling of

being crowded. Do you know what I mean ?
”

“Can't keep things just as they were six hundred

years ago, Sir John," said Cartmell.

Aspenick was not mollified by this tactful reference

to his long descent “ Hustling, I call it ! I suppose

you'll be wanting Overington next?"

We both repudiated the idea of laying profane hands

on Overington's ancient glories. “ We'll leave you in

possession. Sir John. But we may take just a slice off

Kingston, if Mr. Dormer's agreeable."

“Everybody knows that Dormer's outrunning the

constable, and I daresay you'll get all you want from

him—but not an acre of mine, mind you 1

"

“ Don't cry out before you're hurt, Sir John,” Cartmell

advised him good-humouredly. But when he was gone

he said to me with a shrewd nod, “ Well, we all know
why he's so precious sulky

!”

Aspenick's want of warmth about our new acquisi-

tions (Cartmell and I always said “our” when we meant

Jenny's) no doubt had a personal cause—^though it was
not hard to appreciate also his class-feeling. The
property of Oxley lay full between Overington and
Fillingford Manor; but since her return Jenny had
severed Aspenick's house from Fillingford's in another

way than that No more was heard about Lacey and
Eunice.

Cartmell was no gossip and a man of few questions,

unless about a- horse; yet now he turned his rubicund
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face towards me with an air of humorous puzzle, Any
news from the house ?

”

“ Nothing particular—^just at present/' I answered.
“ IVe looked at it this way, and IVe looked at it that

way, and I’m flummoxed. Why early possession—and

five hundred paid for it ? She can’t want the house

—

and as business it’s ridiculous. But you know her way—‘My wish, ’Mr. Cartmell, and please no words about

it!”’

“She generally has a purpose—she doesn’t act at

random,” I remarked.

“A purpose! Lord love you, half a dozen! And,
what’s more, I believe you generally know them. But,

as she knows, you’re devilish safe. There it is! I

could make her a really rich woman if she’d let me

—

but with money thrown away like that, and her Institute,

and what not !
” He looked as gloomy as if Jenny

were on the verge of bankruptcy and all our livelihoods

taking wings.
“ I’ll tell you one thing. I think you’ll have to open

the purse-strings wider still before many days are out”

He looked at me very sharply. “The marriage

coming off? And a big settlement? Well, that’d be

right enough. All the same, I can’t say I like it, Austin.

Fillingford’s son ! Doesn’t it stick in your throat a

bit?”
“ I said I’d tell you one thing. I didn’t say I’d tell

you two or three more ”

“ All the town says it. My word, you should hear

Mrs. Jepps! My wife says it’s something terrible.”

He twinkled in amusement again. “ Lord, it’s some-

times worth being a bit staggered yourself just to see

how much worse the thing takes other people 1

”

“Mrs. Jepps and the rest of the town had better

wait a little. It’s a pity to waste good indignation.”
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Aye, and folks hate being cheated of a scandal

theyVe made up their minds to.”

“Scandal’s a hard word in the case that you’re

thinking of.”

“ IVe no great stock of words outside of a conveyance

of land—there I can use as many as any man except

counsel. But, to tell the truth, it goes against my
stomach.”

“ It sticks in your throat ! And it goes against your

stomach ! And all this before you’ve been even asked

to swallow it ! Aren’t you considerably premature ?
”

“You think there’s a. chance she won’t ?” His

manner was openly eager.

“Yes—but hold your tongue, and pay up your five

hundred for early possession
”

“Upon my soul, Austin, I never more than halt

believed it. But when everybody buzzes a thing into a

man’s ears—and his own wife first among them—and
he sees no other meaning of things, why

“ The best of us are likely to give in—^yes ! Well, I’ve

got another appointment—at Alison’s.”

“Alison’s? What have you got to do with Alison

these days ?
”

“ Come now, does your position interefere with your

friendships ? What have you to do with Mrs. Jepps ?
”

“ It was my wife. I never see the old witch.”

“ I’ve no wife—^so I have to face the devil on my own
account.”

From my talk with Cartmell I was the more anxious

for the success of my other appointment. That might
help to free Jenny from the danger of being made so

angry as to do what she hated to do, and what faithful

old Cartmell could not stomach. If anything could

drive her to it, it would be a slight, a harshness, a rude-

ness, towards Margaret. How she had flared up at
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Alison's objections ! If Margaret were spurned, to

Jenny's mind Octon also was again spurned. Then the

temper would still have to be reckoned with—the

temper under disappointment as well as wrath; for

Jenny built upon this interview.

Margaret was punctual at Alison's—she came spank-

ing up in the carriage with the big grey horses the

moment after I had reached the door—and we went
together into the sparely furnished room where he

lived and did his work. He was no bookman—his

walls looked bare
;
his very chairs meant labour rather

than rest. And he was no student—“ My convictions

from God, my orders from the Bishop, my time to the

ministry,” he had once said to me—adding then, with

the touch of humour that so often softened his

rigorous zeal—

I

sometimes think one's Bishop is the

final trial of faith, Austin.” Our Bishop was a

moderate man, highly diplomatic, given to quoting St.

Paul as an example of adaptability. All things to all

men if by chance ” So far as the chance lay there, his

lordship never missed it.

But to see Alison with Margaret obliterated any

criticism left possible by his affectionate nature and

(may I add ?) his ingenuous consciousness of possessing

absolute and exclusive truth. He had so tender a

reverence for her youth and receptivity—and with it

such a high gentlemanly purpose that she should not

think that he held her either too young for courtesy or

too receptive for intellectual respect. He had great

manners, born of a loving heart. Why, after all, should

he worry about reading books ? Guesses about

appearances—that's books—from novels up to phil-

osophy. But how pleasant is the guessing

!

She became to him at once a delighted disciple.

Here was no such discrepancy of heart and head as
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divided him from Jenny—no appeal to another standard

—no obstinate defence against his attacks behind the

ramparts of her nature. Margaret’s nature was his to

mould—small blame to him if the thought crossed his

mind that it would be to the good if she were set in a

high place—if such a light burned under no bushel of

obscurity

!

Fillingford was announced. Alison gave me a quick

glance, as though to say Now for it !

”—and the grave

stern man stood on the threshold of the room. I had

not seen him without his hat for a long while
;
he had

grown grey: his figure too was more set; he was

indisputably, even emphatically, middle-aged. His

face was more lined and looked careworn. His eyes

fell first on me, and there was hesitation in his manner.

Alison went quickly to him and greeted him.

« We’ve been having a little tea-party, but I shall

soon be ready for business. Austin you know. This is

my friend Miss Octon.”

Fillingford came forward—slowly but with no change

of expression. He bowed gravely to Margaret, and

gave me his hand with a limp pressure. “ I hope you’re

well, Mr. Austin ? We’ve met very little of late.”

Margaret was regarding him with curiosity com-
plicated by alarm. This was Amyas Lacey’s father

—

and Amyas had given the impression that his father was
formidable; there was a knowledge in her own heart

which might well make him seem formidable to her,

even had his bearing been far more cordial.

I’m afraid I’ve come too soon,” he said. “ I interrupt

your party.”

“Sit down with us and have a cup of tea—Miss

Octon will give you one.”

He did not refuse the invitation, and sat down
opposite Margaret. She ministered to him with a
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graceful assiduity, offering her timid services with

smiles that begged a welcome for them. He remained

gravely courteous, watching her with apparent interest.

“I hope Miss Driver is well?*^ he said to me with a

carefully measured civility.

Very wisely Alison did not ileave the pair he had
brought together to entertain one another. Plunging

again into the description of his work which had so won
Margaret's interest before, he enabled Fillingford to see

the gay charm which he himself could not elicit. Then,

branching off to herself, he got her to describe the

wonderful delights of her new existence—^her horse, her

dog, the little room that Jenny had given her for her

own snuggery at the top of the house. “ I can see

your chimneys from the window!” she told Fillingford

with a sudden turn towards him, followed by a lively

blush—how came her interest in those chimneys to be

so great? Fear kept her from Lacey's name; some

instinct, I think, from more than casual reference to the

donor of all the fine gifts which she catalogued and

praised
;

little reference used to be made to Fillingford

at Breysgate, and perhaps she had caught the cue thus

given.

But I haven't got enough work to do,” she complained

gaily to Alison. “ And if you would let me come and

work for you 1

”

ril find you plenty of work to do,” he promised

Lots ofwicked old women to visit !
” He smiled at us

** I might try you on the wicked young men too,” he

added. '' There are lots of them about. But plenty of

very good fellows too, if only we could really get hold

of them.”
** Try her on Mrs. Jepps,” Fillingford suggested drily

;

yet the smallest unbending, the least hint of a joke, from

him seemed something gained.
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“ That’s the old lady with the fat horses, isn’t it ?

She looks very kind and nice.”

“ Hum !
” said Alison. Fillingford gave a wintry

smile. Mrs. Jepps and I are considered the two ogres

of the neighbourhood,” he said.

Her little hand darted impulsively across the table to-

wards him, and was as quickly drawn back—one of her

ventures, followed by her merry confusion. “ You ! Oh,

nonsense ! I don’t believe that !

”

Ah, you haven’t heard all the stories about me !

”

'' I’ve only heard that you’re very—really very kind

and—and just.’* She was summoning all her courage

;

she was full of deprecation and appeal.

“ Who told you that ?
”

She cast a look of dismay at me, and I came to her

rescue. ‘^Your son, of course. Lord Fillingford. We
see him sometimes at Breysgate.”

I know you do.” He shot out the words and shut

his lips close after them.

She looked distressed and rather puzzled
;

after

thawing a little, he had relapsed into frost at the first

mention of his son. Alison seemed to think a diversion

desirable.

Before you go, I should like to show you our chapel.

We have a little one of our own here. We use it in

the early mornings sometimes, and for prayers after

supper.”

She jumped at the proposal, both for its own sake, I

think, and for a refuge from her embarrassment.

“We’ll be back directly,” said Alison, as they left

Fillingford and myself together.

Fillingford sat in silence for some moments. Then
he said slowly, “ I didn’t know that your new-comer at

Breysgate was so attractive.”

Jenny had not reckoned on my being left alone with
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him. I had no instructions, and had to choose my own
course. “ I thought that perhaps Lacey would have told

you about her ?
”

He looked me in the face with his heavy deliberate

gaze. “We don’t often speak of his visits to Breys-

gate.” He paused and then added, with something of

restrained vehemence in his tone, “ I don’t care to ask

either the number or the object of his visits—and he

hasn’t volunteered any information to me on either

point.”

“His visits are frequent,” I remarked. “As to their

object

“ I don’t think we need discuss that—^you and I, Mr.

Austin.”

“ I was only going to say that we could neither of us

do more than guess at it.”

For a moment he lost his self-control. “ I hope to

heaven my guess is wrong—^that’s all I
” he said hotly.

“ I think that probably it is.”

Surprised out of reserve, he leant forward towards me,

with a sudden look of eagerness in his eyes. “ I should

like to know what you mean by that—if you’re at liberty

to tell me.”
“ I’d sooner not. It would come better from your son,

I think.”

“ I prefer not to talk to my son about the matter just

now, I might wrong him. I have many worries just

now—business and others—and I don’t trust myself to

discuss it with him with all the calmness which I should

desire.”

“ I’m afraid I can do no more than venture to advise

you not to come to any conclusion prematurely.”

He broke out again
;

it was evident that he was living

under a strain which taxed his endurance sorely. “ But

Amyas is always there 1 And she !

”
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The sound of Alison’s voice came from the hall.

^'Hush! They’re just coming back. You must wait

and see.”

A light broke over his face. '‘You can’t possibly

mean that it’s this girl ? ” There was undoubted relief

in his tone—but utter surprise too, and even contempt.
'' Oh, but that’s on all grounds utterly ridiculous !

”

They were in the room again. " Don’t say so, don’t

say so,” I had just time to whisper.

Margaret came in, laughing and merry, recovered from

her confusion, delighted with the chapel, she and Alison

one another’s slaves. While she worshipped him, she

had almost got to ordering him about
; she laughed at

her own airs, and he industriously humoured them.

They were a pretty sight together. The grave careworn

man at my side watched them, as I thought, with a

closer interest. But it was time for us to go—Lord

Fillingford’s business had been long awaiting—and
Margaret began to make her farewells, extracting from

Alison a promise that she should come again soon, and

that he would come again soon to, Breysgate. I think

that this was the first Fillingford had heard of his having

been at Breysgate at all; his eyes looked wary at the

news.

Margaret came to him. " Good-bye, Lord Fillingford,”

she said with shy friendliness.

He looked intently at her. " I’m glad to have met
a friend of my son’s,” he said gravely. She blushed

again
;
he turned to me with brows knit and eyes full

of brooding question.

On the way home Margaret was silent for a while

;

then she asked, "Did Lord Fillingford know my
father?”

" Yes, he knew him slightly.”

« Were they friends ?
”
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“Well, no, I don’t think they were, particularly. Not
very congenial, I fancy.”

“ No, they wouldn’t be,” she agreed. Father would
have thought him dull and pompous, wouldn’t he ? But
I think I should get to like him and ”—she smiled

audaciously—“ I believe I could make him like me.

He looks sad, though, poor man ! Though I suppose
he’s got everything !

”

“ A good many worries included, I think, Margaret,”
“ He spoke of Lord Lacey as if he were fond of him.”

The smile lingered on her lips. I think that she was
day-drearning of how, if he were fond of Lacey, he

would be fond ofwhat Lacey loved, and that so she might

soothe him over his worries and take the lines out of

his painful brow. “ Anyhow I’m very glad I’ve met him.”

I was glad of that too—on the whole. The interview

had gone as well as could be expected. Margaret had

won no such sudden and complete victory as had

attended the beginning of her acquaintance with Alison.

Fillingford was not the man to yield a triumph like

that
;
he was far too slow and wary in his feelings, too

suspicious and afraid of efforts to approach him; he

had, besides, a personal grudge against Breysgate that

must needs go deeper than Alison’s enforced but reluc-

tant disapproval of the mistress of that house. His

words had not been encouraging—“on all grounds

utterly ridiculous I
” Yet there had been kindness in his

grave tones when he told her that he was glad to have

met a friend of his son’s. I wondered whether Jenny

would be content with this somewhat mixed result

—

and what she would say to the share I had taken in the

interview.

I got no chance of making my report to her till late

at night, for Cartmell came to dinner—^to talk business

—and the two were busy discussing Oxley Lodge.

2X
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Cartmell was still sore about the price, especially sore

about that five hundred pounds to satisfy a mysterious

whim for early possession. But Jenny was radiant over

her new acquisition, and full of merriment at the story

of Aspenick’s sulky comments.
“ Really I think they’ve every right to hate me—and

I suppose they do. But I can’t stand still just because

the Aspenicks have stood still for six hundred years,

can I ? Anyhow I think he’ll be quite safe about the

wire. His new neighbours will probably be hunting

people themselves.”

Cartmell pricked up his ears. Hunting people, will

they ? Well, that’s good. I didn’t know who
“No more do I yet—exactly,” she laughed, obviously

enjoying his baffied curiosity, and casting a glance across

at me for my sympathy in the joke. “But I’ll have

people of a good class, Mr. Cartmell—^no one to offend

his high nobility! No tradesman’s son at Oxley!

Breysgate is bad enough!” Her eyes dwelt for a

moment on Margaret. “And Margaret tells me that

she’s made a conquest of Mr. Alison, and, as a conse-

quence, is going in for all manner of good works.”

Cartmell did not follow the connection of her thoughts,

and she laughed again at that.

“ I'm quite serious about it, Jenny,” Margaret pro-

tested.

“ Of course you are, my dear ; I’m very glad of it. And
I believe it would appeal even to Lady Aspenick !

”

At last we were alone together—just before I said

good-night.

“Margaret has told me some of her impressions.

What are yours ? ” she asked.
“ I think that, on the whole, we did fairly well. I

also think that Margaret and I between us pretty well

let the cat out of the bag.”
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“ Oh, you did 1 How was the animal liked ?
”

“ It was pronounced ridiculous—on all grounds

ridiculous !

”

“Was it? We shall see.” Jenny looked dangerous.
“ But all the same it was thought better than—the

fox.”

“Ah!” she cried eagerly. “Better than the fox!”

Her eyes sparkled. “ Tell me all you can remember.”

I told her my tale, not forgetting what had passed

between FilHngford and myself when we were alone.

“ Not so bad ! I think we’ll go ahead now !
” said

Jenny.
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CHAPTER XXIV

A CHANCE FOR THE ROMANTIC

All was as ready as all could be made. The plans

were laid, the approaches prepared, the battalions

marshalled. For so much a commander must wait—

a

good one waits no longer. We went ahead. The
Thursday which Jenny had forecasted as likely to be

busy turned out to be busy in fact One thing happened

for which she gave the word—another which, as I am
persuaded, did not surprise her very much. It had to

come—it had better be over and done with. In all

likelihood she gave the word for this second thing

also.

How were these words given ? Ah, there I am out

of my depth. In our relations to the other sex we men
are naturally on the aggressive. The man pursued of

woman exists no doubt—^but as an abnormality—a queer

by-product of a civilisation intent on many things non-

natural. The normal man is on the attack, and
ignorant, by consequence, of the minutiae of the science

of defence. Whether the intent be surrender, or whether

it be that the moment has come for a definitive repulse

of the main attack, there are, no doubt, preliminary

operations. Scouts are called in, pickets withdrawn,

skirmishers retired ;
all these have served their function

—have given information, have foretold the attack, have

felt the strength of the opposing forces, and held them
in check while the counsels of the defence were taken

324
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and its measures perfected. The order is issued—Let
them come on—and on they come, to their triumph
or their overthrow. But all this is woman's campaign-
ing—^to be dimly understood in its outlines, vaguely

grasped in its general principles; but how precisely

those preliminary operations are performed man, when
he has the best opportunity of discovering, is generally

too flurried to observe nicely, too deeply engaged in

developing his attack to see, more than half blindly, the

manoeuvres that allow him an open field for it.

Somehow then, on that Thursday, Jenny offered

battle—and on two fronts. She threw her ally Margaret

open to Lacey's assault; she accepted, on her own
account, a direct attack from Dormer. She wished the

offensive operations to be practically simultaneous, and

substantially achieved the object. One took place before

four in the afternoon—the other not later than nine

o'clock at night.

Keenly recognising the fact that I was not wanted at

the Priory—I am not sure that Jenny's pointed remark

that she would be glad to see me “ after dinner" did not

assist the recognition—I remained in my own quarters

after returning from our couple of hours' morning work.

I rather thought that I might be called into action

again later on, but I was not concerned in the present

operations.

At five in the afternoon Lacey came to me—in a state

of the greatest agitation. He just strode in, without

asking any leave, and plumped himself down by my
hearthstone. His eyes were very bright, his hands and

legs seemed quite unable to keep still. Obviously some-

thing decisive had happened.

I've done it ! Austin," he said. I never thought I

should be so happy in my life—and I never thought

I should feel such a beast either,"
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‘‘ Congratulations ! And explanations? It sounds a

curious frame of mind.”

‘‘Margaret’s accepted me— and Fm on my way to

Fillingford to tell my father. Miss Driver insisted on

my doing it at once—said it was the only square thing.

Otherwise—By Jove, Fd rather charge a battery !

”

He got up and began to walk about the room; its

dimensions were far too small, whether for his long legs

or for his explosive state of mind.

“ By gad, Austin, you should have seen how she

looked
!

”

“Miss Driver?”
“ No, no, man, Margaret. I was awfully doubtful

—

well, a fellow doesn’t want to talk about his feelings nor

about—about what happens on that sort of occasion, you

know. Only if it hadn’t been for Miss Driver, I couldn’t

have bucked myself up to it, you know. Taking away
her friend—leaving her all alone again too !

” he paused

a moment. “ I tell you I did think of that,” he added
rather vehemently.

“ Most men wouldn’t have thought about that at all

—

perhaps oughtn’t to have.”

“ Ah, but then what she is to both of us ! Well, it

went right, Austin, it went right, by Jove !

”

His voice was exalted to the skies of triumph. In an
instant it dropped to the pit of dismay. “ And now Fve
got to tell the governor !

”

“ All this has happened thousands of times before,” I

ventured to remark urbanely, as I filled my pipe and
watched his restless striding up and down.
That brought him to a stand—^and cooled him into

the bargain. “ Not quite,” he said. “ Not quite,

Austin.” His voice had become more quiet. “You
must see that there are elements in this case which

—

which make it a bit different ? My father’s been a good
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friend to me. Things aren’t very flourishing with us, as

I daresay you know. But I’ve always had everything

—

and I’ve spent all I had too. The election was a

squeeze for him
; of course he wouldn’t let me take any

subscription—it was the honour of the family. He
thought of putting things straight himself once—^you

know how. He’d sooner die than do that now. I’m

doing what’s pretty nearly as bad to his thinking—and
not putting things straight at all ! I daresay you don’t

sympathise with all this, but I’ve been brought up to

think that there’s such a thing as loyalty to the family

—

and not to be ashamed of it. Well, I’ve cut all that

adrift. I couldn’t help it. But I don’t know whether

we can go on. It may mean ”—he threw out his hands—" a general break-up !

”

" But you’re set on it?” I asked.

“ Isn’t it a good deal too late to talk about that ?

When I’ve tried to make her love me—and—and she

does ?
”

“ Yes, it’s late in the day now. You must go to your

father.”

“ I think I’d sooner be taken home to him with a

bullet in my head.”

“ You’ll find it won’t be quite so bad as you think.

Bad, but not quite so bad, you know.”
“ Ah, you don’t allow for

” He stopped. " Well,

you remember Hatcham Ford ?
”

“ It seems rather long ago, Lacey.”

" Not to him ; he broods. If only she wasn’t !

”

“
‘ Romeo, Romeo, wherefore art thou Romeo ?

’ ”

“ That didn’t end so deuced happily, did it?”

“ Only because Romeo got back at the wrong

moment ! Miss Driver, you say, was pleased ?
”

“ Yes—oh, more than that ! But for her I don’t

believe I could have done it. Still it’s my own job

—
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and Tm ready to face it. These things must be meant

to come, Austin.”

I glanced at the clock. He laughed reluctantly and

nervously. Give a fellow five minutes more !
” he

said.

With pleasure. Spend it in thinking not of yourself,

nor even of your father—^but of Margaret.”
** Yes, that’s right,” he said eagerly. “ That’s the thing

to think about. That’ll carry me through.” He gave

another unwilling laugh. “ If he’d only be violent, or

kick me out, or something of that sort—like the silly old

fools in the plays ! Not he ! He’ll behave perfectly, be

very calm and very quiet— particularly civil about

Margaret herself! He’ll tell me I must judge for myself

—just as he did about coming to Breysgate. And all

the while he’ll be breaking his heart.” He smiled at me
ruefully. ** Aunt Sarah’ll do the cursing

—
^but who cares

for that ?
”

A good many people besides Lady Sarah will have

a word to say, no doubt.”

“ I don’t care a damn for the lot of them—except my
father,” he said—and I was glad to hear him say it. It

expressed—^vigorously—my own feelings in the matter.
“ And don’t you think I’m the happiest man on earth ?

”

he added a moment later.

“ Earth’s not heaven. Try to let Lord Fillingford see

what you’ve shown me.”
" What do you mean, Austin ?

”

‘‘ You don’t mind my saying it ? It’s another of those

things that one generally doesn’t care to talk about.

Try to show him that you love her very much, and that

next in order—and not quite out of sight either—comes
your father. Don’t treat it casually—as if you were
telling him you were going to dine out—though I

daresay that’s the etiquette. Try the open heart against
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the hidden one. You appreciate his case. Show him
you do. Thafs my advice.”

‘‘ It’s good advice. I’ll try.” He came to me holding

out his hand. “ And wish me good luck !

”

“You’ve had as fine a slice of luck to-day as happens
to most men. Here’s to another !

”

He wrung my hand hard. “I’ve made an ass of

myself, I suppose !
” That was homage to the

etiquette. “I’ll remember what you’ve said. He has

a case, by Jove, and a strong one!” He smiled

again. “Somehow Margaret’s case won, though,” he

ended.

He went his way—a straight lad and a simple

gentleman. He had no idea that any schemes had

been afoot, that any wires had been pulled, either for

him or against his father—if to get this thing done were

indeed against Fillingford. Nor had he any idea that

his scruples about family loyalty were to be annihilated

by the intervention of a fairy godmother. Jenny had

stuck to the romantic colour of her scheme. She sent

him forth to meet his father with no plea in extenuation,

with no proffer of gold wherewith to gild the hated

name of Octon. His fight was to be single-handed.

So she chose to prove his metal—^with, perhaps, a side-

thought that the fairy godmother’s intervention, coming

later, might be more effective—and would certainly gain

in picturesqueness! That notion, unflattering maybe,

one could not easily dismiss when the workings of her

mind were in question. Yet it might be that a finer

idea was there—that it was not only Lacey’s metal

which was to be proved that night. She had said that

she was ready to bribe, that she might have to bully

—

and implied that she was prepared to do both at once, if

need be. But had it come across her thoughts that, by

divine chance, she might have to do neither? She
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knew Fillingford's love for his son; she had sent

Margaret to meet Fillingford that he might see her as

she was. She might be minded now to prove if love

alone would not serve the turn. The battalions might

all be held in leash—and the God of Love himself sent

forth as herald to a parley. If Fillingford surrendered

to that pleading, the victory would not be so purely

Jenny's: but she would, I believed, have the grace to

like it better. That it was a less characteristic mode of

proceeding had to be admitted : but to-day there would

be an atmosphere at the Priory which might incline her

to it. She would not force Fillingford, if she need not

—neither by threats nor by bribes. Being myself, I

suppose, somewhat touched by Amyas Lacey's exalta-

tion, I found myself hoping that she would try

—

first— the appeal of heart to heart. That she

would accept it as final—I knew too much to look

for that.

The case could not, in its nature, be so simple. With
the appeal of love must come that relief from a greater

fear which she had carefully implanted, on which she

certainly reckoned. That was in the very marrow of

her plan
;
no romantic fancies could get rid of it The

best excuse for it lay in the fact that it would certainly

be useful, and was probably necessary. When things

are certainly useful and probably necessary, the world

is apt to*- exhibit towards them a certain leniency of

judgment . Jenny did not set herself above the world in

moral matters.

I went up to the Priory after dinner, availing myself

of Jenny’s strictly defined invitation. But up there I

made a blunder. I blundered into a room where one

person at least did not want me— I am not so sure

about the other. Dormer had gone clean out of my
head

;
more serious matters were to the front. Heed-
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lessly I charged into the library; there were he and
Jenny 1 Luckily I seemed to have arrived only at the
tail-end of their conversation. “ Quite fin^l were the
words I heard from her lips as I opened the door.

She was standing opposite Dormer, looking demurely
resolute, but quite gentle and friendly. He was looking
not much disti'essed, but most remarkably sulky.

I tried to back out, but she called me in. “Come
in, Austin. YouVe just in time to bid Mr. Dormer
good-night.”

He shrugged his shoulders. “ I suppose Td better be
off, ril pick up the car at the stables.”

“Good-night. We shall see you again some day
soon ?

”

“ I don’t know about that. I may go away for a bit

—and anyhow I expect to be pretty busy.”

“ Oh, yes, we shall see you again some day soon !
” she

said very kindly and persuasively. “ You won’t let it be

too long, will you? And you will see Mr. Cartmell

about that business, won’t you ?
”

He nodded in an off-hand surly fashion—but he might

be excused for being a little out of temper. Evidently

he was not going to get Jenny’s land; apparently

she was still to get what she wanted of his. “You’ll

have to pay for them !
” he reminded her, almost

threateningly.

“A fancy price for my fancy? Well, I’m always

ready to pay that,” said Jenny. “ Good-night and, mind,

quite soon !
” Her tone implied real anxiety to see

her friend again
;
under its influence he gave a half-

unwilling nod of assent.

I escorted him as far as the hall door—farther than

that he declined my company. I held a match for him

to light his cigar and gave him a stirrup-cup. “ Good-

night, Austin !
” Then his irritation got the better
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of him, “ Damn it, does she want Lacey for herself,

after all?” Evidently the great event of the day

—from our point of view—had not been confided

to him.

Oh, no, you may be sure she doesn't
”

“ Then what the deuce she does want I don't know
—and I don't believe she does !

” With this parting

grumble he slouched off sulkily towards the stable.

As a humane man, I was sorry for his plight; Jenny
was still serenely ruthless.

Annoyed, isn't he ?
'' she asked when I rejoined her.

“ Really I was rather glad when you came in. He had

got as far as hinting that I—^he put a good deal of

emphasis on his ‘ you ’—ought to have jumped at him !

It's quite possible that he'd have become more explicit

—^though it wouldn't have come very well from him
under the circumstances.”

“You've deluded the young man, you know,”
“ Oh, it’ll do him good,” she declared impatiently.

“ Didn't he deserve to be deluded? He wanted me for

what I had, not for myself. Well, I don't so much mind
that, but I tell you, Austin, he patronised me ! I may
be a sinner, but I'm not going to be patronised by
Gerald Dormer without hitting back.”

“ Did you quarrel ?
”

She smiled. “ No. I'm never going to quarrel any
more. He'll be back here in no time—and have an-

other try most likely ! You see, I'm going into training

—a course of amiability, so as to be ready for Lady
Sarah,” She sprang to her feet. “ Do you know that

this is a most exciting evening ?
”

“ Oh, yes, I can imagine that. I've had a long talk

with Lacey.”

“Have you? Isn't he splendid, poor boy? You
should have seen his face when I sent him to her ! He
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thought of nothing but her then—but I like him for

thinking of his father now. And Tve brought it off,

Austin ! He thinks there may be just a pretty wedding
present—a trousseau cheque, perhaps !

” She came up
to me. “ This is a good thing Tve done—to set against

the rest”

“ I think it is. But the boy feels horribly guilty
”

She nodded, “ I know—and so does poor Margaret
I’m afraid she’s crying up in her own den—and that’s

not right for to-night, is it ?
”

“ Love’s joy and woe can be simultaneous as well as

alternate, I’m afraid.”

“ I can’t stand it much longer.” She looked at the

clock. ** He’s to send word over to-night, if he can—by
a groom—^how he’s got on—breaking the news, you know.

Let’s go out into the garden and wait for this important

messenger. But, whatever he says, I believe I shall

have to put my oar in to-morrow. I can’t have my poor

Margaret like this much longer. She knows now
why she was taken to Mr. Alison’s, and does nothing

but declare that she behaved atrociously !

”

We were a silent pair of watchers. Jenny’s whole

soul seemed absorbed in waiting. She spoke only once

—in words which betrayed the line of her thoughts.

If I’d thought it would be as bad as this—for her, I

mean—I believe I’d have brought her here under

another name, in spite of everything, and perpetrated a

fraud ! I could have told them after the wedding !

”

I was afraid that she would have been quite capable

of such villainy where Margaret was in question, and

not altogether averse from a d^no^ment so di-amatic.

“ Either Lacey’s shirked the interview—or it’s been a

very long one,” I remarked, as the clock over the

stables struck half-past ten. " Poor Dormer’s home by

now—to solitude 1

”
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‘‘ Oh, bother Mr. Dormer and his solitude ! Listen,

do you hear hoofs ?

“ I can't say I do," I rejoined, lighting my pipe.

“ How you can smoke !
” she exclaimed scornfully.

Really I could not do anything else—in view of the

tension.

A voice came from above our heads: Jenny, are

there any signs ?

"

“Not yet, dear," called Jenny, and waved her arms

despairingly. “ Ah !
” She held up her hand and rose

quickly to her feet. Now we heard the distant sound

of hoofs. “ I wonder if he's written to me or to her

!

She started walking towards the drive.

“ To you, I'll be bound !
” I answered as I followed.

In a few moments the groom rode up. Jenny was

waiting for him, took the letter from him, and opened it

“No answer," she said. “Thank you. You'll ask

them to give you a glass of beer, won't you ?

"

The man thanked her, touched his hat, and rode off

to the servants’ quarters.

“ In old days the bearer of bad tidings wouldn't have

got a glass of beer,” I suggested.

“ The tidings are doubtful." She gave me the letter

:

—“ He is terribly cut up. He promises me an answer

to-morrow. I haven't told him yet that I must stick to

it anyhow. That's for to-morrow too, if it must come.

My love to her,

—

Amyas,”
“ It'd be so much better if he never had to say that,"

Jenny reflected thoughtfully.

Certainly it would. If the thing could be managed
without a rupture, without defiance on the one side or

an unyielding posture on the other, it would be much
more comfortable for everybody afterwards.

“ Still, you know, he's ready to do it if he must.” Her
pride in her romantic handiwork spoke again.
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Suddenly Margaret was with us, out of breath from
her run downstairs, gasping out a prayer for the letter.

Jenny gave it io her, and she read it. She looked up
to Jenny with terrified eyes.

He mustn't do it for me. I must give him up,

Jenny,” she murmured, woefully forlorn.

Very gently, just the least scornfully, Jenny
answered, *‘We don't give things up at Breysgate.”

She stooped and kissed her. ‘‘ Go and dream that it's

all right It will be by this time to-morrow. Austin

and I have a little business to talk over.”

Having thus dismissed Margaret (who carried off the

precious distressful letter with her), Jenny led me back

into the library, bidding me to go on smoking if I really

must. She sat down, very thoughtful.

** It's delicate,” she said. “ Of course I'm trying to

bribe him, but I don't want to seem to do it If I make
my offer before he decides, that looks like bribing. If

he decides against us, and we make it then—bribery

still ! But in addition to bribery, there'll be the bad

feeling between Amyas and him. No, we must do it

before he decides ! Only you'll have to be very diplo-

matic—very careful how you do it.”

I shall have to be ? ” I exclaimed, fairly startled.

« I
!

»

Well, I can't go to him, can I ? ” she asked. That

really would be too awkward !
'' She smiled at the

thought of the suggested interview.

“ Pens, ink, and paper !
” I suggested, waving a hand

towards the writing-table.

** No, no—I want the way felt. If you see he's going

to give in without—without the bribe—of course you

say nothing about it till he's consented. That'd be

best of all
;
then there's no bribe really. But if he looks

like deciding against us, then you tactfully offer the
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bribe. You must be feeling his mind all the time,

Austin."'

“ And if he has already decided againsji us ? ""

She looked at me resolutely.
** Remind him that it’s

not as bad as it might be."

Bribe—and bully ?

"

"Yes." She met my eyes fora minute, then turned

her head away, with a rather peevish twist of her lips.

" This is a pleasant errand to send a respectable man
on ! Do you want me to go to him at the Manor ?

"

"Yes—the very first thing after breakfast, so as to

catch him, if you can, before he has had time to pro-

nounce against us, if that’s what he’s going to do. A
man surely wouldn’t do a thing like that before break-

fast ! You’ll go for me, Austin ?
’’

" Of course I’ll go for you if you want me to."

" Then I’ll give you your instructions."

She gave them to me clearly, concisely, and with

complete decision. I heard her in a silence broken only

once—then by a low whistle from me. She ended and
lay back in her chair, her eyes asking my views.

“You’re in for another big row if you do this, you
know," I remarked to her.

“ Another row ? With whom ?
’’

“ Why, with Cartmell, to be sure ! It’s so much more
than’s necessary."

“ No, it’s not," she declared rather hotly. “ It may
be more than’s necessary for her, or perhaps for Lord
Fillingford. It’s not more than is necessary for me

—

nor for Leonard."

I shrugged my shoulders. She laughed rather

impatiently. “ One’s friends always want one to be a

niggard!” She leant forward to me, breaking into a

coaxing smile, “Remember ‘the handsome ‘ thing,’

dear Austin I

’’
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I came to her and patted her hand. “ Tm with you
right through. And, after all, you*ll still have a roof

over your head.”

She looked at me with eyes merry, yet foreseeing.

“ I shan’t be in at all a bad position.” She laughed.
“ No harm in that—so long as it doesn’t interfere with

Margaret ?
”

“No harm in the world. I was only afraid that

you’d lost sight of it”

Jenny sighed and smiled. ‘‘You needn’t be afraid of

such a complete transformation as that,” she said.

22



I

CHAPTER XXV

A FRESH COAT OF PAINT

I
T was all very well to tell me that I must feel

Fillingford’s mind, but that possession of his had

always seemed to me to achieve a high degree of

intangibility. His words were not in the habit of

disclosing more of it than was necessary for his pur-

pose—^without any regard for his interlocutor’s—^while

his face reduced expression to a minimum. For all

you got from looking at him, you might pretty nearly

as well have talked with your eyes shut. That sudden

stroke of surprise^and relief at Alison’s stood out in my
memory as unique—^the only real revelation of his

feelings which I had seen reflected on his countenance.

High demands were being made on me as an amateur

diplomatist

!

My arrival at the Manor was early—^untimely pro-

bably, and certainly unexpected. The very, butler

showed surprise, and left me standing in the hall while

he went to discover whether Fillingford could see me.

Before this he had suggested that it was Lacey whom
I really wanted and that, since Lacey had gone out

riding directly after breakfast, my errand was vain.

When ' I insisted that I knew whom I wanted, he gave

way, still reluctantly
; several minutes passed before he

returned with the message that his lordship would

receive me. He led me along a corridor, towards a

door at the far end of it. To my consternation, as we
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approached that door, Lady Sarah came out of it—and
came out with a good deal of meaning. She flounced

out
;
and she passed me with angry eyes and her head

erect. I felt quite sure that Lady Sarah had been
against my being received at all that morning.

During previous visits to the Manor, I had not

enjoyed the privilege of being shown Fillingford's

study, in which I now found myself (not without

qualms). It was a large room which mere neglect

would have left beautiful; but, unlike the rest of the

house, it appeared to have been methodically rendered

depressing. His dour personality had—in his own
sanctum—overpowered the native beauty of his house.

Even the charming view of the old park was more than

half hidden by blinds of an indescribably gloomy

brown, which challenged to a match the melancholy of

a drab carpet. Two or three good portraits were killed

by their surroundings—^but Fillingford himself seemed

in a deadly harmony with his room. His thin grey face

and whitening hair, his dull weary eyes, and his rounded

shoulders, made him and his room rather suggestive of

a funeral card—^broad-edged in black, with a photograph

of the late lamented in the middle—^looking as dead as

the intimation told one that unfortunately he was.

He rose for a moment to shake hands, indicating a

chair for me close by the table at which he sat. The
table was covered with papers and bundles, very

neatly arranged
;
everything in the room was in its

place to an inch.

“ Fm glad to see you, Mr. Austin,” he said in reply

to my apology for so early a visit, “ and if you come on

business, as you say, the hour isn't at all too early

for me,” He was perfectly courteous— but dry as

dust.

“ I come on Miss Driver's behalf. As you are pro-
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bably aware, your son Lord Lacey has done Miss

Margaret Octon the honour of making her a proposal of

marriage. Miss Octon is in the position of being under

Miss Driver's care—I may perhaps call her her ward

—

and Miss Driver is anxious to know whether Lord

Lacey's proposal has your approval.”

“ Has it Miss Driver's approval ? ” he asked.

‘‘Most cordially— provided it has yours. Further

than that she wouldn't wish to go without knowing

your^views.”

He spoke slowly and deliberately. “You and I have

approached this subject before—incidentally, Mr. Austin.

I have little doubt that you gathered from that conver-

sation that I had had another idea in my mind ?
”

“Yes, I rather understood that—from what you let

fall.”

“ That idea was entirely erroneous, I suppose ? Or, at

all events, if ever entertained, is abandoned now ?
”

We had already got on to delicate ground. “The
situation seems to speak for itself, Lord Fillingford.

And I'm sure that the arrangement now proposed has

always been desired by Miss Driver.”

“ Miss Driver has a very great influence over my son,

I think,” he remarked.
“ I don’t think she would wish to deny that she has

favoured this arrangement so far as she properly and
legitimately could. She was naturally desirous of

promoting Miss Octon's happiness. If in other respects

the marriage was a very desirable one—well, she was
entitled to think of that also.”

“You consider that Miss Octon’s feelings are deeply

engaged in this matter ?
”

“If you ask me, I think the two young people are as

much in love as any young couple could be.”

“ I know my son's feelings
;
he has made me aware
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of them. And Miss Driver thinks this marriage
desirable ?

”

“ She charged me to express the great pleasure she
would take in it, if it met with your approval.”

He sat silent for a moment, his hand up to his mouth
as he bit his finger nail. For reasons I have given, to

follow the trend of his thoughts was quite beyond my
powers of discernment

“I suppose I seem to her—and perhaps to you—

a

very ineffectual person ? ” he went on in his even voice,

with his dull eyes (like a gas jet turned low to save the

light !)
—

“ I have the bad luck to stand half-way between

two schools—^two generations—of ideas. When I was
born, men of my order still had fortunes; nowadays
many of them have to set out to make fortunes—or at

least careers— like other people. Fve been stranded

half-way. The fortunes of my house are gone; Fve

neither the power nor the taste to try to retrieve them ;

and Fm too old. Public life used to be the thing, but Fve

not the manners for that.” His chilly smile came again.

“ So I sit on, watching the ruins falling into more utter

ruin still.”

It was not for me to say anything to that. But I had

a new sympathy for him. His room, again, seemed to

add a silent confirmation of all he said.

Once I did try to retrieve the situation. You know
how—and how the attempt ended. It served me right

—and Fve learnt the lesson. Now the same woman
asks me for my son.”

“Not for herself!

”

“ No, thank God 1
”

He said that very deliberately—not carried away,

meaning to let me have it for all it was worth. Well,

my diplomacy failed—or I fear so. I did not like to

hear him thank God for being quit of Jenny.
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" She might have,” I declared impulsively.

“I think you’re right She’s a very clever woman.

Young men are wax in hands like that’’

“Shall we get back from what isn’t in question to

what is, Lord Fillingford ?
”

“ I don’t think that the digression was due to me

—

not wholly anyhow. If it were, I must seek excuse in

the fact that I have lived a month under that night-

'mare.” I must have given some sign of protest or

indignation. “Well, I beg your pardon—under that

impression.”

“ From that, at least, you’re relieved—by the present

arrangement.”

“ The proposed arrangement ”— I noticed that he

corrected my epithet—^“has not my approval, Mr. Austin.

The other day I called it ridiculous. That was perhaps

too strong. But it is profoundly distasteful to me, and

not at all to my son’s interest. I wish to say plainly

that I am doing and shall do my best to dissuade him

from it.”

“ If he won’t be dissuaded ?
”

“I venture to hope that we needn’t discuss that

eventuality. Time enough, if it should occur.”

“ Miss Octon’s feelings
”

“What Miss Driver has—properly and legitimately

as you maintain—used her efforts to promote, she will

probably be able, with a little more trouble, to undo.

That seems to me not my affair.”

His defence was very quiet, very stubborn. He told

me no more than suited him. But I was entitled to

lay hold of the two grounds of objection which he had

advanced
;
the arrangement was distasteful to him.-—and

not at all to his son’s interest.

“I thank you for your candour in putting me in

possession of your views. Miss Driver would wish me
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to be equally frank with you. She has anticipated your
objections.”

“ She could hardly do otherwise,” he remarked,
smiling faintly.

*‘As regards the first, her position is that this girl

can’t be held responsible for anything in the past. She,

at least, is blameless.”

“ I occupy the position of my parents—^and bear

their burdens, Mr, Austin. So do you of yours. It’s

the way of the world. I’m afraid, and Miss Driver can’t

alter it.”

“ She regards this sentimental objection

‘‘You would apply that term to my objection to

allying my family with the late Mr. Octon’s ?
”

I was not quite sure of my epithet myself. “ I didn’t

say your objection wasn’t natural,”

“Perhaps you might go so far as to admit that it

is inevitable? I on my part will admit that the

girl herself appears to be unexceptionable. Indeed I

liked her very much, when I met her at our friend Alison’s.

That, however, doesn’t in my view alter the case.”

“ I understand. Will you permit me to pass to

the other point you mentioned— that of your son’s

interest ?
”

“ If you please,” he said with a slight inclination of his

head, as he leant back in his chair. I could see that I

had made no way with him. The best that we had

hoped for was not coming to pass. There was to be no

triumph of pure romance
;
even relief from the “ night-

mare ” would not, by itself, serve the turn.

“ Having placed Miss Octon in the position which she

now occupies, Miss Driver naturally charges herself

with Miss Octon’s future.”

“ Miss Driver is well-known to be generous. I had

anticipated, in my turn, that she would propose to
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make some provision for Miss Octon who, as I under-

stand, has only a very small income of her own.’^

“ Miss Driver has recently concluded negotiations for

the purchase of Oxley Lodge, together with the whole

of Mr. Bertram Ware’s estate. It is estimated that,

freed from encumbrances, that estate will produce a net

rental of three thousand pounds a year. Miss Driver-

will present the house and estate to Miss Octon on her

marriage.”

He raised his brows slightly, but made no other

comment than, I had heard that she was in treaty for

Ware’s place. Aspenick told me.”

“She will settle on Miss Octon a sum of money
sufficient to make up this income to the sum of ten

thousand pounds a year. This income she will increase

to twenty thousand on Lord Lacey’s succession to the

title. She will also present Miss Octon, on her marriage,

with a lump sum of fifty thousand pounds. She will

execute a settlement of funds sufficient to raise the

income to thirty thousand on her death—this income

to be settled on Miss Octon for life, with remainder

among her children as she and her husband shall jointly

appoint. I am also to inform you that, without under-

taking any further legal obligation, it is Miss Driver’s

present intention to leave to Miss Octon, or (if Miss Octon

predeceases her) to any son of hers who is heir to your

title, the estate of Breysgate and the greater part of her

Catsford property. I need not tell you that that

property is of great and growing value. In short,

subject to public claims and certain comparatively

small private ones. Miss Octon is to be regarded as her

natural heir no less absolutely and completely than if

she were her own and her only child.”

He heard me all through with an impassive face

—

even his brows had returned to their natural level.
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“Miss Driver is a young woman herself. She will

probably marry.”

“It is possible, and therefore she limits her legal

obligation to the amount I have mentioned—approx-
imately one-half of her present income. I am, however,

to inform you in confidence that it is her fixed intention

not to marry, and that it is practically certain that she

will not depart from that resolution—in which case the

ultimate arrangement which I have indicated will come
into effect”

The bribe was out—and fewest possible words spent

over it ! Now—^how would he take it ?

His manner showed nothing. He sat silent for a

minute or two. Then he said, “ Its certainly princely.”

He smiled slightly again. “I think I must apologise

for my word ‘ provision.’ This is a very large fortune,

Mr. Austin—or seems like it to poor folks like the

Laceys.”

“It’s a very considerable fortune. As I have said.

Miss Driver regards Margaret Octon as in the place of

her own daughter. Miss Driver thought it only right

that these circumstances should be placed before you as

possibly bearing on the decision you felt it your duty to

make yourself, or to recommend to your son.”

“Why does she do it? ” he asked abruptly.

“ I’ve just given you the reason which I was directed

to give. I wasn’t commissioned to give any other. She

regards Miss Octon in the light of an only child—^the

natural object of her bounty and, in due course of time,

her natural successor,”

“We met once at Hatcham Ford, Mr. Austin,” he

said abruptly. “You remember? I think you knew

pretty well the state of things then existing between

Miss Driver and myself ? I’ve charged you with possess-

ing that knowledge before. That piece ofknowledgemay
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enable you to understand how the present proposition

affects me. This isn’t all love for Margaret Octon.”

“No, not all love for Margaret. But now you’re

asking me for my opinion, not for my message.”

“ I didn’t mean it as a question. But I see that you

agree with me. Then you may understand that I can

feel no gratitude for this offer. It—^and consequently

the arrangment of which it is a part—^would transform

everything here. It would accomplish the task which I

haven’t even had the courage to try to accomplish. It

would blot out my great failure. But, coming whence

it does and why it does, I can feel no gratitude for it.”

“ It would be very far from Miss Driver’s thoughts to

expect anything of the kind.”

Suddenly he pushed back his chair, rose to his feet

and went to the window, impatiently letting one of the

ugly brown blinds fly up to the ceiling by a tug at its

cord. He stood there two or three minutes. His back

was still towards me when he spoke again.

“ I’ve been a steward more than an owner—a caretaker,

I should rather say. This would make my son and his

son after him owners again. It’s the restoration of our

house.” His voice sank a little. “ And it would come
through her and Leonard Octon !

” Silence came again

for a while
;
then he turned round and faced me. “ I’ve

no right to decide this question; She has taken the

decision out of my hand by this. I have memories,

resentments, what I think to be wrongs and humiliations.

Perhaps I have cause for thinking so
”

“I wasn’t sent here to deny that, Lord Fillingford.

If that hadn’t been so, not I should have been here, but

she who sent me.”
“ And so,” he went on slowly, “ I’m no judge. I should

sin against my conscience if I were to judge. The
question is not for me—let her go to Amyas himself,”
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I was glad at heart—we had escaped bullying
; only

in one moment of temper had I hinted at it, and that

moment seemed now far away. It was easy to see the

defects of this man, and easier still to feel them as a

vaguely chilling influence. His virtues were harder to

see and to appreciate—his justice, his candour of mind,

his rectitude, the humility beneath his pride.

“Lord Lacey attaches enormous importance to your
opinion. I know that as well as you do. Can’t you go
a little farther ?

”

“I thought I had gone about as far as could be

expected.
”

“ Not quite. Won’t you tell your son what you would
do if you were in his place ?

”

“ I think you’d better not ask me to do that. I’m less

sure of what I should do than I am of what he will do.

What he’ll do will, I think, content you—I might think

too much of who his father is, and of who her father was,

and from whose hand these splendid benefits come. I

think I’d better not advise Amyas.”
“But you’ll accept his decision? You’ll not dissuade

him?”
“I daren’t dissuade him,” he answered briefly and

turned his back on me again. He added in a tone that

at least strove to be lighter, “ My grandchildren might

rise up and call me cursed ! But if she looks for thanks

—not from this generation !

”

For the first time— though I sacrifice finally my
character for morality by that confession— I was

genuinely, in my heart and not in my pretences or

professions, inclined to regret the night at Hatcham

Ford—^the discovery and the flight. All said, he was

a man. After much conflict they might have come

together. If she had known then that it was man
against man— not man against name, title, position.
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respectability — why, the case might have seemed

changed, the issue have been different. But he was

so seldom able to show what he was. He had no

spontaneous power of expressing himself; the revelation

had to be wrung out by {oxc^—peine forte et dure\ he

had to be pressed almost to death before he would plead

for himself, for his case, for what he felt deep down
within him. All that was too late to think about

—

unless some day, in the future, it might avail to make
them decently friendly—avail against the deep wound
to pride on one side, against the obstinate championship

of the dead on the other.

But to-day he had opened himself frankly enough to

absolve me from formalities.

“Gratitude isn’t asked. I imagine that the proper

forms would be.”

He turned to me very quickly. “I’m on terms of

acquaintance with a lady, or I’m not If I am, I hope
that I omit no courtesy.”

“ Nor give it grudgingly?

”

“ She told you to say that ?
”

“ No—nor some other things I’ve said. But I know
how she’d take any paring down of what is requisite.”

I ventured a smile at him. “ You would have to call,

I think, to-morrow,” I let that sink in. “And Lady
Sarah a few days afterwards.”

He gave a short laugh. “You’re speaking of matters

of course, if this thing is decided as it looks like

being.”

I got up from my chair. “ I go back with the promise

of your neutrality ? ” I asked.

“ Neutrality is surrender,” he said.

“Yes, I think so. Young blood is in the question.

Besides—as you see yourself—the prospect may to a

young man seem—rather dazzling.”
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Let me alone, Mr. Austin, let me alone, for God's
sake !

"

“ I go the moment you wish me to, Lord Fillingford.

I carry my answer with me—isn’t it so ?
"

Wonderfully recovering himself—^with the most rapid

transition to an orderly self-composure—^he came and
sat down at his table again.

“I shall see my son on this matter directly after

lunch. It will be proper to convey immediate news
of our decision to Breysgate Priory. I shouldn’t like

—

in the event we both contemplate—^to appear tardy in

paying my respects to Miss Driver. At what hour to-

morrow afternoon do you suppose that it would be

convenient to her to receive me? ”

I should think that about four o’clock would be quite

convenient,” I answered.

With that, I rose to my feet—my mission was ended.

Neither quite as we had hoped, nor quite as we had

feared. We had not bullied—^we had hardly threatened.

If we had bribed, we had not bribed the man himself.

He—^he himself—would have had none of us
;
for him

—

himself— the betrayal at Hatcham Ford governed the

situation and his feelings about it. But he saw himself

as a trustee—a trustee for unborn generations of men,

born to inherit—^yet, as things stood, born more than

half disinherited! There was no telling what Jenny

thought of. Very likely she had thought of that, when

she made her bribe no mere provision—nor even merely

that "handsome thing”—^but the new bestowal of a lost

ancestral heritage. Amid profound incompatibilities,

they both had broad views, long outlooks—a large

conception of the bearings of what men do. Jenny had

not been so wrong in thinking of him—^nor he in thinking

that he could take her with what she brought. Power-

fully had Octon, in his rude irresistible natural force, and
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its natural appeal, broken the current, real if subtle,

between them.

I went up to him, holding out my hand. We had

won the victory
;

I did not feel very triumphant.

“ Mr. Austin,” he said, as he shook hands, “ we make
a mistake if we expect not to have done to us as we do

to others. I learn that as I grow older. Do you
understand what Fm at, when I say this ?

”

“ Not very well, I confess. Lord Fillingford.”

Once I went to Miss Driver, holding what I have

—

my old name, my old place, my position, my title—

I

can't think of anything they've given me except care

and a hopeless sense of my own inadequacy—^holding

those in my hand and asking for her money. I see now
the opposite thing—she comes holding the money, and

asks for what I have. I didn't have my way. She'll

have hers.”

“ There are the young people.” It was all I had to

say,

‘^Ask her to leave me a little of my son. Because

there's no doubt. You've taken away all my weapons,

Mr. Austin.”

“I wish you’d had this conversation with her—^you

two together.”

He relapsed into his formal propriety of demeanour.
“ I shall, I trust, give Miss Driver no reason to complain

of any want of courtesy—^if Amyas persists.”

You've accepted it that he will.”

“ Yes—^that's truth,” he said. “ I may be expected at

Breysgate to-morrow at four.”

“ Then try to make it happy !

”

He gave me a slow pondering look. “ There is much
between me and her—not all against her nor for me*
I've come to see that. I'll do my best, Mr. Austin.”

He escorted me to the door, and walked in silence
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with me down a broad walk, bordered on either side by
stately trees, till we came to his gates. He looked up

at the venerable trees, then pointed to the tarnished

coronets that crowned the ironwork, itself rather rusty.

“ A fresh coat of paint wanted 1
” he observed with his

chilly smile—and I really did not know whether his

remark involved a reference to our previous conversation

or not.
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PEDIGREE AND BIOGRAPHY

The forms were observed most punctiliously; but

before the forms began came Lacey, hot from

his talk with Fillingford, amazed, almost bewildered,

protesting against Jenny’s excessive munificence,

passionately anxious that she should be sure that he

had not foreseen it.

“And how can you believe I never thought of it,

when it’s just what I ought to have thought of—just the

sort of thing you would be sure to want to do ?
”

“I haven’t forgotten your appalling misery, if you
have,” she retorted, smiling. “ I was really afraid you’d

kill yourself before Austin had time to get to the

Manor. It was quite convincing as to your innocence

of my wicked designs, believe me !

”

“But I can’t possibly accept it,” he declared. “It’s

so overwhelming !

”

“You’re not asked to accept a farthing, so you
needn’t be the least overwhelmed. I give it to

Margaret. No bride is to go from Breysgate without

a dowry, Amyas. Come, you’d put up with ten times

as much overwhelming for her sake.” She threatened

him playfully: “You can’t have her with any less—so

take your choice 1

”

“ Well, we shall always know who it is that we owe
everything to.” He took her hand and kissed it. She
looked at his handsome bowed head for a moment.

352
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“If you ever do think of anybody in that sort of

way, try not to think of me only.”

Standing upright again, he looked at her gravely.
“ I know what you mean.” He flushed a little and
hesitated. “I hope you know that—that he and I

parted—that day—^in a—a friendly way ?
”

“ I know it—and Fm very glad,” she said. “ That's

all about the past, Amyas, in words at least Keep
your thoughts as kind as you can—and be very gentle

to Margaret when she wants to talk about him. That's

a good return to me, if you want to make any. And
love my Margaret.”

“ My love is for her. My homage is for you always

—

and all the affection you'll take with it,” he said soberly.

“ It's little she'd think of me if that wasn't so,” he added

with a smile.

Then came the forms, but the first of them—Filling-

ford's coming—^was no mere form to Jenny. She ^as

not afraid or perturbed, as she had been about meeting

Alison—she had done with confession—^but she was

grave, and preoccupied with it. She bade me look out

for him and bring him to her in the library. “ You
must leave us alone, and we'll join you at tea in the

garden afterwards. Take care that Margaret is there

when we come.”

Nothing can be known of what words passed between

them, but Jenny gave a general description of their

conversation—it was not a long one, lasting perhaps

fifteen minutes. “ He met me as if he'd never met me
before, he talked to me as if he'd never talked to me
before. He was a most courteous new acquaintance,

hoping that our common interest in the pair would be a

bond of friendship between us. I followed the same

line—and there we were ! But I couldn't have done it

of myself. I tried to thank him for that—^that sort of

23
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message you gave me from him. The first word sent

him straight back into the deepest recesses of his shell

—

and I said, ' Come and see Margaret.'
”

‘‘Oh, you'll make better friends than that some

day.” I had no strong hope of my words coming

true.

“ You seem to have got nearer to him than I ever

could. His shield's up against—Eleanor Lacey! But

he was kind to Margaret, wasn't he ?
”

Yes, he had been kind to Margaret He took her

hand and looked in her eyes, then gravely kissed her

on the forehead. “We must be friends, Margaret,” he

said. “ I know how much my boy loves you, and you are

going to take his mother's place in my family.” There

was the same curious quality of careful deliberation as

usual—^the old absence of any touch of spontaneity

—

the same weighing-out of just the right measure
;
but

he was obviously sincere. He looked on her young

beauty with a kindly liking, and answered the appeal in

her eyes by taking her hand between both of his and

pressing it gently. Margaret looked round to Jenny
with a smile of glad shy triumph. Amyas came and
put his arm through his father's,

“We three are going to be jolly good friends,” he

said.

Far more stately was the next ceremonial—^the one

that was, by my stipulation, to follow a few days later

;

yet I am afraid that we at Breysgate did ^ot take Lady
Sarah's coming half so seriously as she took it herself.

She had disapproved of us so strongly before there

was—^to her knowledge at least—any good ground for

disapproval that her later censures, however well-

grounded, had lost weight. Sinners cannot take much
to heart the blame of those who have always expected to

see them do wrong and’ come to grief—and clapped
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themselves on the back as good prophets over the

event

!

Here was no private interview. The whole of her

adherents surrounded Jenny in the big drawing-room.

Lady Sarah was announced by Loft—^himself highly

conscious of the ceremonial nature of the occasion.

With elaborate courtesy Jenny walked to the door to

meet her, spoke her greeting, and led her to one of two
large arm-chairs placed close to one another; it was
really like the meeting of a pair of monarchs, lately at

war but bound to appear unconscious of the disagree-

able incidents of the strife. Now peace was to be

patched up by marriage. Margaret was called from

her place in the surrounding circle. She came—and

with courage. We had, I fear, deliberately worked her

up to the resolution of being, from the very beginning,

not afraid of Lady Sarah—^pointing out that any signs of

fear now would foreshadow and entail slavery for life.

“ Youll get on much better if you stand up for yourself,’^

Amyas himself assured her.

Margaret stood, awaiting welcome. Lady Sarah put

on her eyeglasses, made a careful inspection of her

prospective niece, but offered no comment whatever on

her appearance. She dropped the glasses from her nose

again, and remarked, “ Fm glad to become acquainted

with you, Fm sure that you intend to make Amyas a

good wife and to do your duty in your new station.

Kiss me!” She turned her cheek to Margaret, who
achieved the salute with grace but, it must be confessed,

without enthusiasm. Lady Sarah did not return it.

“ There will be a great deal to do and think of at

Oxley,” she pursued, “but I shall be very glad to assist

you in every way.”

“ But there'll be nothing to do, Lady Sarah, Jenny's

doing everything—every single thing.”
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“ Fm going to give them a few sticks to start house-

keeping on/' said Jenny, with a lurking smile.

“ Old houses have a style of their own
; one learns it

by living in one,” Lady Sarah observed. Oxley was

old—so was Fillingford Manor. Breysgate was hardly

middle-aged in comparison. Lady Sarah cast a glance

round its regrettable newness; Jenny's refurnishing had

not availed to obliterate all traces of that
“ Fm not following this model,” said Jenny. ‘‘ Fm

taking the best advice—^though Fm sure Margaret will

be very glad of anything you can tell her.”

“Of course I shall. Lady Sarah. But the people

Jenny's going to are really the best people in the trade

—they know all about it”

“ When you have seen the Manor Lady Sarah

began impressively, but Lacey—^who had been, the

moment before, in lamentable difficulties between a

yawn and a smile—cut in

:

“ Ah, now when shall she come and see the Manor ?
”

Lady Sarah was prepared with an invitation for the

next day : that was another of the forms, to be carried

out precisely, as Fillingford had undertaken. She
turned to Jenny. “You've seen it, of course, Miss

Driver?”

Jenny nodded serenely. Amyas flushed again—^his

fair skin betrayed every passing feeling—as he said,

“We shall be delighted if we can induce Miss Driver to

come, all the same.”

“ Oh, very delighted, very, Fm sure,” agreed Lady
Sarah.

“You'll enjoy showing it to Margaret all by yourself

much better,” said Jenny to Amyas. “ Fll come another

day soon, and have tea with Lady Sarah, if she'll let

me.

“Very delighted, very,” Lady Sarah repeated.
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She rose to take leave
; this time she did herself kiss

Margaret on the cheek. I think we were all waiting to

see whether, in her opinion, the terms of the treaty-

demanded a kiss for Jenny also. Lady Sarah decided

in the negative
; Jenny’s particularly erect head, as she

held out her hand, may have aided— and certainly

welcomed—the conclusion. We escorted her to her

carriage with most honourable ceremony. Then we
sighed relief—save Chat, who had been, from a modest
background, an admiring spectator of the scene. She’s

not very effusive,” said Chat, “but she has the grand

manner, hasn’t she, Mr. Austin ?
”

“ I never knew what it really meant till to-day. Miss

Chatters.”

“ She probably never hated anything so much in her

whole life,” Jenny remarked to me, when we were next

alone together, “ so it’s really hardly fair to criticise her

manner. But I rejoice from the bottom of my heart

that she didn’t think it necessary to kiss me.”

“Since you escaped this time, I should think you

might escape altogether.”

“ Well, the wedding-day will be a point of danger,”

she reminded me, “but Fm pretty safe against its

becoming habitual. We both hate the idea of it too

much for that.”

Then—a week later—came the public announcement,

made duly and in due form in the Tim&s and Herald \

—

“ Between Lord Lacey, son and heir of the Right

Honourable the Earl of Fillingford, and Margaret,

daughter of the late Leonard Octon, Esq.” The sen-

sation is not to be described. So many things were

explained, so many mysteries cleared up ! Folks knew

now why Lacey had been so much at Breysgate, Sir

John Aspenick learnt for whom Oxley Lodge was

wanted, and Cartmell understood why he had been
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forced to disburse that much grudged five hundred

pounds for early possession. For, with the announce-

ment, came an inspired leading article, revealing the

main terms of the proposed settlement
;
a little discretion

was exercised as to the exact figures, but enough was
said to show that, besides the gift of the Oxley Grange

estate as it stood, there were large sums to pass both

now and in the future. Let the parties have been who
they might, such a transaction would have commanded
the universal attention of the countryside

;
when it took

place between Lord Fillingford’s heir and the late Mr.

Octon’s only daughter, people with memories recalled

and retold their stories, and found new-comers ready

indeed to listen. Once again Jenny filled all Catsford

and all the neighbourhood with gossip, speculation,

and applause.

“ I told you you’d have to undo the purse-strings to

some style,” I said to Cartmell. What do you think

of this, Mr. Chancellor of the Exchequer ?
”

He winked his eye at me solemnly. It’s great,” he

said. What a mind she has ! There she’ll sit at

Breysgate—^with the town under one foot, and Filling-

ford and Oxley under the other !

”

‘‘ Hardly that !
” I smiled.

Look what she’s giving now 1 Aye, and, my boy,

think of what she’s still got left to give ! If human
nature goes on being what it’s been ever since I

remember, Miss Driver’s word will be law in both those

houses—^if not now, in a few years at all events. It’s a
lot of money—^but it’s not ill-spent. It makes her the

queen of the place, Austin!” He laughed in enjoy-

ment. I wish old Nick Driver could see this ! He’d
be proud of his daughter.”

However much or little that may be the result, I’m

sure it was not her object.”
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He looked at me with a good-humoured pity; he
thought me a fool in practical matters. “ Have that as

you like ” he said, “ but she won’t object to the result

—

nor waste it, either—I promise you.” He chuckled

again. She’s got back at them with a vengeance !

”

It was true. Never even in the days before the

flight did she make such a figure. The Aspenicks
surrendered at discretion, Fillingford Manor was in forced

alliance, Oxley Lodge was annexed
;
Kingston did not

hold out long, and Dormer, placated by a big price for

his farms, put his pride and his sulks where he had put

the money. The town was at Jenny’s feet, even if it were

an exaggeration to say that it was under them. Time-

servers bowed the knee to so much power
;
the charitable

accepted so splendid an atonement If any still had

conscientious doubts, Alison’s conduct was invoked as

warrant and example. If he were enthusiastically for

the mistress of Breysgate now, who had a right to

criticise—^who could arrogate to himself such merit as

would entitle him to refuse to forgive—even though a

certain feature in the arrangement made it for ever

impossible to forget ?

The chorus of applause was loud—and almost

unanimous; but it was broken by the voice of one

sturdy dissenter—one to whom interest could not appeal

and, even had she wanted anything of Jenny, would have

appealed vainly—one on whom the sentimental side had

no effect, since both her sentiment and her charity moved

in the strait fetters of unbending rules. Mrs. Jepps was

rigid and obstinate. She had not fallen to the tempta-

tion of using the park road, as Lady Aspenick had : she

would not now bow the knee to Baal, however splendid

and imposing a deity Baal might be. Many had a try

at shaking her—and Alison among the rest. He told

me about his effort, laughing as he confessed his failure.
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“ I was well snubbed. She told me that Romish

practices led to Romish principles, and that where they

led it was easy to see
;
but that she for her part had

other principles and didn't palter with them. When it

suited 'Miss Driver to explain, she was ready to listen.

Till then—nothing to do with the woman !

"

Jenny heard of this—^her one signal failure (for she had

extorted alliance, if not loyalty, from Lady Sarah)

—

with composure, almost with pleasure, although pleasure

of an unusual variety.

“ Well, I respect Mrs. Jepps,” she said, “ and I wish

very much that she wouldn't deprive herself of her

drives in the park. I'd promise not to bow to her!

Mrs. Jepps is good for me, Austin—a fat, benevolent,

disapproving old skeleton at the feast—a skeleton with

such fat horses 1—crying out ‘ You did it, you did it 1

'

That's rather useful to me, I expect. Still I should like
"

—she smiled mischievously— to try her virtue a little

higher—^with an invitation to the laying of the founda-

tion stone! I'm going to have that in four or five

months, and Mr. Bindlecombe is angling for a prince to

do it. If Mrs. Jepps holds out against the prince, she

has my leave to hold out against me for ever
!

"

Still it was her instinct to conquer opponents, even

when her judgment endorsed their opposition and her

feelings did not resent it.

If she were a young woman, you'd get her at last,”

I said, but she's very old. She'll go to heaven before

you've time
;

I can only hope, for the sake of this house-

hold, that she won't be made a door-keeper, or we may
as well give up all hope and take what chances await us

elsewhere.”

‘‘Let her be," said Jenny. “She only serves me as

all the rest would have done, if I hadn't inherited Nick
Driver's money. I've beaten them with that.”
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That’s not the way you beat Alison” I reminded
hen

Her face had been hard as she referred to the power
of her money

;
it softened at the mention of Alison’s

name. It was more Margaret’s victory than mine. I

like best to fight with Margaret
;
that’s a clean sword,

Austin. When I’m fighting with and for her, then I’m

right But right or wrong, you wouldn’t have me
beaten ?

You’ve no right to impute any such immoral doctrine

to me.”
“ By now, I think I have,” she laughed, “ I wonder

how soon Lady Sarah will tell Margaret all about me !

”

“ I don’t think she will—and, if she did, you’d never

know it.”

Jenny smiled, ‘^Yes, I should. Some day—^for no

apparent reason—Margaret would come and kiss me
extraordinarily often.” She gave a shake of her head.

I’d rather it didn’t happen, though.”

It is not to be supposed that, during her Fillingford

campaign, Jenny had neglected her Institute. No day

had passed without talk or correspondence about it, and

she had been in constant consultation with Bindlecombe,

Chairman of the Committee of the Corporation in whose

charge the scheme was. Fruits of the activity had now
appeared! The gardens of Hatcham Ford had been laid

waste. (O Bindlecombe, what of your deceitful promises

to spare them ? ) Only the shrubberies in front (where

Lacey had once hidden) remained of the old pleasure-

grounds. Everywhere else were excavations, or lines that

marked foundations to be laid
;
already in some spots

actual buildings poked their noses out of the earth, their

raw red brick shamed by the mellow beauty of the old

house which still stood and was to stand as the centre of

the architectural scheme. Like all things with which
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Jenny had to do, the plan had grown larger and larger as

it progressed, took more ground, embraced more projects,

swallowed more money. It spread across the road,

absorbed the garden of Ivydene, and happily
, involved

the destruction of that odious villa of tppleasant

memories. It made inroads on CartmelFs money-bags

till—^what with it, and Margaret's great endowment, to

say nothing of Dormer’s fields—^rich Miss Driver was

for two or three months positively hard up for ready

money! But the result was to be magnificent; with

every fresh brick and every additional sovereign, Catsford

grew more loyal, and the prospect of catching that

prince more promising, '"And Fm going to get Mr.

Bindlecombe made Mayor again next year, and Amyas
must pull all the wires in London town to get him a

knighthood. With Margaret and Amyas married, the

Institute opened, and Mr. Bindlecombe Sir John, I

think I may sing Nunc Dimittis^ Austin 1

”

“We might perhaps look forward to a short period of

peace,” I admitted cautiously.

“ Come down and look at the old place once more,

before it’s changed quite out of recognition. Just you
and I together 1

”

We went down together one evening in the dusk.

Architects and surveyors, clerks, masons, and labourers

had all gone home to their rest. The place was quiet

for the night, though the rents in the ground and the

rising walls spoke loud of the toils of the day. The old

house stood unchanged in the middle of it all
;
unchanged

too was the path down which Jenny had passed after

she begged the loan of Lord Fillingford’s carriage. She
took a key from her purse and opened the door of the

house. “ Let’s go in for a minute.”

She led me into the room where once I had waited for

her—^where, another time, I had found her holding
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Powers’ head, where Fillingford had come upon us in the
very instant when I had hailed safety as in sight The
“room was, just as Octon had left it—his heavy dining-

table, his My dining-chairs, the two old leather ones on
each side the fireplace, his spears and knives on the

wall. And there too, on the mantelpiece, was the picture

of the beautiful child which I had marked as missing

when I reached the house that night

‘‘You’ve been here before,” I said to Jenny, pointing

^t the picture.

“ I found it among his papers after he was at peace,”

she answered, sitting down in one of the old leather

chairs. “ I knew this was its place
; it has returned to

it And there it will stay, so long as I or Margaret

have a voice here. Yes, I have been here before—^and

I shall be here often. This is to be my room—sacred

to me. From here I shall pull the wires I
” She smiled

at me in a.humorous sadness,

“ Not the wires of memory too often !
” I suggested.

“ Two men have made me and my life—^made me
what I am and my life what it is and is to be. Here

—

in this place—^they meet This room is Leonard’s—all

the great thing that’s coming into being outside is my
father’s. They appreciated one another, you’ve told me
—and so has Leonard. They won’t mind meeting here,

Austin.”

“They neither of them did justice to you!” I cried.

“Was the Smalls’ and the Simpsons’ justice? And
was what he—^the other—let you do justice either ?

”

“I don’t know— and I don’t care,” said Jenny.

“ They were both big men. They had their work, their

views, their plans, their occupations. They had their

big lives, their big selves, to look after. They couldn’t

spend all the time thinking whether they were doing

justice to a woman 1”
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“ That’s a nice bit of special pleading !
” I said.

But there, I’m not a great man—as both of your big

men. have, on occasion, plainly told me.”

She smiled at me affectionately. “ But one of them

gave me—in the end—all he had, and for the other I

—

in the end—would have given all I had. Oh, yes, it’s

* in the end ’ with us Drivers—^because we must try to

get everything first—^before we are ready to give ! But

in the end all was given or ready to be given, and here

they shall stay together. I have no pedigree, Austin,

and I shall have no biography. Here stand both. At
Hatcham Ford read my pedigree and my biography.”

The room grew dark, but her pale face stood out

against the gloom. She rose from her chair and pame
up to me.

“ My big ghosts are very gentle to me now—gentler

than one would have been in life, I think—^gentler than

the other was. You see, they’re at rest—their warfare

is accomplished. I think mine’s accomplished too,

Austin, and I will rest,”

“ Not you ! Rest indeed !

”

‘‘I may work, and yet be at peace in my heart.

Come, my friend, let’s go back home. Amyas dines

with us to-night. Let’s go back home, to the happiness

which God—Allah the All-Merciful—^has allowed me,

sinner that I am, to make.”

Through the soft evening we walked back to where

Amyas and Margaret were.
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CHAPTER XXVII

A MAN OF BUSINESS

Behold us all engaged in la5dng the foundation

stone of the Memorial Hall, which was to be
the most imposing feature, if not the most useful part,

of the great Driver Institute. At least—^not quite all

of us. Lady Sarah had begun, by now, her habit of

making long sojourns at Bath, returning to Fillingford

Manor from time to time on visits. These were usually

arranged to coincide with Jenny’s absences—^in London
or on the Riviera—^but one had not been arranged to

coincide .with the laying of Jenny’s foundation stone.

And Mrs. Jepps was not there—although she had been

invited to have the honour of meeting His Royal

Highness. There Jenny had to accept defeat. But

all the rest gathered round her from borough and from

county—Fillingford stiff but friendly, the Aspenicks as

friendly as if they had never been stiff. Dormer forget-

ful of his injuries, Alison to bless the undertaking.

Lord and Lady Lacey, fresh back from their honey-

moon, Cartmell—^and Sir John Bindlecombe ! He was

not actually Sir John yet, but His Royal Highness

—

who did his part excellently, but confided wistfully to

Cartmell that it was a splendid hunting morning—was

the bearer of a certain gracious intimation which made

us give the Mayor and Chairman of the Reception

Committee brevet rank at once. Sir John, then, held

the mortar, while Jenny herself handed the silver-gilt

36s
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trowel. His Royal Highness well and truly laid the

stone, making thereafter a very pleasant little speech,

concerning the interest which his Family took and had

always taken in institutes, and the achievements and

sterling British qualities of the man we were there to

commemorate, the late Mr. Nicholas Driver of Breys-

gate Priory. It had been my privilege to coach His

Royal Highness in the latter subject, and he did full

justice to my tuition. That done, he added a few

graceful words of his own concerning the munificent

lady who stood by his side, and the men of Catsford

cheered Jenny till they were hoarse. Amyas Lacey
and Bindlecombe jumped forward to lead the cheers,

and four or five eminent men of science, whom I had
contrived to induce to come down, to add to the glory

of the occasion, joined in with a will. After that

—

luncheon for us, dinner for half the population
;
and a

brass band and a procession to conduct His Royal
Highness back to the station. His way lay past Mrs.

Jepps^ window
;
so I hope that she saw him after all

—

without a stain on her principles

!

“ Thafs done anyhow !
” said Jenny. “ Now the real

work can go ahead !

”

The next morning after this eventful day she dis-

missed me—summarily and without warning.

“You must go, Austin,” she told me. “IVe been

very selfish, and Pm very ignorant. Of course I realised

that your books are very clever, though I don’t under-

stand them, but till I heard what those great pundits

you brought down said about you, I didn’t know what
I was doing. You mustn’t waste your time writing

notes and doing accounts for a provincial spinster.”

“ And are you going to write the notes and do the

accounts yourself? ” I asked. “ Or is Chat ?
”

“ I’m going to pension Chat; she’s got a horrid cough.
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poor thing, and will do much better in a snug little villa

at the seaside. Fve got my eye on one for hen I shall

get a smart young woman, who dresses nicely, looks

pretty, and knows something about frocks and millinery

—which last necessary accomplishment of a lady’s

private secretary you have never even tried to acquire.”

‘‘Dear me, no more I have! It never occurred to

me before. I left it to Chat! Do you think I could

learn it now ?
”

“ Tve the very greatest doubts about it,” answered

Jenny, deceitfully grave. “Go away, and write more
books.” She shook her head at me reproachfully. “To
think you never told me what I was doing 1

”

“ I suppose you’re aware that you pay me four

hundred pounds a year ?
”

“So did my father. I suppose he knew what the

proper salary was.”

“ But you don’t know.perhaps how much IVe made
out of these marvellous books in the last four years?

It amounts to the sum of twenty-seven pounds, four

shillings, and twopence. Your new secretary will tell

you in a minute how much that works out at per

annum.”
“ Goodness 1

” murmured Jenny. “ Oh, but, of course,

I should
”

“ Of course you’d do nothing of the kind 1 Time has

consecrated my claim to be overpaid for inefficient

services—^but I won’t be pensioned off into a villa with

Chat! Here I stay—or out I go—to a garret and

starvation !

”

“ And fame !

”

“ Oh, humbug ! As for my work, you know I’ve

more time here than I want.”

“ You really won’t go ? I shall have the clever girl,

you know—for the notes and the accounts 1

”
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“ Have the girl, and be—satisfied with that

!

You really refuse to leave me, Austin ?
”

“This is my home,” I said. “Here I stay till Fm
turned out.”

She came to me and put her arm through mine.

“If this is your home, nobody shall turn you out

—

neither before my death nor after it. As long as you
live, the Old Priory is there for you. Even you can’t

refuse that ?
”

“No, I won’t refuse that. Let me stop in the Old
Priory and do the odd jobs.”

She pressed my arm gently. “It would have been

very curious to have nobody to talk to about things

—

especially about the old things.” Her voice shook a

little. “ Very curious—and very desolate, Austin !

”

It is now a good many years since we had that

conversation—and we have never had another like it.

I must plead guilty to one or two books, but I manage
to save a little of Jenny’s work from the clutches of

the clever girl, and old Cartmell is on the shelf—so I

get some of his; and still I dwell in the little Old
Priory under the shadow of big Breysgate on the hill

above. Changes have come elsewhere. There are

children at Oxley Lodge ;
the succession is prosperously

—and indeed amply—secured. Mrs. Jepps has departed

this life—stubborn to the last in her protest
;
a donor,

who was, and insisted on remaining, anonymous, has

founded a Jepps Scholarship at the Institute “as a

mark of respect for her honourable life and consistent

high principle”
; I am inclined to hope that Mrs. Jepps

is not permitted to know who that donor was. Lady
Sarah is gone too, and Alison has been promoted to a

suffragan bishopric. But over us at Breysgate no
change passes, save the gentle change of the revolving

years—unless it be that with every year Jenny’s sway
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increases. Down in Catsford they have nicknamed her
“ The Empress.” The seat of empire is at Breysgate

;

by her proconsuls she governs the borough, Oxley, even
Fillingford Manor

; for though its rigid master has never

become her friend, has no more passed than he has

fallen short of the limits of punctilious courtesy which
he accepted, yet in all business matters he leans more
and more on her. So her power spreads, and will

increase yet more when, in due course, Lacey and
Margaret take possession of the Manor. The despotism

is veiled
;
she is only First Citizen, like Augustus him-

self. She will grow no richer—‘‘There is more than

enough for them after I am gone”—and pours back
into the town and the countryside all that she receives

from them—-panem et circenses—and better things than

that. The Institute is even such a model to all insti-

tutes as Bindlecombe would have it
;
his dream of its

broadening into a university is an openly avowed
project now. No wonder that by public subscription

they have placed a portrait of her in the Memorial Hall,

facing the picture of Nicholas Driver which she herself

presented. From where she hangs, she can see the old

roof of Hatcham Ford, surrounded and dwarfed by the

great buildings that she has erected. The painter of

Jenny’s portrait never saw the Eleanor Lacey at

Fillingford Manor—indeed it has gone from its old

place, and is to be found somewhere in a cupboard, as

I suspect—but the likeness is indubitably there, all

undesigned. You see it in the firm lips and jaw, in the

straight brows on the pale face, above all in the hazel

eyes, so bright and yet profound. Eleanor Lacey had

little luck after her luckless flirtation. Fortune has

been kinder to Jenny. She has a full life, a good life,

a very useful one. The story has grown old ; the name
of Octon is merged ;

time has obliterated well-nigh all

24
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the tracks she made in her evening flight from Hatcham

Ford.

Yet not in her heart
;
there is no obliteration there,

but rather an indelible stamp
;

it may be covered up

—

it cannot be sponged or scratched out For her, Leonard

is not forgotten; he triumphs. He lives again in the

son of Margaret his daughter
;

in the person of that son

—his grandson—he is to reign where he was spurned.

That is the triumph of the scheme she made—and to

her it is Leonard’s triumph. In her eyes her own
triumphs are little beside that.

“ My day is done,” she said to me once. “ Bad it was,

I suppose, and God knows that it was short! But it

was my day, and it is over.” But she did not speak in

sorrow. '*.1 am content—and at peace.” She broke

into a smile. “Don’t think of me as a woman any

more. Think of me as just a man of business 1

”

A man of business she is—and a very fine one;

tactful and conciliatory, daring and subtle. But not a

woman? Never was there more a woman since the

world began—never one who leaned more on her

woman’s power, nor turned the arts of woman more to

practical account She has had many wooers
;
Dormer

returned to the charge three or four times, till at last he

fell back—in a mood little above resignation—on
Eunice Aspenick; we have had an ambitious young
merchant from Catsford, a curate or two, and one

splendid aspirant, a former brother-officer of Lacey’s, a

man of great name and station. All went away with

the same answer—but all were sent away friends,

praisers of Jenny, convinced, I think, that they had only

just failed and that no other man could have come so

near success. There lies her instinct, and she cannot

help using it—^sometimes for her purposes, sometimes

for her instinctive pleasure, which is still to lose no
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adherent, and to make friends even in refusing to be
more. She will not marry, but she is marriageable

—

eminently marriageable—and that is as much an asset

now as when she threatened to use it against Lord
Fillingford if he would not take her bribe. Not a

woman? How little we know of ourselves, Jenny!
Is not her great triumph—Leonard’s triumph, for which
she planned and wrought and risked—is it not a
woman’s triumph all over, and her satisfaction in it

supremely feminine ?

A woman—and, to my thinking, a great woman too

;

full of what we call faults, full of what we hail as virtues

—and quite with a mind of her own as to the value of

these qualities—a mind by no means always moving on
orthodox lines. Stubborn, self-willed, tortuous, jealous

of domination, tenacious of liberty (at what cost and

risk she had clung to that till the last moment 1), not

patient of opposition, suspicious of any claim to influence

or to guide her
;
generous to magnificence, warm in

affection, broad in mind, very far-seeing, full of public

spirit, never daunted, loyal to death and beyond the

grave—^that is Jenny—and yet not all Jenny, for it

leaves out the gracious puzzling woman in whom all

these things are embodied ; the woman with her bursts

of temper, her fits of petulance, her joyous playfulness,

her sudden looks and gestures of love or friendship ;
her

smiles gay or mysterious, her eyes so full of fun or so

full of thought, flashing while she scolds, mocking while

she cheats, caressing when she cajoles, so straight and

honest when suddenly, after all this, she lays her hand

on your arm and says ‘‘ Dear friend !
” Such is “ The

Empress ”—^the great Miss Driver of Breysgate Priory.

Such is my dear friend Jenny, whom I serve in freedom

and love in comradeship. I would that she were what

they call her! None fitter for the place since Great
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Elizabeth—whom, by the way, she seems to me to

resemble in more than one point of character and

temperament.

So we live side by side, and work and play together

—with love—but with no love-making. There are

obvious reasons on my side for that last proviso. I am
her servant; the fourth part of twenty-seven pounds

per annumjepresents, as I have hinted, the most I have

earned save the salary she pays me. I should make
a very poor Prince Consort—and Jenny would never

trust me again as long as she lived—though it is equally

certain that she would never tell me so. And there’s

another reason, accounting not for my not having done

it, but for the odder fact—my not having wanted to do

it. Humble man that I am, yet I was born free and

am entitled not only to the pursuit of happiness, but to

the retention of my liberty; the latter offers, in my
judgment, the most favourable opportunity for the

former. Jenny likes liberty—so do 1. As we are, we
can both enjoy it. If by any miraculous freak Jenny
had made me her husband, she would have made me
her slave also. Or would Jenny have been the slave ?

I fancy not. I know her—and myself—too well to

cherish that idea; which is indeed, in the end, little

more attractive.

For her decision is right for herself, as once I told her.

She has found happiness—more happiness than would

have come to her if she had never fled from Hatcham
Ford, more happiness, I dare to think (though never to

say!), than would in the end have been hers, had
Octon never faced the Frenchman’s pistol at Tours.

She is not made for an equal partnership, no more
than for a submission or surrender. How hardly she

accepted a partnership at all, even with the man whose
love has altered all her life! It is her nature to be
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alone, and through a sore ordeal she came to that

discovery. Once, I think, and in just one sentence she

showed me her true heart, what her true and deepest

instinct was—even about Leonard Octon.

We were sitting by the fire one evening alone. Talk

dragged and she looked listless, tired after a busy day’s

work, thoughtful and brooding.

“ What are you thinking of? ” I asked.

“ Oh, my thoughts had gone back to the early days

here. I was thinking how pleasant it would be if we
had Leonard back at Hatcham Ford, dropping in after

dinner.”

At Hatcham Ford, mind you! Dropping in after

dinner! That was the time to which her wandering

thoughts flew back—that the point on which their

flight instinctively alighted. Not the heart-trying,

heart-testing, perhaps heart-breaking, days of union and

partnership, but the days of liberty and friendship.

I must have smiled to myself over her answer, for she

said sadly, yet with a smile herself, I can’t help it

!

That was what I was thinking, Austin.”

So think, dear mistress—and not on the harder days

!

Defiance, doubt, despair, are over. Abide in peace.

n
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Bryant (Walter W.), B.A., F.R.A.S., F.R.

Met. Soc., ofthe Royal Observatory, Green-
wich. A HISTORY OF ASTRONOMY.
With 35 Illustrations. Demy Zvo. ys 6d.net.

Biicklmid (Francis T.).’ CURIOSITIES
OF NATURAL HISTORY. Illustrated

hy H. B. Neilson. Cr. Zvo. ss. 6d.

Bttckton (A. M.) THE BURDEN OF
ENGELA. SecondEdition. Cr, Zvo. 3r.

6d. net.

EAGER HEART : A Mystery Play. Seventh
Edition. Cr. Zvo. is. net.

KINGS IN BABYLON : A Drama. Cr. Zvo.

IS. net.

SONGS OF JOY. Cr. Zvo. is. net.

Badge (E. A. Wallis). THE GODS OF
THE EGYPTIANS. With over 100
Coloured Plates and many Illustrations.

Tvoo Volumes. Royal Zvo. Est 3^-

Ball (Paal), Army Chaplain. GOD AND
OUR SOLDIERS. Second Edition.

Cr. Zvo. 6s.

A Colonial Edition is also published.

Bailey (IViiss). See Dilke (Lady).
^

Banyan (John). See Standard Library and
Library ofDevotion.

Burch (G. J.), M.A., P.R.S. A MANUAL
OF ELECTRICAL SCIENCE. Illus-

trated. Cr. Zvo. 3J.

Burgess (Gelett). GOOPSAND HOW TO
BE THEM. Illustrated. Small ^io. 6s.

Burke (Edmund). See Standard Library.

Burn (A, E.), D.D., Rector of Handsworth
and Prebendary of Lichfield. See Hand-
books of Theology.

Burn (J. H.), B.D., F.R.S.E. THE
CHURCHMAN’S TREASURY OF
SONG: Gathered from the Christian

poetry of ail ages. Edited by. Fcap. Zvo.

2s. 6d. net. See also Library of Devotion.

Burnand (Sir F. C.). RECORDS AND
REMINISCENCES. With a Portrait by
H. V. Herkombr. Cr. Zvo. Fourth and
CheaperEdition. 6s.

A Colonial Edition is also published.

Burns (Robert), THE POEMS. Edited by
Andrew Lang and W. A. Craigib. With
Portrait. Third Edition. Demy 8w, gilt

top. dr.

See also Standard Library.
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Boraslde <W. F.), M.A. OLD TESTA-
MENT HISTORY FOR USE IN
SCHOOLS. ThirdEdiUon. Cr. 3^, 6fl?.

Burton (Alfred). SeeLP.L.
BiisseU (F. W.), D.D. CHRISTIAN
THEOLOGYANDSOCIALPROGRESS
(The Bampton Lectures of 1905). Demy
Svo. los. 6d, net.

Butler (Joseph), D.D. See Standard
Library.

Caldecott (Alfred), D.D. See Handbooks
of Theology.

Calderwood (D. S.), Headmaster of the Nor-
mal School, Edinburgh. TEST CARDS
IN EUCLID AND ALGEBRA. In three

packets of 40, with Answers, ir. each. Or
in three Books, price 2^., sd., and 3<f.

CanninzCQeorge). See Little Library.

Capey (E. F. n.). See Oxford Biographies.

Careless (John). See I.P.L.
Carlyle Thomas). THE FRENCH
REVOLUTION. Edited by C. R. L.
Fletchkr, Fellow of Magdalen College,

Oxford. Three VoUt/mes. Cr. 8z/e. t8s.

THE LIFE AND LETTERS OF OLIVER
CROMWELL, With an Introduction

by C. H- Firth, M.A., and Notes and
Appendices by Mrs. S. C. Lomas, Three
Volumes. Demy Zvo. i8s. net.

Carlyle (R* M. and A. J.), M.A. See
Leaders of Religion.

Carmichael (Philip). ALL ABOUT
PHILIPPINE. With 8 Illustrations.

Cr. Zvo. ss. 6d.

Carpenter(MargaretBoyd). THECHILD
IN ART. With 50 Illastrations. Second
Edition. Large Cr. Zvo. dr.

Cavan^h (Francis), M.D. (Edin.). THE
CARE OF THE BODY. SecondEdition.
Demy Zvo. js. 6d. net.

Celano(Thomas of), THE LIVES OF ST.
FRANaS OF ASSISI. Translated into

English by A. G. Ferrers Howell. With
a Frontispiece, Cr. Zvo. 5s. net.

Channer (C. C.) and Roberts (M. E.).
LACEMAKING IN THE MIDLANDS,
PAST AND PRESENT, With 16 full-

page Illustrations. Cr. Zvo. 2s. 6d.

Chapman (S. J.). See Books on Business.

Chatterton (Thomas). See Standard
Library,

Chesterfield (Lord), THE LETTERS OF,
TO HIS SON. Edited, with an Introduc-
tion by C. Strachey, with Notes by A.
Calthrop, Two Volumes, Cr. Zvo, 1.2s.

Chesterton(G.K.). CHARLESDICKENS.
Withtwo Portraits in Photogravure. Fifth
Edition. C^. Zvo, 6s,

Childe (Charles P.), B.A., F.R.C.S. THE
CONTROL OF A SCOURGE : Or,
How ClANCER IS Curable. Demy Zvo.

7s, 6d. net.

Christian (F. W,>. THE CAROLINE
ISLANDS. With many Illustrations and
Maps. Demy Zvo. z2S. 6d. net.

Cicero. See Classical Translations.

dapham (J. H.), Professor of Economics m
the University of Leeds. THE WOOI^

LENAND WORSTED INDUSTRIES.
With 21 Illustrations and Diagrams. Cr.

Zvo. 6s,

Clarke(F. A.), M.A. See Leaders ofReligion.
Clausen (George), A.R.A., RW.S. SIX
LECTURES ON PAINTING. 'With 19
Illustrations. Third Edition, Large Post
Zvo. $5. 6d. net.

AIMS AND IDEALS IN ART. Eight

Lectures delivered to the Students of the

Royal Academy of Arts. With 32 Illustra-

tions. Second Edition. Large Post Zvo.

5s. net.

Cleather (A. L.). See Wagner (R).

Clinch (G.), F.G.S. See Antiquary’s Books
and Little Guides.

Clough (W. T.) and Dunstan (A, E.).

See Junior School Books and Textbooks of

Science.

Clousfon (T. S.), M.D., C.C.D., F.R.S.E.
THE HYGIENE OF MIND. With 10

Illustrations. Fourth Edition. Demy Zvo.

js. 6d. net.

Coast (W. G.), B.A. EXAMINATION
PAPERS IN VERGIL. Cr.Zvo. 2s.

Cobb (W. F.)j M.A. THE BOOK OF
PSALMS : witha Commentary. Demy Zvo.

XQS. net.

Coleridge (S. T.). POEMS. Selected and
Arranged by Arthur Symons. With a.

Photogravure Frontispiece. Fcaf Zvo.

2S. 6d. net.

Coliingwood (W. Q.), M.A. THE LIFE
OF JOHN RUSKIN. With Portrait,

Sixth Edition, Cr. Zvo. 2s. 6d. net.

Collins (W. E.), M.A. See Churchman’s
Library.

Combe (William). SeeLP.L.
Conrad (Joseph). THE MIRROR OF
THE SEA; Memories and Impressions.
Third Edition. Cr. Zvo. 6s.

Cook (A. M.), M.A..andMarchant(E. C.),

M.A. PASSAGES FOR UNSEEN
TRANSLATION. SelectedfromLatin and
Greek Literature. Fourth Ed. Cr.Zvo. 3s.6d.

LATIN PASSAGES FOR UNSEEN
TRANSLATION. ThirdEd. Cr.Zvo. xs.6d.

Cooke-Taylor(R.W.). THE FACTORY
SYSTEM. Cr.Zvo. 2s. 6d.

*Coolidge (W. A. B.), M.A. THE ALPS.
With many Illustrations. Demy Zvo,

7s. 6d net.

A Colonial Edition is also published.

Corelli (Marie). THE PASSING OF THE
GREAT QUEEN. SecondEdition. Fcajt,

gtO. TS.

A CHRISTMAS GREETING. Sr.^to. is,

Corkran (Alice). See Little Books on Art.

Cotes (Everard). SIGNS AND POR-
TENTS IN THE FAR EAST. With 35
Illustrations. Second Edition. Demy Zvo,

7s. 6d. net.

A Colonial Edition is ako published.
Cotes (Rosemary). DANTFS GARDEN.
With a Frontispiece. Second Edition,

Fcaf Zvo, 2S. 6a.; leather. 35. 6d. net,

BIBLE FLOWERS. With a Frontispiece

and Plan. Fat:l^. Zvo. 2s, 6d. net.
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Cowley (Abraham). Sae Little Library.
Cowper (William), THE POEMS.

Edited with an Introduction and Notes by
J. C. Bailey, M.A. Illustrated, including
two unpublished designs by William
Blakb. Demy Bvcf, los. 6d. net,

Cox(J. Charles), See Ancient Cities, Anti-
quary’s Books, and Little Guides.

Cox (Harold), BA., M.P. LAND
NATIONALIZATION AND LAND
TAXATION. Second Ediiion revised.
Cr. Zvo. 3^. €d net.

Crabbe (George). See Little Library.
Craik(Mr5.). See Little Library.
Crane (C. P.), D.S.O. See Little Guides.
Crane (Walter), R.W.S. AN ARTIST’S
REMINISCENCES. With 123 Illustra-

tions by the Author and others from Photo-
graphs, Second Edition. Demy Zvo. iSf.

net.

A Colonial Edition is also published.
INDIA IMPRESSIONS. With 84 Illus-

trations from Sketches by the Author.
Second Edition. Demy Zvo. ^s. 6d net.

A Colonial Edition is also published.

Crashaw (Richard), See Little Library.

Crawford (F. O.). See Danson (Mary C.).

Crofts (T. R. N.), M. A., Modem Language
Master at Merchant Taylors’ School. See
Simplified French Texts.

Cross (J. A.), M.A. THE FAITH OF
THE BIBLE. Ecap. Zvo. is. 6d. net.

CrulkshankfO.). THE LOVING BAL-
LAD OF LORD BATEMAN. With n
Plates. Cr, x6mo. is. 6d. net.

Crump (B.), See Wagner (R.).

Cunliffe (Sir F. H, EO, F^low of All Souls’

College, Oxford. THE HISTORY OF
THE BOER WAR. With many Illus-

trations, Plans, and Portraits. In 2 voh.
Quarto. 15^. each.

Cunynghame (H. H.), CB. See Connois-
seur’s Library.

Cutts (E. L.), D.D. See Leaders of Religion.
Daniell (G. W.), M.A. See Leaders of

Religion.

Dante (Alighieri). LA COMMEDIA DI
DANTE. The Italian Text edited by
Paget Toynbee, M.A., D.Litt. Cr.Zvo. ^s.

THE DIVINE COMEDY. Translated
by H. F. Cary. Edited with a Life of

Dante and Introductory Notes by Paget
Toynbee, M.A., D.Litt. Demy Zvo. 6d.

THE PURGATORIO OF DANTE.
Translated into Spenserian Prose by C.

Gordon Wright. With the Italian text.

Fcap. Zvo. ss. 6d. net.

See also Little Library, Toynbee (Paget),

and Vernon (Hon. W. Warren).

Darley (George). See Little Library.

D*Arcy (R. Pf), M.A. A NEW TRIGON-
OMETRY FOR BEGINNERS. With
numerous diagrams. Cr, Zvo. as. 6d.

Davenport (Cyril). See Connoisseur’s

Library and Little Books on Art.

Davenport (James). THE WASH-
BOURNE FAMILY. With 15 Illustra-

tions and a Map. Eoyat Zvo, ais. net.

Davey (Richard). THE PAGEANT OF
LONDON. With 40 Illustrations in

Colour by John Fulleylove, R.I. InTwo
Volumes. Demy Zvo. 15^. net.

Davis (H. W. C.), M.A., Fellow and Tutor
of Balliol College. ENGLAND UNDER
THE NORMANS AND ANGEVINS:
1066-1272. With Maps and Illustrations.

Demy Zvo. lor. 6d. net.

Dawson (Nelson). See Connoisseur’s Library.

Dawson (Mrs. Nelson). See Little Books on
Art.

Deane (A. C.). See Little Library.
^Deans (Storry R.). THE TRIALS OF
FIVE QUEENS: Katharine of
Aragon, Anne Boleyn, Mary Queen
OF Scots, Marie Antoinette and Caro-
line OF Brunswick. With 12 Illustrations.

Demy Zvo. los. 6d. net.

A Colonial Edition is also published,

Dearmer (Mabel). A CHILD’S LIFE OF
CHRIST. With 8 Illustrations in Colour
by E. Fortsscue-Brickdale. Large Cr.
Zvo.

Deibos (Leon). THE METRIC SYSTEM.
Cr. Zvo. as.

Demosthenes. AGAINST CONON AND
CALLICLES. Edited by F. Darwin
Swift, M.A. Second Edition. Fcap.
Zvo, as.

Dickens (Charles), See Little Library,

I.P.L., and Chesterton (G. K.).

Dickinson (Emily). POEMS. Cr. Zvo.

4S. 6d. net.

Dickinson (G. L.), M.A., Fellow of King's
College, Cambridge. THE GREEK
VIEW OF LIFE. SixtA Edition, Cn
Zvo. as. 6d.

Dilke(Udy), Bulley (Miss), and Whitley
(Miss). WOMEN’S WORK. Cr. Zvo.

I

as. 6d.

Dillon (Edward), M.A. See Connoisseur’s
Library and Little Books on Art.

Ditchfield (P. H.), M.A., F.S.A. THE
STORY OF OUR ENGLISH TOWNS.

I

With an Introduction by Augustus
JessopPjD.D. Second Edition. Cr.Zvo. 6f.

OLD ENGLISH CUSTOMS: Extant at

the Present Time. Cr. Zvo. 6s.

ENGLISH VILLAGES. With 100 Illustra-

tions. SecondEdition. Cr.Zvo. as.^d.net.

THE PARISH CLERK. With 31

Illustrations. Third Edition, Demy Zvo.

ns. fid. net.

Dixon (W. M.), M.A. A PRIMER OF
TENNYSON. Second Edition. Cr. Zvo.

as. 6d.

ENGLISH POETRY FROM BLAKE TO
BROWNING. Second Edition, Cr.Zvo.

as. 6d.

Dobbs (W. J.), M.A. See Textbooks of

Science.

Doney (May). SONGS OF THE REAL.
Cr. Zvo. 3s. 6d. net.

Douglas (Hugh A.). VENICE ON FOOT.
With the Itinerary of the Grand Canal.

With 75 Illustrations and 11 Maps. Fcap,

Zvo. ss, net.
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Donslas (James). THE MAN IN THE
PULPIT. Cr. Zvo. 25. 6d. net,

Dowden (J.), B.D., Lord Bishop of Edin-

burgh. FURTHER STUDIES IN THE
PRAYER BOOK. Cr, Zvo. 6s.

See also Churchman's Library.

Drage (Q.)* See Books on Business.

Draper (F. W. M.). See Simplified French
Texts,

Driver (S. R.), D.D.j D.C.L., Regius Pro-

fessor of Hebrew in the University of

Oxford. SERMONS ON SUBJECTS
CONNECTED WITH THE OLD
TESTAMENT. Cr.Zvi>. 6s.

See also Westminster Commentaries.

Dry (Wakeling). See Little Guides.

Dryhurst (A. R.). See Little Books on Art.

Da Buisson (J. C.)> M.A. See Churchman’s
Bible.

Duguid (Charles). See Books on Business.

Dumas (Alexandre). THE CRIMES OF
THE BORGIAS AND OTHERS.
With an Introduction by R. S. Garnett.
With 9 Illustrations, Cr. Zvo. 6s.

THE CRIMES OF URBAIN GRAN-
DIER AND OTHERS. With 8 Illustra-

tions. Cr. Zz/e. 6s.

THE CRIMES OF THE MARQUISE
DE BRINYILLIERS AND OTHERS.
With 8 Illustrations. Cr. Zve. 6s.

THE CRIMES OF ALI PACHA AND
OTHERS. With 8 Illustrations. Cr. 8m
6s.

Colonial Editions are also published.
MY MEMOIRS. Translated by E. M.
Waller. With an Introduction by Andrew
Lang. With Frontispieces in Photogravure,

In six Volumes. Cr. 8m 6s. each volume.
A Colonial Edition is also published.

VoL. I. i8o2-i8ai. VoL, III. 1826-1830.

VoL. IL 1822-1825. VoL. IV. 1830-1831.

Duncan (David), D.Sc,, LL.D. THE LIFE
AND LETTERS OF HERBERT
SPENCER. With 15 Illustrations. Demy
8m 155.

Dunn (J. T)., D.Sc., andMundella(V. A.).
GENERALELEMENTARY SCIENCE.
With X14 Illustrations. Second Edition.
Cr. Zvo. 3^. 6d.

Dunstan (A. E.), B.Sc. (Lond.), East Ham
Technical College. See Textbooks of
Science, and Junior School Books.

Durham (The Earl of ). A REPORT ON
CANADA. With an Introductory Note.
Demy 8m 45. 6d. net

Dutt(W. A.). THE NORFOLK BROADS.
With coloured Illustrations by Frank
Southgate, R.B.A. Second Edition. Cr.

WILD LIFE IN EAST ANGLIA. With
16 Illustrations in colour by Frank South-
gate, R.B.A. Second Edition. Demy
Zvo. js. 6d. net.

SOME LITERARY ASSOCIATIONS OF
EAST ANGLIA. With 16 Illustrations in

Colour by W, Dexter, R.B.A., and 16

other Illustrations. Den^ Zvo. xos. 6d. net
See also Little Guides.

Earle (John), Bishop of Salisbury. MICRO-
COSMOGRAPHIE, or A PIECE OF
THE WORLD DISCOVERED. Past
j6mo. 25. net

Edmonds(Major J. E.), R-E- ; D.A.Q.-M.G.
See Wood (W.Birkbeck).

Edwards (Clement), M.P. RAILWAY
NATIONALIZATION. Second Edition,

Revised. Crown Zvo. ss. 6d. net.

Edwards (W. Douglas). See Commercial
Series.

*Edwardes (Tickner). THE LORE OF
THE HONEY BEE. With many Illustra-

tions. Cr. Zvo. 65.

Egan (Pierce). See I.P.L.

Egerton (H. E.), M.A. A HISTORY OF
BRITISH COLONIAL POLICY. A
Cheaper Issue, with a supplementary

chapter. Demy Zvo. 75. 6d, net.

A Colonial Edition is also published.

Ellaby (C, G.). See Little Guides.

Ellerton (P. G.). See Stone (S. J.).

Epictetus. See Aurelius (Marcus).

Erasmus. A Book called in Latin EN-
CHIRIDION MILITIS CHRISTIANI,
and in English the Manual of the Christian

Knight, iicap. 8m ^s. 6d. net.

Ewald(Carl). TWO LEGS, AND OTHER
STORIES. Translated from the Danish
by Alexander Teixeira de Mattos.
Illustrated byAugusta Guest. Large Cr.

Pairbrother(W. H.), M.A. THE PHILO-
SOPHY OF T. H. GREEN. Second
Edition. Cr, 8m 35. 6d.

Pea (Allan). SOME BEAUTIES OP THE
SEVENTEENTH CENTURY. With
82 Illustrations. Second Edition. Demy
Zvo. 125. 6d. net.

THE FLIGHT OF THE KING. With
over 70 Sketches and Photographs by the

Author. New and revised Edition.
Demy Zvo. 75. 6d. net
A Colonial Edition is also published.

SECRET CHAMBERS AND HIDING-
PLACES. With 80 Illustrations. Newand
revised Edition, Demy Zvo. js. 6d. net
A Colonial Edition is also published.

Perrier (Susan). See Little Library.

Pidler (T. Claxton), M.lnst. C.E. See
Books on Business.

PleMing (Henry). See Standard Library.

Pina (S. W.), M.A. See Junior Examination
Series.

Firth (J. B.). See Little Guides.
Firth (C. H.), M.A., Regius Professor of
Modem History at Oxford, CROM-
WELL’S ARMY: AHistory of the Eniglish

Soldier during the Civil Wars, the Com-
monwealth, and the Protectorate. Cn Zm.
6s.

Firth (Edith E.). See Beginneris Books. ^

FitzGerald (Edward). TKERUBAIYAT
OF OMAR KHAYYAm. Printed from
the Fifth and last Edition, With a Com-
mentary by Mrs. Stephen Batson, and a
Biography of Omar by^ E. D. Ross. Cr.

Zvo. 6s. See also Miniature Library.
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FitzGerald (H. P.). A CONCISE HAND-
BOOK OF CLIMBERS, TWINERS,
AND WALL SHRUBS. Illustrated.

Fcap. Bvo. 3J. 6d. net.

Fitzpatrick (S. A. O.). See Ancient Cities.

Flecker (W. H.)» M.A., D.C.L., Headmaster
of the Dean Close School, Cheltenham.
THE STUDENT'S PRAYER BOOK.
The Text of Morning and Evening
Prayer AND Litany. With an Introduc-
tion and Notes. Cr. Zvo. ss. td.

Fletcher (J. S.). A BOOK OF YORK-
SHIRE. With i6 Illustrations in Colour
by Wal Paget and Frank Southgate,
R.B.A., and 12 from Photographs. Demy
8vo. ys. 6d. net.

A Colonial Edition is also published.

Flux (A. W.), M.A., William Dow Professor

of Political Economy in M'Gill University,

Montreal. ECONOMIC PRINCIPLES.
Demy Zvo. ys. 6d. net.

Foat (F. W. O ), D.Litt., M.A., Assistant

Master at the City of London School.

LONDON : A READER FOR YOUNG
CITIZENS. With Plans and Illustra-

tions. Cr. Bvo. xs. €d.

Ford (H. Q.), M.A., Assistant Master at

Bristol Grammar School. See Junior School

Books.
Forel (A.). THE SENSES OF INSEC'TS.

Translated by Macleod Yearsley. With
a Illustrations. Demy Zvo. lor. ^d. net.

Fortescue (Mrs. G.). See Little Books on
Art.

Fraser gi. F0« ROUND THE WORLD
ON A WHEEL. With 100 Illustrations.

Fifth Edition Cr. Zvo, 6^.

A Colonial Edition is also published.

French (W.), M.A. See Textbooks ofScience.
Freudenreich (Ed. von). DAIRY BAC-
TERIOLOGY. A Short Manual for

Students. Translated by J. R. Ainsworth
Davis, M.A. Second Edition. Revised.

Cr. Zm. 2j. 6«f.

Piilford (H. W.), M.A, See Churchman’s
Bible.

Fuller (W. P.), M.A. See Simplified French

trations. Demy Zvo. X2s. 6d. net.

Gallaher (D.)and Stead (W. J.). THE
COMPLETE RUGBY FOOTBALLER,
ON THE NEW ZEALAND SYSTEM.
With 35 Illustrations. Second Ed. Demy
Zvo, lof. td. net.

A Colonial Edition is also published.

Gallichan (W. M.). See Little Guides.

Gambado (Geoffrey, Esq.). Seel.P.L
Gaskell (Mrs.). See Little Library, Stan-

dard Library and Sixpenny Novels.

Gasquet, the Right Rev. Abbot, O.S.B. See

Antiquary’s Books.
"* Georiredl. B.)» M. A., Fellow ofNew College,

Oxlord. BATTLES OF ENGLISH HIS-
TORY. With numerous Plans. Fourth
Edition. Cr. Zvo. 3^. 6d.

A HISTORICAL GEOGRAPHY OF THE

BRITISH EMPIRE. 'Third Edition,
Cr. Zvo. 3s. 6d.

Qibbins (H. de B.), Litt.D., M.A. IN-
DUSTRY IN ENGLAND : HISTORI-
CAL OUTLINES. With 5 Maps. Fifth
Edition. Demy Zvo. los. 6d,

THE INDUSTRIAL HISTORY OF
ENGLAND. With Maps and Plans.
Fourteenth Edition^ Revised. Cr. Zvo, 3s.

ENGLISH SOCIAL REFORMERS.
Second Edition. Cr. Zvo. 2jr. daT.

^
See also Hadfield (R. A.)., and Commer-

cial Series.

Gibbon (Edward). MEMOIRS OF MY
LIFE AND WRITINGS. Edited by
G. Birkbeck Hill, LL.D Cr. Zvo. 6s.

THE DECLINE AND FALL OF THE
ROMAN EMPIRE. Edited, with Notes,
Appendices, and Maps, by J. B. Bury,
M.A., Litt.D., Regius Professor of Greek
at Cambridge. In Seven Volumes.
Demy Zvo. Gilt top. 8^. 6d. each. Also,
Crown Zvo. 6s. each.

See also Standard Library.

Gibbs (PhiUp). THE ROMANCE OF
GEORGE VILLIERS : FIRST DUKE
OF BUCKINGHAM, AND SOME MEN
AND WOMEN OF THE STUART
COURT. With 20 Illustrations. Second
Edition. Demy Zvo. 15s. net.

A Colonial Edition is also published.
Gibson (E. C. S.), D.D., Lord Bishop of

Gloucester. See Westminster Commentaries,
Handbooks of Theology, and Oxford Bio-
graphies.

Gilbert (A» R.). See Little Books on Art.
Gloag (M. R.) and Wyatt (Kate M.). A
BOOK OF ENGLISH GARDENS.
With 24 Illustrations in Colour. Demy
Zvo. xos. 6d net.

Godfrey (Elizabeth). A BOOK OF RE-
MEMBRANCE. Being Lyrical Selections

for every day in the Year. Arranged by.
Fcap. Zvo. ^s 6d. net.

ENGLISH CHILDREN IN THE OLDEN
TIME. With 32 Illustrations. Second
Edition. Demy Zvo. ys. 6d. net.

GodIey(A. D.), M.A., Fellow of Magdalen
College, Oxford. LYRA FRIVOLA.
FouHh Edition, Fcap. Zvo. 25. 6d.

VERSES TO ORDER. Second Edition.
Fcap. Zvo. 2s. Sd.

SECOND STRINGS. Fcap. Zvo. 2s. 6d.

Goldsmith (Oliver). THE VICAR OF
WAKEFIELD. With 10 Plates in

Photogravure by Tony Johannot. Leather,
Fcap. 32mo. ss. 6d. net.

See also I.P.L. and Standard Library.

Qomme (G. L.). See Antiquary’s Bool^
Goodrich-Freer (A.). IN A SYRIAN
SADDLE.^ Demy^ Zvo. ys. 6d. net.

A Colonial Edition is also published.

Qorst (Rt. Hon. 5ir John). THE CHIL-
DREN OF THE NATION. Second
Edition. Demy Zvo. ys. 6d. net.

Gondge (H. L.), M.A., Principal of Wells
Theological College. See WestminsterCom.
mentaries.

As
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Graham (P. Anderson). THE RURAL
EXODUS. The Problem of the Village

and the Town. Cr. Zvo. 2r. €d.

Granger (F. S.), M.A., Litt.D. PSYCH-
OLOGY. Third Edition. Cr. Zvo. qs. 6d.

THE SOUL OF A CHRISTIAN.

Qray(EfM‘Q«een). GERMAN PASSAGES
FOR UNSEEN TRANSLATION. Cr.

Zvo. as. 6d,

Gray (P. L.), B.Sc. THE PRINCIPLES OF
MAGNETISM AND ELECTRICITY.
With i8i Diagrams. Cr. Zvo. $s. 6d.

Green (Q. Buckland), M.A., late Fellow
of St. John’s College, Oxon. NOTES ON

|

GREEK AND LATIN SYNTAX.
Second Ed. revised. Crown Zvo. sr. 6rf.

Greenidge (A.H. J.),M.A., D.Litt. A HIS-
TORY OF ROME : From the Tribunate of
Tiberius Gracchus to the end of the Jugur-
thine War, b.c 133-104. Eetny Zvo.
10s, 6d. net.

Qreenwell (Dora). See Miniature Library.
Gregory (R. A.). THE VAULT OF
HEAVEN. A Popular Introduction to
Astronomy. Illustrated. Cr. Zvo. as. 6d.

GregAiy (l^ss E. C.). See Library of
Devotion.

’

Grubb (H. C.). See Textbooks ofTechnology.
Hadfield(R. A.) and Gibbins (H, de B ).

A SHORTER WORKING DAY. Cr.
Zvo, as. 6d.

Hall (Mary). A WOMAN'S TREK FROM
THE CAPE TO CAIRO. With 64 Illus-

trations and 2 Maps. Second Edition.
Demy Zvo. j6s. net.

Hall (R. N.) and Neal (W. 0.). THE
ANCIENT RUINS OF RHODESIA.
Illustrated. Second Edition^ revised.
Demy Zvo. zos. 6d. net.

A Colonial Edition is also published.
Hall (R. N.). GREAT ZIMBABWE.

With numerous Plans and Illustrations.

Second Edition. Demy Zvo. lor. fid. net.

Hamel (Frank). FAMOUS FRENCH
SALONS. With no Illustrations.

Demy Zvo. las. ^d. net.

A Colonial Edition is also published.
Hamilton (F. J.), D.D. See Byzantine "Texts.
Hannay (D.). A SHORT HISTORY OF
THE ROYAL NAVY, 1200-1688. Illus-

trated. Demy Z7>0. 7s. 6d.
Hannay (James 0.), M.A. THE SPIRIT
AND ORIGIN OF CHRISTIAN
MONASTICISM. Cr. Zvo. 6s.

THE WISDOM OF THEDESERT. Fca^.
Zvo. 3^. 6d. net.

HardiefMartitt). See Connoisseur’s Library.
Hare (A. T.), M.A. THE CONSTRUC-
TIONOF LARGEINDUCTION COILS.
With numerous Diagrams. Demy Zvo. 6s.

Harvey (Alfred), M.B. See Ancient Cities
and Antiquary^s Books.

Hawthorne(Nathaniel). See Little Library.
Heath (Prank R.X See Little Guides.

5^?^ (Dudley). See Connoisseur’s Library.H^o (Bnwst). STUDIES IN SAINT-
SHIP. Ecap Zvo. 3s, 6d.

1

Henderson (B. W.), Fellow of Exeter
College, Oxford. THE LIFE AND

1 PRINCIPATE OF THE EMPEROR
NERO. Illustrated. I/ew and cheaper
issue. Demy Zvo. 7s. 6d. net.

AT INTERVALS. FcapZvo. as.6d.net.
Henderson (M. Sturge). GEORGE
MEREDITH : NOVELIST, POET,
REFORMER. With a Portrait in Photo-
gravure. Second Edition. Crown Zvo. 6s.

Henderson (T. F.). See Little Library and
Oxford Biographies.

Henderson (T. P.), and Watt (Francis).
SCOTLAND OF TO-DAY. With 20
Illustrations in colour and 24 other Illus-

trations. Second Edition. Cr. Zvo. 6s.

A Colonial Edition is also published.

Henley (W. E.). ENGLISH LYRICS.
CHAUCER TO POE, 1340-1849. Second
Edition. Cr. Zvo. as. 6d. net.

Henley(W. E.)and Whibley (C.) A BOOK
OF ENGLISH PROSE, CHARACTER,
AND INCIDENT, 1387-1649. Cr. Zvo.

as. 6d. net.

Henson (H. H.), B.D., Canon ofWestminster.
LIGHT AND LEAVEN: Historical
AND Social Sermons. Cr. Zvo. 6s.

Herbert (George). See Library ofDevotion.
Herbert of Cherbury (Lord). See Minia-

turc Library.

Hewins (W. A. S.), B.A. ENGLISH
TRADE AND FINANCE IN THE
SEVENTEENTH CENTURY. Cr. 8w.
as. 6d.

Hewitt (Ethel M.) A GOLDEN DIAL.
A Day Book of Prose and Verse. Fcap.
Zvo. as. 6d. net.

Hey (H.), Inspector, Surrey Education Com-
mittee, and Rose (G. H.), City and Guilds
Woodwork Teacher. THE MANUAL
TRAINING CLASSROOM : Wood-
work. Book I. 4po. xs.

Heywood (W.). PALIO AND PONTE.
A Book of Tuscan Games. Illustrated.
Royal Zvo. ais. net.

See also St. Francis of Assisi.

Hill (Clare). See Textbooks of Technology.
Hill (Henry), B.A., Headmaster of the Boy’s

High School, Worcester, Cape Colony. A
SOUTH AFRICAN ARITHMETIC.
Cr. Zvo. as. 6d.

Hind(C.Uwis). DAYS IN CORNWALL.
With 16 Illustrations in- Colour by William
Pascoe, and 20 other Illustrations and a
Map. Second Edition^ Cr. Zvo, 6s.

Hirst (F. W.) See Books on Business.
Hoare (J. Douglas), A HISTORY OF
ARCTIC EXPLORATION. With 20
IlIustrations&Maps. DemyZvo. 7S.6dtitet

Hobhouse (L. T.), late Fellow of aC.C,
Oxford. THE THEORY OP KNOW-
LEDGE. Demy Zvo, xos. 6d. net.

Hobson(J. A.), M.A. INTERNATIONAL
TRADE : A Study of Eoonomio P:i^kiciples.

"

Cr. Zvo. as. 6d. net.

PROBLEMS OF^POVERTY. An Inquiry
into the Industerial Condition of the Poor.
Sixth Edition, Cr. Zvo, as. 6<f.
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THE PROBLEM OF THE UNEM-
PLOYED. ThirdEdition. Cr.Zvo. zs.6d.

*Hodgetts(E. A. Brayley). THE COURT
OF RUSSIA IN THE NINETEENTH
CENTURY. With 20 Illustiations. Two
Volumes.

^
Demy Zvo. 24^. net.^

A Colonial Edition is also published.

Hodgkin (T.), D.C,L. See Leaders of
Religion.

Hodgson(Mi*s. W.) HOW TO IDENTIFY
OLD CHINESE PORCELAIN. With 40
Illustrations. 6ecoftdEdition. PosiZvo. 6s.

Hogg (Thomas Jefferson). SHELLEY
AT OXFORD. With an Introduction by
R. A. Streatfeild. Pca^. Zm. zs. net.

Holden-Stone (Q. de). See Books on
Business.

Holdich (Sir T. H.), K.C.LE. THE
INDIAN BORDERLAND: being a
Personal Record of Twenty Years. Illus-

trated, Demy Zvo. 10s. 6d. net.

A Colonial Edition is also published.

Holdsworth (W. S.), M.A. A HISTORY
OF ENGLISH LAW. In Two Volumes.
Vol. /. Demy Zvo. xos. 6d. net.

Holland (H. Scott), Canon of St. Paul’s.

See Newman (J. H.).

Hollway-Calthrop (H. C.), late of Balliol

College, Oxford ; Bursar of Eton College.

PETRARCH : HIS LIFE, WORK, AND
TIMES, With 24 Illustrations. Deiny
Zvo. I2J. 6d. net.

^

A Colonial Edition is also published.

Holt (Emily). THE SECRET OF POPU-
LARITY : How to Achieve Social Success.

Cr. 8m 3jr. 6d. net,

A Colonial Edition is also published.

HoIyoake(Q. J.). THE CO-OPERATIVE
MOVEMENT OF TO-DAY. Fourth Ed.
Cr. Zvo. 2jr. 6d.

Hone (Nathaniel J.). See Antiquary’s Books.

Hook (A.) HUMANITY AND ITS
PROLLEMS. Cr. Zvo. ss. net.

Hoppner. See Little Galleries.

Horace. See Classical Translations.

Horsburgh(E. L. S.), M.A. WATERLOO

:

With Plans. Second Edition. Cr. Zvo. sr.

See also Oxford Biographies,

north (A. C.). See Textbooks ofTechnology.

HortonfR. F.),D.D. See Leaders of Religion.

Hosie (Alexander). MANCHURIA. With
Illustrations and a Map. Second Edition.

Demy Zvo. js. 6d. net.

A Colonial Edition is also published.

How (P. D.). SIX GREAT SCHOOL-
MASTERS. With Portraits and Illustra-

tions. Second Edition. Demy Zvo. 7s. 6d.

Howell (A. <5. Ferrers). FRANCISCAN
DAYS. Being Selections for every day in

the year from ancient Franciscan writings.

Cr. Zvo. zs. 6d. net,

Howell (G.). TRADE UNIONISM—New
AND Old. Fourth Edition, Cr. Zvo.

Huggins (Sir William), K.C.B., O.M.,

a?XL.,F.R.S.THE ROYAL SOCIETY.
With’ 25 Illustrations. Wide Royal Zvo.

4s. 6d. net.

Hughes (C. E.). THE PRAISE OF
SHAKESPEARE. An English Antho-
logy. With a Preface by Sidney Lee.
Demy Zvo. 3s. 6d. net.

Hughes (Thomas). TOM BROWN’S
SCHOOLDAYS. With an Introduction
and Notes by Vernon Rendall. Leather.
Royal 3zmo. zs. 6d. net.

Hutchinson (Horace G.) THE NEW
FOREST. Illustrated in colour with
so Pictures by Walter Tyndale and 4
by Lucy Kemp-Welch. Third Edition.
Cr. Zvo. 6s.

Hutton (A. W.), M.A. See Leaders of
Religion and Library of Devotion.

Hutton (Edward). THE CITIES OF
UMBRIA. With 20 Illustrations in Colour
byA. Pisa, and 12 other Illustrations. Third
Edition. Cr. 8m 6j.
A Colonial Edition is also published.

THE CITIES OF SPAIN. With 24 Illus-

trations in Colour, by A. W. Rimington,
20 other Illustrations and a Map. Second
Edition. Cr. 8m 6s.

A Colonial Edition is also published.

FLORENCE AND THE CITIES OF
NORTHERN TUSCANY, WITH
GENOA. With 16 Illustrations in Colour
by William Parkinson, and 16 other
IUu.strations. Second Edition, Cr. Zvo. 6s.

A Colonial Edition is also published.

ENGLISH LOVE POEMS. Edited with
an Introduction. Fcaf. Zvo. 3J. 6d. net.

Hutton (R. H.). See Leaders of Religion.
HuttOff(W. H.>, M.A. THE LIFR OP
SIR THOMAS MORE. With Portraits

after Drawings by Holbein. Second Ed.
Cr. Zvo. 3s.

See also Leaders of Religion.
Hyde (A. G.) GEORGE HERBERT AND
HIS TIMES. With 32 Illustrations.

Demy Zvo. los. 6d. net.

Hyett(F. A.). FLORENCE : Her History
AND Art to the Fall of the Republic.
Demy Zvo. js. 6d. net.

Ibsen (Henrik). BRAND. A Drama.
Translated by William Wilson. Third
Edition. Cr, Zvo. 35 6d.

Inge (W. R.), M.A., Fellow and Tutor of
Hertford College, Oxford. CHRISTIAN
MYSTICISM. (The Bampton Lectures of

1899.) Demy Zvo. xzs. 6d. net.

See alsoLibrary of Devotion.
Ingham (B. P.). See Simplified French

Texts.

Inne8(A. D.), M.A. A HISTORY OFTHE
BRITISH IN INDIA. With Maps and
Plans. Cr. Zvo. 6^.

ENGLAND UNDER THE TUDORS.
With Maps. Second Edition. Demy Zvo.

Tos. 6d. net.

Jackson(C.E.), B, A., Senior Physics Master,
Bradford Grammar School. See Textbooks
of Science.

Jacksoh (Si)> M.A. See Commercial Series.

Jackson (F. Hkfhiltou). See Little Guides.
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James (W. H. N.)» See Brooks (E. E.).

Jeans (J. Stephen). TRUSTS, POOLS,
AND CORNERS AFFECTING
COMMERCE AND D^DUSTRY. Cr,
ZtfO> ss. 6d.

See also Books on Business.

Jebb (Camilla). A STAR OF THE
SALONS

; Julie de Lespinasse. With
20 Illustrations. Demj/ Szfo. los, 6a^. net.

A Colonial Edition is also published.

Jeffery (Reginald W.), M.A THE
THIRTEEN COLONIES OF NORTH
AMERICA. With 8 Illustrations and a
Map. Demy %vo. fs, (id. net.

A Colonial Editi is also published.

Jeffreys (D. Qwyn). DOLLY’S THEATRI-
CALS. SuierRoyal i6mo. as. 6d.

Jenks(E.), M.A., B.C.L. AN OUTLINE
OFENGLISH LOCALGOVERNMENT.
Second Ed. Revised by R. C K. Ensor,
M.A. Cr. %'vo. as. 6d.

Jenner (Mrs. H.). See Little Books on Art.

Jennings (Oscar), M.D. EARLY WOOD-
CUT INITIALS. Demy ^to. ats. net.

Jessopip (Augustas), D.D. See Leaders of
Religion.

Jevons (F. B.), M^,, Litt.D., Principal of
HatfielH Hall, Durham. RELKSioN
IN EVOLUTION. Cr. Svo. 3s. 6d. net.

See also Churchman’s Library and Hand-
books of Theology.

Johnson (Mrs. Barham). WILLIAM BOD-
HAM DONNE AND HIS FRIENDS.
Illustrated. Demy Svo. los. 6d. net.

Johnston (Sir H. H.), K.C.B. BRITISH
I

CENTRAL VFRICA. With nearly 200
Illustrations ^^.d Six Maps, Third Edition.
Cr. i^o, i8^. net.^

A Colonial Edition is also published.
Jones (H.). See Commercial Series.

Jones (H. P.). See Textbooks of Science.
Jones (L. A. Atherley), K.C., M.P., and

Bellot (Hugh H. L.), M.A., D.C.L.
THE MINER’S GUIDE TO THE COAL
MINES REGULATION ACTS AND
THE LAW OF EMPLOYERS AND
WORKMEN. Cr. Svo, as. 6d, net.

COMMERCE IN WAR. RoyalSvo. axs.net,
Jones (R. Compton), M.A. POEMS OF
THE INNER LIFE. Selected by. Thir^
ieenik Edition, Fc&p. Svo. as. 6d. net.

Jonson (Ben). See Standard Library.
Juliana (Lady) of Norwich. REVELA-
TIONS OF PIVINE LOVE. £d.byGrace
Warrack. Second Ed. Cr, Svo. 3s, 6d,

Juvenal. See Classical Translations.

,

‘Kappa.’ LET YOUTH BUT KNOW:
A Plea for Reason in Education. Cr, &va.
3s. 6d. net.

Kaufmann(M.),M.A. SOCIALISM AND
MODERN THOUGHT. SecondEdWon
Revised and Enlarged. Cr, Svo, as, 6<f.

„ net.

Ifeating (J. P.), D.D. THE AGAPlIAND
^
THE EUCHARIST. Cr. Svo. 3s. 6d.

iCeats (John). THE POEMS. Edited
]

withlntroduesion and Notes by E. de SstiK-
COURT, M.A. With a Frontispiece in I

Photogravure. Second Edition Revised.
Demy Svo 7s. 6d. net.

REALMS OF GOLD. Selections from the
Works of. Fca^. Svo. 3s. 6d. net.

See also LitJe Library and Standard
Library.

Keble(^ohn). THE CHRISTIAN YEAR.
With an Introduction and NotesbyW. Lock,
D.D., Warden ofiCeble -.loge. Illustrated

byR. AnningBell, ThirdEdition, Fcap.
Svn. 3s. 6d. ; padded morocco^ SJ.

See also Library ofDevotion.
Kelynack (T. N.), M.D., M.R.C.P. THE
DRINK PROBLEM IN ITS MEDICO-
SOCIOLOGICAL ASPECT. By four-

teen Medical Authorities. Edited by.
With 2 Diagrams. Demy Svo. 7s. 6d. net.

Kempis (Thomas k), THE IMITATION
OF CHRIST. With an Introduction by
Dean Farrar. Illustrated by C. M. Gere.
ThirdEdition, Fcap.Svo. 3s. (id.; padded
morocco, sr.

Also Translated by C. Bigg, D.D. Cr,
Svo, 3^. 6d.

See al'5) Montmorency (J. E. G. de).,

Libraryof Devotion, and Standard Library.
Kennedy (Bart.), THE GREEN

Sji'ilINX. Cr. Svo. w. 6/f. net.

Kennedy (James Houjghton)i D.D., Assist-

ant Lecturer in Divinity in the University of
Dublin. ST. PAUL’S SECOND AND
[THIRD EPISTLES TO THE CORIN-
THIANS. With Introduction, Dissertations
and Notes. Cr. Svo. 6s.

Kimmins (C. W.), M.A. THE CHEMIS-
TRi OF LIFE AND HEALTH. Ulus-
trated. Cr. Svo. as. 6d.

Kinglake (A. W.). See' Little Library,
Kipling (Rudyard). BARRACK-ROOM
BALDADS, 83rd Thousand. Twenty-
fourth Edition. Cr.Svo. Also Leather.
Fcap. Svo.^ ss.

^A Colonial Edition is also published.
THE SEVEN SEAS. 67th Thousand.

Twelfth Edition. Cr. Svo. 6s. Also
Leather. Fcap, Svo. gj.
A Colonial Edition is also published.

THE FIVE NATIONS. 6and Thousand.
Third Edition. Cr. Svo. 6s, Also
Leather. Fcap.^ Svo. 5s.

A Colonial Edition is also published.
DEPARTMENTAL DITTIES. Siateenih

Edition. Cr. Svo. 6s. Also Leather. Fcap,
Svo.

A Colonial Edition is also published.

COMPLETE
(^RICKETER. With 50 Illustrations.
Demy 8w. 7s. 6d. net.

A Colonml Edition is also published.
KiH^ht (H. J, C,), B.D. See Churchman’s

Kimwling (R. J.), M.A., Professor of New
Testament Exegesis at King’s College,
London. See Westminster Commentaries.

Lamb (Charles and Mary), THE WORKS.
Edited by E. V. Lucas. Illustrated. In
SevenVolumes. Demy Svo. 7s, 6d. each.
See also Litrie Library and Lucas (E. V.).
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Lambert (P. A. H.). See Little Guides.
Lambros (Professor S. P.). See Byzantine

Lane- Poole (Stanley). A HISTORY OF
EGYPT IN THE MIDDLE AGES. Fully
Illustrated. Cr. %vo. 6^,

Langbridge(F.),M.A. BALLADSOFTHE
BRAVE : Poems of Chivalry, Enterprise,
Courage, and Constancy. Third Edition,
Cr, %vo. zs, ^d.

Law (William), See Library of Devotion
and Standard Library.

Leach (Henry). THE DUKE OF DEVON-
SHIRE. A Biography. With 12 Illustra-

tions. Demy Zvo, i2j. (id. net,

THE SPIRIT OFTHELINKS. Cr, Zvo. 6r.

A Colonial Edition is also published.
See also Braid (James).

Le Braz (Anatole). THE LAND OF
PARDONS. Translated by Frances M.
Gostling. With 12 Illustrations in Colour
by T. C- Gotch, and 40 other Illustrations.

Second Edition, Cromn Zvo. 6s.

Lee (Captain L. Melville). A HISTORY
OF POLICE IN ENGLAND. Cr. Zvo,

3^. 6d. net.

Lewes (V. B.), M.A. AIR AND WATER.
Illustrated. Cr. 8zro. 2s. 6d.

Lewis (3. M. Gwyn). A CONCISE
HANDBOOK OF GARDEN SHRUBS.
With 20 Illustrations. Eca/, Zzio. 3^. 6d.

net.

Lisle (Portun^ede). See Little BooksonArt
Littlehales (H.). See Antiquary's Books.

Lock (Walter), D.D., Warden of Keble
College. ST. PAUL, THE MASTER-
BUILDER. Second Ed. Cr. Zvo. 3s. 6d.

THE BIBLE AND CHRISTIAN LIFE.
Cr, Zvo. 6s,

See also Keble (J.) and Leaders of Religion.

Locker (P.). See Little Library.

Lodge (Sir Oliver), F.R.S. THE SUB-
S I’ANCE OF FAITH ALLIED WITH
SCIENCE: A Catechism for Parents
and Teachers. EighthEd. Cr.Zvo. 2s, net.

Lofthouse(W. F.), M,A. ETHICS AND
ATONEMENT. With a Frontispiece.

Demy Zvo. sj. net.

Longfellow (H. W.). See Little Library.

Lorimer (George Horace). LETTERS
FROM A Sl^F-MADE MERCHANT
TO HIS SON. Sixteenth Edition, Cr.Zvo.

3s. 6d.

A Colonial Edition xs also published.

OLD GORGON GRAHAM. SecondEdition.
Cr. Zvo, 6s.

A Colonial Edition is also published.

Lover (Samuel). See I.P.L.

E. V. L. and C. L. O. ENGLAND DAYBY
DAY : Or, The Englishman’s Handbook to

Efficiency. Illustrated byGeorgeMorrow.
Fourth Edition. Fcap. ido, \s. net,

Lucas (E. V.). THE LIFE OF CHARLES
LAMB. With 28 Illustrations. Fourth
and Revised Edition in One Volume.

Demy Zvo. 7J. 6d. net.

A Colonial Edition is also published.

A WANDERER IN HOLLAND, With
20 Illustrations in Colour by Herbert
Marshall, 34 Illustrations after old Dutch
Masters, and a Map. Eighth Edition,
Cr. Zvo. 6r.

A Colonial Edition is also published.
A WANDERER IN LONDON. With 16

Illustrations in Colour by Nelson Dawson,
36 other Illustrations and a Map. Sixth
Edition, Cr, Zvo. 6s.

A Colonial Edition is also published.

THE OPEN ROAD : a Little Book for Way-
farers. Thirteenth Edition. Fcap. Zvo.

Sr, ; India Paper, js. 6d.

THE FRIENDLY TOWN : a Little Book
for the Urbane. Fourth Edition. Fcap,
Zvo. Ks. ; India Paper^ 7J. 6d.

FIRESIDE AND SUNSHINE. Third
Edition. Pcap. Zvo. sj.

CHARACTER AND COMEDY. Third
Edition. Fcap. Zvo. si-.

THE GENTLEST ART. A Choice of

Letters by Entertaining Hands. Fourth
Edition. Fcap. Zvo, ss.

ASWAN AND HER'FRIENDS. With 24

Illustrations. Demy Zvo. 12s. 6d. net.

A Colonial Edition is also published.

Lucian. See Classical Translations.

Lyde (L. W.), M.A. See Commercial Series.

Lydon (Noel S,). See Junior School Books.

Lyttelton(Hon.Mrs.A.). WOMENAND
THEIR WORK. Cr.Zvo. 2s. 6d.

Macaulay (Lord). CRITICAL AND HIS-
TORICAL ESSAYS. Editedby F. C. Mon-
TAGUE, M.A. Three Volumes. Cr. Zvo. iZs.

M‘Allen (J. E, B.), M.A. See Commercial
Series.

MacCulloch (J, A.). See Churchman’s
Library.

MacCunn (Florence A.). MARY
STUART. With 44 Illxistrations, in

eluding a Frontispiece in Photogravure.

New and CheaperEdition. Laige Cr. Zvo.

6s.

See also Leaders of Religion.

McDermott (E. R,)* See Books on Business.

M‘DowalI(A. S.), See Oxford Biographies.

Mackay (A._M.), B.A, See ^Churchman’s
Library.

Mackenzie (W. Leslie), M.A., M.D,,
D.P.H., etc. THE HEALTH OF THE
SCHOOL CHILD. Cr. Zvo. 2s. 6d.

Macklin (Herbert W.), M.A. See Anti-

quary’s Books.
M‘Neile (A. H.), B.D. See Westminster
Commentaries.

‘MdlleMori» (Author Of). ST. CATHER-
INE OF SIENA AND HER TIMES.
With 28 Illustrations. Demy Zvo. 7s. 6d.

net.

Magnus (Laurie), M.A. A PRIMER OF
WORDSWORTH. Cr.Zvo. 2s. 6d.

Mahaffy (J. P.), Litt.D. A HISTORY OF
THE EGYPT OF THE PTOLEMIE^^
Fully Illustrated. Cr. Zvo. 6s.

Maitland (F. W.), M.A., LL.D. ROMAN
CANON LAW IN THE CHURCH OF
ENGLAND. Royal Zvo, ys. 6d.
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lVI^or(H.), B.A., B.Sc. A HEALTH AND
TEMPERANCE READER. Cr, Bvo.
IS. 6d.

Malden (H. E.), M.A. ENGLISH RE-
CORDS. A Companion to tbe History of
England. Cr, Bvo. 3J. 6d.

THE RIGHTS AND DUTIES OF A
CITIZEN. Seventh Edition, Cr, Bvo,

T.S. 6d.

See also School Histories.

Marchant (E. C.), M.A., Fellow of Peter-
house, Cambridge. A GREEK ANTHO-
LOGY Second Edition.. Cr. 8vo. 3s. 6d,
See also Cook (A. M.).

Marks (Jeannette), M.A. ENGLISH
PASTORAL DRAMA from the Restora-
tion to the date of the publication of the
‘Lyrical Ballads* (1660-1798). Cr. 8vo.
$s. net.

Marr (J. E.)* F.R.S., Fellow of St John’s Col-
lege, Cambridge. THE SCIENTIFIC
STUDY OF SCENERY. SecondEdition.
Illustrated. Cr. Z7>o. 6s.

AGRICULTURAL GEOLOGY. Illustrated.
Cr.Zvo. 6s.

Marriott (J. A. R.), M.A. THE LIFE
AND TIMES OF LOIJ.D FALKLAND.
With 33 Illustrations. Second Edition.
Demy Bvo. js, 6d. net.

Marvell (Andrew). See Little Library.
Masefield (John). SEA LIFE IN NEL-

SON’S TIME. Illustrated. Cr. Svo.
3#. 6d. net.

A Colonial Edition is also published.
ON THE SPANISH MAIN: or, Some
English Forays in the Isthmus of
Darien. With 22 Illustrations and a Map.
Demv Svo. 10s. 6d, net.

A Colonial Edition is also published,
A SAILOR’S GARLAND. Selected and

Edited by. .SecondEd. Cr. Bvo. 6d.nei.
AN ENGLISH PROSE MISCELLANY.

Selected and Edited by. Cr. Bvo. 6s,

Maskell (A.). See Connoisseur's Library,
Mason (A. J.), D.D. See Leaders ofReligion.
Massee (Qeorse). THE EVOLUTION OF
PLANT LIFE : Lower Forms. Illustrated.
Cr. Bvo. 2s. 6d.

Masterman (C. P. Q.)* M.A., M.P.
TENNYSON AS A RELIGIOUS
TEACHER. Cr. Bvo, 6s.

Matheson (E. R). COUNSELS OF
LIFE. Fcap. Bvo. os. 6d. net.

May (Phil). THE PHIL MAY ALBUM.
Second Edition^ ^io. xs. net.

Meakin (Annette M. B.), Fellow of tbe
Anthropological Institute. WOMAN IN
TRANSITION. Cr.Bvo. 6s.

M^lows (Emma S.). A SHORT STORY
OF ENGLISH LITERATURE. Cr.
Zvo. 3s. 6d.

Mrthnen (A. M. S.), M.A. THE^^GEDY OF SOUTH AFRICA
3d. net,

ENGLAND’S RUIN ; Discussed in Six-
pEN Letters to the Right Hon.
Joseph Chamberlain, M.P. Seventh Edi-
tion. Cr, Bvo, 3d. net.

Miles (Eustace), M.A. LIFE AFTER
LIFE; or, The Theory of Reincarna-
tion. Cr. Bvo, os, 6d. net.

THE POWER OF CONCENTRATION

:

How to Acquire it. Second Edition.
Cr. Bvo. 3s. 6d. net.

Millais (J. a.). THE LIFE AND LET-
TERS OF SIR JOHN EVERETT
MILLAIS, Presidentofthe Royal Academy,
With many Illustrations, of which 2 are in

Photogravure. I\7evf Edition, Demy Bvo.

7s. 6d. net.
_

See also Little Galleries.

Millin (Q. R). PICTORIAL GARDEN-
ING. With 21 Illustrations. Crown Bvo.

3s. 6d. net.

Millis (C. T.), M.LM.E. See Textbooks of
Technology.

Milne (J. G.), M.A. A HISTORY OF
EGYPT UNDER ROMAN RULE.
Fully Illustrated. Cr.BrJO. 6s.

Milton (John). See Little Library and
Standard Library.

A DAY BOOK OF MILTON. Edited by
R. F. Towndrow. Fcay. Bvo. os. 6d. net.

Minchin (H. C.),M A. See Peel (R ).

Mitchell (P. Chalmers), M.A. OUTLINES
OF BIOLOGY. Illustrated. Second Edi-
tion, Cr, Bvo. 6s.

Mitton (Q. E.). JANE AUSTEN AND
HER TIMES. ,With 21 Illustrations.

Second and Cheaper Edition. Large Cr.
Bvo, 6s.

A Colonial Edition is ahso publLsbed.
Moffat (Mary M.). QUEEN LOUISA OF
PRUSSIA. With 20 Illustrations. Fourth
Edition. Crown Bvo. 6s.

A Colonial Edition is also published.
* Moil (A. ). * See Books on Business.
Moir (D. M.). See Little Library.
Molinos (Dr. Michael de). See Library of

Devotion.
Money (L. O. Chiozza), M.P. RICHES
AND POVERTY. Eighth Edition, Demy
Bvo. 3s. net. Also Cr. Bvo. xs. net,

SOCIAL AND INDUSTRIAL PRO-
BLEMS. Demy Bvo. 35. net,

Montagu (Henry), Earl of Manchester. See
Library of Devotion.

Montal^e. A DAY BOOK OF. Edited
byC.F. Pond. Fcap.Bvo. os.6d.net.

Monteomery(H. B.) THE EMPIRE OF
T;^ EAST. With a Frontispiece in Colour
and 16 other Illustrations, SecondEdition.
Demy Bvo.

^
7s. 6d. net.

A Colonial Edition is also published.
Mwtmorency(J. E. G. de), B.A., LL.B.
THOMAS A KEMPIS, HIS AGE AND
BOOK. With 23 Illustrations. Second
Edition. Demy Bvo. 7s. 6d. net.

Moore (H. E.). BACK TO THE LAND.
Cr. Bvo. os. 6d.

Moortaase (E. HaUam), KELSON'S
LADY HAMILTON. With 51 Portraits.
Second Edition. Demy Bvo. js, td. net.
A Colonial Edition is also published.

Moran(Clarence G*)» See Books on Business.
More (Sir Thomas). See Standard Library.
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Morfill (W. R.), Oriel College, Oxford. A
HISTORY OF RUSSIA FROM PETER
THE GREAT TO ALEXANDER II.

With Maps and Plans. Cr.Zvo, y. 6d.

Morich (R« J.), late of Clifton College. See
School Examination Series.

Morley (Margaret W.), Founded on. THE
BEE PEOPLE. With 74 Illustrations.

Sa. Crown 8vo. 2S. 6d.

LITTLE MITCHELL: The Story of a
Mountain Squirrel told by Himself.
With many Illustrations. Sq.Cr.8vo. o.s.td.

Morris (J.). THE MAKERS OF JAPAN.
With 24 Illustrations. D&wy 8vo. 12^. 6<f.

net.

Morris (Joseph E.). See Little Guides.

Morton (A. Anderson). See Brodrick(M.).
Moule(H. C. Q.), D.D., Lord Bishop of Dur-

ham. See Leaders of Religion.
Muir (M. M. Pattison), M.A. THE
CHEMISTRY OF FIRE. Illustrated.

Cr. 8m. 2S. 6d.

Mundella (V. A.), M.A. See Dunn (J. T.).

Munro(R.), M.A., LL.D, See Antiquary’s
Books.

Myers (A. Wallis), THE COMPLETE
LAWN TENNIS PLAYER. With many
Illustrations. Second Edition, Demy 8m.
loj. (id. net.

Naval Officer (A). See I. P. L.
Neal (W. Q.). See Hall (R. N.).

Newman (Ernest). HUGO WOLF.
With 13 Illustrations. DemyZvo. 'js.6d.net.

Newman(Qeorge), M.D.,D.P.H.,F.R.S.E

,

INFANT MORTALITY, A Social
Problem. With 16 Diagrams. Demy
8m. js. 6d. net.

Newman (J. H.) and others. See Library
ofDevotion.

^Newsholme, Arthur, M.D., F.R.C.P.
THE PREVENTION OF TUBERCU-
LOSIS. Eemy 8m. los. 6d. net,

Nichols (Bowyer). See Little Library.

Nicklln (T.), M.A. EXAMINATION
PAPERS INTHUCYDIDES. Cr. 8m. 2s.

Nimrod. See 1. P. L.

Norgate (0. Le Grys). THE LIFE OF
SIR WALTER SCOTT. With 53 Illus-

trations by Jenny Wylie. Demy 8vo.

7S. 6d. net.

Norregaard (B. W.). THE GREAT
SIEGE : The Investment and Fall of Port

Arthur. With Maps, Plans, and 25 Illus-

trations. Demy 8m. io5.6d.net.^

A Colonial Edition is also published.

Norway (A. H.). NAPLES. Past and
Present. With 25 Coloured Illustrations

by Maurice Greiffenhagen. Second

Edition. Cr. 8vo. 6s.

A Colonial Edition is also published.

Novalis. THE DISCIPLES AT SAISAND
OTHER FRAGMENTS. Edited by Miss

Una Birch. Ecc;^. 8vo. 3s. 6d. net.

Officer (An). See I. P. L.

Oldfield (W. J.), M.A., Prebendary of

Lincoln. A PRIMER OF RELIGION.
Based on the Catechism ofthe Church
or England. Crown ^0. 2s. (d.

Oldham (F. M.), B.A, See Textbooks of
Science.

Oliphant (Mrs. ). See Leaders of Religion.
Oliver. Thomas, M.D. DISEASES OF
OCCUPATION. WiihlliusLi^tions.

cond Edition. Demy Bvo. 10s. 6d. net.

Oman(C. W. C.), M.A, Fellow of All Souls’,

Oxford. A HISTORY OF THE ART
OF WAR IN THE MIDDLE AGES.
Illustrated. Demy 8m. los. 6d. net.

Ottley (R. L.), D.D. See Handbooks of

Theology and Leaders of Religion.
Overton (J. H.). See Leaders of Religion.

Owen (Douglas). See Books on Business.
Oxford (M.N.), ofGuy’s Hospital. A HAND-
BOOK OF NURSING. Fourth Edition.
Cr. Bvo. 3s. 6d.

Pakes (W. C. C.). THE SCIENCE OF
HYGIENE. Illustrated. Demy Bvo. iss.

Parker (Gilbert), M.P. A LOVER’S
DIARY. Fca^. Bvo. 5s.

A volume of poems.
Parkes (A. K.). SMALL LESSONS ON
GREAT TRUTHS. Fctti.8vo. xs.6d.

Parkinson (John). PARADISI IN SOLE
PARADISUS TERRESTRIS, OR A
GARDEN OF ALL SORTS OF PLEA-
SANT FLOWERS. Folio. £3, w. net.

Parmenter (John). HELIO-TROPTES, OR
NEW POSIES FOR SUNDIALS.
Edited by Pbrcival Landon. Quarto.
3s. 6d. net.

Parmentier (Prof. Leon). Sde Bidez (J.).

Parsons (Mrs. C.). GARRICK AND HIS
CIRCLE. With 36 Illustrations. Second
Edition. Demy^ Bvo. 12s. 6d. net
A Colonial Edition is also published.

Pascal. See Library of Devotion.
Paston (George). SOCIAL CARICA-
TURE IN THE EIGHTEENTH
CENTURY. With over 200 Illustrations.

ImpenalQuario. £2, 12s. 6d. net.

LADY MARY WORTLEY MONTAGU
AND HER TIMES With 24 Illustra-

tions. Second Edition. Demy Bvo. 15^. net
See also Little Books on Art and I.P.L.

Paterson(W. R.)(Benjamin Swift). LIFE’S
QUESTIONINGS. Cr. Bvo. 3s. 6d. net

Patterson (A. H.). NOTES OF AN EAST
COAST NATURALIST. Illustrated in

Colour by F. Southgate, R.B.A. Second
Edition, Cr. Bvo, 6r.

NATURE IN EASTERN NORFOLK.
With 12 Illustrations in Colour by Frank
Southgate, R.B.A. Secmd Edition. Cr.

WILD lIfE ON A NORFOLK ESTU-
ARY. With 40 Illustrations by the Author,

and a Prefatory Note by Her Grace the

Duchess of Bedford. Demy Bvo.

zos. 6d. net
Peacock (Netta). See Little Books on Art.

Patterson (J. B.). See Simplified French
Texts.

Peake (C. M. A.). F.R.H.S. A CON-
CISE HANDBOOK OF GARDEN
ANNUAL AND BIENNIAL PLANTS.
With 24 Illustrations. Fcap. Bvo. 3$.6d. net
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Peel (Robert), and Minchin (H. C.), M.A.
OXFORD. With loo Illustrations in

Colour, Cr, Bva, 6s.

A Colonial Edition is also published.

Peel (Sidney), kte Fellow of Trinity College,

Oxford, and Secretary to the Royal Com-
mission on the Licensing Laws. PRACTI-
CAL LICENSING REFORM.
EdUi&tu Cr. Zvo. ir. 6d.

PetrieCW.M. Flinders), D. C.L., LL.D., Pro-
fessor of Egyptology at University College.

A HISTORY OF EGYPT. Fully Illus-

tratcd. In six volumes. Cr.Zvo. 6s. each.

VoL. I. From the Earliest Kings to
XVIth Dynasty. Sixth Edition.

VoL. II. The XVIIth and XVIIIth
Dynasties. Fourth Edition.

VoL. III. XIXth to XXXth Dynasties.
VoL. IV. The Egypt of the Ptolemies.

J. P. MAHAFF^Litt.D.
VoL. V. Roman Egypt. J. G. Milne, M.A.
VoL. VI. Egypt in the Middle Ages.
Stanley Lane-Poole, M.A.

RELIGION AND CONSCIENCE IN
ANCIENT EGYPT. Lectures delivered

at University College, London. Illustrated.

Cr. Zvo. ^s. 6d.

SYRIA AND EGYPT, FROM THE TELL
ELAMARNATABLETS. Cr.Zvo. ^s.6d.

EGYPTIAN TALES. Translated from the
Papyri. First Series, ivth to xiith Dynasty.
Edited by W. M. Flinders Petrie. Illus-

trated by Tristram Ellis. Second Edi-
tion. Cr. Zvc. 3^. 6d.

EGYPTIAN TALES. Translated from the
Papyri. Second Series, xvnith to xixth
Dynasty. Illustrated by Tristram Ellis.
Crown Zvo, 6d.

EGYPTI.^N DECORATIVE ART. A
Course of Lectures delivered at the Royal
Institution. Illustrated. Ct. Zvo. 3?. 6d.

Phillips (W, A,). See Oxford Biographies.

Phillpotts (Eden). MY DEVON YEAR.
With 38 Illustrations by J. Ley Pethy-
BRIDGE. Second and Cheaper Edition.
Lar^e Cr. Zvo. 6s.

UP ALONG AND DOWN ALONG.
Illustrated by Claude Shepperson.
Cr. 4to. ss. net.

Phythian (J. Ernest). TREES IN NA-
XURE, MYTH, AND ART, With 24

,

Illustrations. Crown Zvo. 6s.

Plarr (Victor Q.). See School Histories.

Plato. See Standard Library.

Plauttts. THE CAPTIVI. Edited, with
an Introduction, Textual Notes, and a Com-
mentary, by W. M. Lindsay, Fellow of
Jesus College,Oxford. Demy Zvo, i<is.6d.net.

Plowden-Wardlaw (J. T.), B.A,, King's
College, Cambridge. See School Examina-
tion Series.

Podmore (Prank). MODERN SPIRI-
TUALISM. Two Volumes, Demy Zvo.

sxs. net,

Pollard (Alice). See Little Books on Art
PoUard (Eli2a P.). See Little Books on Art.
Pollock (David), M.LN.A. See Books on

Business.

Potter (M. C.), M.A., F.L.S. AN
ELEMENTARY TEXT - BOOK OF
AGRICULTURAL BOTANY. Illus-

trated. Second Edition. Cr. Zvo. 4^- ^d.

Power (J. O’Connor). THE MAKING
OF AN ORATOR. Cr.Zvo. 6s.

Prance (G.). See Wyon (R.).

Prescott (0. L.). ABOUT MUSIC, AND
WHAT IT IS MADE OF. Cr. Zvo.

3S.6d. net.

Price (Eleanor C.). A PRINCESS OF
THE OLD WORLD. With 21 Illus-

trations. Demy Zvo. jes. 6d. net.

Price (L. L.)» M.A., Fellow of Oriel College,

Oxon. A HISTORY OF ENGLISH
POLITICAL ECO fOMY FROM ADAM
SMITH TO ARNOLD TOYNBEE.
Fifth Edition, Cr. Zvo. 7.s. 6d.

Primrose (Deborah). A MODERN
BCEOTIA. Cr. Zvo. 6s.

Protheroe (Ernest). THE DOMINION
OF MAN. Geography in its Human
Aspect. Widi 32 full-page Illustrations.

Cr. Zvo. 2s.

Quevedo Villegas. See Miniature Library.
*Q’ (A. T. Quiller Couch). THE
GOLDEN POMP. A Procession of
English Lyrics from Surrey to Shir-
ley. Secondand CheaperEdition. Cr. Zvo.

2s. 6d. net.

a. R. andB.S. MR. WOODHOUSE’S
CORRESPONDENCE. Cr.Zvo. 6s.

A Colonial Edition is also published.

Rackham (R. B.), M.A. See Westminster
Commentaries.

Ragg(LauraM.). THE WOMEN ART-
ISTS OF BOLOGNA. With 20 Illus-

trations. Demy Zvo. ys. 6d net.

Ragg (Lonsdale). B.D., Oxon. DANTE
AND HIS ITALY. With 32 Illustra-

tions. Demy Zvo. x^s. 6d. net
Rahtz (P. J.), M.A,, B.Sc., Lecturer in

English at Merchant Venturers’ Technical
College, Bristol. HIGHER ENGLISH,
ThvM Edition. Cr. Zvo. 3s. 6d.

Randoli^h (B. W.), D.D. See Library of
Devotion.

Rannie (D. W.), M.A. A STUDENT’S
HISTORYOFSCOTLAND. Cr.Zvo. 3s. 6d.

WORDSWORTH AND HIS CIRCLE.
With 20 Illustrations. Demy Zvo. xgs. 6d.

net.

Rashdall (Hastings), M.A., Fellow and
Tutor of New College, Oxford. DOC-
TRINE AND DEVELOPMENT, Cr.

Zvo. 6f.

Raven (J. J.), D.D. , F.S.A. See Antiquary’s
Books.

Raven- Hill (L* ). See Llewellyn (Owen).
Rawstorne (Lawrence, Esq.). SeeLP.L.
Raymond (Walter). See School Histories.

Rea (Lilian). MADAME BE lA FA-
YETTE. With many Illustrations,

Demy Zvo, xos. 6d. net.

Real Paddy (A). SeeLP.L
Reason (W.), M.A. UNIVERSITY AND
SOCIAL SETTLEMENTS. Edited by.

Cr. Zvo. 2S, 6d.
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Redpath (H. A.), M.A., D.Litt. See West-
minster Commentaries.

Rees (J. DO, C.LE., M.P. THE REAL
INDIA. Second Edition, DemyZvo. los.
6d. net,

A Colonial Edition is also published.
*Reich (Emil), Doctor Juris. WOMAN
THROUGH THE AGES. With 24 Illus-

trations. Ttjjo Volumes. Detny%vo,vts,net.
A Colonial Edition is also published.

Reynolds (Sir Joshua). See Little Galleries.

Rhoades (J. F.). See simplified French Texts.
Rhodes CW. E.). See School Histories
Rieu(H.), M.A. See Simplified French Texts.
Roberts (M. E.). See Channer (C. C.).

Robertson (A.), D.D^ Lord Bishop of
Exeter. REGNUM DEL (The Bampton
Lectures of igoi). A New and Cheaper
Edition. Demy Zvo, js. 6d. net.

Robertson (C. Grant). M.A, Fellow of
All Souls* College, Oxford. SELECT
STATUTES, CASES, AND CONSTI-
TUTIONAL DOCUMENTS, 1660-1832.

Demy Zvo. lor. 6d. net.

Robertson (C. Grant) and Bartholomew
(J. G.), F.R.S.E., F.R.G.S. A HIS-
TORICAL AND MODERN ATLAS OF
THE BRITISH EMPIRE. DemyQuarto.
45. ^d. net.

Robertson (SirG.S.),K,C.S.L CHITRAL:
The Story of a Minor Siege. Third
Edition. Illustrated. Cr. Zvo. ss. 6d. net.

Robinson (A. W.), M.A. See Churchman’s
Bible.

Robinson (Cecilia). THE MINISTRY
OF DEACONESSES. With an Introduc-

tion by the late Archbishop of Canterbury.

Cr. Zvo, J5S. 6d.

Robinson (P. S.). See Connoisseur’s Library.
Rochefoucauld ^La). See Little Library.

Rodwell (Q.), B.A. , NEW TESTAMENT
GREEK. A Course for Beginners. With
a Preface byWalter Lock, D,D., Warden
of Keble College. Fcap. Zvo. ^s. 6d.

Roe (Fred). OLDOAKFURNITURE. With
many Illustrations by the Author, including

a frontispiece in colour. Second Edition,

DemyZvo. jQS.f>d.net.

Rogers (A. Q. L.), M.A. See Books on
Business.

Romney (George). See Little Galleries.

Roscoe (E. S.). See Little Guides.

Rose (Edward). THE ROSE READER.
Illustrated. Cr. Zvo. 2S. 6d. Also in 4
Parts. Parts /. and II. ^d, each; Part
III. id. ; Part IV. lod.

Rose (G. H.). See Hey (H.)., and Baring-
Gould (S).

Rowntree (Joshua). THE IMPERIAL
DRUG TRADE. A Re-Statement of
THE Opium Question. Third Edition

Revised. Cr. Zvo. zs. net.

Royde^Smith (N. Q.). THE PILLOW
BOOK: A Garner op Many Moods.
Collected by. Second Edition, Cr. ivo.

AS. 6d. net.

POETS OF OUR DAY. Selected,

with an Introduction, by. Pcap. Zvo. 5s.

Ruble (A. E.), D.D. See Junior School
Books.

RusseU (Archibald G. B.). See Blake
(William).

Russell (W. Clark). THE LIFE OF
ADMIRAL LORD COLLINGWOOD.
With Illustrations by F. Brangwyn.
Fourth Edition. Cr. Zvo. 6s.

Ryley (M. Beresford). QUEENS OF
THE RENAISSANCE. With 24 Illus-

trations. Demy Zvo. xos. 6d. net.

Sainsbury (Harrington), M.D., F.R.C.P,
PRINCIPIA THERAPEUTICA,
Demy Zvo. w. (yd. net.

St. Anselm. See Libraiy of Devotion.
St. Augustine. See Library of Devotion.
St. Bernard. See Library of Devotion.
St. Cyres (Viscount). See Oxford Bio-

graphies.

St. Francis of Assisi. THE LITTLE
FLOWERS OF THE GLORIOUS
MESSER, AND OF HIS FRIARS.
Done into English, with Notes by William
Heywood. With 40 Illustrations from
Italian Painters Demy ivo. ks. net.

See also Wheldon (F. W.), Library of
Devotion and Standard Library.

Stl Francis de Sales. See Library of
Devotion.

‘Saki’ (H.Mttnro). REGINALD. Second
Edition. Fcap. ivo. 2s. 6d. net.

Salmon (A. L.). See Little Guides.
Sathas (C.). See Byzantine Texts.
Schmitt (John). See Byzantine Texts.
Schofield (A, T.), M.D., Hon. Phys. Freiden-
ham Hospital FUNCTIONAL NERVE
DISEASES. Demy ivo. 'js.6d.net.

Scott (A. M.). WINSTON SPENCER
CHURCHILL. With Portraits and Illus-

trations, Cr. ivo. $s. 6d.

Scudamore (Cyril). See Little Guides.
S^lincourt (E. de.) See Keats (John).
Sells (V. P.), M.A. THE MECHANICS
OF DAILY LIFE. Illustrated, Cr. Zvo.

2s. 6d.

Selous (Edmund). TOMMY SMITH’S
ANIMALS. Illustrated by G. W. Ord.
Tenth Edition. Fcap. ivo. as, 6d.

School Edition^ is. 6d,

TOMMY SMITH’S OTHER ANIMALS.
Illustrated by Augusta Guest. Fourth
Edition. Fcap ivo. as 6d.

SchoolEdition^ xs. 6d.

Senter (George), B.Sc. (Lond.), Ph.D,
See Textbooks of Science.

Shakespeare (William).

THE FOUR FOLIOS, 1623; 1632; 1664;
X685. Each ;^4, 4s. nei^ or a complete set,

>Ci2, 12s. net.

Folios 3 and 4 are ready.

Folio 2 is nearly ready.

THE POEMS OF WILLIAM SHAKE-
SPEARE. With an Introduction and Notes
by George Wvndham. Demy ivo. Buck-
rantf gilt top^ los. 6d,

See also Arden Shakespeare, Standard
Library and Little Quarto Shakespeare.

A3
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Sliarp (A.). VICTORIAN POETS. Cr.

Zvo, SiS. 6d,

Sharp (Cecil). See Baring-Gould (S.).

Sharp (Elizabeth). See Little Books on Art.

Shedlock (J, S.) THE PIANOFORTE
SONATA. Cr, Zvo, 5^.

Shelley (Percy B.). See Standard Libr^y.

Sheppard (H. F.), M.A. See Baring-

Gould(S.).
Sherwell (Arthur), M.A. LIFE IN WEST
LONDON. Third Edition. Cr, Zmo.

ss. 6d,

Shipley (Ma^ E.). AN ENGLISH
CHURCH HISTORY FOR CHILD-
REN. With a Preface by the Bishop of

Gibraltar. With Maps and Illustrations.

Part I. Cr. Zvo. ns. 6d. net.

Sichel (Walter). See Oxford Biographies.

Sidgwick (Mrs. Alfred). HOME LIFE
IN GERMANY, With 16 Illustrations.

Second Edition. Demy Zvo. lOf. td. net.

A Colonial Edition is also published.

Slaie (Johu). See Little Books on Art.

Simottsoa «i. A.). FRANCESCO
GUARDI. With 41 Plates. Imperial
ipo, ns. net

Sketchley (R. E. Dl). See Little Books on
Art.

,

*

Sldpton (H. P. K.), See Little Books on

Sladen (Douglas). SICILY: The New
Winter Resort. 'With over 200 Illustrations.

Second Edition. Cr. Zvo. ss. net.

Small (Evan), M.A. THE EARTH, An
Introduction to Physiography. Illustrated.

Cr. Zvo. ss. 6d.

Smallwood (M. Q.). See Little Books on

Smedtey(F. E.)* Seel.P.L.
Smith (Adam). THE 'WEALTH OF
NATIONS. Edited with an Introduction

and nurnerous Notes by Edwin Cannan,
M.A. Two volumes. Demy Zvo. sts.netl

Smith (H. Clifford). See Connoisseur’s

Library.

Smith (Horace and James). See Little

Library.
Smith (H. Bompas). M,A, ANEW
JUNIOR ARITHMETIC. Crown Zvo.

Without Answers, ss. With Answers, ss. 6d.

Smith (R. Mudle> THOUGHTS FOR
THE DAY. Edited, by. Ecap, Zvo.

3r. 6d, net
Smith (Nowell C.). See Wordsworth (W).
Smith (John Thomas). A BOOK FOR
A RAINY DAY : Or, Recollections ofthe
Events of the Years 1766-1833. Edited by
Wilfred Whitten. Illmstrated. Wide
Demy Zvo. xss. 6d. net

Snell (P. J.). A BOOK OF EXMOOR.
Illustrated. Cr. Zvo. d-s*

Snowden (C, E.). A HANDY DIGEST OF
BRITISH HISTORY. Demy Zvo. as. 6d.

Sophocles. See Classical Translations.

Somet (L. A.)^a,nd Acatos (M. J.) See
Junior School Books.

Souihi(EcWilton), A. See Junior School
Books

Southey (R.). ENGLISH SEAMEN
Edited by David Hannay.
Vol. I. (Howard, Clifford, Hawkins,

Drake, Cavendish). Second Edition. Cr.

Zvo. 6s.

Vol. ir. (Richard Hawkins, Grenville,

Essex, and Raleigh). Cr. Zvo. 6s.

See also Standard Library.

Spence (C. H.), M.A. See School Examina-
tion Series.

Spicer (A. Dykes), M.A. THE PAPER
TRADE. A Descriptive and Historical

Survey. With Diagrams and Plans. Deyny
Zvo. iss. 6d. net

Spooner (W. A.), M.A. See Leaders of

Religion.

Spragge (W. Horton), M.A. See Junior
School Books,

Staley (Edgcumbe). THE GUILDS OF
FLORENCE. Illustrated. SecondEdition.
Royal Zvo. r6.f. net.

Stanbridge (J. W.), B.D. See Library of

Devotion.
‘Stancliffe.* GOLF DO’S AND DONT’S.
Second Edition. Reap. Zvo. is.

Stead (D. W.). See Gallaher (D.).

Stedman(A. M. M.), M.A.
INITIALATINA : Easy Lessons on Elemen-

tary Accidence. Tenth Edition. Fcap.

FIRST LATIN LESSONS. Eleventh Edi-
iion. Cr. Zvo. ss.

FIRST LATIN READER. With Notes
adapted to the Shorter Latin Primer and
Vocabulary. Seventh Edition. iZmo.
IS, 6d.

EASY SELECTIONS FROM C^SAR.
The Helvetian War, Third Edition.
iZTftO. IS.

EASY SELECTIONS FROM LIVY. The
Kings of Rome. Second Edition, iZmo.
IS. 6d.

EASY LATIN PASSAGES FOR UNSEEN
TRANSLATION. Twelfth Ed. Fcap.
Zvo. is. 6d.

EXEMPLA LATINA. First Exercises
in Latin Accidence. With Vocabulary.
Fourth Edition. Cr. Zvo. is.

EASY LATIN EXERCISES ON THE
SYNTAX OF THE SHORTER AND
REVISED LATIN PRIMER. With
Vocabulary. TwelfthandCheaperEdition.
Cr. Zvo, IS. 6d. OriginalEdition, ss. 6d.
Key, 2s. net

THE LATIN COMPOUND SENTENCE
Rules and Exercises. Second Edition,
Cr. Zvo. IS. 6d. With Vocabulary, ss.

NOTANDA QUAEDAM : Miscellaneous
Latin Exercises on Common Rules and
Idioms. Fifth Edition, Fcap. Zvo. xs. 6d.

With Vocabulary, ss. Key, ss. net
LATIN VOCABULARIES FOR REPE-
TITION : Arranged according to Subjects.
Fifteenth Edition, Fcap, Zvo. 1$. 6d.

A VOCABULARY OF LATIN IDIOMS.
iZmo. Fourth Edition, is.

STEPS TO GREEK. Third Edition, te-
vised. iZmo. is.
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A SHORTER GREEK PRIMER. Seccnd
Edition, Cr, Bvo, is. 6d,

EASYGREEK PASSAGES FOR UNSEEN
TRANSLATION. Fourth Edition^ re^
vised, Fcap. Zvo. rs. Sd,

GREEK VOCABULARIES FOR RE-
PETITION. Arranged according to Sub-
jects. Fourth Edition. Fcap, 8vo. xs 6d.

GREEK TESTAMENT SELECTIONS.
For the use of Schools. With Introduc-
tion, Notes, and Vocabulary. Fourth
Edition. Fcap. Bvo. 2s. 6d.

STEPS TO FRENCH, Eighth Edition,
i8mo. 8d.

FIRST FRENCHLESSONS. Eig-hth Edi-
tion. Cr. 8vo. xs.

EASY FRENCH PASSAGES FOR UN-
SEEN TRANSLATION. Sixth Edi-
tion, Fcap. Bvo, xs. 6d.

EASY FRENCH EXERCISES ON ELE-
MENTARY SYNTAX. With Vocabu-
lary. Fourth Edition, Cr. Bvo, 2s. Cd.
Kev. 3f. net.

FRENCH VOCABULARIES FOR RE-
PETITION : Arranged according to Sub-
ects. Thirteenth Edition. Fcap. Bvo. xs.

See also School Examination Series.

Steel (R. Elliott), M.A., F.C.S. THE
WORLD OF SCIENCE. With 147
Illustrations. SecondEdition. Cr. Bvo. 2s, 6d.

See also School Examination Series.

Stephenson (C.), of the Technical College,

Bradford, and Stiddards (P.) of the
Yorkshire College, Leeds. A TEXTBOOK
DEALING WITH ORNAMENTAL
DESIGN FORWOVEN FABRICS. With
66 full-page Plates and numerous Diagrams
in the T^t, Third Edition, Demy Bvo.

^s, 6d.

Stephenson (J.), M.A. THE CHIEF
TRUTHS OF THE CHRISTIAN
FAITH. Cr. Bvo. ^s. 6d.

Sterne (Laurence). See Little Library.

Steuart (Katherine). BY ALLAN
WATER. SecondEdition. Cr. Bvo. 6^.

RICHARD KENNOWAY AND HIS
FRIENDS. A Sequel to ‘By Allan
Water.' Demy Bvo, ^s,€^d.nct.

Stevenson (R. L.) THE LETTERS OF
ROBERT LOUIS STEVENSON TO
HIS FAMILY AND FRIENDS.
Selected and Edited by Sidney Colvin.
Third Edition, avals, Cr.Bvo. X2S.

Library Edition, avols. Demy Bvo. 21s, net.

A Colonial Edition is also published.

VAILIMA LETTERS. With an Etched
Portrait by William Strang. Sixth
Edition, Cr. Bvo. Buckram, ps.

A Colonial Edition is also published.

THE LIFE OF R. L. STEVENSON. See
Balfour (G.).

Stevenson (M. I.). FROM SARANAC
TO THE MARQUESAS. Being Letters

written by Mrs. M. I. Stevenson during

1887-8. Cr. Bvo. 6s, net,

A Colonial Edition is also published.

LETTERS FROM SAMOA, 1891-95. Edited

and arranged by M. C. Balfour With

many Illustrations. Second Edition Cr,

Bvo. 6s. net.

A Colonial Edition is also published.

Stoddart (Anna M.). See Oxford Bio-

graphies.

Stokes (P. G.), B.A. HOURS WITH
RABELAIS. From the translation of Sir
T. Urquhart and P. A. Motteux. With
a Portrait in Photogravure. Cr. Bvo. 3* 6d,

net.

Stone (S. J.). POEMS AND HYMNS,
With a Memoir by F. G. Ellerton,
M.A. With Portrait. Cr. Bvo. 6s.

Storr (Vernon F.), M.A., Canon of Win-
chester. DEVELOPMENT AND
DIVINE PURPOSE Cr. Bvo. ss. net.

Story (Alfred T.). AMERICAN
SHRINES IN ENGLAND. Withmany
Illustrations, including two in Colour by
A. R. Quinton. Crown Bvo. 6s.

See also Little Guides.

Straker (F.). See Books on Business.

Streane (A. W.), D.D. See Churchman's
Bible.

Streatfeild (R. A.). MODERN MUSIC
AND MUSICIANS. With 24 Illustra-

tions. Second Edition, Demy Bvo. ’}S.6d.

net.

Stroud (Henry), D.Sc., M.A. ELEMEN-
TARY PRACTICAL PHYSICS. With
irs Diagrams. SecondEdii.f revised, 4s. 6i.

Sturch (P.), Staff Instructor to the Surrey
Cotuty Council. MANUAL TRAINING
DRAWING (WOODWORK). With
Solutions to Examination^Questions, Or^o-
graphic, Isometric and Oblique Projection.

With so Plates and 140 Figures. Foolscap.

SS. net.

Suddards (P.). See Stephenson (C.).

Surtees (R. S.). See I.P. L.
Sntherland(Wmiam). OLD AGE PEN-
SIGNS IN THEORYAND PRACTICE,
with some Foreign Examples. Cr. Bvo.

SS.6d. net.

Symes (J. E.), M.A. THE FRENCH
REVOLUTION. SecondEdition. Cr.Bvo,

, 2S. 6d.

\

Sympson (E. Mausel), M.A., M.D. See
' Ancient Cities.

T^or (Margaret E.). THE SAINTS IN
ART. With 20 Illustrations. Fcap. Bvo.

3^. 6d. net.

Tacitus. AGRICOLA. Edited by R. F.

Davis, M.A. Fcap. Bvo. 2s.

I

GERMANIA. By the same Editor. Fca^.
, Bvo. 25.

See also Classical Translations.

TalIack(W.). HOWARDLETTERSAND
MEMORIES. Demy Bvo. xos. 6d. net.

Tatham (Frediarick). See Blake (WiSiam).
Tauler (J. ). See Library of Devotion.

Taylor (A. E.). THE ELEMENTS OF
METAPHYSICS. DmtyBvo. 10s. 6d. net.

Taylor(F. G.), M.A. See Commercial Series.

I

Tz^^iL A.). See Oxford BiograrAies.

I
Taylor (John W.). THE COMING OF

j

THE SAINTS. With 26 Illustrations.

Demy Bvo* ys. 6d, net.
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Taylor (T. M.), M.A., Fellow of Goaville

and Cains College, Cambridge. A CON-
STITUTIONAL AND POLITICAL
HISTORY OF ROME. T^ the Reign of
Domitian. Cr. Zvo. js, 6d.

Teasdale-Buckell (Q. T.). THE COM-
PLETE SHOT. With 53 Illustrations.

Third Edition. Dtmy &z>o. J2s. bd. net.

A Colonial Edition is also published.

Tennyson (Alfred, Lord). EARLY
POEMS. Edited, with Notes and an
Introduction, by J. Churton Collins,
M.A. Cr. Zvo. 6^.

IN MEMORIAM, MAUD, AND THE
PRINCESS. Edited by J. Churton
Collins, M.A. Cr. Zvo. 6s.

See also Little Library.

Terry (C. S.). See Oxford Biogryjbies.

Thackeray (W. M.). See Little Library.
Theobald (F.V.), M.A. INSECT LIFE.

Illustrated. Second Edition Revised. Cr.
Zvo, 2s. 6d,

Thibattdeau(A. C.). BONAPARTE AND
THE CONSULATE. Translated and
Edited by G. K. Fortesque, LL.D. With
12 Illustrations. Demy Zvo. xos. 6d. net.

Thompson (A. H*). See Little Guides.
Thompson (A. P«). See Textbooks of

Technology.
Taesfon(MaryW.). DAILY STRENGTH
FOR DAILY NEEDS. Fourteenth Ed>
tion. Medium x6mo. ss, 6d.net. Also an
edition in superior binding, 6s.

Tompkins (H. W.), F.R.H.S. See Little
Books on Art and Little Guides.

Townley (Lady Susan). MY CHINESE
NOTE-BOOK With 16 Illustrations and
2 Maps. ThirdEd. Demy Zvo. xos. 6d. net.

A Colonial Edition is also published.
Toynbee (Paget), M.A.,D.Litt. IN THE
FOOTPRINTS OF DANTE. A Trea-
sury of Verse and Prose from the works of
Dante. Small Cr. Zvo. 4JP. 6d. net.

See also Oxford Biographies and Dante.
Trench (Herbert). DEIRDRE WEDDED
AND OTHER POEMS. Second and
Revised Edition. Large Post Zvo. 6s.

NEW POEMS. Second Edition. Large
Post Zvo. 6s.

Trevelyan (Q. M.), Fellow ofTrinity College,
Cambridge. ENGLAND UNDER THE
STUARTS. With Maps and Plans. Third
Edition. Demy Zvo. xos. 6d. net.

Troutbeck (Q. E.). See Little Guides.
Tyler (E. A.), B.A, F.C.S. See Junior

School Books.
TyrrelUQUl (Prances). See Little Books

on Art.
Vardon (Harry). THE COMPLETE
GOLFER. With 63 Illustrations. Ninth
Edition, Demy Zvo. los. 6d. net.

A Colonial Edition is also published.
Vaughan (Henry). See Little Library.
Vaughan Herbert M.), B.A.(Oxon.). THE
LAST OF THE ROYAL STUARTS,
HENRY STUART, CARDINAL,
DUKE OF YORK. With 20 Illustrations.

Second Edition. Demy Zvo. xos. 6d. net.

THE NAPLES RIVIERA. With 25 Illus-

trations in Colour by Maurice Greiffen-
HAGEN. Cr. Zvo. 6s.

Vernon(Hon.W. Warren), M.A. READ-
INGS ON THE INFERNO OF DANTE.
With an Introduction by the Rev. Dr.
Moore. InTvjo Volumes. SecondEdition.
Cr. Zvo. x^s.nei.

READINGS ON THE PURGATORIO
OF DA.NTE. With an Introduction by
the lat2 Dean Church. In Tvjo Volumes.

Third Edition. Cr. Zvo. 15^. net.

Vincent "J. E.). THROUGH EAST
ANGLIA IN A MOTOR CAR. With
16 Illustrations in Colour by Frank South-
gate, R.B.A., and a Map. Cr. Zvo. 6s.

Voegelin (A.), M.A. See Junior Examina-
tion leries.

Waddell (Col. L. A.), LL.D., C.B. LHASA
AND ITS MYSTERIES. With a Record
of the Expedition of 1903-1904. With 155

Illustrations and Maps. Third and
CheaperEdition. Medium Zvo. 7s. 6d. net.

Wade (0. W.), D.D. OLD TESTAMENT
HISTORY. With Maps. Fifth Edition

Cr. Zvo. 6s.

Wade(a. W.), D.D., and Wade (J. H.),

M.A. See Little Guides.

Wagner (Richard). RICHARD WAG-
NER’S MUSIC DRAMAS: Interpreta-

tions, embodying Wagner’s own explana-

tions. By Alice Leighton Cleather
and Basil Crump. In Three Volumes.
Fcap Zvo. 2S. 6d. each,

VoL. I.—The Ring of the Nibelung.
Third Edition.

VoL. II.—Parsifal, Lohengrin, and
The Holy Grail.

VoL. III.—Tristan and Isolde.

Walkley (A. B.). DRAMA AND LIFE.
Cr. Zvo. 6s.

Wall (J. C.). See Antiquary’s Books.
Wallace-Hadrill (P.), Second Master at

Herne Bay College. REVISION NOTES
ON ENGLISH HISTORY. Cr. Zvo. xs.

Walters (H. B.). See Little Books on Art
and Classics of Art.

Walton (P. W.). See School Historic*?.

Walton (Izaak) and Cotton (Charles).
See I.P.L.

Walton(Izaak). See Little Library.

Waterhouse (EUzabeth). WITH THE
SIMPLE-HEARTED : Little Homilies to

Women in Country Places. Second Edition.
Small Pott Zvo. of. net.

See also Little Library.

Watt (Francis). See Henderson (T. F.).

Weatherhead (T. C.), M.A. EXAMINA-
TION PAPERS IN HORACE. Cr. Zvo. 2s.

See also Junior Examination Series.

Webber (F. C.), See Textbooks of Techno-

Wd?'’(ArchibaId), M.A. AN INTRO-
DUCTION TO THE HISTORY OF
MODERN EUROPE. Cr. Zvo. 6s.

Wells (Sidney H.) See Textbooks ofScience,
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Wells(J.)»M.A., Fellowand Tutor ofWadham
College. OXFORD AND OXFORD
LIFE. Third Edition. Cr^Zvo. 35.

A SHORT HISTORY OF ROME. Eighth
Edition. With 3 Maps. Cr. Zvo^ 3f. 6d.

See also Little Guides.
Wesley (John). See Library of Devotion.
Wheldon (F, W.). A LITTLE BROTHER
TO THE BIRDS. The Ufe-story of St.
Francis retold for children. With 15 Illus-

trations, 7 of which are by A. H. Buck-
land. Large Cr. Zvo. ts.

Whibley (C. ). See Henley (W. E.).

Whibley (L.), M.A., Fellow of Pembroke
College, Cambridge. GREEK OLIGAR-
CHIES : THEIR ORGANISATION
AND CHARACTER. Cr. Zvo. 6s.

Whitaker (Q. H.), M.A. See Churchman’s
Bible.

White (Gilbert). See Standard Library.
Whitfield (E. E.), M.A. See Commercial

Series.

Whitehead (A. W.). GASPARD DE
COLIGNYj Admiral of France.
With Illustrations and Plans. Ee7ny Zvo.

12S. 6d. net.

Whiteley (R. Lloyd), F.I.C., Principal of
the Municipal Science School, West Brom-
wich. AN ELEMENTARY TEXT-
BOOK OF INORGANIC CHEMISTRY.
Cr. Zvo. 2f. 6d.

Whitley (Miss). See Dilke (Lady).
Whitling*^ (Miss L.), late Staff Teacher ot

the National Training School of Cookery.
THE COMPLETE COOK. With 42
Illustrations. Demy Zvo. •js. 6d. net.

A Colonial edition is also published.
Whitten (W,). See Smith (John Thomas).
Whyte(A. G.), B.Sc. See Books on Business.

Wilberforce (Wilfrid). See Little Books
on Art.

Wilde (Oscar). DE PROFUNDIS.
Eleventh Edition. Cr. Zvo. sj. net.

A Colonial Edition is also published.

THE WORKS.
A Uniform Edition. Demy Zvo.

i2r. 6d. net each volume.
THE DUCHESS OF PADUA; A Play.

POEMS.
INTENTIONS and THE SOUL OF MAN.
SALOME. A FLORENTINE TRA-
GEDY, and VERA; or, THE
NIHILISTS.

LADY WINDERMERE’S FAN: A Play
about a Good Woman.

A WOMAN OF NO IMPORTANCE:
A Play.

AN IDEAL HUSBAND : A Play.

THE IMPORTANCE OF BEING EAR-
N EST : A Trivial Comedy for Serious

People.

A HOUSE OF POMEGRANATES, THE
HAPPY PRINCE, and OTHER TALES.

LORD ARTHUR SAVILE’S CRIME and
OTHER PROSE PIECES.

DE PROFUNDIS.
Wilkins (W. H.), B.A. THE ALIEN
INVASION. Cr.Zvo. 2s. 6d.

Williams (A.). PETROL PETER:* or
Pretty Stories and Funny Pictures. Illus-

trated in Colour by A. W. Mills. Demy
ifto. 3s. 6d. net.

Williamson (M. Q.)., M.A. See Ancient
Cities.

Williamson (W.), B.A. See Junior Ex-
amination Series, Junior School Books, and
Beginner’s Books.

Wilmot-Buxton (E. M.). MAKERS OF
EURCr?E. Outlines of European History
for the Middle Forms of Schools. With 12

Maps. Ninth Edition. Cr. Zvo. 3s. 6d.

THE ANCIENT WORLD, With Maps and
Illustrations. Cr. S710. 3s. 6d,

A BOOK ' OF NOBLE WOMEN. With
j6 Illustrations. Cr. Zvo. 3s. 6d.

A HISTORY OF GREAT BRITAIN;
FROM THE Coming of the Angles to
THE Year 1870, With ao Maps. Cr. Zvo.

3s. 6d.

See also Beginner’s Books.
WiIson(Bishop.). See Library of Devotion.
Wilson (A. J.). See Books on Business.

Wilson (H. A.). See Books on Business.

Wilson (J. A.). See Simplified French
Texts.

Wilton (Richard), M.A. LYRA PAS-
TORALIS : Songs of Nature, Church, and
Home. Pott Zvo. 2J. 6d.

Winbolt (S. E.), M.A. EXERCISES IN
LATIN ACCIDENCE. Cr. Zvo. xs. 6d.

LATIN HEXAMETER VERSE: An Aid
to Composition, Cr. Zvo. 3s. 6d. Key,
Ks. net.

Windle (B. C. A.), D.Sc.,F.R.S., F.S.A. See
Antiquary’s Books, Little Guides, Ancient
Cities, and School Histories.

Winterbotham (Canon), M.A., B.Sc.,

LL.B. See Churchman’s Library.

Wood (Sir Evelyn), F.-M., V.C., G.CB.,
G.C.M.G. FROM MIDSHIPMAN TO
FIELD-MARSHAL. With Illustrations,

and 29 Maps. Fifth and Cheaper Edition.

Demy Zvo. 7s. 6d. net.

A Colonial Edition is also published.

Wood (J. A. E.). See Textbooks of

Technology.
Wood (J. Hickor5[). DAN LENO, Ulus-

trated. Third Edition. Cr. Zvo. 6s,

A Colonial Edition is also published.

Wood (W. Birkbeck), M.A., late Scholar of

THE UNITED STATES. With an
Introduction by H. Spenser Wilkinson.
With 24 Maps and Plans. Second Edition.
Demy Zvo. 12s. 6d. net.

Wordsworth (Christopher), M.A. See

Antiquary’s Books.

Wordsworth (W.). THE POEMS OF.
With an Introduction and Notes by
Nowell C. Smith, late Fellow of New
College, Oxford. In Three Volumes.

Demy Zvo. i$s. net.

POEMS BY WILLIAM WORDSWORTH.
Selected with an Introduction by Stopford
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'A. Brooke. With 40 Illustrations by E.
H. New, including a Frontispiece in

Photogravure. Cr. Sva. js, 6d* net.

See also Little Library.

Wordsworth (W.) and Coleridge (S. T.).

See Little Library.
Wright (Arthur), L.D., Fellow of Queen’s

College, Cambridge. See Churchman’s
Library.

Wright (C. Gordon). See Dante.
Wright (J. C.). 'TO-DAY. Thoughts on

Life for every day. Detny iSntc. is. 6d. net.

Wright (Sophie). GERMAN VOCABU-
LARIES FOR REPETITION. Fcaf.
IS. 6d.

Wyatt (Kate M.). See Gloag (M. R.).

Wylde(A. B.). MODERN ABYSSINIA.
With a Map and a Portrait. Demy 8zfe.

iss. net.

Wyllie (M. A.). NORWAY AND ITS
FJORDS. With 16 Illustrations, in Colour
by W. L. Wyllie, R.A., and 17 other
Illustrations. Crown Zvo. 6s.

A Colonial Edition is also published.

Wyndham (George). See ShaRespeare
(William).

Wyon (R. ) and Prance (G.). THE LAND
OF THE BLACK MOUNTAIN. With
51 Illustrations. Cr. Zvo. 2s. 6d. net.

Yeats (W. B.). A BOOK OF IRISH
VERSE. Revisedand Enlarged Edition.

Cr. Zvo. 3f. 6<L

Young (Filson). THE COMPLETE
MOTORIST. With 138 Illustrations.

New Edition (Seventh), with many addi-
tions. Demy. Zvo. 12s. 6d. net.

A Colonial Edition is also published.

THE JOY OF THE ROAD : An Apprecia-

tion of the Motor Car. With a Frontis-

piece in Photogravure. Small Demy Zvo.

Ks. net.

Young (T.M.). THE AMERICAN
COTTON INDUSTRY: A Study of

Work and Workers. Cr.Zvo. Cloth, 2S.6d. ;

paper boards, is. 6d.

Zimmern (Antonia). WHAT DO WE
KNOW CONCERNING ELECTRI-
CITY? Fcap. Zvo. IS. 6d. net.

Ancient Cities

General Editor. B. C. A. WINDLE, D.So., F.R.S.

Cr. %vo,

Chester. By B. C. A. Windle, D.Sc. F.R.S.
Illustrated by E. H. New.

Shrewsbury. By T. Auden, M.A., F.S.A.
Illustrated by Katharine M. Roberts.

Canterbury. By J. C. Cox, LL.D., F.S.A.
Illustrated by B. C. Boulter.

Edinburgh. By M. G. Williamson, M.A.
Illustrated by Herbert Railton.

4s. 6d. net,

Lincoln. By E. Mansel Sympson, M.A.,
M.D. Illustrated by E. H. New.

Bristol. By Alfred Harvey, M.B. Illus-

trated by E. H, New.
Dublin. %S. A. 0. Fitzpatrick. Illustrated

by W. C. Green.

The Antiquary’s B(»ks

General Eator, I. CHARLES COX, LL.D., F.S.A.

Demy Svo.

English Monastic Life. By the Right
Rev. Abbot Gasquet, O.S.B. Illustrated.

Third Edition.

Remains of the Prehistoric Age in
England. By B. C. A- Windle, D.Sc.,

F.R.S. With numerous Illustrations and
Plans.

Old Service Books of the English
Church. By Christopher Wordsworth,
M.A., and Henry Littlehales. With
Coloured and other Illustrations.

Celtic Art in Pagan and Christian
Times. By J. Rjomjlly Allen, F,S.A.
With numerous Illustrations and Plans.

Arch.®:ology and False Antiquities.
By R. Munro, LL.D. Illustrated.

Shrines of British Saints, ByJ. C. Wall.
With numerous Illustrations and Plans.

The Royal Forests op England. By J,C Cox, LL.D., F.S.A. Illustrated.

^s. (id. net.

The Manor and Manoriad Records.
By Nathaniel J. Hone. Illustrated.

English Seals. By J. Harvey Bloom.
Illustrated.

The Bells of England. By Canon J. J.
Raven, D.D., F.S,A. With Illustrations*

Second Edition.

Parish Life in Medieval England. By
the Right Rev. Abbott Gasquet, O.S.B.
With many Illustrations. Second Edition.

The Domesday Inquest. By Adolphus
Ballard, B.A. , LL.B. With 27 lllustmtions.

The Brasses op England. By Herbert
W. Macklin, M, A. Withmany Illustrations.

Second Edition.

English Church Furniture. ByJ, C. Cox,
LL.D., F.S.A., and A. Harvey, M.B.
SecondEdition.

Folk-Lore as an Historical Science. By
G. L. Gomme. With many Illustrations.

^English Costume, By George Clinch,F.G.S.
With many Illustrations.
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Tbe Arden Shakespeare

Demy %*vo, 2s* 6d. net each volume.

An edition of Shakespeare in single Plays. Edited with a full Introduction, Textual

Notes, and a Commentary at the foot of the page.

Hamlet. Edited hy Edward Dowden. Measure for Measure. Edited by H. C.
Romeo and Juliet. Edited by Edward Hart.

Dowden.
^

Twelfth Night. Edited by Moreton Luce.
King Lear. Edited by W. J. Craig. The Merchant of Venice. Edited by
Julius Caesar. Edited by M. Macmillan. C. Knox Pooler.
The Tempest.

_
Edited by Moreton Luce. Troilus and Cressida. Edited by K.

Othello. Edited by H. C. Hart. Deigbton.
Titus Andronicus, Edited by H. B. Bail- The Two Gentlemen of Verona. Edited

don. by R. Warwick Bond.
Cymbelinb. Edited by Edward Dowden. Antony and Cleopatra. Edited by R.H.
The Merry Wives of Windsor. Edited by Case.
H. C. Hart. Love’s Labour’s Lost. Edited by H. C.

A Midsummer Night’s Dream. Edited by Hart.
H. Cuningham. Pericles. Edited by K. Deigbton.

King Henry V. Edited by H. A Evans. King Richard hi. Edited by A H.
All’s Well That Ends Well. Edited by Thompson.
W. O. Brigstocke. The Life and Death op King John. Edited

The Taming of the Shrew. Edited by by Ivor B. John.
R. Warwick Bond. The Comedy of Errors. Edited by Henry

Timon of Athens. Edited by K. Deigbton. Cuningham.

The Beginner’s Books

Edited by W. WILLIAMSON, B.A,

Easy French Rhymes. By Henri Blouet.

SecondEdition. Illustrated. Pca^,Bz/o, xs.

Easy Stories from English History. By
E. M. Wilmot-Buxton. Fonrth Edition.

Cr. 87/0. IS.

Stories from Roman History. By E. M.
Wilmot-Buxton Cr. 8vo. xs. 6d.

A First History of Greece* By E. E. Firth.

Cr. 8vo. xs. 6d.

Easy Exercises in Arithmetic. Aranged
by W. S. Beard. T^ird Edition. Fcap,
8vo, Without Answers, is. With Answers.
xs. id.

Easy Dictation and Spelling. By W.
Williamson, B.A. Sixth Ed, Fcap, Bvo, xs.

An Easy Poetry Book, Selected and
arranged by W. Williamson, B.A. Second
Edition, Cr. 8vo. xs.

Books on Business

Cr. Svo, 2s, 6d. net.

Ports and Docks. By Douglas Owen. The Automobile Industry. By G. de

Railways. By E. R. McDermott. Holden-Stone.

The Stock Exchange. By Chas. Duguid. Mining and Mining Investments. By
Second Edition. ‘A. Moil.*

The Business of Insurance. By A. J. The Busine£5s of Advertising. By Clarence

'W’ilson. G. Moran, Barrister-at-Law. Illustrated.

The Electrical Industry : Lighting, Trade Unions. By G. Drage.

Traction, and Power. By A. G, Whyte, Civil Engineering. By T. Claxton Fidler,

B.Sc. M.Inst C.E. Illustrated.

The Shipbuilding Industry : Its History, The Iron Trade of Great Britain. By
Practice, Science, and Finance. By David J. Stephen Jeans. Illustrated.

Pollock, M.I.N.A. Monopolies, Trusts, and Kartells. By
The Money Market. By F. Straker. F. W. Hirst.

The Business Side op Agriculture. By The Cotton Industry and Trade. By
A. G. L. Rogers, M,A. Pxof. S. J. Chapman^ Dean of the Faculty

Law IN Business. By H. A. Wilson. of Commerce in the Univej^ity of Man-

Thb Brewing Industry. By Julian L. Chester. Illustrated,

Baker, F.I.C., F C.S. Illustrated.
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Byzantine Texts

Edited by J. B. BURY, M.A., Litt.D.

The Syriac Chronicle known as that op
Zachariah of Mitvlene. Translated by
F, J* Hamilton, D.D., and E. W. Brooks.
Demy Zvo. J2s. 6d, net

Evagrihs.^ Edited by L. Bidez and L^on
Parmentier. Demy 8va. los. ^d. net.

The History op Psellus. Edited by C.
Sathas. DemyZvo. iss,nei.

Ecthesis Chronica and Chronicon Athen-
aeum. Edited by Professor S. P. Lambros.
Demy 8ve, 7s. 6d. net

The Chronicle of Morea. Edited by John
Schmitt. DemyZvo, iis.net.

The Olmrchman^s Bible

General Editor, J. H. BURN, B.D., F.R.S.E.

Fcap. is, 6d. net each.

The Epistle of St. Paul the Apostle to
the Galatians. Explained by A. W.
Robinson, M.A. Second Edition,

Ecclesiastes. Explained by A. W. Streane,

D.D.

The Epistle of St. Paul the Apostle to
THE Philippians. Explained by C. R. D.
Biggs, D.D. Second Edition.

The Epistle of St. James. Explained by
H. W. Fulford M.A.

Isaiah. Explained by W. E. Barnes, D.D.
Two Volumes. With Map zy. net each.

The Epistle of St. Paul the Apostle to
THE Ephesians. Explained by G. H. Whita-
ker, M.A.

The Gospel According to St. Mark.
Explained by J. C. Du Bukson, M.A.
ar. 6d, net

The Epistle of Paul the Apostle to
THE Colossians AND Philemon. Ex-
plained by H. J. C. Knight, zs, net.

The Churchman's Library

General Editor, J. H. BURN, B.D., F.R.S.E.

Crown 8w,
The Beginnings of English Christianity.
By W. E. Collins, M.A. With Map.

The Kingdom of Heaven Here and Here-
after. By Canon Wintexbotham, M.A.,
B. Sc., LD«B.

The Workmanship of the Prayer Book :

Its Literary and Liturgical Aspects. By J.
Dowden, D.D. Second Edition^ Revised
and Enlarged,

jj. ^d. each.

Evolution. By F. B. Jevons^ M.A., Litt.D.

Some New Testament Problems. By
Arthur Wright, D.D. 6y.

The Churchman’s Introduction to the
Old Testament. By A. M. Mackay, B.A.
Third Edition.

Comparative Theology. By J. A. Mac-
Culloch. 6y.

Classical Translations

Crown 8vo.

iEscHYLUS—The Oresteian Trilogy (Agamem-
non, Choephoroe, Euraenides). Translated
by Lewis Campbell, LL.D. 5s.

Cicero—De Oratore I. Translated by E. N.
P. Moor, M.A, Second Edition, 3^. 6<f.

Cicero—The Speeches against Cataline and
Antony and for Murena and Milo. Trans-
lated by H. E. D. Blakiston, M.A. sr.

Cicero—De Natura Deorura, Translated by
F, Brooks, M.A. 3^. ^d,

Cicero—De Officiis. Translated by G. B.

Gardiner, M.A. 2s. 6d,

Horace—The Odes and Epodes, Translated
by A. D. Godley, M.A. 2S.

Lucian—Six Dialogues Translated byS. T.
Irwin, M,A. 3J. 6d.

Sophocles—Ajax and Electra. Translated by
E. D. Morshead, M.A. 2s. 6d.

Tacitus—Agricola and Germania. Trans-
lated by R. B. Townshend. as. 6d.

Juvenal—Thirteen Satires. Translated by
S. G. Owen, M.A, 2s. 6d.

Classics of Art
Edited by Dr. J. H. W. LAING

The Art of the Greeks. By H. B. Walters. I Velazquez. By A. de Beruete. With 04
With 112 Plates and 18 Illustrations in the Plates. WideRoyalZvo, 10s, 6d, net.
Text. Wide Royal 8vo. 12s, 6d. net,

1
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Commercial Series
Crown 8m

British Commerce and Colonies from
Elizabeth to Victoria. By H. de B.

. Gibbins, Litt,D., M.A. ThirdEdition,

Commercial Examination Papers. By H.
de B, Gibbins, Litt.D., M.A. w.

The Economics of Commerce, By H. de
B. Gibbins, LittD., M.A. Second Edition,
xs. 6d.

A German Commercial Reader. By S. E.
Bally. With Vocabulary. 2j.

A Commercial Geography of the British
Empire. By L. W. Lyde, M.A. SiM
Edition. 2;.

A Commercial Geography of Foreign
Nations. By F. C. Boon, B.A. as.

A Primer of Business. By S. Jackson,
M.A. Fourth Edition, xs. hd.

A Short Commercial Arithmetic. By F.
G. Taylor, M.A- Fotertk Edition, is, 6d.

French Commercial Correspondence. By
S. E. Bally. With Vocabulary. Third
Edition, as.

German Commercial Correspondence. By
S. E. Bally. With Vocabulary. Second
Edition, as. 6d.

A French Commercial Reader. By S. E.
Bally. With Vocabulary, SecondEdition, as.

Precis Writing and Office Correspond-
ence. By E. E. Whitfield, M.A. Second
Edition, as.

A Entrance Guide to Professions and
Business. By H. Jones, xs. 6d.

The Principles ofBook-keeping byDouble
Entry. By J. E. B. M'Allen, M.A. as.

Commercial Law. By W. Douglas Edwards.
Second Edition, as.

* Mezzotints. By Cyril Davenport. With 40
Plates in Photogravure.

Porcelain. By Edward Dillon. With 19
Plates in Colour, 20 in Collotype, and s in

Photogravure.
Miniatures. By Dudley Heath. With 9

Plates in Colour, 15 in Collot3rpe, and 15 in

Photogravure.
Ivories. By A. MaskelL With So Plates in

Collotype and Photogravure.
English Furniture. By F. S. Robinson.

With 160 Plates in Collotype and one in

Photogravure. Second Edition.

English Coloured Books. By Martin
Hardie. With 28 Illustrations in Colour
and Collotype.

The Connoisseur’s Library
Wide Royal8m 25J. net.

European Enamels. By Henry H. Cunyng-
hame, C.B. With 54 Plates in Collotype
and Half-tone and 4 Plates in Colour.

Goldsmiths’ and Silversmiths’ Work. By
Nelson Dawson. With many Plates in

Collotype and a Frontispiece in Photo-
gravure. Second Edition.

Glass. By Edward Dillon. With 37 Illus-

trations in Collotype and 12 in Colour.

Seals. By Walter de Gray Birch. With 52
Illustrations in Collotype and a Frontispiece

in Photogravure.

Jewellery. By H. CliflFord Smith. With 50
Illustrations in Collotype, and 4 in Colour.

The Illustrated Pocket Library of Plain and Coloured Books
Fcap 8m 3^. ^d. net each volume.

COLOUBED BOOKS
Old Coloured Books. By George Fasten.

With 16 Coloured Plates. Fcap. Zvo. as. net.

The Life andDeath ofJohn Mytton, Esq.

By Nimrod. With 18 Coloured Plates by
Henry Aiken and T. J. Rawlins. Fourth
Edition.

The Life of a Sportsman. By Nimrod.
With 35 Coloured Plates by Henry Aiken.

Handley Cross. By R. S. Surtees. With
17 Coloured Plates andioo Woodcuts in the

Text by John Leech. Second Edition.

Mr. Sponge’s Sporting Tour. By R. S.

Surtees. With 13 Coloured Plates and 90
Woodcuts in the Text by John Leech.

JORROCKS’ Jaunts and Jollities. By R. S,

Surtees. With 15 Coloured Plates by H.
Aiken. Second Edition.

Ask Mamma. By R. S. Surtees. With 13

Coloured Plates and 70 Woodcuts in the

Text by John Leech.

The Analysis of the Hunting Field. By
R. S. Surtees. With 7 Coloured Plates by
Henry Aiken, and 43 Illustrations on Wood.

The Tour of Dr. Syntax in Search of
the Picturesque. By William Combe.
With 30 Coloured Plates by T. Rowlandson.

The Tour of Doctor Syntax in Search
OF Consolation. By William Combe.
With 24 Coloured Plates by T. Rowlandson.

The Third Tour of Doctor Syntax in

Search of a Wife. By William Oimbe.
With 24 Coloured Plates byT. Rowlandson.

The History op Johnny Quae Genus : the

Little Foundling of the late Dr. Syntax.

Bythe Author of ‘The Three Tours.’ With
24 Coloured Plates by Rowlandson.

The English Dance of Death, from the

Designs of T. Rowlandson, with Metrical

Illustrations by the Author of ‘Doctor
Syntax.’ T^o Volumes,
This book contmns 76 Coloured Plates-

iConiiHued.
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Illustrated Pocket Library of Plain ani

TheDance of Life : A Poem. By the Author
of ‘Doctor Syntax.' Illustrated with 26
Coloured Engravings by T. Rowlandson.

Life in London : or, the Day and Night
Scenes of Jerry Hawthorn, Esq., and his

Elegant Friend, Corinthian Tom. By
Pierce Egan. With 36 Coloured Plates by
I. R. and G. Cruiksh^k, With numerous
Designs on Wood.

Real Life in London: or, the Rambles
and Adventures of Boh Tallyho, Esq

,
and

his Cousin, The Hon. Tom Dashall. By an
Amateur (Pierce Egan). With 31 Coloured
Plates by Aiken and Rowlandson, etc.

Two Volumes.

The Life of an Actor. By Pierce Egan.
With 27 Coloured Plates by Theodore Lane,
and several Designs on Wood.

The Vicar or Wakefield. By Oliver Gold-
smith, With 24 Coloured Plates by T. Row-
landson.

The Military Adventures of Johnny
Newcome. By an Officer. With 15 Coloured
Plates by T. Rowlandson.

The National Sports of Great Britain.
With Descriptions and 50 Coloured Plates

by Henry Aiken.

The Adventures of a Post Captain. By
A Naval Officer. With 24 Coloured Plates

by Mr. Williams.

PLAIN
The Grave : A Poem. By Robert Blair.

Illustrated by 12 Etchings executed by Louis
Scbiavonetti from the original Inventions of
William Blake. With an Engraved Title Page
and a Portrait of Blake by T. Phillips, R.A.
* The illustrations are reproduced in photo-
gravure.

Illustrations of the Book of Job. In-
vented and engraved by William Blake.
These famous Illustrations—21 in number

—are rwroduced in photogravure,
wEsop’s Fables. With 380 Woodcuts by
Thomas Bewick.

Windsor Castle. ByW. Harrison Ainsworth.
With 22 Plates and 87 Woodcuts in the Text
by George Cruikshank.

Coloured BQOKSr-continued.

Gamoma : or, the Art of Preserving Game
;

and an Improved Method of making Planta-

tions and Covers, explained and illustrated

by Lawrence Rawstorne, Esq. With 15
Coloured Plates by T. Rawlins.

An Academy for Grown Horsemen : Con-
taining the completest Instructions

^
for

Walking, Trotting, Cantering, Galloping,
Stumbling, and Tumbling. Illustrated with

27 Coloured Plates, and adorned with a
Portrait of the Author. By Geoffrey
Gambado, Esq.

Real Life in Ireland, or, the Day and
Night Scenes of Brian Boru, Esq., and his

Elegant Friend, Sir Shawn O’Dogherty.
By a Real Paddy. With 19 Coloured Plates

by Heath, Marks, etc.

The Adventures of Johnny Newcome in
THE Navy. By Alfred Burton. With 16
Coloured Plates by T. Rowlandson.

The Old English Squire : A Poem. By
John Careless, Esq. With 20 Coloured
Plates after the style of T, Rowlandson.

The English Spy. By Bernard Black-
mantle. An original Work, Characteristic,

Satirical, Humorous, comprising scenes and
sketches in every Rank of S'^ciety, being
Portraits of the lUustrious, Eminent, Eccen-
tric, and Notorious. With 72 Coloured
Plates by R. Cruikshank, and many
Illustrations on wood. Two Volumes,
js. nei.

BOOKS
The Tower of London. By W. Harrison

Ainsworth. With 40 Plates and $8 Woodcuts
in the Text by George Cruikshank.

Frank Fairlegh. By F.^ E. Smedley. With
30 Plates by George Cruikshank.

Handy Andy. By Samuel Lover. With 24
Illustrations by the Author.

The Compleat Angler.^ By Izaak Walton
and Charles Cotton. With 14 Plates and 77
Woodcuts in the Text.

The Pickwick Papers.
^
By Charles Dickens.

With the 43 Illustrations by Seymour and
Phiz, the two Buss Plates, and the 32 Con-
temporary Onwhyn Plates.

Junior Examination Series

Edited by A, M. M. STEDMAN, M.A. Fcap, Zvo. xs.

Junior French Examination Papers, By
F. Jacob, M.A, Second Edition.

Junior English Examination Papers. By
W. Williamson, B.A.

Junior Arithmetic Examination Papers.
By W, S. Beard. Fourth Edition.

Junior Algebra Examination Papers. By
S. W Finn, M.A,

Junior Greek Examination Papers. By T.
C. Weatherhead, M.A. Key, 3^. id. net.

JUNiOR Latin Examination Papers. By C.
G, Botting, B.A Fifth Edition. Key,
3f. id. net.

Junior General Information Examina-
TiON Papers. By W. S. Beard. Key,
3f. id. net.

Junior Geography Examination Papers.
By W. G. Baker, M.A.

Junior German Examination Papers. By
A. Voegelin, M.A.
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Metbueu’s Junior S<^ool-Books

Edited by O. D. INSKIP, LL.D,
A Class-Book of Dictation Passages. By
W. Williamson, B.A. FouHeentk Edition.
Cr. Svo. js. 6d.

The Gospel According to St. Matthew.
Edited by E. Wilton South, M,A. With
Three Maps. Cr. 8vo. zs. 6d.

The GospelAccordingto St. Mark. Edited
by A. E. Ruble, B.D. With Three Maps,
Cr, Zvo. IS, 6d.

AJunior English Grammar. ByW.William-
son, B.A. Withnumerous passages for parsing
and analysis, anda chapteron EssayWriting.
Fourth Edition. Cr. Bvo. as.

A Junior Chemistry. By E. A. Tyler, B.A.

,

F.C.S. With 78 Illustrations. Fourth Edt~
Hon, Cr. Bvo. as. 6d.

The Acts of the Apostles. Edited by
A. E. Ruble, D.D. Cr, 8z>o. as.

A Junior French Grammar. By L. A.
Sornet and M. J. Acatos. Second Edition.
Cr. 8zio. as.

Elementary Experimental Science. Phy-
sics byW. T. Clough, A.R.C.S. Chemistry
by A. E. Dunstan, B.Sc. With a Plates and

, and W. WILLIAMSON, B.A.

IS4 Diagrams. Sixth Edition. Cr. 8vo.
as. 6d.

A Junior Geometry. By Noel S. Lydon.
With 276 Diagrams. Sixth Edition. Cr.
8vo. as.

Elementary Experimental Chemistry.
By A. E. Dunstan, B. Sc- With 4 Platesand
109 Diagrams. Second Edition revised,

Cr. 8ro. as.

A Junior French Prose. By R- R, N.
Baron, M.A. ThirdEdition. Cr.Zvo. as.

The Gospel According to St, Luke. With
an^ Introduction and Notes by William
Williamson, B.A With Three Maps. Cr.
8vo. as.

The First Book of Kings. Edited byA. E.
Riibie, D.D. With Maps. Cr. 8vo. as.

A Junior Greek History. By W. H.
Spragge, M.A. With 4 Illustrations and s
Maps. Cr. 8vo, as. 6d.

A School Latin Grammar. By H, G. Ford,

M.A. Cr. 8vo. as. 6d.

A Junior Latin Prose. By H. N. Asman,
M.A, B.D. Cr. 8vo. as. td.

Leaders of Religion

Edited by H. C. BEECHING, M.A., Canon ofWestminster. With Portraits.

Cr. 8vo. 2S. net.

Cardinal Newman. By R. H. Hutton.
John Wesley. By J. H. Overton, M.A.
Bishop Wilberforce. By G. W. Daniell,

M.A.
Cardinal Manning. By A. W. Hutton, M.A.
Charles Simeon. By H. C. G- Moule, D.D.
John Knox. ByF.MacCunn. SecondEdition.
John Howe. By R. F. Horton, D.D.
Thomas Ken. By F. A. Clarke, M.A.
George Fox, the Quaker. ByT. Hodgkin,
D. C. L. Third Edition.

John Keble. By Walter Lock, D.D.

Thomas Chalmers. By Mrs. Oliphant.

Lancelot Andrbwes. By R. L. Ottley,

D.D. Second Edition.

Augustine op Canterbury. By E. L.

Cutts, D.D.
William Laud. By W. Hutton, M.A.

Third Edition.

John Donne. By Augustus Jessopp, D.D.
Thomas Cranmer. By A. J. Mason, D.D.
Bishop Latimer. By R. M, Carlyle and A-

J. Carlyle, M.A.
Bishop Butler. By W. A. Spooner, M.A.

The Library of Devotion

With Introductions and (where necessary) Notes.

Small Pott doth, 2s. : leather. 2s. 6cl. net.

The Confessions of St. Augustine. Edited
by C. Bigg, D.D. Sixth Edition.

The Imitation of Christ ; called also the

Ecclesiastical Music. Edited by C. Bigg,

D.D. Fifth Edition.
The Christian Year. Edited by Walter

Lock, D. D. Fourth Edition.

Lyra Innocbntium. Edited by Walter
Lock, D.D. SecondEdition,

The Temple. Edited by E. C, S. Gibson,

D.D- Second Edition.

A Book op Devotions. Edited by J, W.
Stanbridge. B.D. Second Edition.

A Serious Call to a Devout and Holy
Life, Edited by C. Bigg, D.D. FourthEd.

A Guide to Eternity. Edited by J. W.
Stanbridge, B.D,

The Inner Way. By J. Tauler, Edited by
A. W. Hutton, M.A.

On the Love of God, By St. Francis de

Sales. Edited by W. J. l6iox-Little, M.A.
The Psalms of David. Edited by B. W.

Randolph, D.D.

Lyra Apostolica. By Cardinal Newman
and others. Editedby Canon Scott Holland,

M. A., and Canon H. C. Beeching, M.A.

The Song of Songs. Edited byB. Blaxland,

M.A.
The Thoughts of Pascal. Edited by C.

S. Jerram, M.A.

A Manual of Consolation from the
Saints and Fathers. Edited by J. H.
Burn, B.D.

\ConUnued
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The Library of HEVOTiou—contintted.

The Devotions of St. Anselm. Edited by
C. C. J. Webb, M.A.

Grace Abounding to the Chief of Sin-
ners. By John Bunyan. Edited by S. C.
Freer, M.A.

Bishop Wilson’s Sacra Privata. Edited
by A. E. Burn, B.D.

Lyra Sacra : A Book of Sacred Verse.

Edited by Canon H. C. Beeching, M.A.
Second Edition^ revised.

A DayBook from the Saints and Fathers,
Edited by J. H. Burn, B.D,

A Little Book of Heavenly Wisdom. A
Selection from the English Mystics. Edited
by E. C. Gregory.

Light, Life, and Love. A Selection from the
German Mystics. EditedbyW R.Inge,M.A.

An Introduction to The Devout Life.
By St. Francis de Sales. Translated and
Edited by T. Bams, M.A,

The Little Flowers of the Glorious
Messer St. Francis and of his
Friars. Done into English by W. Hey-
wood. With an Introduction by A. G.
Ferrers Howell.

Manchester al Mondo ; a Contemplation
of Death and Immortality. By Henry
Montagu, Earl of Manchester. With an
Introduction by Elizabeth Waterhouse,
Editor of ‘A Little Book of Life and
Death.’

The Spiritual Guide, which Disentangles
the Soul and brings it by the Inward Way
to the Fruition of Perfect Contemplation,
and the Rich Treasure of Internal Peace.

Written by Dr. MichaeldeMolinos, Priest.

Translated from the Italian copy, printed at

Venice, 1685. Edited with an Introduction

by Kathleen Lyttelton. And a Note by
Canon Scott Holland.

Devotions for Every Day of the Week
AND the Great Festivals. By^ John
Wesley. Edited, with an introduction by
Canon C. Bodington.

Preces Private. By Lancelot Andrewes,
Bishop of Winchester. Selections from the

Translation by Canon F. E. Brightman.
Edited, with an Introduction, by A. E.
Burn, D.D.

Little Books on Art
With many Illustrations, Demy i6mo, 2s. 6d. net.

Each volume consists of about 200 pages, and contains from 30 to 40 Illustrations,

including a Frontispiece in Photogravure.

Greek Art. H. B. Walters. Fourth Edition.
Bookplates. E.Almack.
Reynolds. J. Sime. SecondEdition.
Romney. George Paston.

Watts. R. E. D. Sketchley.

Leighton. Alice Corkran.
Velasquez. Wilfrid Wilberforce and A. R.

Gilbert.

Greuze and Boucher, Eliza F, Pollard.

Vandyck, M. G. Smallwood.
Turner. Frances Tyrrell-Gill.

DUrer. Jessie Allen.

Holbein. Mrs. G. Fortescue.

Burne-Jones. Fortun^e de Lisle, Third
Edition.

Hoppner. H. P. K. Skipton.
Rembrandt. Mrs. E. A. Sharp.
Corot. Alice Pollard and Ethel Birnstingl.

]^phael. a. R. Dryhurst.
Millet. Netta Peacock.
Illuminated MSS. J. W. Bradley.
Christ in Art, Mrs. Henry Jenner.
Jewellery. Cyril Davenport.
Claude. E. Dillon.

The Arts of Japan. E. Dillon.

Enamels. Mrs. Nelson Dawson.
Miniatures. C. Davenport.

Constable. H. W. Tompkins,

Our Lady in Art, Mrs. H. L, Jenner.

The Little Galleries

Demy i6mo, 2s, 6d, net.

Each volume contains 20 plates in Photogravure, together with a short outline of
the life and work of the master to whom the book is devoted.

A Little Gallery of Reynolds.
j

A Little Gallery op Millais.
A Little Gallery of Romney, A Little Gallery of English Poets.
A Little Gallery of Hoppner,

|

The Little Guides
With many Illustrations by E. H. New and other artists, and from photographs.

Small Pott 8w, clothe 2s, 6d, net,; leather^ ^s. 6d. net.

The main features of these Guides are (i) a handy and charming form
; (2) illus-

trationsfrom photographs andby well-known artists
; (3)good plans and maps • (4) an
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adequate but compact presentation of everything that is interesting in the natural
features, history, archaeology, and architecture of the town or district treated.

Cambridge and its Colleges. By A.
Hamilton Thompson. Second Edition,

Oxford and its Colleges. By J. Wells,
M.A. Eighth Edition,

St. Paul’s Cathedral. By George Clinch.

Westminster Abbey. By G. E. Troutbeck.
Second Edition.

The English Lakes. By F. G. Brabant, M.A.
The Malvern Country. By B. C. A.

Windle, D.Sc., F.R.S.
Shakespeare’s Country. By B. C. A.

Windle, D. Sc. ,
F. R.S. Third Edition,

North Wales. By A. T. Story.

Buckinghamshire. By E. S. Roscoe.

Cheshire. By W. M. Gallichan.

Cornwall. By A. L. Salmon.
Derbyshire. By J. Charles Cox, LL.D,,

F.S.A.
Devon. By S, Baring-Gould.
Dorset. By Frank R. Heath. Second Ed.
Hampshire. By J. C- Cox, LL.D., F.S.A.

,

Hertfordshire. By H. W. Tompkins,
F.R.H.S.

The Isle op Wight. By G. Clinch.
Kent. ByG. Clinch,
Kerry. By C. P. Crane.
Middlesex. By John B. Firth.
Norfolk. By W. A, Dutt.
Northamptonshire. By Wakeling Dry.
Oxfordshire. By F. G. Brabant, M.A.
Somerset. By G. W. and J. H. Wade.
Suffolk. By W. A. Dutt,
Surrey. By F. A. H. Lambert.
Sussex. By F. G. Brabant, M.A. Second
Edition.

The East Riding of Yorkshire. By J. E.
Morris.

The North Riding OFYorkshire. ByJ. E.
Morris.

Brittany. By S. Baring-Gould.
Normandy. By C. Scudamore.
Rome By C. G Ellaby.

Sicily. By F. Hamilton Jackson.

The Little Library
With Introductions, Notes, and Photogravure Frontispieces.

Small Pott %vo. Each Volume^ doth., is. 6d. net : leather. 2j. 6d. net.

Anon. A LITTLE BOOK OF ENGLISH
LYRICS

Attsten (Jane). PRIDE AND PREJU-
DICE. EditedbyE.V. Lucas. Two yds.

NORTHANGER ABBEY. Edited by E.V.
Lucas.

Bacon (Francis). THE ESSAYS OF LORD
BACON. Edited by Edward Wright.

Barham (R. H.). THE INGOLDSBY
LEGENDS. Edited by J. B. Atlay.
Two Volumes,

Barnett (Mrs. P. A.). A LITTLE BOOK
OF ENGLISH PROSE. SecondEdiiwn.

Beckford (William). THE HISTORY
OF THE CALIPH VATHEK. Edited
by E. Denison Ross.

Blake (William). SELECTIONS FROM
WILLIAM BLAKE. Edited by M.
Perugini.

Borrow (George). LAVENGRO. Edited
by F. Hindes Groome. Two Volumes.

THE ROMANY RYE. Edited by John
Sampson.

Browning (Robert). SELECTIONS
FROM THE EARLY POEMS OF
ROBERT BROWNING, Edited by W.
Hall Griffin, M.A.

Canning (George). SELECTIONS FROM
THE ANTI-JACOBIN: with George
Canning's additional Poems. Edited by
Lloyd Sanders.

Cowley (Abraham). THE ESSAYS OF
ABRAHAM COWLEY. Edited by H.C
Minchin.

Crabbe (George). SELECTIONS FROM
GEORGE CRABBE, Edited by A. C.

Deane.

Craik (Mrs.). JOHN HALIFAX,
GENTLEMAN. Edited by Annie
Matheson. Two Volumes.

Crashaw (Richard). THE ENGLISH
POEMS OF RICHARD CRASHAW.
Edited by Edward Hutton.

Dante (Alighieri). THE INFERNO OF
DANTE. Translated by H. F. Cary.
Edited by Paget Toynbee, M.A., D.Litt.

THE PURCATuivIO OF DANTE. Trans-
lated by H. F. Cary. Edited by Paget
Toynbee, M.A., D.Litt.

THE PARADISO OF DANTE. Trans-
lated by H. F. Cary. Edited by Paget
Toynbee, M. A., D.Litt.

Darley (George). SELECTIONS FROM
THE POEMS OF GEORGE DARLEY.
lEdited by R. A. Streatpeild,

Deane (A. C.). A LITTLE BOOK OF
LIGHT VERSE.

Dickens (Charles). CHRISTMAS BOOKS
Two Volumes.

Ferrier (Susan). MARRIAGE. Edited
by A. Goodrich - Freer and Lord
Iddesleigh. Two Volumes.

THE INHERITANCE. Two Volumes.
QaskelKMrs.). CRANFORD, Edited by
R V. Lucas. Second Edition.

Hawthorne (Nathaniel). THE SCARLET
LETTER. Edited by Percy Dearmer.

Henderson (T. F.). A LITTLE BOOK
OF SCOTTISH VEKSE.

Keats (John). POEMS. With an Intro-

duction by L. Binyon, and Notes by J.
’M ACtyWTlfT T\

Kinglake (A.* W.). EOTHEN. With an
latroducAiun and Notes. Second Edition.

iConiinued,
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The Little Library

—

c&ntimted*

Lamb (Charles). ELIA, AND THE Tennyson (Alfred, Lord). THE EARLY
LAST ESSAYS OF ELIA. Edited by POEMS OF ALFRED, LORD TENNY-
E. V. Lucas. SON. Editedby J. Churton Collins, M. A.

Locker (P.). LONDON LYRICS Edited IN MEMORIAM. Edited by Canon
by A. D. Godley, M.A. A reprint of the H. C. Beeching, M.A.

First Edition. THE PRINCESS. Edited by Elizabeth
Longfellow (H. W.). SELECTIONS Wordsworth.
FROM LONGFELLOW. Edited by MAUD. EditedbyElizabeth Wordsworth.
L. M. Faithfull. Thackeray(W. M.). VANITY FAIR.

Marvell (Andrew). THE POEMS OF Edited by S. Gwynn. Three Volumes.
ANDREW MARVELL. Edited by E. PENDENNIS. Edited by S. Gwynn,
Wright. Three Volumes.

Milton (John). THE MINOR POEMS ESMOND. Edited by S. Gwynn
OF JOHN MILTON. Edited by H. C. CHRISTMAS BOOKS. EditedbyS. Gwynn.
Beeching, M.A., Canon of Westminster, Vaughan (Henry). THE POEMS OF

M0!r(D,M.). MANSJE WAUGH. Edited HENRY VAUGHAN. Edited by Edward
by T. F. Henderson. Hutton.

Nichols(J. B. B.). A LITTLE BOOK OF Walton (Izaak). THE COMPLEAT
ENGLISH SONNETS. ANGLER. Edited by T. Buchan.

Rochefoucauld (La). THE MAXIMS OF Waterhouse (Elizabeth). A LITTLE
LA ROCHEFOUCAULD. Translated BOOK OF LIFE AND DEATH. Edited
by Dean Stanhope. Edited by G, H. by. Eleoenth Edition.
Powell. Wordsworth (W.). SELECTIONS FROM

Smith (Horaceand Janies). REJECTED WORDSWORTH. Edited by Nowell
ADDRESSES. Edited by A. D. Godley, C. Smith.
M.A. Wordfcworth (W.) and Coleridge (S. T.).

Sterne (Laurence). A SENTIMENTAL LYRICAL BALLADS. Edited by Georgb
JOURNEY. Edited by H. W. Paul. Sampson.

The Little Quarto Shakespeare
Edited by W. J, CRAIG. With Introductions and Notes

FoU l6mo. In 40 Volumes. Leather
^
price is. net each volume.

Mahogany Revolving Book Case. los. net.

Miniature Library
Reprints in miniature of a few interesting books which have qualities of

humanity, devotion, or literary genius.

Euphranor: A Dialogue on Youth. By The Life op Edward, Lord Herbert of
Edward FitzGerald. From the edition pub- Cherbury. Written by himself. From the
lished by W. Pickering in 1851. Demy edition printed at Strawberry Hill in the
3sw<7. Leather^ 2a net. year 1764. Demy ictjno. Leather^ s^. 7iet.

PoLONius: or Wise Saws and Modern In- The Visions of Dom Francisco Quevkdo
stances. By Edward FitzGerald. From Villegas, Knight of the Order of St.

the edition published by W. Pickering in James. Made English by R. L. From the
1852. Demy 2'^mo. Leather^ os. net. edition printed for H. Herringman, 1668.

The RubAiyAt of Omar KhayyAm. By Leather. 2s. net.
Edward FitzGerald. From the 1st edition Poems. By Dora Greenwell. From the edi-

of 1859, Fourth Edition. Leather^ xs. net. tion of 1848. Leather^ zs. mi.

Oxford BiograpMes
Reap. ^vo. Each volume, cloth, 2S. 6d. net ; leather, 3^. net.

Dante Alighieri. By Paget Toynbee, M.A.,
D.Litt. With 12 Illustrations. TkirdEdition.

Girolamo Savonarola. By E. L. S. Hors-
hurgh, M.A. With is Illustrations. Second
Edition,

John Howard. By E. C. S. Gibson, D.D.,
Bishop of Gloucester. With 12 Illustrations.

Alfred Tennyson. By A. C. Benson, M.A.
With 9 Illustrations.

Sir Walter Raleigh. By 1 . A. Taylor.
With 12 Illustrations.

Erasmus. By E. F. H. Capey. With 22

Illustrations.

The Young Pretenjber. By C. S. Terry.
With X2 Illustrations.

Robert Burns. By T. F. Henderson.
With 12 Illustrations.

Chatham. By A. S. M'Dowall. With 12
Illustrations.

Francis of Assisi. By Anna M. Stod-
dart. With 16 Illustrations.

Canning.
^
By W. Alison Phillips. With 12

Illustrations.

Beaconsfield. By Walter Sichel. With 12

Illustrations.

Johann Wolfgang Goethe. By H. G.
Atkins. With 16 Illustrations.

FRAN901S Fenelon. By Viscount St Cyres.
With 12 Illustrations.
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Sdiool Examination Series
Edited by A. M. M. STEDMAN, M.A. Cr. Zvo. 2s. 6d.

French Examination Papers. By A. M.
M. Stedman, M.A. Fourteenth Fdition.
Key. Sixth Edition^ 6^. neU

Latin Examination Papers, l.y A. M. M.
Stedman, M.A. Thirteenth Edition.
Key. Sixth Edition. 6^. net.

Greek Examination Papers. By A. M. M.
Stedman, M.A. Ninth Edition.
Key. Fourth Edition. 6^. net.

German Examination Papers. By R. J.
Morich. Seventh Edition.
Key. Third Edition. net.

History and Geography Examination
Papers. By C. H. Spence, M.A. Third
Edition.

Physics Examination Papers. By R. E.
Steel, M.A., F.C.S.

General Knowledge Examination
Papers. By A. M. M. Stedman, M.A.
Sixth Edition.
Key. Fourth Edition, ys. net.

Examination Papers in English History.
By J. Tait Plowden-Wardlaw, B.A.

School Histories

Illustrated. Crown %vo. i^. ^d.

A School History op Warwickshire. By A School History op Surrey. By H. E,
B. C. A. Windle, D.Sc., F.R.S. Malden, M.A.

A School History of Somerset. By
Walter Raymond. Second Edition. A School History op Middlesex. By V

A School History of Lancashire. By Plarr and F. W. Walton.
W. E. Rhodes.

Methuen’s Simplified French Texts

Edited by T. R. N. CROFTS, M.A.

One Shilling each.

L’Histoire d’une Tulipb Adapted by T, R. La Chanson de Roland. Adapted by H.
N. Crofts, M.A. Second Edition. Rieu, M.A. Second Edition.

Abdallah. Adapted by J. A. Wilson. Miemoires db Cadichon. Adapted by J. F.

Le Doctedr Math^us. Adapted by W. P. Rhoades.

Fuller. L'Equipage de la Bhlle-Nivernaise.
La Bouillie au Miel. Adapted hy P. B. Adapted by T. R. N. Crofts.

Ingham. L’Histoire de Pierre et Camille.
Jean ValJEAN. Adapted by F. W. M. Draper. I Adapted by J. B. Patterson.

Methuen’s Standard Library

Cloth, is. net; double volumes ,
is. 6d.net.

The Meditations of Marcus Aurelius.
Translated by R. Graves.

Sense and SENiiBiLiTv. Jane Austen.
Essays and Counsels and The Nlw

Atlantis. Francis Bacon, Lord
Verulani.

Religio Medici and Urn Burial. Sir

Thomas Browne. The text collated by
A. R. Waller.

The Pilgrim’s Progress. John Bunyan.
Reflections on the French Revolution.

Edmund Burke.
The Poems and Songs of Robert Burns.

Double Volume.
The Analogy of Religion, Natural and

Revealed. Joseph Butler.

Miscellaneous Poems. T. Chatterton.

Tom Jones. Henry Fielding. Treble Vol.

Cranford. Mrs. Gaskell.

The History of the Decline and Fall of
THE Roman Empire. E. Gibbon.

Text and Notes revised by J. B. Bury.

Seven double volumes.

The Case is Altered. Every Man in

His Humour. Every Man Out of His
Humour. Ben Jonson.

Paper, 6d. net; double volume, is. net.

The PoemsandPlaysop Oliver Goldsmith.
Cynthia’s Revels. Poetaster. Ben

Jonson.
The Poems of John Keats. Double volume.

The Text has been collated by E. de
Sehncourt.

On the Imitation of Christ. By Thomas
a Kempis. Translation byC. Bigg.

A Serious Call to a Devout and Holy
Life. W. Law,

Paradise Lost. John Milton.

Eikonoklastes and the Tenure of Kings
AND Magistrates. John Milton.

Utopia and Poems. Sir Thomas More.
The Republic of Plato. Translated by

Sydenham and Taylor. Double Volume.
Translation revised by W. H. D, Rouse.

The Little Flowers of St. Francis.
Translated by W. Heywood.

The Works of William Shakespeare. In
xo volumes.

Principal Poems, 18x5-1818. Percy Bysshe
Shelley. With an Introduction by C. D.
Locock.

The Ljfe of Nelson. Robert Southey.
The Naiural Historyand Antiquities of

Selborne. Gilbert White.
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Textbooks of Science

Edited by G. F. GOODCHILD, M.A., B.Sc.. and G. R. MILLS, M.A.

Fully Illustrated,

Practical Mechanics. S. H. Wells.
Fourth Edition Cr. Zvo, 3^. 6d,

Practical Chemistry. Part i. W. French,
M.A. Cr, 8vo. Fourth Edition, zs. 6d.

Practical Chemistry. Part 11. W. French
and, T. H. Boardman. Cr, 8vo, is. 6d.

Examples in Physics. By C. E. Jackson,
B.A. Cr. 8z/o. ss. 6d.

Technical Arithmetic and Geometry.
By C. T. Minis, M.I.M.E. Cr. 8vo.

3J. 6d.

Plant Life, Studies in Garden and School.

By Horace F. Jones, F.C.S. With 320
Diagrams. Cr. 8m 3J. 6d.

The Complete School Chemistry. By F.

M. Oldham, B.A. With 126 Illustrations.

Cr. 8m 4f. 6d.

Elementary Science for Pupil Teachers.
Physics Section. By W. T. Clough,

A. R.C.S. (Lond.), F.C.S. Chemistry
Section. By A. E. Dunstan, B. Sc. (Lond.),
F.C.S. With 2 Plates and 10 Diagrams.
Cr. 8vo. 2j.

*Examples in Elementary Mechanics,
Practical, Graphical, and Theoretical. By
W. J. Dobbs, M.A. With 51 Diagrams.
Cr. 8m. Sf.

^Outlines of Physical Chemistry. By
George Senter, B.Sc. (Lond.), Ph.D. With
many Diagrams. Cr. 8vo. os. 6d.

*An Organic Chemistry for Schools and
Technical Institutes. ByA. E. Dunstan,
B. Sc. (Lond.), F.C.S. With many
Illustrations. Cr. 8vo. 2s. 6d.

*First Year Physics. By C. E.Jackson,M.A.
With over 40 Illustrations and numerous
Examples. Cr. 8m. is. 6d.

Textbooks of Teclmology

Edited by G. F. GOODCHILD, M.A., B.Sa, and G. R. MILLS, M.A.
Fully Illustrated.

How to Make a Dress. By J. A. E. Wood.
Fourth Edition. Cr. 8m. xs, 6d.

Carpentry and Joinery. By F. C. Webber,
Fifth Edition. Cr. 8m. ^s. 6d.

Millinery, Theoretical and Practical.
By Clare Hill. Fourth Edition. Cr.8vo. 2s.

Instruction in Cookery. A. P. Thomson.
2^. 6d.

An Introduction to the Study of Tex-
tile Design. By Aldred F. Barker. Egmjf
8m, 7^. 6d.

Builders’ Quantities. By H. C. Grubb.
Cr. 8m. 4s. 6d.

E6pouss6 Metal Work. By A. C. Horth.
Cr. 8m. 2^. 6d.

Electric Light and Power: An Intro-
duction to the Study of Electrical Engineer-
ing. By E. E. Brooks, B.Sc. (J^nd.).
and W. H. N. James, A.R.C.S., A.I.E.E.
Cr. 8m. 4s. 6d.

Engineering Workshop Practice. By
C. C. Allen. Cr 8m. 3^. 6d.

Handliooks of Theology

The XXXIX. Articles op the Church of
England. Edited by E. C. S. Gibson,

D.D. Sixth Edition. Demy 8m. 12^. 6^4

An Introduction to the History of
Religion. By F, B. Jevons. M.A.,
Litt.D. Fourth Edition. Demy 8m. ifos.^d.

The Doctrine of the Incarnation. By R.
L. Ottley, D.D. Fourth Edition reivised.

Demy 8m. 12s. 6d.

An Introduction to the History of the
Creeds. By A. E. Burn, D.D, Demy
8m. 105. 6d,

The Philosophy of Religion in England
AND America. By Alfred Caldecott, D.D.
Demy 8m. 105. 6d.

A History of Early Christian Doctrine.
ByJ. F. Bethune-Baker, M.A. Demy&va.
los. 6d.

The Westminster Commentaries

Geaeral Editor, WALTER LOCK, D.D., Warden of Keble College,
Dean Ireland's Professor of Exegesis in the University of Oxford.

The Book of Genesis. Edited with Intro-

duction and Notes by S. R. Driver, D.D.
Sixth Edition Demy 8m. 105. ^d.

The Book of Job. Edited by E. C. S. Gibson,

D.D. Second Edition. Demy8vo. 6f.

The Acts op the Apostles. EditedW R.
B. Rackbani, M.A. Demy 8mo, Third
Edition. 305. ^d.

The First Epistle of Paul the Aposti e

TO THE CoRiNTHrANS. Edited by H. L.
Goudge, M.A. Demy 8m. 6s.

The Epistle of St. James. Edited with In-
troduction and Notes by R. J. Rnowling,
D.D. Demy 8vo. 6s.

The Book of Ezekiel. Edited H. A, Red-
path, M.A., D Litt. Demv 8m. 105. 6d.

*A Commentary on Exodus. By A. H.
M*Neile, B.D. With a Map and 3 Plans.
DemyZvo, xos. 6d.
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Part II.—Fiction
Adderley (Hon. and Rev. James). BE-
HOLD THE DAYS COME: A Fancy
IN Christian Politics. Second Edition.
Cr. ^vo. ss. 6d.

Albanesi (E. Maria). SUSANNAH AND
ONE OTHER. Fourth Edition, Cr.
Svo, 6^.

THE BLUNDER OF AN INNOCENT.
Second Edition, Cr. Zvo. 6s,

CAPRICIOUS CAROLINE. Second Edi-
tion, Cr. Zvo. 6s,

LOVE AND LOUISA. Second Edition.
Cr. Zvo, 6s. Also Medium Zvo. 6d.

PETER, A PARASITE. Cr. Zvo. 6s.

THE BROWN EYES OF MARY. Third
Edition, Cr. Zvo. 6s.

I KNOW A MAIDEN. Third Edition.
Cr. Zvo. 6jr. Also Medium Z7>o. 6d.

Austen (Jane). PRIDE AND PREJU-
DICE. Medium Zvo. 6d.

Basrot (Richard). A ROMAN MYSTERY,
Third Edition, Cr. Zvo. 6s. Also Medium
Zvo. 6d.

THE PASSPORT. Fourth Edition. Cr.

TEMPTATION. Fifth Edition. Cr, Zvo.

6s.

LOVE’S PROXY. A Nem Edition. Cr.Zvo.
6s.

DONNA DIANA. Second Edition. Cr.

CASTING OF NETS. Tvoelfth Edition, Cr.
Zvo. 6s. Also Medium Zvo. 6d.

Balfour (Andrew). BY STROKE OF
SWORD. Medium Zvo. 6d.

Barmg-aouId(S.). ARMINELL. Fifth
Edition. Cr, Zvo. 6s,

URITH. Fifth Edition. Cr. Zvo. 6s.

Also Medium Zvo. 6d.

IN THE ROAR OF THE SEA, Seventh
Edition. Cr. Zvo. 6s.

Also Medium Zvo. 6d,

CHEAP JACK ZITA. Fourth Edition.

Cr, Zvo. 6s, Also Medium Zvo. 6d.

MARGERY OF QUETHER Third
Edition, Cr, Zvo. 6s.

THE QUEEN OF LOVE. Fifth Edition.

Cr, Zvo. 6s. Also Medium Zvo. 6d.

JACQUETTA. Third Edition. Cr.Zvo. 6s.

KITTY ALONE. FifihEdition. Cr.Zvo. 6s.

Also Medium Zvo. 6d.

NOeMI. Illustrated. FourthEdition. Cr.

Zvo. 6s. Also Medium Zvo. 6d.

THE BROOM-SQUIRE. Illustrated.

Fifth Edition, Cr. Zvo, 6s.

Also Medium Zvo. 6d.

DARTMOOR IDYLLS. Cr. Zvo. 6s.

.THE PENNYCOMEQUICKS. Third
Edition. Cr. Zvo. 6j‘.

GUAVAS THE TINNER. Illustrated.

Second Edition, Cr. Zvo. 6s.

BLADYS OF THE STEWPONEY. Ulus-

trated. Second Edition. Cr. Zvo. 6s.

PABO THE PRIEST. Cr. Zvo. 6s.

WINEFRED. Illustrated. Secmd Edition.

Cr. Zvo. 6s. Also Medium Zvo. 6d.

ROYAL GEORGIE. Illustrated. Cr. 6s.

CHRIS OF ALL SORTS. Cr, Zvo. 6s.

INDEWISLAND. Second Ed. Cr.Zvo. 6s.

THE FROBISHERS. CrownZvo. 6s.

Also Medium Zvo. 6d.

DOMITIA. Ulus. Second Ed. Cr, Zvo. 6s.

MRS. CURGENVEN OF CURGENVEN.
Crown Zvo. dr.

LITTLE TU’PENNY. A New Edition.

Medium Zvo, 6d.

FURZE BLOOM. Medium Zvo. 6d.

Barnett (Edith A.). A WILDERNESS
WINNER. Second Edition. Cr.Zvo, 6s.

Barr (James). LAUGHING THROUGH
A WILDERNESS. Cr.Zvo. 6s.

Barr (Robert). IN THE MIDST OF
ALARMS. Third Edition. Cr, Zvo. 6s.

Also Medium Zvo. 6d.

THE COUNTESS TEKLA. Fourth
Edition. Cr. Zvo, 6s.

AlsoMedium Zvo. 6d.

THE MUTABLE MANY. Third Edition.

Cr. Zvo, 6s. Also Medium Zvo. 6d.

THE TEMPESTUOUS PETTICOAT.
Illustrated. Third Edition. Cr. 8w. 6s.

THE STRONG ARM. Second Edition.

Cr. Zvo. 6s.

JENNIE BAXTER JOURNALIST.
Medium Zvo. 6d.

Be^ie (Harold THE CURIOUS AND
DIVERTING ADVENTURES OF SIR
JOHN SPARROW ; or, The Process
OP AN Open Mind. With a Frontispiece.

Cr. Zvo. 6s,

Belloc(Hilaire), M.P. EMMANUELBUR-
DEN, MERCHANT. With 36 Illustra-

tions hy G. K. Chesterton. Second Ed.
Cr. Zvo. 6s.

Benson (B. F.) DODO : A Detail of the
Day. Fifteenth Edition. Cr. Zvo. 6s.

Also Medium Zvo. 6d.

THE VINTAGE, Medium Zvo. 6d.

Benson (Margaret), SUBJECT TO
VANITY. Cr.Zvo. 3^-6^*

Birmingham (George A.). THE BAD
TIMES. Second Edition. Crown Zvo

6s.

Bowles (Q. Stewart). A GUN-ROOM
DITTY BOX. SecondEd. Cr.Zvo. xs.6d.

Bretherton (Ralph Harold). THE
MILL. Cr. Zvo. 6s.

Bronte (Charlotte). SHIRLEY. Mee&um
Zvo. 6d.

Burke (Barbara). BARBARA GOES TO
OXFORD. With 16 Illustrations. Third
Edition. Cr. Zvo. 6s.

Burton (J. Bloundelle). ACROSS THE
SALT SEAS. Medium Zvo. 6d.

C^fyn (Mrs.) (‘Iota’). ANNE MAULE-
VERER. Medium Zvo. 6d,

Campbell (Mrs. Vere). FERRIBY.
Second Edition. Cr. Zvo. 6s.
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Capes (Bernard). THE EXTRAOR-
DINARY CONFESSIONS OF DIANA
PLEASE. Third Edition. Cr.Zvo. 6s.

AJAY OF ITALY. Fourth Ed. Cr.Zm. 6s.

LOAVES AND FISHES. Second Edition.
Cr. Zvo. 6s.

A ROGUE’S TRAGEDY. SecondEdition.

THE ^GREAT SKENE MYSTERY.
Second Edition. Cr. Zvo. 6s.

THE LAKE OF WINE. Medium Zvo. 6d.

Carey (Wymond). LOVE THE JUDGE.
Second Edition. Cf. Zvo. 6a

Castle (Asraes and Egerton). FLOWER
0”THE ORANGE, and Other Tales.
With a Frontispiece in Colour by A. H.
Buckland. Third Edition. Cr. Zvo. 6s.

Charlton (Randal). MAVE. Second
Edition. Cr. Zvo. 6s.

THE VIRGIN WIDOW, Cr. Zvo. 6s.

Chesney (Weatherby). THE TRAGEDY
OFTHE GREAT EMERALD Cr.Zvo. 6s.

THE MYSTERY OF A BUNGALOW.
Second Edition, Cr. Zvo. 6a

Clifford (Mrs. W. K.). THE GETTING
WELL OF DOROTHY. Illustrated by
Gorcok Browmb. SecondEdition. Cr.Zvo.
«. 6d.

A FLASH OF SUMMER. Medium Zvo, 6d.
MRS. KEITH’S CRIME. Medium Zvo. 6d.

Conra.d(Jo8eph). THE SECRETAGENT

:

A Simple Tale. Fourth Ed. Cr. Zvo. 6s.

Corbett (Julian). A BUSINESS IN
GREAT Waters. Medium Zvo. 6d

Corelli (Marie). A ROMANCE OF TWO
WORLDS, Twenty'Ffinth Ed. Cr.Zvo. 6s.

VENDETTA, TwentySixihEd. Cr.Zvo. 6s.

THELMA. Thirty-EizhtkEd. Cr. Zvo. 6s.

ARDATH : THE STORY OF A DEAD
SELF. Eighteenth Edition. Cr. 8©^?. 6s.

THE SOUL OF LILITH. Fifteenth Edi-
tion. Cr. Zvo. 6s,

WORMWOOD. SixteenthEd. Cr.Zvo. 6s.

BARABBAS: A DREAM OF THE
WORLD’S TRAGEDY. Forty-Third
Edition. Cr. Zvo. 6s.

THESORROWS OF SATAN. Fifty-Third
Edition. Cr. Zvo. 6s.

THE MASTER CHRISTIAN. Eleventh
Edition, Thousand. Cr. Zvo. 6s.

TEMPORAL POWER: A STUDY IN
SUPREMACY, xsoth Thousand. Cr.Zvo.6s

GOD’S GOOD MAN : A SIMPLE LOVE
STORY. Twelfth Edition. 147th Thou-
sand. Cr. Zvo.

THE MIGHTY ATOM. Twenty-Seventh
Edition, Cr. Zvo. 6s.

BOY : a Sketch, Tentn Edition. Cr. Zvo. 6s.

CAMEOS. Twelfth Edition. Cr. Zvo. 6s.

Cotes (Mrs. Everard). See Sara Jeannette
Duncan.

Cotte-ell (Constance). THE VIRGIN
AND THE SCALES. Illustrated. Second
Edition. Cr. Zvo. 6s.

Crockett (S. R.), Author of ‘The Raiders,*
etc. LOCHINVAR. Illustrated. Third
Edition. Cr. Zvo. 6s.

THE STANDARD BEARER. Cr. Zvo. 6s.

Croker (B. M.). THE OLD CANTON-
MENT. Cr.Zvo. 6s.

JOHANNA, Second Edition. Cr.Zvo. 6s,

Also Medium 8©^. 6d.

THE HAPPY VALLEY. Third Edition.

Cr. Zvo. 6s.

A NINE DAYS’ WONDER. Third
Edition. Cr.Zvo, 6s.

PEGGY OF THE BARTONS. Seventh
Ed. Cr. Zvo. 6s. Also Medium Zvo. 6d.

ANGEL. Fourth Edition. Cr, Zvo. 6s.

Also Medium Zvo. 6d.

A STATE SECRET. Third Edition. Cr.

Zvo. 3s. 6d. Also Medium Zvo. 6d.

Crosbie (Mary). DISCIPLES. Second Ed.
Cr.Zvo. 6s.

Cuthell (Edith E.). ONLY A GUARD-
ROOM DOO. Illustrated by W. Parkin-
son. Crown Zvo. 3s. 6d.

Dawson (Warrington). THE SCAR.
Second Edition. Cr. Zvo. 6s.

THE SCOURGE Cr.Zvo. 6s.

Deakin (Dorothea). THE YOUNG
COLUMBINE. With a Frontispiece by
Lewis Baumer. Cr, Zvo. 6s.

Deane (Mary). THE OTHER PAWN.
Cr. Zvo.

Doyle (A. Conan). ROUND THE RED
LAMP. Tenth Edition. Cr. Zvo. 6s.

Also Medium Zvo, 6d.

Dumas (Alexandre). See page 39.

Duncan (Sara Jeannette) (Mrs. Everard
Cotes). THOSE DELIGHTFUL
AMERICANS. Medium Zvo. 6d.

A VOYAGE OF CONSOLATION. Illus-

trated. ThirdEdition. Cr. 8©^. 6s.

Also Medium Zvo. 6d.

Eliot (George). THE MILL ON THE
FLOSS. Medium Zvo. 6d.

Erskine (Mrs. Steuart). THE MAGIC
PLUMES. Cr.Zvo. 6s.

Penn (0 . Manville). SYD BELTON; or,

The Boy who would not go to Sea, Illus-

trated by Gordon Browne. Second Ed.
Cr. Zvo. 3s. 6d,

Pindlater(J. H.). THE GREEN GRAVES
OF BALGOWRIE. Fifth Edition.
Cr. Zvo. 6jr. Also Medium Zvo. 6d.

THE LADDER TO THE STARS. Second
Edition. Cr. Zvo. 65,

Pindlater (Mary). A NARROW WAY.
Third Edition. Cr. Zvo.. 6s.

OVER THE HILLS. Cr.Zvo. 6s.

THE ROSE OF JOY. Third Edition.

A BLIND BIRD’S NEST. With 8 Ulus-
trations. Second Edition. Cr. Zvo. 6s.

Fitzpatrick (K.) THE WEANS AT
RUWALLAN. Illustrated. Second Edi-
tion. Cr. Zvo. 6s.

Francis (M. E.). (Mrs. Francis Blun-
dell). STEPPING WESTWARD.,
Second Edition. Cr. Zvo, 6s.

MARGERY 0 ' THE MILL. Third
Edition. Cr. Zvo. 65.

Fraser (Mrs, Hugh). THE SLAKING
OF THE SWORD. Second Edition.
Cr. Zvo. 6s.
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IN THE SHADOW OF THE LORD.
Third Edition, Crown 6s,

Fry {B, and C,B0. A MOTHER’S SON.
Ei/th Edition, Cr, Zvo, 6s,

Fuller-Maitland (Ella). BLANCHE
ESMEAD. Second Edition, Cr. Zvo. 6s.

Callon (Tom). RICKERBY’S FOLLY.
Medium Zvo. 6d.

Oaskell (Mrs.). CRANFORD. Medium
Zvo. 6d,

MARY BARTON. MediumZvo. 6d.
NORTH AND SOUTH. MediumZvo. 6d.

Gates (Eleanor). THE PLOW-WOMAN.
Cr. Zvo. 6s.

Gerard (Dorothea). HOLY MATRI-
MONY. Medium Zvo. 6d.

MADE OF MONEY. Cr. Zvo, 6s.

Also Medium Zvo. 6d.
\

THE IMPROBABLE IDYL. TMrd'
Edition. Cr. Zvo. 6^.

THE BRIDGE OF LIFE. Cr. Zvo, 6s.

THE CONQUEST OF LONDON. Medium
Zvo. 6d.

Gissing (George). THE TOWN TRA-|
VELLER. Second Edition. Cr. Zvo. 6s.

Also Medium Zvo. 6d.

THE CROWN OF LIFE. Cr. Zvo. 6s.

Also Medium Zvo. 6d.

Qlanville (Ernest). THE INCA'S TREA-
SURE. Illustrated. Cr. Zvo. ^s. 6d,

Also Medium Zvo. 6d.

THE KLOOF BRIDE. Illustrated, Cr. Zvo.

2S. 6d. Also Medium Zvo, 6d.

Gleig (Charles). BUNTER’S CRUISE.
Illustrated. Cr. Zvo, sr. 6d,

Also Medium Zvo. 6d.

Grimm (The Brothers). GRIMM'S FAIRY
TALES. Illustrated. MediumZvo. 6d.

Hamilton (M.). THE FIRST CLAIM.
Second Edition. Cr. Zvo. 6s.

Harraden (Beatrice). INVARYING
MOODS, Eourteenth Edition. Cr.Zvo. 6s.

THE SCHOLAR’S DAUGHTER. Fourth
Edition, Cr. Zvo. 6r.

HILDA STRAFFORD and THE REMIT-
TANCE MAN. Twelfth Ed. Cr. Zvo.

6s.

Harrod (F.) (Frances Forbes Robertson).
THE TAMING OF THE BRUTE. Cr.

Zvo, 6s.

Herbertson (Agnes Q.). PATIENCE
DEAN. Cr. Zvo. 6s.

HIchens (Robert). THE PROPHET OF
BERKELEY SQUARE. Second Edition.

Cr. Zvo. 6s.

TONGUES OF CONSCIENCE. Third
Edition, Cr, Zvo. 6s.

FELIX. Fifth Edition. Cr, Zvo. 6s.

THE WOMAN WITH THE FAN. Sixth
Edition. Cr. Zvo. df.

BYEWAYS. Cr.Zvo. 6s.

THE GARDEN OF ALLAH. Sixteenth
Edition. Cr. Zvo. 6s.

THE BLACK SPANIEL. Cr. Zvo. 6s.

THE CALL OF THE BLOOD. Seventh
Edition. Cr. Zvo. 6s.

Hone (Anthony). THE GOD IN THE
CAR. Tenth Edition, Cr, Zvo, 6s,

A CHANGE OF AIR, Sixth Ed. Cr.Zvo. 6s.

Also Medium Zvo. 6d,

A MAN OF MARK. Fifth Ed. Cr.Zvo. 6s,

Also Medium Zvo. 6d.

THE CHRONICLES OF COUNT AN-
TONIO. Sixth Edition. Cr, Zvo, 6s.

Also Medium Zvo, 6d,

PHROSO. Illustrated by H. R. Millar.
Seventh Edition. Cr. Zvo. 6^.

Also Medium Zvo. 6d,

SIMON DALE. Illustrated. SeventhEdition.
Cr. Zvo. 6s,

THE KING’S MIRROR. Fourth Edition.

Cr. Zvo. 6f.

QUISANTE. Fourth Edition. Cr. Zvo. 6s.

THE DOLLY DIALOGUES. Cr.Zvo. 6s.

Also Medium Zvo. 6d,

A SERVANT OF THE PUBLIC Illus-

trated. Fourth Edition. Cr. Zvo. 6s.

TALES OF TWO PEOPLE. With a Fron-

tispiece by A. H. Bucklakd. Third Ed.
Cr. Zvo. 6j.

Hope (Graham). THE LADY OF LYTE.
Second Edition. Cr. Zvo. 6s.

Hornung (E. W.). DEAD MEN TELL
NO TALES. MediumZvo. 6d,

Housman (Clemence). THE LIFE OF
SIRAGLOVALE DEGALIS. Cr.Zvo. 6s,

Hueffer (Ford Madox). AN ENGLISH
GIRL: A Romance. Second Edition.

Cr. Zvo. 6s,

Hutten (Baroness von). THE HALO.
Fifh Edition. Cr. Zvo. 6s.

Hyne (C. J. Cutcliffe). MR. HOR-
ROCKS, PURSER. Fourth Edition.

PRINCE RUPERT, THE BUCCANEER.
Illustrated. Third Edition. Cr. Zvo. 6s.

Ingraham (J. H.). THE THRONE OF
DAVID. Medium Zvo. 6d.

Jacobs (W. W.). MANY CARGOES.
Thirtieth Edition. Cr. Zvo. 3s. 6d,

SEA URCHINS. Fifteenth Edition., Cr.

Zvo. 3s, 6d.

AMASTER OF CRAFT. IllustratedbyWill
Owen. Eighth Edition. Cr. Zvo, 3s. 6d.

LIGHT FRE^IGHTS. Illustrated by Will
Owen and Odiers. Seventh Edition. Cr.

Zvo. 3S. 6d,

THE SKIPPER’S WOOING, mnik Edu
tion. Cr. Zvo. 3s. 6d.

AT SUNWICH PORT. Illustrated by
Will Owen. Ninth Edition. Cr.Zvo. '^5.60.

DIALSTONE LANE. Illustrated by Will
Owen. Seventh Edition. Cr.Zvo. ^.6d.

ODD CRAFT.
^

Illustrated by Will Owen.
Seventh Edition. Cr, Zvo. 3s. 6d.

THE LADY OF THE BARGE. Eighth
Edition. Cr. Zz’o. 3s. 6d.

James (Henry). THE SOFT SIDE. Second
Edition. Cr. Zxo. 6s.

THE BETTER SORT. Cr. Zvo. 6s.

THE AMBASSADORS. Second Edition,

Cr. Zvo. 6s.

THE GOLDEN BOWL. Third Edition.

Cr. Zvo. 6s.

Keays (H. A. Mitchell). HE THAT
EATETHBREADWITHME. Cr.Zvo.6s,
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KesTter(Vaiighaa). THE FORTUNES OF
THE LANDRAYS. Illustrated. Cr.Sz;^. 6s.

Lawless (Hon. Emily). WITH ESSEX
IN IRELAND. Cr. 8z/^7. 6s.

Le Queux (William). THE HUNCH-
BACK OF WESTMINSTER. ThirdEd.
Cr, 6 r.

Also Medium 6d.

THE CROOKED WAY. Second Edition.

THE CroSED BOOK. ThirdEd. Cr.Bvo.6s.

THE VALLEY OF THE SHADOW.
Illustrated. Third Edition. Cr. Bz?o. 6jr.

BEHIND THE THRONE. ThirdEdition.
Cr. Bvo. 6s.

Levett-Yeats(S.K.). ORRAIN. Second
Edition. Cr. 8zfo. 6^.

THE TRAITOR’S WAY. Medium Bno. 6d.

Linton (E. Lynn). THETRUE HISTORY
OF JOSHUA DAVIDSON. Medtwn
Bvo. 6d.

London (Jack), WHITE FANG. With a
Frontispiece “by Charles Rivingston
Bull. Sixth Edition. Cr. Bvo. 6s.

Lucas (E. V.). LISTENER’S LURE: An
Oblique Narration. Fourth Edition. Cr.
Bvo. 6s.

Lyall (Edna). DERRICK VAUGHAN,
NOVELIST. Thousand. Cr. Bvo.
3.;. 6d. Also Medium Bvo. 6d.

Maartens (Maarten). THE NEW RELI-
GION : A Modern Novel. Third Edi-

\

iion. Cr. Bvo. 6s.

McCarthy (Justin H.), THE LADY OF
LOYALTY HOUSE. Illustrated. Thhd
Edition. Cr. Bvo. 6s.

THE DRYAD. SecondEdition. Cr.Bvo. 6s.

THE DUKE’S MOTTO. Third Edition.
Cr. Bvo. 6s.

Macdonald (Ronald). A HUMAN
TRINITY, SecondEdition, Cr, Bvo. 6j.

Macnauehtan (S.). THE FORTUNE OF
CHRISTINA M‘NAB. Fourth Edition.
Cr. Bvo. 6f.

Maiet (Lucas). COLONEL ENDERBY’S
WIFE. Fourth Edition. Cr. Bvo. 6s.

A COUNSEL OF PERFECTION. New
Editioii. Cr. Bvo. 65.

Also Medimn Bvo. 6d.
THE WAGES OF SIN. Fifteenth Edition.

Cr, Bvo. 6s.

THE CARISSIMA. Fifth Ed. Cr.Bvo. 6s.

Also Medium Bvo. 6d.

THE GATELESS BARRIER. Fifth Edi^
tion. Cr. Broo. 6s.

THE HISTORY OF SIR RICHARD
CALMADY. SeventhEdition. Cr.Bvo. 6s.

Mann(Mrs.M.E.). OLIVIA’S SUMMER.
Second Edition. Cr.Bvo. 6f.

A LOST ESTATE. A New Ed. Cr. Bvo. 6s.

Also Medium Bvo. 6d.

THE PARISH OF HILBY. A New Edition.

THE PARISH NURSE. Fourth Edition.
Cr. Bvo. 6s.

GRAN'MA’S JANE. Cr. Bvo. 6s,

MRS. PETER HOWARD. Cr.Bvo. 6s.

Also Medium Bvo. 6d.

A WINTER’S TALE. A New Edition.

ONE ANOTHER’S BURDENS. A New
Edition. Cr. Bvo. 6s.

Also Medium Bvo. 6d.

ROSE AT HONEYPOT. ThirdEd. Cr.

THEREVaS ONCE A PRINCE. Illus-

trated by M. B. Mann. Cr. Bvo. 34*. 6d.

WHEN ARNOLD COMES HOME. Illus-

trated by M. B. Mann. Cr. Bvo. 3^. 6d.

THE EGLAMORE PORTRAITS, Third
Edition. Cr. Bvo. 64.

THE MEMORIES OF RONALD LOVE.

THE SHEEP AND THE GOATS. Third
Edition. Cr. Bvo. 6s.

A SHEAF OF CORN. Second Edition,

Cr. Bvo. 6f.

THE CEDAR STAR. Medium Bvo. 6d.

Marchmont (A. W.). MISER HOAD-
LEYS SECRET. Medium Bvo. 6d.

A MOMENT’S ERROR. Medium Bvo. 6d.

Marriott (Charles). GENEVRA. Second
Edition. Cr. 8m 6s.

Marryat (Captain). PETER SIMPLE
Medium Bvo. 6d.

JACOB FAITHFUL. Medium Bvo. 6d.

Marsh (Richard). THE TWICKENHAM
PEERAGE. SecondEdition. Cr.Bvo. 6s.

Also Medium Bvo. 6d.

THE MARQUIS OF PUTNEY. Second
Edition, Cr. Bvo. 6s.

IN THE SERVICE OF LOVE. Third.
Edition, Cr. Bvo. 6s.

THE GIRL AND THE MIRACLE.
Third Edition. Cr. Bvo. 6s.

THE COWARD BEHIND THE CUR-
TAIN. Cr.Bvo. 6s.

A METAMORPHOSIS. Medium Bvo. 6d.

THE GODDESS. Medium Bvo. 6d.

THE JOSS. Medium Bvo. 6d.

Marshall (Archibald). MANY JUNES.
Second Edition. Cr, Bvo. 6s.

Mason(A. E. W.). CLEMENTINA.
Illustrated. SecondEdition. Cr. Bvo. 6s.

Also Medium Bvo. 6d.

Mathers (Helen).' HONEY. Fourth Ed.
Cr. Bvo. 6s, Also Medium Bvo, 6d.

GRIFF OF GRIFFITHSCOURT. Cr. Bvo.

6s. Also Medium Bvo. 6d.

THE FERRYMAN Second Edition. Cr.

Bvo. 6^.

TALLY-HO I Fourth Edition. Cr. Bvo. 6f.

SAM’S SWEETHEART. Medium Bvo. 6d.

Maxwell (W, B.), VIVIEN. Ninth Edi^
tion. Cr. Bvo. 64.

THE RAGGED MESSENGER. TUrd
Edition, Cr. Bvo. 6s.

FABULOUS FANCIES. Cr. Bvo. 6f.

THE GUARDED FLAME. Seventh Edu
tion. Cr, Bvo. 6s.

ODD LENGTHS. SecondEd, Cr. Bvo. 6s.

THE COUNTESS OF MAYBURYi Be-
TWEEN You AND I. Being the Intimate
Conversations of the Right Hon. the

Countess of Maybury. Fourth Edition,
Cr. Bvo. 6s.
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Meade (L. T.)* DRIFT. Seamd EdiHon.
Cr. Svo. 6s, Also Medium 6d,

RESURGAM. Cr. Sve. 6s.

VICTORY. Cr. 8ve. 6s.

A GIRL OF THE PEOPLE. Illustrated

by R. Barnet. SecondEd. Cr. 8z*o. 3J. 6d?.

HEPSY GIPSY. Illustrated by E. Hopkins.
Crezv' 8z^o. ss. 6d.

THE HONOURABLE MISS: A Story of
AN Olo-fashioned Town. Illustrated by
E. Hopkins. Second Edition. Crown
Bzfo. 3J. 6d.

Melton (R.). CiESAR’S WIFE. Second
^ition. Cr. 8z>o. 6s.

Meredith (Ellis). HEART OF MY
HEART. Cr. 8vo. 6s.

Miller (Esther). LIVING LIES. TAtrd
Edition. Cr. 8vo. 6s.

Mitford (Bertram). THE SIGN OF THE
SPIDER. Illustrated. SixiA Edition.
Cr. Zvo. 3r. 6d. Also Medium 8vo. 6d.

IN THE WHIRL OF THE RISING.
Thhd Edition. Cr. 8vo. 6s.

THE RED DERELICT. Secojtd Edition.
Cr. Zvo. 6s.

Molesworth(Mrs,). THE RED GRANGE.
Illustrated by Gordon Browne. Second
Ea.cion, Cr. Zvo. 35-. 6d.

Montgomery (K. L.). COLONEL KATE.
Third Edition. Cr. Zvo. 6s.

Montresor (P.R). THE ALIEN. Third
Edition. Cr. Zvo. 6s.

Also Medium ^0. 6d.

Morrison (Arttmr). TALES OF MEAN
STREETS. Seventh Edition. Cr.Zvo. 6r.

A CHILD OF THE JAGO. Fifth Edition.

Cr. Zvo. 6s.

CUNNING MURRELL. Cr.Zvo. 6s.

THE HOLE IN THE WALL. Fourth Edi-
tion. Cr. Zvo. 6s, Also Medium Zvo. 6d.

DIVERS VANITIES. Cr. Zvo. 6s.

Nesbit(E.). (Mrs. H. Bland). THE RED
tIOUSE. Illustrated. Fourth Edition.

Cr, Zvo. 6s. Also Medium Zvo. 6d.

Norris (W. E.). HARRY AND URSULA:
A Story with two Sides to it. Second
Edition. Cr. Zvo. 6s.

HIS GRACE. Medium Zvo. 6d.

GILES INGILBY. Medium Zvo. 6d.

THE CREDIT OF THE COUNTY.
Medium Zvo. 6d.

LORD LEONARD THE LUCKLESS,
Medium Zvo. 6d.

MATTHEW AUSTIN. Medium Zvo. 6d.

CLARISSA FURIOSA. Medium Zvo. 6d.

Oliphant (Mrs.). THE LADY’S WALK.
Medium 8w, 6d.

SIR ROBERT’S FORTUNE. Medium
Zvo, 6d.

THE PRODIGALS. Medium Zvo. 6d:

THE TWO MARYS. Medium Zvo. 6d.

Ollivant (Alfred). OWD BOB, THE
GREY DOG OF KENMUIR, With a

Frontispiece. Eleventh EdiHon. Cr.

Oppenbeim (B. Phillips). MASTER OF
MEN. Fourth Edition, Cr. Zvo, 6y,

Also Medium Zvo. 6d.

Oxenham (John). AWEAVER OF WEBS.
With 8 Illustrations by Maurice Greif-
FENHAGEN. Second Edition. Cr. Zvo. 6s.

THE GATE OF THE DESERT. With
a Frontispiece in Photogravure by Harold
Copping. Fifth Edition. Cr. Zvo. 6j,

PROFIT AND LOSS. With a Frontispiece
in photogravure by Harold Copping.
Fourth Edition. Cr. Zvo. 6s.

THE LONG ROAD. With a Frontispiece
in Photogravure by Harold Copping.
Fourth Edition. Cr. Zvo. 6s.

Pain (Barry). LINDLEY KAYS. Third
Edition. Cr. Zvo. 6s.

Parker (Gilbert). PIERRE AND HIS
PEOPLE. Sixth Edition. Cr. Zvo. 6s.

MRS. FALCHION. Fifth Edition. Cr.Zvo.

THE TRANSLATION OF A SAVAGE.
Third Edition. Cr. Zvo. 6s.

THE TRAIL OF THE SWORD. Illus-

trated. Ninth Edition. Cr, Zvo. 6s.

Also Medium Zvo. 6d,

WHENVALMOND CAMETO PONTIAC

:

The Story of a Lost Napoleon. Sixth
Edition. Cr. Zvo. 6s.

Also Medium 8v<?. 6d. •

AN ADVENTURER OF THE NORTH.
The Last Adventures of ‘Pretty Pierre.’

Fourth Edition. Cr. Zvo. 6.?.

THE SEATS OF THE MIGHTY. Ulus-
trated. Fifteenth Edition. Cr. Zvo* 6s.

THE BATTLE OF THE STRONG: a
Romance of Two Kingdoms. Illustrated.

Sixth Edition, Cr. Zvo. 6s.

THE POMP OF THE LAVILETTES.
Third Edition. Cr. Zvo. 3^. 6d.

Also Medium 6d.

Pemberton (Max). THE FOOTSTEPS
OF A THRONE. Illustrated. Third
Edition. Cr. Zvo. dr.

Also Medium Zvo. 6d.

I CROWN THEE KING. With Illustra-

tions by Frank Dadd and A. Forrestier.

Cr. Zvo. 6s.

Also Medium Zvo,

Phillpotts (Eden). LYING PROPHETS.
Third Edition, Cr.Zvo. 6s.

CHILDREN OF THE MIST. Fifth Edi^
tion. Cr. Zvo. 6s*

Also Medium Zvo. 6d.

THE HUMAN BOY. With a Frontispiece.

Sixth Edition. Cr. Zvo. 6s.

AlsoMedium Zvo. 6d.

SONS OF THE MORNING. Second
Edition. Cr. Zvo. 6s.

THE RIVER. Third Edition. Cr. Zvo. 6s.

Also Medium Zvo. 6d.

THE AMERICAN PRISONER. Fourth
Edition. Cr. Zvo. 6s.

THE SECRET WOMAN. Fourth Edition.

KNOCK AT A VENTURE. With a Frontis-

piece. Third EdiHon. Cr. 8rv. 6s.

THE PORTREEVE. Fourth Ed. Cr.Zvo. 6s.

THE POACHER’S WIFE. Second EdiHon.
Cr. Zvo. 6s.

Also Medium Zvo. 6d,
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THE STRIKINGHOURS. SeamdEdiium.
Crown %vo. fij.

THE FOLK AFIELD. Crcmin 8vo. 6s.

Pickthall (Marmadttke). SAID THE
FISHERMAN. Seventh Ed. Cr. 8vo. 6f.

BRENDLE. Second Edition. Cr. 8vo. 6s.

THE HOUSE OF ISLAM, Third Edi-
tion. Cr. 8vo. 6s.

‘0 * (A. T. QuiUer Conch). THE WHITE
WOLF. Second Edition. Cr.8vo. 6^.

Also Medium Bvo. 6d.

THE MAYOR OF TROY. Fourth Edition.

Cr, 8va. 65.

MERRY-GARDEN AND OTHER
STORIES. Cr.8z/o. 6s.

MAJOR VIGOUREUX. Third Edition.

Cr. 8vo. 6s.

Rawson (Maud Stepney). THE EN-
CHANTED GARDEN. Fourth Edition.
Cr. Bvo. 6s.

Rhys (Grace). THE WOOING OF
SHEILA. SecondEdition. Cr. Bvo. 6s.

Ridge (W. Pett). LOST PROPERTY.
Second Edition. Cr. Bvo. 65.

Also Medium Bvo. 6d.

ERB. Second Edition. Cr. Bvo. 6s.

A SON OF THE STATE. Second Edition.
Cr. Bvo. 3s. 6d. Also Medium Bvo. 6d.

A BREAKER OF LAWS. A New Edition.
Cr. Bvo. w. 6d.

MRS. GALER’S BUSINESS. Illustrated.

Second Edition. Cr. Bvo. 65.

SECRETARY TO BAYNE, M.P, Cr. Bvo.

T^E WICKHAMSES. Fourth Edition.

NAMe’^OF GARLAND. Third Edition.

GEORGE and THE GENERAL. Medium
Bvo. 6d.

Ritchie (Mrs. David G.). MAN AND
THE CASSOCK. Second Edition.
Crown Bvo. 65.

Roberts (C. G. D.). THE HEART OF
THE ANCIENT WOOD. Cr.Bvo. 3s. 6d.

Robins (Elizabeth). THE CONVERT.
Third Edition. Cr. Bvo. 65.

Rosenkrantz (Baron Palle). THE
MAGISTRATE’S OWN CASE. Cr.

Russell ^(W. Clark). MY DANISH
SWEETHEART. Illustrated. Fifth
Edition. Cr. Bvo. 6s.

Also Medium Bvo. 6d.

HIS ISLAND PRINCESS. Illustrated.

Second Edition. Cr. Bvo. 6s.

Also Medium Bvo. 6d.

ABANDONED. Second Edition. Cr. Bvo. 6s.

Also Medium Bvo. 6d.

MASTER ROCKAFELLAR’S VOYAGE.
Illustrated by Gokdon Browne. Third
Edition. Cr. Bvo. 3s. 6d.

A MARRIAGE AT SEA. Medium Bvo. 6d.

Ryan (Marah Ellis). FOR THE SOUL
OF RAFAEL. Cr. Bvo. 6s.

Sergeant (Adeline). THE MYSTERY
OF THE MOAT. Second Edition. Cr.
Bvo. 6s.

I

THE PASSION OF PAUL MARIL-
LIER. Crown Bvo. 6s.

THE QUEST OF GEOFFREY
DARRELL. Cr. Bvo. 6s.

THE COMING OF THE RANDOLPHS.
Cr. Bvo. 6s.

THE PROGRESS OF RACHAEL. Cr.

BARBARA’S MONEY. Cr.Bvo. 6s.

Also Medium Bvo. 6d.

THE MASTER OF BEECHWOOD.
Medium Bvo. 6d.

THE YELLOW DIAMOND. Second Ed.
Cr. Bvo. 6s. Also Medium Bvo. 6d.

THE LOVE THAT OVERCAME. Medium
Bvo. 6d.

Shannon (W. F.). THE MESS DECK.
Cr. Bvo. 3?. 6d.

Shelley(Bertha). ENDERBY. ThirdEd.

Sidgwick (Mrs. Alfred). THE KINS-
MAN. With 8 Illustrations by C. E,
Brock. Third Edition. Cr. Bvo. 6s.

Smith (Dorothy V. Horace). MISS
MONA. Cr. Bvo. 35. 6d.

Sonnichsen (Albert). DEEP-SEA YAGA-
BONDS. Cr. Bvo. 6s.

Sunbury (George). THE HA’PENNY
MILLIONAIRE. Cr. Bvo. w. 6d.

Surtees (R. S.). HANDLEY CROSS.
Illustrated. Medium Bvo. 6d.

MR. SPONGE’S SPORTING TOUR.
Illustrated. Medium Bvo. 6d.

ASK MAMMA. Illus. Medium Bvo. 6d.

Urquhart (M.), A TRAGEDY IN COM-
MONPLACE. Second Ed, Cr, Bvo. 65.

Vorst (Mario Van). THE SENTIMEN-
TAL ADVENTURES OF JIMMY BUL-
STRODE. Cr.Bvo. 6s.

Waineman (Paul). THE BAY OF
LILACS: A Romance from Finland.
Second Edition. Cr. Bvo. 6s.

THE SONG OF THE FOREST. Cr. Bvo.
6s.

Walford (Mrs. L. B.). MR, SMITH.
Medium Bvo. 6d.

THE BABY’S GRANDMOTHER.
Medium Bvo. 6d.

COUSINS. Medium Bvo. 6d.
Wallace (General Lew). BEN-HUR.
Medium Bvo. 6d.

THE FAIR CJOD. Medium Bvo. 6fl,

Waltz (E.C.). THE ANCIENT LAND-
MARK : A Kentucky Romance. Cr, Bvo.

CAPTAIN
FORTUNE, Third Edition. Cr, Bvo. 6s.

TWISTED EGLANTINE. With 8 lUus-
trations by Frank Craig. Third Edition.
Cr. Bvo. 6s.

THE HIGH TOBY : Being further Chapters
in the Life and Fortunes of Dick Ryder,
otherwise Galloping Dick, sometime Gentle-
man of the Road. With a Frontispiece by
Claude Shbpperson. Third Edition.

A MIDSUMMER DAY’S DREAM,
Third Edition, Crown Bvo. 6s.
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THE PRIVATEERS. With S IlIustratiOM

by Cyrus Cuneo. Second Edition. Cr.

8m 6s.

A POPPY SHOW : Being Divers and
Diverse Tales. Cr. 8vo. 6s,

THE ADVENTURERS. Medium Zvo. 6d.

Weekes (A. THE PRISONERS OF
WAR. Medium Svo. 6d.

\

Wells (H. G.). the SEA LADY. Cr.

Zvo. 6^. Also Medium 8m 6d.

Weyman (Stanley). UNDER THE RED
ROBE. With Illustrations byR. C. WooD-
viLLE. TweniV’FTrsi Edition. Cr. Zvo. 6jr.

White (Percy). THE SYSTEM. Third
Edition. Cr. 8m 6j.

A PASSIONATE PILGRIM. Medium
8m 6d,

Williams (Margery). THE BAR. Cr.

WiUiamson (Mrs. C. N.). THE AD-
VENTURE OF PRINCESS SYLVIA.
Second Edition. Cr. 8m 6f.

THE WOMAN WHO DARED. Cr. 8m
6s.

THE SEA COULD TELL. Second Edtiton.
Cr. 8m dr,

THE CASTLE OF THE SHADOWS.
Third Edition. Cr, 8m 6s.

PAPA. Cr. Zvo, 65.

Williamson (C. N. and A. M.). THE
LIGHTNING CONDUCTOR: The
Strange Adventures of a Motor Car. With
i6 Illustrations. Seventeenth Edition. Cr.

THE* PRINCESS PASSES: A Romance
of a Motor. With i6 Illustrations. Ninth
Edition. Cr. Zvo. 6s.

MY FRIEND THE CHAUFFEUR. With
id Illustrations. Ninth Edit. Cr. Zvo. 6s.

LADY BETTY ACROSS THE WATER.
Tenth Edition. Cr. Zvo. 6r.

THE CAR OF DESTINY AND ITS
ERRAND IN SPAIN. With 17 Ulus-

trations. Fourth Edition. Cr. Zvo, 6s.

THE BOTOR CHAPERON. With a Fron-
tispiece in Colour by A. H. Buckland, 16

other Illustrations, and a Map. Fifth Edi-
tion, Cr. Zvo. 6f.

SCARLET RUNNER. With a Frontispiece

in Colour by A. H. Buckland, and 8 other
Illustrations. Third Ed. Cr. Zvo. 6s.

Wyllarde (DoM). THE PATHWAY OF
THE PIONEER (Nous Autres). Fourth
Edition. Cr. Zvo. 65.

Yeldham (C. C.). DURHAM’S FARM.
Cr. Zvo. dr.

Boolis for Boys and Girls

Illustraied. Crown 8vo. 3s. 6ii.

-The GBfTTiNG Well of Dorothy. By Mrs.
"WT^-^kClijSSajd-

—

^econdiSdition.

Only a Guard-Room Dog. By Edith E.
Cuthell.

Master Rockafellar’s Voyage. By W.
Clark Russell. Third Eaition.

Syd Belton : Or, the Boy who would not go
to Sea. By G. Manville Fenn. SecondEd,

The Red Grange. By Mrs. Molcsworth.
A Girl O’^ the People. By L. T. Meade.

Second ^ dition.

Hepsy Gipsy. By L. T. Meade, ar. 6d.

The Honourablc Miss. ByL. T. Meade.
Second Edition,

There was once a Prince. By Mrs. M. E.
Mann.

When Arnold comes Home. By Mrs. M. E.
Mann.

The Novels of Alexandre Dumas
Medium Zvo, Price 6d, Double Volumes,, is.

COMPLETE LIST ON APPLICATION.

Methuen’s Sixpenny Books
Medium Svo,

Albanesi (E. Maria). LOVE AND
LOUISA.

I KNOW A MAIDEN.
Austen (J.). PRIDE AND"PREJUDICE.
Bagot (Richard). A ROMAN MYSTERY.
CASTING OF NETS.
Balfour (Andrew). BY STROKE OF
SWORD.

Baring-Oould(S.). FURZE BLOOM.
CHEAP JACK ZITA.
KITTY ALONE.
URITH.
THE BROOM SQUIRE.
1^ THE ROAR OF THE SEA.
NOEMI.
A BdOK OF FAIRY TALES. Illustrated.

LITTLE TU’PENNY.
WINEFRED,
THE FROBISHERS.
THE QUEEN OF LOVE.
Barr (Robert). JENNIE BAXTER.
IN THE MIDST OF ALARMS.
THE COUNTESS TEKLA.
THE MUTABLE MANY.
Benson ' 2. P.). DODO.
THE VINTAGE.
Bronte (Charlotte). SHIRLEY.
Brownell (C. L.). THE HEART OF
JAPAN.

Burton (J. Bloundelle). ACROSS THE
SALT SEAS.

Caffyn(Mrs.).’ ANNE MAULEVERER.



40 Messrs. Methuen’s Catalogue

Capes (Bernard). THE LAKE OF
WINE.

Clifford (Mrs. W. K.). A FLASH OF
SUMMER.

MRS. KEITH’S CRIME.
Corbett (Julian). A BUSINESS IN
GREAT WATERS.

Croker (Mrs. B. M.). ANGEL.
A STATE SECRET.
PE'^GY OF THE BARTONS.
TOHANNA
Dante (Aligbieri). THE DIVINE
COMEDY (Cary).

Do^le^A. Conan). ROUND THE RED

Duncan (Sara Jeannette). A VOYAGE
OF CONSOLATION.

THOSE DELIGHTFUL AMERICANS.
Eliot (George). THE MILL ON THE
FLOSS.

Findlater (Jane H.). THE GREEN
GRAVES OF BALGOWRIE.

Gallon (Tom). RICKERBY’S FOLLY.
Gaskell(Mrs.). CRANFORD.
MARY BARTON.
NORTH AND SOUTH.
Gerard (Dorothea). HOLY MATRI-
MONY.

THE CONQUEST OF LONDON.
MADE OF MONEY.
Gissing(G). THE TOWN TRAVELLER.
THE CROWN OF LIFE.
Glanville (Ernest). THE INCA’S
TREASURE.

THE KLOOF BRIDE,
Gleig (Charles). BUNTER’S CRUISE.
Grimm (The Brothers). GRIMM’S

fi'AT’RV TAT
Hope (Anthony). ' A MAN OF MARK.
A CHANGE OF AIR.
THE CHRONICLES OF COUNT
ANTONIO.

PHROSO.
THE DOLLY DIALOGUES.
Hornung (E. W.). DEAD MEN TELL
NO TALES.

Ingraham (J. H.). THE THRONE OF
DAVID.

Le <)ueux (W.). THE HUNCHBACK OF
^^STMINSTER.

Levett-Yeats(S. K.). THE TRAITOR’S
WAY.

Linton (E. Lynn). THE TRUE HIS-
TORY OF JOSHUA DAVIDSON.

Lyall(Edna). DERRICK VAUGHAN.
Malet (Lucas). THE CARISSIMA.
A COUNSEL OF PERFECTION.
Mann (Mrs.). MRS. PETER HOWARD.
A LOST ESTATE.
THE CEDAR STAR.
ONE ANOTHER’S BURDENS.
Marchmont (A. W.). MISER HOAD-
LEY’S SECRET.

A MOMENT’S ERROR.
Marryat (Captain). PETER SIMPLE.
JACOB FAITHFUL.

Marsh (Richard). A METAMORPHOSIS.
THE TWICKENHAM PEERAGE.
THE GODDESS.
THE JOSS.
Mason(A. E. W.). CLEMENTINA.
Mathers (Helen). HONEY.
GRIFF OF GRIFFITHSCOURT
SAM’S SWEETHEART.
Meade (Mrs. L. T.). DRIFT,
Mitford (Bertram). THE SIGN OF THE
SPIDER.

Montresor(F. R). THE ALIEN.
Morrison (Arthur). THE HOLE IN
THE WALL.

Nesbit(E.) THE RED HOUSE.
Norris (W.E.). HIS GRACE.
GILES INGILBY.
THE CREDIT OF THE COUNTY.
LORD LEONARD THE LUCKLESS.
MATTHEW AUS ITN.
CLARISSA FURIOSA.
Oliphant (Mrs.). THE LADY’S WALK.
SIR ROBERT S FORTUNE.
THE PRODIGALS.
THE TWO MARYS.
Oppenheim (E. P.). MASTER OF MEN.
Parker (Gilbert). THE POMP OF THE
LAVILETTES.

WHEN VALMONDCAME TO PONTIAC.
THE TRAIL OF THE SWORD.
Pemberton (Max). THE FOOTSTEPS
OF A THRONE.

I CROWN THEE KING.
Phillpotts (Eden). THE HUMAN BOY.
CHILDREN OF THE MIST.
THE POACHER’S WIFE.
THE RIVER.
‘6* (A. T. Quiller Couch). THE
WHITE WOLF.

Ridge {W. Pett). A SON OF THE STATE.
LOST PROPERTY.
GEORGE and THE GENERAL.
Russell (W. Clark). ABANDONED.
A MARRIAGE AT SEA.
MY DANISH SWEETHEART,
HIS ISLAND PRINCESS.
Sergeamt (Adeline). THE MASTER OF
BEECHWOOD.

BARBARA’S MONEY.
THE YELLOW DIAMOND.
THE LOVE THAT OVERCAME.
Surtees (R. S.). HANDLEY CROSS.
MR. SPONGE’S SPORTING TOUR.
ASK MAMMA.
Walford (Mrs. L. B.). MR. SMITH.
COUSINS.
THE BABY’S GRANDMOTHER.
Wallace (General Lew). BEN-HUR.
THE FAIR GOD.
Watson (H. B. Marriott). THE ADVEN<.
TURERS.

Weekes (A. B.). PRISONERMF WAR.
Wells (H. G.) THE SEA L^DY.
White (Percy). A PASSIONATE
PILGRIM.



Methuen’s Colonial Library
F I C T 1 0 N—oontinued

The White Wolf
THE Mayor of troy
Merry Garden
Major vigoureux

Qu6vido, Ifivael
human Fate

Qneux, W. Le
The Valley of the Shadow
Behind the Throne
The Crooked Way

Rawson, Mrs. Stepney
The enchanted Garden
The Easy-go-Luckies

Ritchie, Mrs. David O.
Man and the Cassock

Roblns5 Rllzabeth
The convert

Rosenkrantz, Baron
The Magistrate's own Case

RusseU, W. Clark
MY Danish sweetheart lUustrated
His island princess lUustrated

Ryan, Marah Bllis
FOR THE Soul of Rafael

Sergeant, Adeline
THE MASTER OF BEECHWOOD
Under Suspicion
THE MYSTERY OF THE MOAT
The Coming of the Randolphs
The Quest of Geoffrey Darrell
The Passion of Paul marillier

Shannon, W. F.
the mess deck.

Shelley, Bertha
Enderby

Sidg^sriok, Mrs. Alfred
The Kinsman lUustrated

Thurston, E. Temple
Mirage

Yan Yorst, Marie
THE ADVENTURES OF JIMMY BULSTRODE

Waineman, Paul
the Bay OF lilacs

Watson, H. B. Marriott
TWISTED Eglantine
The High Toby
A Midsummer Day's Dream
The Privateers lUustrated
A POPPY SHOW

Wells, H. G.
The Sea Lady

Weyman, Stanley J.
UNDER THE RED ROBE lUustrated

Whitby, Beatrice
The Result of an accident

White, Percy
A Passionate pilgrim
The Patient man

Williams, Margery
The Bar

Williamson, Mrs. C. N#
The adventure of princess Sylvia
Papa
THE Woman who Dared
The Sea could Tell
THE Castle of the shadows illustrated

Williamson, C. N. and A. M.
THE LIGHTNING CONDUCTOR lUustated
THE PRINCESS PASSES Illustrated

MY friend THE CHAUFFEUR Illustrated
Lady Betty across the Water Ulus,
THE Car of Destiny
The botor chaperon
Scarlet runner

Wyllarde, Dolf
The Pathway of the Pioneer

^
GENERAL LITERATURE

Most of the Books In this Division are proftisely lUnstrated

Crown 8vo
Abbott, R* M.

An Outlander in England: impressions
of an Australian

Balfour, Graham
THE Life of Robert Louis Stevenson

In One Volume

Barlng-Gould, S.
A book of the Riviera
A BOOK of the Rhine
A book of the PYRENEES

Bell, Mrs. Arthur G.
THE SKIRTS OF THE GREAT CITY

Berry, W. G.
France since Waterloo

Burnand, Sir F. C.
Reminiscences of my life

Dumas, Alexandre
My Memoirs In Sir Volumes
The crimes of the borgias and

OTHERS Illustrated

Urbain Grandier
The crimes of brinviluers
The Crimes of Ali pacha

Ewald, Carl
My little Boy

Fraser, John Foster
Round the world on a wheel

Bradley, A. G.
round about Wiltshire

Hall, Hammond
The young engineer



Methuen’s Colonial Library

GENERAL LITERATURB-oontinued

Crown 8yo
Henderson, X. F., and Francis

Watt
SCOTLAND OF TO-DAY

Hind, C. Lewis
DAYS IN Cornwall

Hutton, Edward
THE CITIES OF SPAIN
The Cities of Umbria
Florence and northern Tuscany

Kipling, Rudyard
Barrack-Room Ballads
THE Seven seas
the Five Nations
departmental Ditties

Leach, Henry
THE SPIRIT OF THE LINKS

Le Braz, JKnatole
THE LAND OF PARDONS

Llewellyn, Owen, and L. Rairen-
1^11
TE^ SOUTH-BOUND CAR

Lorlmer, George Horace
Letters from a Self-made merchant

TO his son
Old Gorgon Graham

Lucas, Ft Vt
A Wanderer in Holland
A Wanderer in London

Hontgomery, H. B.
THE Empire of the east

Norway, A* H.
Naples

Stevenson, Mrs* M. I.
Leiters from Samoa, 1891-s

Stevenson, Robert Louis
THE Letters of Robert Louis Steven-

son Edited by Sidney Colvin TwoVols.
Vailima Letters

Tozer, Basil
THE Horse in History

Vaughan, H. M.
THE Naples Riviera

Welch, Catharine
THE little Dauphin

Westell, W. Percival
the Young Naturalist

Westell, W. P., and O. 8* Cooper
THE YOUNG BOTANIST

Wilde, Oscar
DE PROFUNDIS

Wood, Field-Marshal Sir Hvelyn,
Y*C»
*THE REVOLT IN HINDUSTAN

Wood, J. Hickory
Dan Leno

Wyllie, M. A.
Norway and its Fjords

Demy 8vo,
Abraham, G. D.

THE COMPLETE MOUNTAINEER

mdlB, Janet
THB QUEEN OF LETTER-WRITBRS

The Hon. Maurice
With the Russian Army in manchuru
A,Y:mr in Russia

Nayleyj^
THS<!£^MnLB,TB photographer

Joseph
S'FBARSDFMUSIC, 1B65-390S IVoVols,

Vdtbip^SlilpardB, M. B.
France

of Northumberland

Braid, James
Advanced Golf

Brett, A* C* A*
CHARLES II. AND HIS COURT

Cloth only
Carden, Robert W.

The City of Genoa
camrltdn, Randal

A book of Irish Gentlemen

Coolidge, W* A. B.
The alps

Cotes, Bverard
SIGNS AND Portents in the far East

Goulton, G. G.
CHAUCER’S ENGLAND

Crane, Walter
An ARTIST’S REMINISCENCES
INDIAN Impressions

Beans, R. Storry
The Trials of Five Queens

Ditchfield, P. H.
The old world Parson

Bgerton, H. B*
British Colonial policy

Fea, Allan
THE Flight op the King
Secret Chambers and Hiding-Places
James II. and his Wives

Butlin, F. M.
Denmark

Fletcher, J. S.
A BOOK OF YORKSHIRK



Methuen's Colonial Library

GENERAI^ LITER&TURE-continued

JDemy Bvo, Cloth only

IN THE Nineteenth

Fovstev-BoTlll, W. B.
Hungary and the Hungarians

Fyvie, John
tragedy Queens of the Georgian Era

Gallaher, D., and W. G. Stead
THE Complete rugby footballer

Galton, Francis. F.B.S.
MEMORIES OF MY LIFE

GDbbs, Philip
The Romance of George villiers

Godley, A. D.
Oxford in the iSth century

Gordon, Iilna Buff
home Life in Italy

Graham, Captain H.
A GROUP OF Scottish women

Hall, Mary
A WOMAN’S Trek

Hamel, Frank
Famous French Salons

Hodtfetts, B. A. Brayley
The Russian court in the

century

Holland, Clive
TYROL AND ITS PEOPLE

Hollway-Calthrop, H. C.
PETRARCH AND HIS TIMES

Horeburgh, It. S.
Lorenzo the magnificent

Hosle, Alexander
Manchuria

Hume, Martin
TWO ENGLISH QUEENS AND PHILIP

Jebh, Camilla
A STAR OF THE SALONS

JejSfery, B. V*
THE Thirteen Colonies of North

AMERICA

Knight, A. B.
THE COMPLETE CRICKETER

Beach, Henry
GREAT Golfers in the Making

Behmann, B. C.
the complete Oarsman

Bodge, Sir Oliver
PREPARATIONS FOR THE COMING OF THE

KINGDOM

Bucas, B. V.
the Life of Charles Lamb
A SWAN AND HSR FRIENDS

p^aiiders,'Bloyd
TThStholland I

Masefield, John
On the Spanish Main

Mayne, B. C.
A BOOK OF Beautiful women

Millais, J. G.
the Life and Letters of Sir John

Everett Millais

Mitton, G. B.
Jane Austen and her England

Moorhouse, B. Hallam
Nelson's Lady Hamilton

Myers, A. Wallis
- PHE COMPLETE LAWN TENNIS PLAYER

Norregaard, B. W.
THE Great Siege: The Investment and

Fall of Port Arthur

Bees, J. D.
the real INDIA

Belch, Bmll
woman through the ages

Blchardson, Charles
THE COMPLETE FOX-HUNTER

house CIRCLE

S611ncourt, Hugh de
Great Ralegh

Sldgwlck, Mrs. Alfred
Home Life in Germany

Teasdale-Buckell, G. T.
THE COMPLETE SHOT

Tremayne, Eleanor B#
Margaret of Austria

'STardon, Harry
THE Complete golfer

Taughan, H. M.
The MEDICI POPES

Walnemann, Paul
A Summer tour in Finland

Wheeler, Ethel H.
SOME Famous blue Stockings

Whltllng, Miss B.
the complete COOK

Wmiarns, H. Noel
THE WOMEN BONAPARTES Two Vols.

Wood, Field-Marshal Sir Evelyn
FROM Midshipman to Field-Marshal

Young, A. B. Filson
THE Complete motorist

Crown 4to, Cloth only
Jolmston, Sir H. H.

British Central Africa

Royal 8vo. Cloth only
Barlng-Gould, S.

the life of Napoleon Bonaparte


